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STATEMENT OF THE AMICI CURIAE 

The American Association for Justice (AAJ) and 

the Massachusetts Academy of Trial Attorneys (Academy) 

submit this filing in response to the Court’s 

solicitation of amicus briefing on the question of 

whether statements made by a student who assisted a 

physician during surgery, concerning that student’s 

own allegedly negligent conduct during the surgery, 

where the statements were made after the surgery in 

the absence of the physician, are admissible against 

the physician. 

AAJ is a national voluntary bar association whose 

trial-lawyer members primarily represent plaintiffs in 

personal injury, workers’ compensation, civil rights, 

and in other civil actions.  Many AAJ members practice 

in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

The Academy is a voluntary, non-profit, state-

wide professional association of attorneys in the 

Commonwealth.  The Academy’s purpose is to uphold and 

defend the Constitutions of the United States and the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts; to promote the 

administration of justice; to uphold the honor of the 

legal profession; to apply the knowledge and 

experience of its members so as to promote the public 
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good; to reform the law where justice so requires; to 

advance the cause of those who seek redress for injury 

to person or property; steadfastly to resist efforts 

to curtail the rights of injured individuals; and to 

help them enforce their rights through the courts and 

other tribunals in all areas of law.  The Academy has 

been actively addressing various areas of the law in 

the courts and the Legislature of the Commonwealth 

since 1975. 

The amici urge the Court to hold that statements 

of a medical student are admissible against a 

supervising physician as statements of an agent.  The 

amici further urge the Court to recognize the 

criterion set forth in Mass. G. Evid. § 804(a)(3) and 

hold that lack of memory by a witness, genuine or 

feigned, renders the witness unavailable and triggers 

the hearsay exceptions in Mass. G. Evid. § 804(b). 

ISSUES PRESENTED 

1.  Did the trial court err in failing to 

recognize that a medical student, working under the 

direct supervision of a surgeon, is an agent of that 

surgeon, such that statements made by the medical 

student to a patient during a post-operative visit are 
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admissible against the surgeon, consistent with Mass. 

G. Evid. § 801(d)(2)(D)? 

2.  Does lost memory, feigned or genuine, 

constitute grounds for a trial court to find that a 

witness in a civil case is unavailable? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The amici adopt the Statement of the Case set 

forth by the plaintiffs-appellants. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The amici adopt the Statement of the Facts set 

forth by the plaintiffs-appellants. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

This Court reviews the legal standard applied by 

the trial judge de novo and without deference.  

Pp. 13. 

Massachusetts Guide to Evidence § 801(d)(2)(D), 

and not Mass. G. Evid. § 801(d)(2)(C), states the 

proper test for the admissibility of a statement by an 

agent.  Pp. 13-17.  Mr. Stephen’s statement is 

admissible as the statement of an agent.  Pp. 17-26.  

Dr. Wakamatsu consented to an agency relationship with 

Mr. Stephen because she directly supervised him as a 

matter of law and as a matter of fact.  Pp. 18-20.  As 
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Dr. Wakamtsu’s agent, Mr. Stephen acted on her behalf 

and for her benefit.  Pp. 20-22.  The agency 

relationship existed regardless of whether or not Mrs. 

Hedberg or Mr. Stephen ever informed Dr. Wakamatsu of 

their conversation.  Pp. 22-24.  Mr. Stephen had 

authority to converse with Mrs. Hedberg about the 

surgery.  Pp. 24-26.  Recognition of an agency 

relationship between physicians and medical students 

will protect both patients and medical students.  

Pp. 26-28. 

When a witness feigns or genuinely experiences 

loss of memory, the court is deprived of potentially 

important evidence.  Pp. 28-32.  This Court should 

adopt the rule in Fed. R. Evid. 804(a)(3) and thereby 

hold that a witness who suffers from lack of memory is 

unavailable.  Pp. 32-34.  This rule is necessary to 

counter the imbalance in access to evidence that 

plagues medical malpractice litigation.  Pp. 35-39.  

Mr. Stephen’s statement to Mrs. Hedberg was a 

statement against interest because it had a great 

tendency to expose him to civil liability.  Pp. 39-43. 

General Laws c. 233, § 79L does not preclude 

admission of Mr. Stephen’s statements of fact, 
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notwithstanding the conversation in which Mr. Stephen 

made those statements.  Pp. 43-45. 

ARGUMENT 

Application of an erroneous legal standard is a 

per se abuse of discretion and is reviewed de novo.  

Commonwealth v. Brusgulis, 398 Mass. 325, 330 (1986).  

See Pielech v. Massasoit Greyhound, Inc., 47 Mass. 

App. Ct. 322, 325 (1999) (ruling of law does not 

reflect exercise of discretion and "may, therefore, be 

reviewed for correctness as matter of law, without 

deferential weighting").  This Court will "scrutinize 

without deference the legal standard which the judge 

applied."  Kendall v. Selvaggio, 413 Mass. 619, 621 

(1992) (clearly erroneous standard does not protect 

conclusions based on incorrect legal standards). 

I. THE STATEMENT OF A MEDICAL STUDENT UNDER THE 

SUPERVISION OF AN ATTENDING PHYSICIAN IS 

ADMISSIBLE AS THE STATEMENT OF AN AGENT, 

CONSISTENT WITH MASS. G. EVID. § 801(d)(2)(D). 

A. The trial court applied an incorrect 

standard when it held that the student’s 

statement was inadmissible because he was 

not authorized by the attending physician to 

speak under Mass. G. Evid. § 801(d)(2)(C). 

Massachusetts Guide to Evidence § 801(d)(2) sets 

forth five situations in which a declarant’s statement 

is not hearsay and is therefore admissible against the 
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declarant or a party related in some way to the 

declarant.  Mass. G. Evid. §§ 801(d)(2)(A)-(E).  

Subsections (B) through (E) reflect four conditions 

that will result in the attribution of a third party’s 

statement to an opposing party.  Relevant here are the 

bases set forth in Mass. G. Evid. §§ 801(d)(2)(C) and 

801(d)(2)(D), both involving statements made on behalf 

of a party by an agent, employee, or other authorized 

speaker. 

A statement is admissible against a party if the 

speaker was "authorized" by the party to make the 

statement concerning the subject matter.  Mass. G. 

Evid. § 801(d)(2)(C).  Likewise, a statement made "by 

the party’s agent or employee on a matter within the 

scope of that relationship and while it existed."  

Mass. G. Evid. § 801(d)(2)(D).  Unlike Mass. G. Evid. 

§ 801(d)(2)(C), which requires that the speaker have 

authorization to make the statement, Mass. G. Evid. 

§ 801(d)(2)(D) notably reflects no such requirement. 

Because no authorization requirement appears in 

the latter, Mass. G. Evid. §§ 801(d)(2)(C) and 

801(d)(2)(D), while similar, apply to different 

situations and types of speakers.  Subsection (C) does 

not require proof of agency in the traditional sense, 
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but instead simply requires a showing that the party 

authorized the statement itself.  An example might be 

a public relations consultant or other professional 

speaker, who is an independent contractor and not an 

agent, servant, or employee, but who nevertheless 

speaks on behalf of the principal.  Even without a 

showing of general agency, the statement is admissible 

against the party because the party authorized the 

statement. 

Subsection (D) substitutes, for the Subsection 

(C) requirement of specific authorization to speak, a 

condition that the speaker be an agent speaking about 

a matter within the scope of the agency.  Thus, 

Subsection (D) applies to the more traditional agency 

or employment relationship, wherein the principal 

directs or controls the actions of the speaker, but 

does not authorize specific statements. 

The Advisory Committee Note to the cognate 

Federal Rule of Evidence reinforces that authorization 

to speak is not required and would result in the loss 

of valuable evidence: 

The tradition has been to test the admissibility 

of statements by agents, as admissions, by 

applying the usual test of agency.  Was the 

admission made by the agent acting in the scope 

of his employment?  Since few principals employ 
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agents for the purpose of making damaging 

statements, the usual result was exclusion of the 

statement.  Dissatisfaction with this loss of 

valuable and helpful evidence has been 

increasing.  A substantial trend favors admitting 

statements related to a matter within the scope 

of the agency or employment. 

Advisory Committee Note to Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(D). 

While the trial court, in discussions with the 

parties in this case, did not draw clear distinctions 

between subsections (C) and (D), she made clear in her 

rulings that she believed that the statement of Davis 

"Mac" Stephen (Mr. Stephen) was inadmissible because 

he was not authorized to speak -- as opposed to act -- 

on behalf of Dr. Wakamatsu.  R.A. II 152; Tr. 7-4.1  

The judge was encouraged in this misconception by the 

defendant, who repeatedly argued that Mr. Stephen was 

not authorized to speak, effectively and erroneously 

engrafting that requirement onto Subsection 

801(c)(2)(D).  R.A. I 147, 182-183, 191, 294, II 152; 

Tr. 1-10, 2-85 to 2-86. 

This case exemplifies the potential loss of 

highly relevant evidence from a percipient witness.  

                     
1 The Transcript is cited as "Tr." followed by 

page number.  The Record Appendix is cited as "R.A." 

followed by volume and page number.  The brief of 

defendant May Wakamatsu, M.D. is cited as "Def. Br." 

followed by page number.  The reply brief of 

plaintiffs Leslie Hedberg and Peter Hedberg, M.D. is 

cited as "Reply Br." followed by page number. 
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While there was no claim that Mr. Stephen was 

specifically authorized to speak on behalf of Dr. 

Wakamatsu, as argued in Argument I.B, infra, he acted 

at all times as part of her team. 

B. Mr. Stephen’s statement is admissible 

consistent with Mass. G. Evid. 

§ 801(d)(2)(D) because it pertained to his 

role in assisting the physician and was made 

while seeing the patient as part of the 

physician’s "team." 

"A statement is not hearsay if . . . the 

statement is offered against a party and is . . . a 

statement by his agent or servant concerning a matter 

within the scope of his agency or employment, made 

during the existence of the relationship."  Ruszcyk v. 

Sec’y of Pub. Safety, 401 Mass. 418, 420-423 (1988) 

(adopting Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(D)).  See 

also Mass. G. Evid. § 801(d)(2)(D) ("The statement is 

offered against an opposing party and . . . (D) was 

made by the party’s agent or employee on a matter 

within the scope of that relationship and while it 

existed"). 

"An agency 'results from the manifestation of 

consent by one person to another that the other shall 

act on his behalf and subject to his control.'"  

Kirkpatrick v. Boston Mut. Life Ins. Co., 393 Mass. 
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640, 645 (1985), quoting Restatement (Second) of 

Agency § 1 (1958).  See also Spencer v. Doyle, 50 

Mass. App. Ct. 6, 8 (2000) (same). 

1. Dr. Wakamatsu consented to Mr. Stephen 

serving as her agent because she 

directly supervised him pursuant to 

Massachusetts law and as a matter of 

fact. 

Dr. Wakamatsu supervised Mr. Stephen, a third-

year medical student, not only as a prudent patient 

safety measure but also as a requirement of 

Massachusetts law.  G. L. c. 112, § 9A; 243 Code Mass. 

Regs. § 2.07(3)(b) (2015) ("[t]he full licensee 

assures that the medical student practices medicine in 

accordance with accepted medical standards").  This 

explicit responsibility of the licensed physician for 

the actions of a trainee is unique to medical 

students, and is warranted by the limited knowledge of 

students such as Mr. Stephen, who are still more than 

a year distant from an M.D. degree. 

The specific treatment with respect to which Dr. 

Wakamatsu supervised Mr. Stephen was the surgery and 

post-operative care of Mrs. Hedberg.  Dr. Wakamatsu 

testified that one of Mr. Stephen’s responsibilities 

was to retract the area where she would operate by 

using retractors.  R.A. II 29; Tr. 3-45.  Consistent 
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with her supervisory responsibilities, she directed 

his positioning of the retractors, as well as his 

standing position during the surgery.  R.A. II 19; 

Tr. 3-21.  Dr. Wakamatsu further testified that 

medical students such as Mr. Stephen would make rounds 

on patients and create notes in patients’ charts.  

R.A. II 29–31; Tr. 3-45 to 3-47.  She acknowledged 

that it was her responsibility to direct the medical 

student during these rounds.  R.A. II 32; Tr. 3-48.  

She told Mr. Stephen to make a post-operative 

subjective and objective assessment of Mrs. Hedberg, 

which he did.  R.A. II 28; Tr. 3-44.   

Indeed, Mr. Stephen specifically understood that 

he was supposed to make that assessment and to discuss 

Mrs. Hedberg’s pain because that is what he had been 

told by Dr. Wakamatsu, and because that was consistent 

with the care medical students were to provide.  

R.A. II 29–31; Tr. 3-45 to 3-47.  Dr. Wakamatsu 

admitted that Mr. Stephen saw the patient on the day 

after the surgery as part of her "team."  R.A. II 29-

30; Tr. 3-45 to 3-46. 

Dr. Wakamatsu’s actions in allowing Mr. Stephen 

to participate in Mrs. Hedberg’s surgery, in directing 

his use of surgical retractors, in having him see and 
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speak to Mrs. Hedberg post-operatively, and in having 

him document his assessment in the hospital record, 

are all manifestations of her consent to an agency 

relationship.  See Restatement (Third) of Agency 

§ 1.01 (2006). 

2. Mr. Stephen acted on behalf of, and for 

the benefit of, Dr. Wakamatsu in his 

conduct as her agent. 

The mutual consent giving rise to an agency is 

"that the agent is to act on behalf and for the 

benefit of the principal, and subject to the 

principal’s control."  Theos & Sons, Inc. v. Mack 

Trucks, Inc., 431 Mass. 736, 742 (2000).  Mr. 

Stephen’s actions benefited and assisted the 

defendant, Dr. Wakamatsu.  During the surgery, Mr. 

Stephen was not merely an idle observer, but played an 

active role in providing patient care, holding 

retractors so that Dr. Wakamatsu could view and access 

the surgical field.  R.A. I 71, II 29; Tr. 3-45.  

After the operation, Mr. Stephen continued to provide 

direct care, assisting Dr. Wakamatsu by seeing Mrs. 

Hedberg, interviewing Mrs. Hedberg, performing an 

examination and assessment, documenting the encounter, 

and reporting back to the resident, Dr. Jessica Opoku-

Anane.  E.g., R.A. I 25, II 14-15, 17-19, 29-30, 65; 
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Tr. 3-16 to 3-17, 3-19 to 3-21, 3-45 to 3-46, 4-13.  

Mr. Stephen generated good will by his patient visit, 

which inured to Dr. Wakamatsu’s benefit in the form of 

Mrs. Hedberg feeling that she received personal 

attention from the care team.  Mr. Stephen also 

contributed to both the surgical and the post-

operative care, and performed care actions that 

otherwise would have consumed the time of either a 

more senior member of the team or Dr. Wakamatsu 

herself.  Thus, while Mr. Stephen derived a benefit 

from the relationship in the form of professional 

training and experience, his supervisor, Dr. 

Wakamatsu, likewise receive a benefit. 

Dr. Wakamatsu exercised actual control over Mr. 

Stephen’s actions far beyond the "right or power to 

control or direct the manner in which [Mr. Stephen] 

provided treatment" that establishes vicarious 

liability among medical providers.  Hohenleitner v. 

Quorum Health Resources, Inc., 435 Mass. 424, 436-437 

(2001).  See Dias v. Brigham Med. Assocs., Inc., 438 

Mass. 317, 322 (2002) (right to direct and control 

details of employee’s actions "may be very 

attenuated"); Spencer v. Doyle, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 6, 

10 (2000) ("The extent of the right to control . . . 
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is an important factor in determining whether or not a 

master-servant relation between them exists"), quoting 

Restatement (Second) of Agency § 14 comment a (1953).  

Dr. Wakamatsu’s control over Mr. Stephen’s actions was 

not merely theoretical or limited to administrative 

details such as setting work hours, but was instead 

actual, tangible, and immediate; he stood within 

arm’s-length of her during the surgery and responded 

to her direct instructions.  Compare Konick v. Berke, 

Moore Co., Inc., 355 Mass. 463, 468 (1969) (employee 

was servant because he had been instructed to do an 

errand, even though he had not been instructed on 

"manner" of driving).  Indeed, the trial judge 

originally characterized the medical student as a 

"puppet" of the defendant.  R.A. I 112-113; Tr. 1-17 

to 1-18.  Dr. Wakamatsu therefore not only had the 

"right to control the physical conduct" of Mr. 

Stephen, but actually exercised that right. 

3. Whether Mrs. Hedberg or Mr. Stephen 

informed Dr. Wakamatsu of their 

conversation does not bear upon the 

existence of the agency relationship. 

The defendant asserts without authority that Mr. 

Stephen’s statement to Mrs. Hedberg cannot be 

attributed to Dr. Wakamatsu because neither of them 
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informed her of the statement.  Def. Br. 41-42.  

Whether Mrs. Hedberg or Mr. Stephen informed Dr. 

Wakamatsu of their conversation is irrelevant.  Dr. 

Wakamatsu’s lack of awareness does not relieve her of 

responsibility for statements made by Mr. Stephen 

while performing the tasks she had assigned to him.  

See DeVaux v. Am. Home Assur. Co., 387 Mass. 814, 816-

817 (1983) (fact issue as to whether attorney’s 

secretary, who answered phone, gave advice, and 

misfiled letter, bound attorney unaware of same).   

The defendant relies on Kelley v. Rossi, 395 

Mass. 659, 663 (1985), for the proposition that 

"[r]esidents, and by analogy medical students, are not 

considered agents of their supervising physicians."  

Def. Br. at 25.  To the contrary, Kelley, which does 

not address the status of medical students at all, 

stands for the proposition that direction and control 

are issues of fact.2  Kelley, 395 Mass. at 664-665 

(reversing summary judgment and holding "there was a 

dispute of material fact as to whether the doctor was 

the servant of Boston City Hospital while on rotation 

                     
2 Mrs. Hedberg best articulates the substantial 

distinctions between medical students and residents in 

her reply brief.  Reply Br. at 9-10. 
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and working in the emergency room at the Kennedy 

Memorial Hospital"). 

4. Mr. Stephen had authority to engage in 

conversation with Mrs. Hedberg relative 

to the surgery with which he assisted 

Dr. Wakamatsu. 

Dr. Wakamatsu further attempts to separate Mr. 

Stephen’s statement about his own actions during the 

surgery from his role in the surgery itself, arguing 

that "Mr. Stephen did not have the training or 

authority to make a diagnosis regarding the patient’s 

post-operative reports of pain."  Def. Br. at 29.  

"Unless otherwise agreed, authority to conduct a 

transaction includes authority to do acts which are 

incidental to it, usually accompany it, or are 

reasonably necessary to accomplish it."  Beit Bros. v. 

Irving Tanning Co., 315 Mass. 561, 566 (1944).  See 

also Selame Assocs., Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 451 

F. Supp. 412, 421 (D. Mass. 1978) (applying 

Massachusetts law) ("[s]ince [agent] had the authority 

to moor the [ship,] he had authority to do acts which 

were incidental or reasonably necessary to accomplish 

the mooring"). 

Mr. Stephen, in making the statement in question, 

described his own conduct and his first-hand 
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observations during the surgery.  Further, the topic 

of Mrs. Hedberg’s symptoms and pain was the subject of 

a discussion between Dr. Wakamatsu and Mr. Stephen, 

documented in Mr. Stephen’s note and approved by Dr. 

Opoku-Anane.  R.A. I 209.  To the extent that Mr. 

Stephen’s comments merely described his own conduct, 

his training and experience are irrelevant; Mr. 

Stephen, like any percipient witness, is competent to 

testify about his own actions and observations during 

a surgery at which he was present.  To the extent that 

Mr. Stephen’s comments were based on his 

interpretation of Mrs. Hedberg’s symptoms, they were 

made as part of his authorized examination and 

assessment (both subjective and objective) of her, 

entered in the record, and approved by the resident.  

Such an interpretation by an agent is admissible 

against the principal.  Ruszcyk, 401 Mass. at 422-423 

(lack of personal knowledge only one factor for judge 

to consider); Simonoko v. Stop & Shop, Inc., 376 Mass. 

929, 929 (1978) (store manager’s statements 

inadmissible because transportation of plaintiffs to 

hospital was outside scope of manager’s employment, 

but noting "manager’s statements were not inadmissible 

merely because they were opinions").  See Brookover v. 
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Mary Hitchcock Memorial Hosp., 893 F.2d 411, 418 (1st 

Cir. 1990) ("personal knowledge by the nurses was not 

necessary and the testimony of the plaintiff relating 

what the nurses told him about the advisability of a 

bed restraint was properly admitted" under Fed. R. 

Evid. 801(d)(2)(D)). 

C. This Court should recognize the existence of 

an agency relationship between physicians 

and medical students in order to protect 

both patients and medical students. 

Recognition of an agency relationship between 

attending physicians and medical students will not 

only reflect the practical reality of medical 

practice, but will also protect both patients and 

medical students.  Patients rely upon the attending 

physician of their choice to provide care; to hold 

those physicians responsible both for the care 

rendered under their supervision and for information 

conveyed to patients by their designees comports with 

patients’ expectations. 

If a patient understood that the attending 

physician was not responsible for the medical student, 

a result legally inconsistent with G. L. c. 112, § 9A, 

then prudent patients would exercise the right 

conferred upon them by the same statute to decline to 
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allow the students to participate in their care.  See 

243 Code Mass. Regs. § 2.07(3)(a) (2015) (full 

licensee must require "that the medical student is 

identified as a medical student to each patient and 

informs patients that they have a right to refuse 

examination or treatment by the medical student").  If 

a patient allowed a medical student to participate in 

care and that medical student contributed to a poor 

outcome, then the patient would be forced to name the 

medical student as a defendant.  This practice would 

subject medical students still in training to 

liability, while permitting the supervising licensed 

physician to avoid any responsibility.   

Such exposure would be detrimental to medical 

students, leading to both widespread loss of their 

opportunities for training and potential liability 

early in their careers.  Further, if patients 

understood that they could not rely on information 

provided to them by the medical student or other 

medical providers assisting the attending physician, 

then those patients would be forced to direct all 

questions and requests to the attending physician, 

resulting in a need for senior doctors to spend 

valuable time on administrative and basic medical 
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tasks that could safely and efficiently be performed 

by others. 

II. THIS COURT SHOULD RECOGNIZE A LACK OF MEMORY AS 

GROUNDS FOR DECLARING A WITNESS TO BE UNAVAILABLE 

FOR PURPOSES OF THE HEARSAY RULE. 

A. Whether feigned or genuine, a witness’s loss 

of memory deprives the court of potentially 

important evidence. 

The problem of memory failure is pervasive in the 

justice system.  Under the best of circumstances, 

human memory is fallible and sometimes fleeting; the 

natural tendency to forget with the passage of time is 

more pronounced in civil cases, where trial commonly 

occurs five or even ten years after the events at 

issue.  Particularly in the case of non-party 

witnesses who may have no stake in the outcome, who 

may not learn of litigation until years after the 

events at issue, and who may have had little reason to 

recall those events in the first instance, the 

potential for loss of important and relevant evidence 

is significant. 

Mindful of the frailty of human memory, courts 

over the years have developed a number of evidentiary 

principles to help alleviate the problem of a 

forgetful witness.  From the simplest technique of 

refreshing a witness’s recollection, Commonwealth v. 
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O’Brien, 419 Mass. 470, 478 (1995); Mass. G. Evid. 

§ 612(a), to admission of a document on which a past 

recollection was recorded, Commonwealth v. Nolan, 427 

Mass. 541, 542 (1998); Mass. G. Evid. § 803(5)(A), 

courts have accepted various forms of testimony 

stemming from a time when the witness’s memory was 

better.  Even the introduction of a prior inconsistent 

statement has the potential to assist a forgetful 

witness; confronted with the statement, the witness 

may indeed agree that his memory was better at an 

earlier time, and that the prior statement is true.  

Commonwealth v. Sanders, 451 Mass. 290, 302 n.8 

(2008).  However, these techniques are not always of 

practical value; the first two are most effective with 

a cooperative witness, and the third largely depends 

on the witness’s willingness to adopt his prior 

testimony.  See Commonwealth v. Figueroa, 451 Mass. 

566, 574 (2008) (despite recall of many details, 

transcript failed to refresh witness’s memory that 

defendant had admitted to shooting). 

This Court has recognized the potential for 

injustice when a witness who has previously given 

relevant testimony claims a lack of memory at trial.  

One remedy has been to permit the use of the prior 
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testimony upon a finding by the trial judge that the 

witness’s claimed lack of memory is feigned.  

Commonwealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. 735, 745 (2000); 

Commonwealth v. Daye, 393 Mass. 55, 66 (1984), 

overruled on unrelated grounds by Commonwealth v. Le, 

444 Mass. 431, 435-442 (2005).  This judicial 

construct views the claimed lack of memory as 

inconsistent with the existence of a recollection that 

once permitted the witness to testify.  Sineiro, 432 

Mass. at 743-745 & n.7 ("feigned lack of recollection 

regarding the facts contained in a prior statement 

constitutes inconsistent testimony").  This 

inconsistency triggers the availability of the prior 

statement for impeachment; in the presence of certain 

safeguards, this Court has further permitted the prior 

testimony to be accorded substantive weight.  

Commonwealth v. Andrade, No. SJC-12088, slip op. at 6-

7 (Dec. 21, 2018). 

While not arousing the same visceral feeling of 

unfairness as a feigned loss of memory, a genuine loss 

of memory nevertheless has consequences that are 

equally detrimental to the court’s truth-finding 

mission.  When crucial evidence is not available 

because of a witness’s lack of memory, it matters 
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little to the proponent whether the memory failure is 

feigned or genuine; the practical effect is the same.   

In fact, given the body of law holding that a 

simple failure of memory is not inconsistent with a 

past memory, the consequences can be even more dire, 

as the prior statement will likely not be available 

even for impeachment.  See, e.g., Commonwealth v. 

Martin, 417 Mass. 187, 197 (1994) ("no inconsistency 

between a present failure of memory on the witness 

stand and a past existence of memory"); Mass. G. Evid. 

§ 613(a). 

Under current Massachusetts law, therefore, 

important and relevant evidence is unavailable to the 

fact-finder in many cases where witnesses claim loss 

of memory.  When this Court recognized the feigning 

doctrine in Sineiro, it reserved for another day the 

question of whether Massachusetts should recognize 

loss of memory as a ground for declaring a witness 

unavailable.  Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 741.  That day has 

come, and these facts demonstrate that such a rule is 

appropriate and just.  Such a rule provides a better 

solution to the difficult dilemma of memory loss, and 

has been successfully applied for many years under the 

Federal Rules of Evidence.  This court should hold 
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that loss of memory renders a witness unavailable for 

purposes of the hearsay rule under Massachusetts law. 

B. This Court should adopt Fed. R. Evid. 

804(a)(3) as Massachusetts law. 

Federal Rule of Evidence 804(a)(3), providing 

that a witness who suffers from a lack of memory is 

unavailable, is a practical, sensible, and equitable 

approach to the recurring problem of memory failure.  

This rule permits the introduction of out-of-court 

statements made by a forgetful witness, subject to the 

traditional safeguards to ensure reliability that 

apply to other cases in which a witness cannot or will 

not testify in court. 

Federal Rule of Evidence 804(a)(3) permits the 

trial court to find that a witness is unavailable if 

the witness "testifies to not remembering the subject 

matter."  Id.  Once the witness is determined to be 

unavailable, the various hearsay exceptions enumerated 

in Fed. R. Evid. 804(b) become available to the 

proponent.3  Thus, Fed. R. Evid. 804(a)(3) correctly 

recognizes that a witness who has no memory of an 

                     
3 In a criminal case, an additional analysis would 

be required to ensure compliance with the 

Confrontation Clause.  Commonwealth v. Caruso, 476 

Mass. 275, 295 n.15 (2017).  But those considerations 

are not relevant here. 
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event is equally as unavailable as a witness who has a 

valid claim of privilege, refuses to testify, has died 

or is under a disability, or is not subject to 

subpoena.  See Fed. R. Evid. 803(a)(1), 803(a)(2), 

803(a)(4), 803(a)(5). 

Federal Rule of Evidence 804(a)(3) does not 

condition a finding of unavailability on any predicate 

determination of insincerity, artifice, or feigning on 

the part of the witness.  The prior statements of a 

witness who feigns loss of memory and the prior 

statements of a witness who genuinely suffers from 

amnesia are equally admissible.  See Bail Bonds by 

Marvin Nelson, Inc. v. Comm’r of Internal Revenue, 820 

F.2d 1543, 1547 (9th Cir. 1987) (taxpayer’s attorney 

and associate unavailable due to lack of memory); 

United States v. Amaya, 533 F.2d 188, 190-192 (5th 

Cir. 1976) (witness who had no memory of prior 

testimony because of motor vehicle accident injuries 

unavailable under Fed. R. Evid. 804(a)(3), despite 

lack of medical testimony as to permanence of memory 

loss); Hampton v. City of Chicago, No. 12-cv-5650, 

slip op. (N.D. Ill. July 13, 2017) (attached) (witness 

who did not remember making statements about photo 

array declared unavailable under Fed. R. Evid. 
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804(a)(3)).  Thus the rule is fair and does not pass 

judgment on the witness’s intentions or sincerity. 

This broad application of the rule to all types 

of memory loss appropriately recognizes that the 

witness’s motive is irrelevant to the question of 

availability; in either case, the testimony will not 

be forthcoming.  Further, by eliminating the need for 

trial judges to engage in difficult and time-consuming 

assessment of a witness’s bona fides, the Federal rule 

establishes a principle that is efficient and easily 

applied. 

In addition to ensuring that relevant and 

important evidence will be available to the fact-

finder regardless of whether the witness’s memory loss 

is real, the elimination of a distinction between 

feigned and genuine memory loss would advance the goal 

of making the best evidence available, as it reduces 

the incentive for a witness to feign memory loss, and 

instead encourages the witness to "remember" and 

testify.  See Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 742 (noting 

"tendency of unwilling or untruthful witnesses to seek 

refuge in a claim of forgetfulness"), quoting 2 

McCormick, Evidence § 251, at 117 (5th ed. 1999). 
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C. This change in the law is needed to maximize 

the availability of relevant evidence, 

particularly where one party is in 

possession of most of the relevant evidence. 

There are many cases where a party, more often a 

plaintiff, has little or no knowledge of relevant 

events, while the defendants have virtually unfettered 

access to documents, witnesses, and specialized 

knowledge.  Medical malpractice cases are especially 

notable for imbalances in access to evidence between 

parties.  Simultaneously, the events surrounding a 

serious injury or death are often more memorable for 

the victim than for the providers, whose days, weeks, 

and years are filled with patients.   

It is therefore completely understandable, if not 

to be expected, that providers or other defense 

witnesses may make statements in the moment that are 

soon forgotten by them but remain firmly fixed in the 

memory of the patient or his family.  The adoption of 

memory failure as an independent ground for 

unavailability would help to preserve access to 

important evidence that would otherwise be lost simply 

due to the passage of time. 

The imbalance in access to evidence that plagues 

individuals who bring claims against professions or 
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large corporations is particularly acute in medical 

negligence claims.  The medical profession has 

historically been reluctant to level with patients, 

leaving many patients with little evidence about 

adverse events.  See generally Gallagher, Cook, & 

Brenner, Disclosing Harmful Mammography Errors to 

Patients, 253 Radiology 443 (2009); Hobgood, Weiner, & 

Tamayo-Sarver, Medical Error Identification, 

Disclosure and Reporting:  Do Emergency Medicine 

Provider Groups Differ?, 13 Academic Emergency 

Medicine 443 (2006). 

Given the already-limited access to evidence 

under which many individual parties labor, the 

adoption of a rule that would prevent their opponents 

from benefiting from a lapse of memory -- whether real 

or simply convenient -- would ensure that what 

evidence exists remains available for the finder of 

fact.  By contrast, to permit witnesses who have once 

explained events later to prevent the jury from 

hearing their statements by claiming a failure of 

memory would encourage mischief and gamesmanship. 

The case at bar amply demonstrates these 

pragmatic policy concerns.  There is ample evidence 

that Mr. Stephen feigned his memory loss, but the 
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adverse consequences impacting the search for truth at 

trial were equally severe whether he was feigning or 

sincere. 

While both Dr. Wakamatsu and Dr. Opoku-Anane, who 

have far more medical experience than Mr. Stephen, 

professed to remember this specific surgery, and, in 

particular, the lack of improper positioning in the 

operating room, Mr. Stephen professed to have no 

memory whatsoever of one of his first surgeries during 

his first month of clinical experience, in which a 

patient had a poor outcome.  R.A. I 23-34, 204-234, II 

14-38, 68-74, 89-96; Tr. 3-16 to 3-73. 

The contrast between the memories of the two 

senior doctors, who distinctly remembered doing 

everything properly, and the medical student, who 

remembered nothing at all, is striking.  Mr. Stephen 

stands apart from his colleagues in failing to 

remember that he did nothing wrong and in failing 

either to deny that he did anything wrong or to deny 

that he admitted to Mrs. Hedberg that he had leaned 

against her leg.  One would think that a witness with 

a clear conscience would have denied both.  Even in 

the absence of a direct memory, the usual tactic of a 

medical witness would be to achieve the same outcome 
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by testifying that it was his habit never to do 

anything improper.  See Palinkas v. Bennett, 416 Mass. 

273, 276 (1993) ("[e]vidence of business habits or 

customs is admissible to prove that an act was 

performed in accordance with the habit" and "fact that 

a habit is done by only one individual does not bar it 

from being a business habit"). 

The absence of a clear denial under circumstances 

where that would be the expected response to an 

accusation of wrongdoing is convenient as a matter of 

evidence and tactics, to say the least.  Had Mr. 

Stephen followed his colleagues’ lead and denied that 

Mrs. Hedberg’s legs were improperly positioned, denied 

making the statement attributed to him, or even 

attempted to give testimony about his professional 

practices or habits, Mrs. Hedberg would have been 

permitted to testify regarding his statement to her as 

a means of impeachment.  Mr. Stephen’s convenient 

lapse of memory forecloses this avenue -- the precise 

situation that courts have sought to remedy through 

the feigning doctrine.  Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 742-743.  

See also United States v. Bigham, 812 F.2d 943, 946 

(5th Cir. 1987) (rule would provide party with 

desirable protection against "turncoat" witness who 
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changes story on stand and deprives party calling him 

of evidence essential to his case), quoting Advisory 

Committee Note to Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(1)(A). 

D. Mr. Stephen’s statement to Mrs. Hedberg 

constitutes a statement against interest 

pursuant to Mass. G. Evid. § 804(b)(3) 

because it had so great a tendency to expose 

Mr. Stephen to civil liability. 

Mr. Stephen made a statement against his 

interest.  Mass. G. Evid. § 804(b)(3).  See 

Commonwealth v. Charles, 428 Mass. 672, 679 (1999) 

(statement against penal interest); Commonwealth v. 

Carr, 373 Mass. 617, 622-624 (1977) (adopting hearsay 

exception for statement against penal interest and 

noting draftsmen of Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(3) "started 

with the assumption that complete exclusion of 

declarations against penal interest is indefensible"). 

The trial court erroneously discounted the 

admission as not under oath.  R.A. II 152-153; Tr. 7-4 

to 7-5.  An entirely separate hearsay exception for 

prior recorded testimony encompasses prior 

"[t]estimony that (A) was given as a witness at a 

trial, hearing, or lawful deposition, whether given 

during the current proceeding or a different one."  

Mass. G. Evid. § 804(b)(1)(A).  Another subsection of 

the hearsay exception for prior recorded testimony 
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encompasses prior "[t]estimony that . . . (B) is now 

offered against a party who had – or, in a civil case, 

whose predecessor in interest had -- an opportunity 

and similar motive to develop it by direct, cross-, or 

redirect examination."  Mass. G. Evid. § 804(b)(1)(B).  

Neither the requirement of a prior sworn proceeding 

nor the requirement of a prior opportunity to examine 

the witness applies to a statement against interest 

pursuant to Mass. G. Evid. § 804(b)(3). 

The trial court failed to consider all of the 

factors determinative of probative value and potential 

for unfair prejudice.  Ruszcyk, 401 Mass. at 422-423.  

As to the credibility of the witness, Mr. Stephen had 

no reason to misrepresent his conduct relative to the 

operation so as to create potential liability for 

himself and Dr. Wakamatsu.  Id.  As to the proponent’s 

need for evidence, Mrs. Hedberg very much needs the 

prior statement from Mr. Stephen as to his firsthand 

knowledge of what went wrong during the operation, 

especially because Mr. Stephen no longer lives in the 

area and is not available to testify in person, and 

because neither Dr. Wakamatsu nor Dr. Opoku-Anane 

corroborated Mr. Stephen’s recollection.  Id.  As to 

the reliability of the evidence, Mr. Stephen made his 
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statement one day after the operation in question, 

when his memory was fresh.  Id. 

The defendant’s attempt to claim that Mr. 

Stephen’s statement was not against his interest is 

perhaps best belied by the ferocity with which the 

defendant fought to exclude that evidence.  The 

inculpatory nature of the statement is further 

evidenced by the fact that it would buttress the 

opinion of the plaintiff’s medical expert witness, who 

testified that Mrs. Hedberg suffered a stretch injury 

from hyperflexion of her leg during surgery.  R.A. I 

327-329; Tr. 2-177 to 2-179.  The identification of 

the source of this hyperflexion would have 

significantly strengthened the plaintiff’s case by 

removing the claim of liability from the realm of 

events that by logic must have occurred to the realm 

of events known to have occurred. 

Dr. Wakamatsu suggests that Mr. Stephen did not 

have sufficient knowledge or training to understand 

that his statement would be against his interest.  

Def. Br. at 35.  This argument is implausible in light 

of Dr. Wakamatsu’s testimony, wherein she explains the 

importance of proper positioning to those assisting 
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her with surgery.4  R.A. II 23-25; Tr. 3-25 to 3-27.  

Further, Mr. Stephen was aware both that Mrs. Hedberg 

had a medical complaint and that his response amounted 

to an explanation for her complaint.  R.A. I 209.  One 

need not be a fully trained physician to sense the 

potential peril in such an admission. 

The defendant argues that if Mr. Stephen’s 

statement was against his interest, then not only he, 

but Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General 

Hospital, would have been sued.  Def. Br. at 35.  In 

so arguing, the defendant ignores the legal futility 

both of suing two institutions that enjoy charitable 

immunity and of suing a school that is not responsible 

for the negligence of its student.  See G. L. c. 231, 

§ 85K ("in the context of medical malpractice claims 

against a nonprofit organization providing health 

care, such cause of action shall not exceed the sum of 

$100,000, exclusive of interest and costs"); Kavanagh 

v. Trustees of Boston Univ., 440 Mass. 195, 201 (2003) 

                     
4 If Mr. Stephen was unaware that his statement 

would be against his interest, then that lack of 

awareness would tend to further show that Dr. 

Wakamatsu had failed to properly train and supervise 

Mr. Stephen in the proper procedure and in the 

importance of that proper procedure; this would 

constitute an additional failing on the part of Dr. 

Wakamatsu.  See G. L. c. 112, § 9A; 243 Code Mass. 

Regs. § 2.07(3)(b) (2015). 
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(relationship between student athletes and university 

"did not make the university vicariously liable for 

any torts committed by [student athletes] in the 

course of competition").  The defendant also ignores 

the factual futility of suing a trainee whose actions 

were directly controlled by the attending physician.  

See G. L. c. 112, § 9A; 243 Code Mass. Regs. 

§ 2.07(3)(b) (2015). 

The plaintiff’s litigation choices are entirely 

consistent with her claim, supported by expert 

testimony, that her positioning during the operation 

was the responsibility of the operating surgeon, Dr. 

Wakamatsu.  R.A. I 11-14.  If, as his statement 

suggests, Mr. Stephen was improperly leaning against 

Mrs. Hedberg’s leg, causing a stretch injury to her 

nerve, then that injury is the responsibility of the 

defendant, who allowed Mr. Stephen to remain in that 

position, rather than Mr. Stephen himself, who was 

only following directions. 

III. GENERAL LAWS c. 233, § 79L DOES NOT PRECLUDE THE 
ADMISSION OF MR. STEPHEN’S STATEMENTS. 

The defendant also relies on G. L. c. 233, § 79L, 

the "apology statute."  Def. Br. at 36-37.  While the 

statute, and the general evidentiary principles 
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embodied in Mass. G. Evid. § 409, prohibit the 

admission of statements of apology, the court should 

not withhold highly relevant factual statements from 

the jury merely because Mr. Stephen made those 

statements in the same conversation as a statement of 

apology.  Far from the mere "attempt to commiserate" 

suggested by the defendant, Mr. Stephen’s statement 

provided a specific factual basis that would support 

the plaintiff’s expert’s opinion and explain the 

mechanism of the plaintiff’s injury.  Def. Br. at 37. 

The apology statute does, however, give further 

credence to the plaintiff’s contention that Mr. 

Stephen is feigning a lack of memory.  Any other 

response than a lack of memory would leave him in an 

untenable position: if he admits his prior statement, 

he buttresses the plaintiff’s case; if he denies the 

statement, it is admissible.  In fact, the defendant 

acknowledges as much.  Def. Br. at 37 n.11. 

General Laws c. 233, § 79L makes statements 

admissible if inconsistent with a later statement made 

under oath during the litigation: 

unless the maker of the statement, or a defense 

expert witness, when questioned under oath during 

the litigation about facts and opinions regarding 

any mistakes or errors that occurred, makes a 

contradictory or inconsistent statement as to 
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material facts or opinions, in which case the 

statements and opinions made about the mistake or 

error shall be admissible for all purposes. 

G. L. c. 233, § 79L.  "[A] feigned lack of 

recollection regarding the facts contained in a prior 

statement constitutes inconsistent testimony."  

Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 743 n.7.  For all of the reasons 

set forth in Argument II.C, supra, Mr. Stephen is 

feigning a lack of memory, that feigning constitutes 

inconsistent testimony under oath during this 

litigation, and G. L. c. 233, § 79L is inapplicable to 

his statement to Mrs. Hedberg. 

CONCLUSION 

The amici urge this Court to hold that statements 

of a medical student are admissible against a 

supervising physician as the statements of an agent.  

The amici further urge this Court to hold that a 

witness’s lack of memory, whether feigned or genuine, 

permits a court to find that the witness is 

unavailable pursuant to Mass. G. Evid. § 804(a)(3), 

and that statements against interest thereupon become 

admissible as hearsay exceptions pursuant to Mass. G. 

Evid. § 804(b)(3).  This Court should therefore 
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reverse the judgment below and remand this case for 

re-trial. 
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Code of Massachusetts Regulations

243 CMR. BOARD OF REGISTRATION IN
MEDICINE

243 CMR 2.00. LICENSING AND THE PRACTICE OF
MEDICINE

Part 2. THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE

Current through Register Vol. 1381, December 28, 2018

§ 2.07.  General  Provisions  Governing  the Practice  of
Medicine

243 CMR 2.07 addresses some issues relating to the
practice of medicine by licensees. The Practice of Medicine
is defined in 243 CMR 2.01(4).

(1)

Acupuncture. Acupuncture  is the  practice  of medicine  and
may be performed only by a full licensee or by an
acupuncturist duly licensed and registered in the
Commonwealth.

(2)

Interpretation of Blood Pressure Measurements. (Reserved).

(3)

Standards Pertaining to the Practice of Medicine by
Medical Students.  A full licensee  may permit  a medical
student to practice  medicine  under  his or her supervision
and subject  to the  provisions  of M.G.L.  c. 112,  § 9A.  The
full licensee's supervision of the medical student's activities
must meet the following requirements:

(a)

 The full licensee requires that the medical student is
identified as  a medical  student  to each patient  and informs
patients that they have a right to refuse examination  or
treatment by the medical student.

(b)

 The full licensee assures that the medical student practices
medicine in accordance with accepted medical standards.

(4)

Delegation of Medical Services. A full licensee may permit
a skilled professional or non-professional  assistant to
perform services in a manner consistent with accepted

medical standards  and appropriate  to the assistant's  skill.
The full licensee  is responsible  for the medical  services
delegated to a skilled professional or nonprofessional
assistant. Nothing in 243 CMR 2.07(4) shall be construed as
permitting an unauthorized  person to perform activities
requiring a license  to practice  medicine.  A full licensee
shall not knowingly permit, aid or abet the unlawful
practice of medicine by an unauthorized person, pursuant to
M.G.L. c. 112,  § 9A, M.G.L.  c. 112,  § 61,  and  243  CMR
1.05(6).

(5)

The Controlled  Substances  Act. A licensee  who violates
M.G.L. c. 94C or any regulation  promulgated  thereunder
also violates  243 CMR 2.00.

(6)

Hospital Privileges. (Reserved).

(7)

Retirement from the Practice of Medicine (Reserved).

(8)

Changes in Registration  Information  Occurring  Outside  of
the Licensing Process. Pursuant to 243 CMR 2.04, an
applicant or licensee shall notify the Board in writing when
information provided  on his or her licensing  or renewal
application changes during the application or renewal
period. The application or renewal period means the day the
initial application or renewal application is filed to the day
the license is issued or renewed. In addition, a licensee has
a duty to report to the Board when certain information
provided to the Board as part of the registration  process
changes. A written report shall be sent to the Board  within
30 days of when the change occurred.  The applicant  or
licensee shall keep the following information current:

(a)

Home and Business Address. A licensee must report to the
Board a change of home or business address within 30 days
of the date of the change of address.

(b)

Change of Name. An applicant or licensee who changes his
or her name  shall  provide  notice  to the Board,  within  30
days of the date of the name change, pursuant  to the
procedures set forth in 243 CMR 2.02(14).
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(c)

Change in Sex. An applicant or licensee who changes his or
her sex pursuant  to M.G.L.  c. 46, § 13(e) shall provide
notice to the Board within 30 days of the date of the
amendment of his or her birth certificate.

(d)

Physician Ownership in a For-profit Acute Care Hospital or
HMO.

1.

Report to the Board. As required by M.G.L. c. 112, § 5M, a
licensee shall report to the Board that he or she has an
ownership interest  in a for-profit acute care hospital,  as
defined in M.G.L.  c. 111, § 25B, or a for-profit health
maintenance organization,  as defined  in M.G.L.  c. 111,  §
25B. The licensee  shall  report  to the  Board  the percentage
of ownership interest he or she holds in relation to the total
ownership interest in the for-profit entity.

a.

 The licensee  shall make an initial  report of ownership
interest to the Board within 30 days of acquiring  such
ownership interest.

b.

 After the initial report, the licensee shall report the
existence of the ownership interest and the ownership
percentage biennially during the license renewal process.

c.

 The licensee  shall  report  a material  change  in his or her
ownership interest  to the Board within 30 days of the
change.

d.

 A licensee shall report to the Board when he or she ceases
to have an ownership interest, within 30 days of ceasing to
have an ownership interest.

2.

Ownership Interest.  For purposes  of 243  CMR  2.07(8)(d),
Ownership Interest shall mean any and all ownership
interest including,  but not limited to, any membership,
proprietary interest, stock interest, partnership  interest,
co-ownership in any form or any profit-sharing
arrangement. Ownership interest shall not apply to financial
arrangements between  a health  maintenance  organization
organized under  M.G.L.  c. 176G,  or a preferred  provider
arrangement organized under M.G.L. c. 176I and their

participating providers,  and shall not apply to financial
arrangements among participating  providers  of such health
maintenance organization or such preferred provider
arrangement.

(e)

Physician Ownership Interest in Facilities Providing
Physical Therapy Services.

1.

Report to the Board.  A licensee  shall  report  to the Board
that he or she has an ownership interest in physical therapy
services, pursuant to M.G.L. c. 112, § 12AA.

a.

 The initial report shall be made to the Board within 30 days
of acquiring the ownership interest.  A sample of the blank
written referral form must be submitted to the Board.

b.

 After  the initial  report,  the  licensee shall  report  his  or her
ownership interest  biennially  during  the  licensee's  renewal
process.

c.

 When there is a change in the information provided in 243
CMR 2.07, including a change to the patient  referral form,
the licensee shall  report  the change to the Board within 30
days of the change,  and send a copy of the new referral
form to the Board.

2.

Ownership Interest. Ownership Interest shall mean any and
all ownership  interest,  including  but not limited  to any
membership, proprietary interest, stock interest, partnership
interest, co-ownership  in any form or any profit-sharing
arrangement. Ownership  interest  shall not apply to any
financial arrangements between a health maintenance
organization licensed under  M.G.L.  c. 176G or a preferred
provider arrangement  organized  under  M.G.L.  c. 176I  and
its participating  providers. Ownership  interest shall not
apply to financial arrangements among participating
providers of such  health  maintenance  organization  or such
preferred provider arrangement.

3.

Disclosure to Patient.  A licensee  who refers  a patient  for
physical therapy services to an entity in which he or she has
a financial ownership interest, as defined in M.G.L. c. 112,
§ 12AA, shall do the following:
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a.

 The  licensee  shall  disclose  his  or her  financial  ownership
interest to the patient.

b.

 The licensee shall provide the patient with a written
referral that informs the patient that physical therapy
services may be available from other physical  therapists in
the community. The referral notice shall conspicuously
contain the following language: "The referring registered or
licensed person maintains  an ownership interest in the
facility to which you are being referred for physical
therapy. Physical therapy services may be available
elsewhere in the community."

c.

 The licensee  shall  disclose  his or her ownership  interest
with the Board, along with a copy of a blank written referral
notice given to patients.

4.

Maintaining a Referral  List. Any licensee  who refers a
patient for physical therapy services to any partnership,
corporation, firm or other legal entity in which he or she has
an ownership  interest  shall maintain  a list of any such
referrals. A licensee  shall make this list available  to the
Board for inspection at the Board's request.

(f)

Extensions for Good Cause.  The Chair of the Board or his
or her designee may approve a written request for an
extension of the time period required for notification,
provided that  the basis for such request demonstrates good
cause.

(g)

Other Reporting Obligations. In addition to his or her duties
under 243  CMR  2.07(8),  a licensee  may have  a reporting
obligation under 243 CMR 2.04 or 243 CMR 2.14.

(9)

Discrimination Against Recipients  of Public Assistance
Prohibited.

(a)

General Rule.  A licensee  may not discriminate  against  a
person seeking  medical  services  solely  because  the  person
is a recipient  of public assistance.  243 CMR 2.07(9)(a)
prohibits a licensee from acting differently toward a
recipient of public  assistance  in any material  manner  and

requires a licensee to provide medical services of the same
quality and in the same manner  to a recipient  of public
assistance as he or she would to any other person in similar
circumstances who is not a recipient of public assistance.

(b)

Limitations on General  Rule. A licensee may act in any of
the following ways without violating 243 CMR 2.07(9)(a):

1.

 The licensee may impose limits upon the availability of his
or her  services,  in other  than  medical  emergencies,  which
are based upon non discriminatory criteria, e.g.,
professional training and experience;

2.

 The  licensee  may impose  a limit  upon  the  availability  of
his or her services, in other than medical emergencies, that
requires a person seeking  services  to present  reasonable
evidence of the person's  ability  to pay for services prior to
his or her rendition;

3.

 The  licensee  may withdraw from or decline  to participate
in the Commonwealth's  medical assistance  and medical
benefits programs established by M.G.L. c. 118E; or

4.

 If the licensee  is not a Provider  within  the meaning  of
M.G.L. c. 118E, § 8, the licensee  may require  personal
payment of his or her usual charge for services by a person
who is a beneficiary of the commonwealth's medical
assistance and medical benefits program, after he or she has
informed the person, in a manner which the person
understands, of the following:

a.

 He or she is not a Provider within the meaning of the laws
regulating the commonwealth's medical care and assistance
program; and

b.

 If the person nonetheless requests that the licensee provide
medical services, the licensee will require the person to pay
directly his or her usual charge for the services; and

c.

 Other physicians who are Providers and would not charge
the person  directly  are  available;  and he  or she  states  that,
upon request, he or she will attempt to make a referral to a
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Provider physician.

(10)

Provision of Medical Services in Emergencies.

(a)

General Rule. A licensee shall render medical services to a
person experiencing a medical emergency. A medical
emergency is a set of circumstances  that immediately
threatens a person's  life  or is  likely  to cause serious injury
absent the provisions of immediate professional assistance.
A licensee shall assume that a person who is referred to him
or her by another licensee for the purpose of securing
medical services  of an  emergency  nature  is  experiencing a
medical emergency.

(b)

Limitations on General Rule.

1.

 A licensee  whose professional  training  or experience  is
insufficient to enable him or her to provide medical services
of adequate  quality to a person experiencing  a medical
emergency is excused from complying with the requirement
of 243 CMR 2.07(10)(a). However, he or she must provide
reasonable assistance  to the  person  and  make a reasonable
attempt to secure competent medical services for the
person.

2.

 A licensee whose professional training or experience, while
not insufficient  to enable  him or her to provide  medical
services of adequate quality, is not as appropriate as that of
another licensee  or other competent  source of assistance
known to him or her, may refer  a person  experiencing  a
medical emergency to such an alternative source of services
if, in the exercise of reasonable  professional  judgment,
doing so would  be in the  person's  best  interests  and  he or
she establishes  through verbal communication  with the
source of services that the person will be seen promptly.

(c)

Refusal to Provide  Medical  Services.  A licensee  may not
refuse to provide medical services in the ordinary course of
his or her practice to a person experiencing  a medical
emergency because the person is unable to pay for the
services.

(11)

Advertising and Professional Notices by a Full Licensee.

(a)

 A full licensee  engaged  in the practice  of medicine  may
advertise for patients  by means which are in the public
interest. Advertising that is not in the public interest
includes the following:

1.

 Advertising that is false, deceptive, or misleading.

2.

 Advertising  that  has  the  effect  of intimidating or exerting
undue pressure.

3.

 Advertising that guarantees a cure.

4.

 Advertising  that  makes  claims  of professional  superiority
which a licensee cannot substantiate.

(b)

 A full licensee may advertise fixed prices, or a stated range
of prices, for specified routine professional services,
provided such advertisement clearly states whether
additional charges may be incurred for related services
which may be required in individual cases.

(c)

 A full licensee  may advertise  in any print  or electronic
media, including television, radio, or Internet, provided that
he or she maintains a complete, accurate,  and reproducible
version of the audio and visual contents of that  advertising
for a period of three years. The licensee  must furnish  a
complete copy of this advertising to the Board upon
request. The cost of maintaining and providing this
advertising copy shall be borne by the licensee.

(d)

 A full licensee shall include in an advertisement  or
professional notice  his or her name,  business  address  and
degree (M.D. or D.O.).

(e)

 A full licensee  may not represent  that  he or she holds  a
degree from a medical  school other  than  that degree  that
appears on his or her application  for registration  and has
been verified in accordance with the Board's requirements.
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(12)

Requirement to Respond to Board.

(a)

30 Day Period. A licensee shall respond within 30 days to a
written communication from the Board or its  designee and
shall make available to the Board any relevant and
authorized records  with  respect  to an inquiry  or complaint
about the licensee's professional conduct. The 30 day period
commences on the date the Board sends the communication
by any method  of mailing  that provides  confirmation  of
delivery to the licensee's mailing address of record with the
Board.

(b)

Ten Day Order to Respond. If the licensee fails to respond
to the initial request of the Board or its Committees within
the 30 day period set forth 243 CMR 2.07(12)(a),  the
Board, or its Licensing, Data Repository or Complaint
Committees, may issue an order that the licensee respond to
its communication within  ten  days.  The  Ten  Day Order  to
Respond is an administrative  order.  A licensee's  failure  to
respond to a written  communication from the  Board  under
243 CMR 2.07(12)(a) and to a Ten Day Order from a Board
or its committees  under 243 CMR 2.07(12)(b)  may be
considered grounds for a complaint under 243 CMR 1.03(5)
: Grounds for Complaint.

(13)

Medical Records.

(a)

Length of Time to Maintain  Patient  Records.  A licensee
shall maintain  a medical  record for each patient  that is
complete, timely, legible, and adequate to enable the
licensee or any other health care provider to provide proper
diagnosis and treatment. Any records received from another
health care  provider  involved  in the  care  and  treatment  of
the patient shall be maintained  as part of the patient's
medical record.  With respect  to patient  records existing on
or after  January  1, 1990,  and unless  otherwise  required  by
law, a licensee must maintain a patient's medical records for
a minimum period of seven years  from the date of the last
patient encounter. However, if the patient is a minor on the
date of the last patient encounter, the licensee must maintain
the pediatric  patient's  records for a minimum  period of
either seven years from the date of the last patient encounter
or until  the  patient  reaches the age of 18,  whichever is  the
longer retention period. A licensee must maintain a patient's
records in a manner  which  permits  the  former  patient  or a
successor physician reasonable access to the records within
the terms of  243 CMR 2.00.  243 CMR 2.00 applies to all

licensees, including  but not limited  to those with active,
inactive, lapsed,  suspended,  revoked, resigned  or retired
status.

(b)

Providing Medical  Records. Upon a patient's request,  a
licensee shall provide the following in a timely manner, to a
patient, other licensee or other specifically authorized
person:

1.

 The opportunity  to inspect  that patient's  medical  record,
except in the circumstances described at 243 CMR
2.07(13)(e);

2.

 A copy of such record, except in the circumstances
described at 243 CMR 2.07(13)(e);

3.

 A copy of any previously  completed  report  required  for
third party reimbursement.

(c)

Fees. A licensee may charge a reasonable  fee for the
expense of providing the material enumerated in 243 CMR
2.07(13)(b); however, a licensee may not require prior
payment of the charges  for the medical  services  to which
such material  relates as a condition for making the records
available. Charges  for providing copies  of medical  records
must be in compliance with M.G.L. c. 111, § 70, M.G.L. c.
112, § 12CC and 45 CFR 164.524(c)(4).  Charges for
providing copies of x-rays and similar documents not
reproducible by ordinary photocopying may be at the
licensee's actual cost.

(d)

Medical Record Requested  in Relation  to a Needs-based
Benefit Program.  A licensee  shall  not charge  a fee of any
applicant, beneficiary or individual representing said
applicant or beneficiary  if the record  is requested  for the
purpose of supporting a claim or appeal under any provision
of the  Social  Security  Act or any federal  or state  financial
needs-based benefit program. Any person for whom no fee
shall be  charged shall  present  reasonable  documentation at
the time of such record  request  that the purpose  of such
request is to support a claim or appeal under any provision
of the  Social  Security  Act or any federal  or state  financial
needs-based benefit program.

(e)
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Psychiatric Records.  Licensees  who devote a substantial
portion of their time to the practice of psychiatry shall abide
by the provisions of 243 CMR 2.07(13). Pursuant to M.G.L.
c. 112,  § 12CC, if,  in the reasonable exercise of his or her
professional judgment, such a licensee determines  that
providing the entire  medical  record would adversely  affect
the patient's well-being, the licensee shall make a summary
of the record available to the patient. If a patient continues
to request  the  entire  record,  notwithstanding  the  licensee's
determination, the licensee  shall make the entire record
available to the patient's attorney, with the patient's consent,
or the patient's legal representative,  or to such other
psychotherapist as designated by the patient.

(14)

Breast Cancer. (Reserved).

(15)

Medicare Payments.  When a licensee accepts for treatment
a beneficiary  of health  insurance  under  Title  XVIII of the
Social Security Act (Medicare),  the licensee shall not
charge to or collect  from such  beneficiary  any amount  in
excess of the  Medicare  Physician  Fee  Schedule  charge  for
that service as determined by the United States Secretary of
Health and Human Services  and as administered  by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services.

(16)

Mandatory Professional Malpractice Liability Insurance. As
a condition  of rendering  any direct  or indirect  patient  care
in the Commonwealth,  a licensee must obtain medical
malpractice insurance as follows, except as provided in 243
CMR 2.07(16)(d):

(a)

Professional Malpractice  Liability  Insurance  shall  include
only insurance  or self insurance  coverage  provided  by an
entity which provides certification  to the Board, upon
request, or the  Division  of Insurance,  by a Member  of the
Casualty Actuarial  Society, that funding of the entity is
adequate to provide the coverage required under 243 CMR
2.07(16).

(b)

 The coverage amount shall be at least $100,000 per claim,
with a minimum annual aggregate of not less than
$300,000, unless  otherwise  established  by law. Coverage
may be provided on an individual or shared limit basis.

(c)

 243 CMR  2.00  shall  not preclude  any hospital  or other

health care facility from requiring greater coverage amounts
as a condition of appointment or granting privileges.

(d)

 A Health Care Provider, for purposes of 243 CMR
2.07(16) only, shall mean a health care provider as defined
in M.G.L. c. 175, § 193U, and shall not apply to the
following categories of licensees:

1.

 Licensees who are not engaged in the practice of medicine
in the Commonwealth.

2.

 Licensees  whose patient  care in the Commonwealth  is
limited to professional services rendered at  or on behalf  of
federal, state, county or municipal health care facilities.

3.

 Licensees  holding  only limited  registrations  pursuant  to
M.G.L. c. 112,  § 9,  who are  insured through the  programs
designated on the licensees' certificates of registration;

4.

 Administrative licensees.

(e)

 In lieu of obtaining such professional malpractice liability
insurance, the licensee may petition the Board for
permission to obtain a suitable  bond or other indemnity
against liability for professional malpractice, in the amounts
specified in 243 CMR 2.07(16)(b).

(f)

 Coverage  required  by  243  CMR 2.00  shall  be continued
until the expiration of any statute of limitations relevant to
the events or occurrences  covered. Compliance  may be
through occurrence coverage or claims made with
appropriate tail coverage.

(17)

Reporting Requirements. (Reserved).

(18)

Execessive Treatment  and Billing  of People Involved in
Automobile Accidents. (Reserved).

(19)

Self-prescribing and Prescribing  for Family Members.  A
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licensee is prohibited from prescribing controlled
substances in Schedules  II, III, and IV for his own use.
Except in an emergency, a licensee is prohibited  from
prescribing Schedule II substances  to a member of his
immediate family, including a spouse (or equivalent),
parent, child, sibling, parent-in-law,  son/daughter-in-law,
brother/sister-in-law, step-parent, step-child, step-sibling, or
other relative residing in the same residence as the licensee.
A licensee  who prescribes  any controlled  substance  to a
member of his  or her  immediate family,  as  defined herein,
shall maintain a medical record for such person.

(20)

Prescribing Anabolic Steroids. A licensee is prohibited from
prescribing anabolic steroids for the purpose of enhancing a
patient's athletic ability or performance.

(21)

Prescribing Anorectics. A licensee is prohibited from
prescribing any controlled  substance  in Schedule  II for its
anorectic effect.

(22)

Business Organizations and the Practice of Medicine.

(a)

 A licensee  may practice  medicine  through  the following
business organizations:

1.

 A professional corporation pursuant to M.G.L. c. 156A; or

2.

 A nonprofit organization,  a nonprofit hospital  services
corporation organized  under  M.G.L.  c. 176A,  a nonprofit
medical services corporation  organized under M.G.L. c.
176B; or

3.

 A limited  liability  company organized  under M.G.L.  c.
156C, provided  there are no LLC provisions  limiting  or
eliminating the licensee's  liability for intentional  tort or
negligence; or

4.

 A partnership  (including a registered limited liability
partnership) organized under M.G.L. c. 108A, provided the
partnership has no provisions  limiting  or eliminating  the
licensee's liability for intentional torts or negligence; or

5.

 An organization similar to those organizations described in
243 CMR  2.07(22)(a)1.  through  4. and organized  under  a
comparable law of any other United States jurisdiction.

(b)

 Nothing  in 243 CMR 2.07(22)  shall prohibit  a licensee
from practicing  medicine  as an employee of a licensed
health care facility.

(23)

Exception for Reports to the Board under M.G.L. c. 112, §
5F.

(a)

Requirements for Reporting  Exception  to Apply.  A health
care provider  (reporter),  as  defined by M.G.L.  c. 111,  § 1,
who is required to report a physician to the Board pursuant
to M.G.L. c. 112, § 5F, is exempt from filing such a report
if all three of the following conditions are present:

1.

Reasonable Basis to Believe Impairment. The reporter has a
reasonable basis to believe that the physician is or has been
impaired by, dependent  upon or misusing alcohol  or drugs
such that a report could be required under M.G.L. c. 112, §
5F, and that the physician has not violated any other Board
statute or regulation  as set  forth  in M.G.L.  c. 112,  § 5 or
243 CMR 1.00 through  3.00 ; and

2.

No Allegation of Patient Harm. The physician's
involvement with alcohol or drugs has not involved an
allegation of patient harm; and

3.

Confirmation of Compliance  with  the  Treatment  Program.
The physician  is currently  in compliance  with a drug or
alcohol program, and the reporter obtains direct
confirmation from such drug or alcohol program, within 30
days of acquiring  the Reasonable  Basis  to Believe  under
243 CMR  2.07(23)(a),  that  the  physician  is in compliance
with such program.  If the reporter  fails to obtain direct
confirmation from such program or if the  physician  at  any
time fails to comply with such program, the exception to the
reporting requirement set forth in 243 CMR 2.07(23) ceases
and the health care provider must report the impairment as
required by M.G.L. c. 112, § 5F.

(b)
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 Requirements  for drug  or alcohol  program  to qualify  for
243 CMR 2.07(23).

1.

 The drug or alcohol program must be approved by a
majority vote of the Board. Approval may be withdrawn, at
any time, for cause, by majority vote of the Board and with
reasonable advance notice to the program of the reasons for
the proposed withdrawal of approval and an opportunity to
dispute such reasons.  However, nothing herein shall be
construed to provide a right to an adjudicatory  hearing
pursuant to M.G.L. c. 30A.

2.

 The drug or alcohol program requires as a condition of the
physician's participation that the physician consent,
pursuant to 42 CFR  1, subpart  A, part  2, subsection  C, to
disclosure of relevant  information  to the  Board,  under  any
of the following conditions:

a.

 If the physician fails to correct, within a reasonable period
of time,  a failure  to provide  documentation  of his or her
continuing freedom from unauthorized substance use;

b.

 If the physician is known by the program to be in a state of
unauthorized substance use, or if the physician is in a state
of unauthorized  substance use after signing his or her
contract with the program;

c.

 If the program  has a reasonable  basis  to believe  that  the
physician, for any reason, cannot render professional
services without undue risk to the public;

d.

 If the physician revokes consent to disclose information to
the Board during the course of his or her contract  with the
program; or

e.

 If the physician  terminates  his or her contract  with the
program for any reason other than his or her successful
recovery, in which the program concurs.

3.

 The drug or alcohol  program  requires  that  the physician
consent to confirmation to the reporter,  pursuant  to federal
regulations, that the physician is participating in the

program, to the extent that the reporter needs such
confirmation pursuant to 243 CMR 2.07(23)(c).

(24)

Standards for Reading and Interpreting Mammography.

(a)

Initial Qualification.  Pursuant  to M.G.L.  c. 112, § 5L, a
licensee may read  and  interpret  mammography  only if the
licensee meets the following criteria:

1.

 Is licensed to practice under M.G.L. c. 112, § 2; and

2.

 Has American  Board of Radiology  (ABR) or American
Osteopathy Board of Radiology  (AOBR)  certification,  or
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada
certification; or

3.

 Has successfully completed and graduated from an
accredited radiology  residency  within  the  past  24 months;
or

4.

 Has had at least three months of documented  formal
training in the interpretation of mammograms and in topics
relating to mammography. The training shall include
instruction in radiation physics, including radiation physics
specific to mammography,  radiation  effects  and radiation
protection. The mammographic  interpretation  component
shall be under  the direct  supervision  of a physician  who
meets the requirements of 243 CMR 2.07(24)(a).

(b)

Experience for Initial  Qualification.  The  licensee  has  read
and interpreted an average of no less than 480
mammograms in the prior  year, and continues  to perform
mammograms at this frequency;

(c)

CPD Requirements  for Initial Qualification.  If initially
qualified before April 28, 1999, the licensee has
successfully completed  or taught  a minimum  of 40 hours
post-graduate Category 1 CPD instruction in
mammography interpretation;  or, if initially  qualified  after
April 28, 1999, has successfully  completed  or taught a
minimum of 60 hours of Category  1 CPD instruction  in
mammography interpretation;  and  of the  Category  1 CME
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instruction hours required  in 243 CMR 2.07(24)(c),  15
hours of the total Category  1 CME hours were acquired
within the three  years immediately  prior  to the licensee's
qualification date.

(d)

Renewal Qualifications.  The licensee  shall interpret  960
mammographic examinations  over  a 24-month  period,  and
shall take at least 15 hours of Category 1 CME in
mammography in a 36-month  period  while  performing the
duties of an Interpreting Physician.

(e)

New Mammographic  Modalities.  Before an Interpreting
Physician may independently interpret mammograms
produced by a new mammographic modality, i.e., a
mammographic modality  in which the physician  has not
previously been trained,  the Interpreting  Physician shall
have at least eight hours of training in the new
mammograms.

(f)

Interpreting Physician.  In addition  to the requirements  of
243 CMR 2.07, a licensee acting as an Interpreting
Physician shall meet the requirements  of the Radiation
Control Board as set forth in 105 CMR 127.014 :
Requirements of the Interpreting Physician.

(g)

Responsible Physician.  A licensee  acting  as a Responsible
Physician, as defined  in the regulations  of the Radiation
Control Program of the department of public health, at 105
CMR 127.005 : Definitions, must:

1.

 Meet  the requirements of 243 CMR 2.07(24)(a)1.  through
3.; and

2.

 Actively practice medicine at least ten hours per week; and

3.

 Have  read  and  interpreted  960  mammograms in the  prior
24 months; and

4.

 Continues to perform mammograms at this frequency; and

5.

 Has successfully  completed  or taught  a minimum  of 40
hours post graduate  instruction  in mammography  prior  to
beginning mammography activities; and

6.

 Completes  or teaches  15 hours  of Category  1 CPD every
36 months  while  performing  the duties  of a Responsible
Physician.

(25)

Prescribing Hydrocodone-only Extended-release
Medication. Prior to prescribing a hydrocodone-only
extended release medication that is not in an abuse deterrent
form, a licensee must:

(a)

 Thoroughly  assess  the  patient,  including  an evaluation  of
the patient's risk factors, substance abuse history, presenting
condition(s), current medication(s),  a determination  that
other pain management  treatments  are inadequate,  and a
check of the  patient's  data  through  the  online  Prescription
Monitoring Program;

(b)

 Discuss  the  risks  and  benefits  of the  medication  with  the
patient;

(c)

 Enter into a Pain Management Treatment Agreement with
the patient  that  shall  appropriately  address  drug  screening,
pill counts, safe storage and disposal and other requirements
based on the patient's  diagnoses,  treatment  plan,  and risk
assessment unless a Pain Management Treatment
Agreement is not clinically indicated due to the severity of
the patient's medical condition;

(d)

 Supply  a Letter  of Medical  Necessity  as required  by the
Board of Registration  in Pharmacy  pursuant  to 247 CMR
9.04(8)(c) ; and

(e)

 Document 243 CMR 2.07(25)(a)  through (d) in the
patient's medical record.

The purpose of 243 CMR 2.07(25) is to enhance the public
health and welfare by promoting optimum therapeutic
outcomes, avoiding patient injury and eliminating
medication errors. Nothing in 243 CMR 2.07(25) shall alter
the standard  of care  a licensee  must  use  when  prescribing
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any Schedule II, III or IV controlled substance.

 Cite as 243 CMR 2.07

History. Amended by Mass Register Issue 1265, eff.
7/18/2014.

Amended by Mass Register Issue 1277, eff. 1/2/2015.
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United States Code Annotated
Federal Rules of Evidence (Refs & Annos)

Article VIII. Hearsay (Refs & Annos)

Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 801, 28 U.S.C.A.

Rule 801. Definitions That Apply to This Article; Exclusions From Hearsay

Currentness

(a) Statement. “Statement” means a person's oral assertion, written assertion, or nonverbal conduct, if the person
intended it as an assertion.

(b) Declarant. “Declarant” means the person who made the statement.

(c) Hearsay. “Hearsay” means a statement that:

(1) the declarant does not make while testifying at the current trial or hearing; and

(2) a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the statement.

(d) Statements That Are Not Hearsay. A statement that meets the following conditions is not hearsay:

(1) A Declarant-Witness's Prior Statement. The declarant testifies and is subject to cross-examination about a prior
statement, and the statement:

(A) is inconsistent with the declarant's testimony and was given under penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or other
proceeding or in a deposition;

(B) is consistent with the declarant's testimony and is offered:

(i) to rebut an express or implied charge that the declarant recently fabricated it or acted from a recent improper
influence or motive in so testifying; or

(ii) to rehabilitate the declarant's credibility as a witness when attacked on another ground; or

(C) identifies a person as someone the declarant perceived earlier.

(2) An Opposing Party's Statement. The statement is offered against an opposing party and:
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(A) was made by the party in an individual or representative capacity;

(B) is one the party manifested that it adopted or believed to be true;

(C) was made by a person whom the party authorized to make a statement on the subject;

(D) was made by the party's agent or employee on a matter within the scope of that relationship and while it existed;
or

(E) was made by the party's coconspirator during and in furtherance of the conspiracy.

The statement must be considered but does not by itself establish the declarant's authority under (C); the existence or
scope of the relationship under (D); or the existence of the conspiracy or participation in it under (E).

CREDIT(S)
(Pub.L. 93-595, § 1, Jan. 2, 1975, 88 Stat.1938; Pub.L. 94-113, § 1, Oct. 16, 1975, 89 Stat. 576; Mar. 2, 1987, eff. Oct.

1, 1987; Apr. 11, 1997, eff. Dec. 1, 1997; Apr. 26, 2011, eff. Dec. 1, 2011; Apr. 25, 2014, eff. Dec. 1, 2014.)

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES
1972 Proposed Rules

Note to Subdivision (a). The definition of “statement” assumes importance because the term is used in the definition of
hearsay in subdivision (c). The effect of the definition of “statement” is to exclude from the operation of the hearsay rule
all evidence of conduct, verbal or nonverbal, not intended as an assertion. The key to the definition is that nothing is
an assertion unless intended to be one.

It can scarcely be doubted that an assertion made in words is intended by the declarant to be an assertion. Hence verbal
assertions readily fall into the category of “statement.” Whether nonverbal conduct should be regarded as a statement
for purposes of defining hearsay requires further consideration. Some nonverbal conduct, such as the act of pointing to
identify a suspect in a lineup, is clearly the equivalent of words, assertive in nature, and to be regarded as a statement.
Other nonverbal conduct, however, may be offered as evidence that the person acted as he did because of his belief in
the existence of the condition sought to be proved, from which belief the existence of the condition may be inferred. This
sequence is, arguably, in effect an assertion of the existence of the condition and hence properly includable within the
hearsay concept. See Morgan, Hearsay Dangers and the Application of the Hearsay Concept, 62 Harv.L.Rev. 177, 214,
217 (1948), and the elaboration in Finman, Implied Assertions as Hearsay: Some Criticisms of the Uniform Rules of
Evidence, 14 Stan.L.Rev. 682 (1962). Admittedly evidence of this character is untested with respect to the perception,
memory, and narration (or their equivalents) of the actor, but the Advisory Committee is of the view that these dangers
are minimal in the absence of an intent to assert and do not justify the loss of the evidence on hearsay grounds. No class
of evidence is free of the possibility of fabrication, but the likelihood is less with nonverbal than with assertive verbal
conduct. The situations giving rise to the nonverbal conduct are such as virtually to eliminate questions of sincerity.
Motivation, the nature of the conduct, and the presence or absence of reliance will bear heavily upon the weight to be
given the evidence. Falknor, The “Hear-Say” Rule as a “See-Do” Rule: Evidence of Conduct, 33 Rocky Mt.L.Rev. 133
(1961). Similar considerations govern nonassertive verbal conduct and verbal conduct which is assertive but offered as a
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basis for inferring something other than the matter asserted, also excluded from the definition of hearsay by the language
of subdivision (c).

When evidence of conduct is offered on the theory that it is not a statement, and hence not hearsay, a preliminary
determination will be required to determine whether an assertion is intended. The rule is so worded as to place the burden
upon the party claiming that the intention existed; ambiguous and doubtful cases will be resolved against him and in
favor of admissibility. The determination involves no greater difficulty than many other preliminary questions of fact.
Maguire, The Hearsay System: Around and Through the Thicket, 14 Vand.L.Rev. 741, 765-767 (1961).

For similar approaches, see Uniform Rule 62(1); California Evidence Code §§ 225, 1200; Kansas Code of Civil Procedure
§ 60-459(a); New Jersey Evidence Rule 62(1).

Note to Subdivision (c). The definition follows along familiar lines in including only statements offered to prove the truth
of the matter asserted. McCormick § 225; 5 Wigmore § 1361, 6 id. § 1766. If the significance of an offered statement
lies solely in the fact that it was made, no issue is raised as to the truth of anything asserted, and the statement is not
hearsay. Emich Motors Corp. v. General Motors Corp., 181 F.2d 70 (7th Cir.1950), rev'd on other grounds 340 U.S. 558,
71 S.Ct. 408, 95 L.Ed. 534, letters of complaint from customers offered as a reason for cancellation of dealer's franchise,
to rebut contention that franchise was revoked for refusal to finance sales through affiliated finance company. The effect
is to exclude from hearsay the entire category of “verbal acts” and “verbal parts of an act,” in which the statement itself
affects the legal rights of the parties or is a circumstance bearing on conduct affecting their rights.

The definition of hearsay must, of course, be read with reference to the definition of statement set forth in subdivision (a).

Testimony given by a witness in the course of court proceedings is excluded since there is compliance with all the ideal
conditions for testifying.

Note to Subdivision (d). Several types of statements which would otherwise literally fall within the definition are expressly
excluded from it:

(1) Prior statement by witness. Considerable controversy has attended the question whether a prior out-of-court statement
by a person now available for cross-examination concerning it, under oath and in the presence of the trier of fact, should
be classed as hearsay. If the witness admits on the stand that he made the statement and that it was true, he adopts the
statement and there is no hearsay problem. The hearsay problem arises when the witness on the stand denies having made
the statement or admits having made it but denies its truth. The argument in favor of treating these latter statements
as hearsay is based upon the ground that the conditions of oath, cross-examination, and demeanor observation did
not prevail at the time the statement was made and cannot adequately be supplied by the later examination. The logic
of the situation is troublesome. So far as concerns the oath, its mere presence has never been regarded as sufficient to
remove a statement from the hearsay category, and it receives much less emphasis than cross-examination as a truth-
compelling device. While strong expressions are found to the effect that no conviction can be had or important right
taken away on the basis of statements not made under fear of prosecution for perjury, Bridges v. Wixon, 326 U.S. 135,
65 S.Ct. 1443, 89 L.Ed. 2103 (1945), the fact is that, of the many common law exceptions to the hearsay rule, only that
for reported testimony has required the statement to have been made under oath. Nor is it satisfactorily explained why
cross-examination cannot be conducted subsequently with success. The decisions contending most vigorously for its
inadequacy in fact demonstrate quite thorough exploration of the weaknesses and doubts attending the earlier statement.
State v. Saporen, 205 Minn. 358, 285 N.W. 898 (1939); Ruhala v. Roby, 379 Mich. 102, 150 N.W.2d 146 (1967); People v.
Johnson, 68 Cal.2d 646, 68 Cal.Rptr. 599, 441 P.2d 111 (1968). In respect to demeanor, as Judge Learned Hand observed
in Di Carlo v. United States, 6 F.2d 364 (2d Cir.1925), when the jury decides that the truth is not what the witness says
now, but what he said before, they are still deciding from what they see and hear in court. The bulk of the case law
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nevertheless has been against allowing prior statements of witnesses to be used generally as substantive evidence. Most
of the writers and Uniform Rule 63(1) have taken the opposite position.

The position taken by the Advisory Committee in formulating this part of the rule is funded upon an unwillingness to
countenance the general use of prior prepared statements as substantive evidence, but with a recognition that particular
circumstances call for a contrary result. The judgment is one more of experience than of logic. The rule requires in each
instance, as a general safeguard, that the declarant actually testify as a witness, and it then enumerates three situations
in which the statement is excepted from the category of hearsay. Compare Uniform Rule 63(1) which allows any out-of-
court statement of a declarant who is present at the trial and available for cross-examination.

(A) Prior inconsistent statements traditionally have been admissible to impeach but not as substantive evidence. Under
the rule they are substantive evidence. As has been said by the California Law Revision Commission with respect to a
similar provision:

“Section 1235 admits inconsistent statements of witnesses because the dangers against which the hearsay rule is designed
to protect are largely nonexistent. The declarant is in court and may be examined and cross-examined in regard to his
statements and their subject matter. In many cases, the inconsistent statement is more likely to be true than the testimony
of the witness at the trial because it was made nearer in time to the matter to which it relates and is less likely to be
influenced by the controversy that gave rise to the litigation. The trier of fact has the declarant before it and can observe
his demeanor and the nature of his testimony as he denies or tries to explain away the inconsistency. Hence, it is in as
good a position to determine the truth or falsity of the prior statement as it is to determine the truth or falsity of the
inconsistent testimony given in court. Moreover, Section 1235 will provide a party with desirable protection against the
‘turncoat’ witness who changes his story on the stand and deprives the party calling him of evidence essential to his
case.” Comment, California Evidence Code § 1235. See also McCormick § 39. The Advisory Committee finds these views
more convincing than those expressed in People v. Johnson, 68 Cal.2d 646, 68 Cal.Rptr. 599, 441 P.2d 111 (1968). The
constitutionality of the Advisory Committee's view was upheld in California v. Green, 399 U.S. 149, 90 S.Ct. 1930, 26
L.Ed.2d 489 (1970). Moreover, the requirement that the statement be inconsistent with the testimony given assures a
thorough exploration of both versions while the witness is on the stand and bars any general and indiscriminate use of
previously prepared statements.

(B) Prior consistent statements traditionally have been admissible to rebut charges of recent fabrication or improper
influence or motive but not as substantive evidence. Under the rule they are substantive evidence. The prior statement
is consistent with the testimony given on the stand, and, if the opposite party wishes to open the door for its admission
in evidence, no sound reason is apparent why it should not be received generally.

(C) The admission of evidence of identification finds substantial support, although it falls beyond a doubt in the category
of prior out-of-court statements. Illustrative are People v. Gould, 54 Cal.2d 621, 7 Cal.Rptr. 273, 354 P.2d 865 (1960);
Judy v. State, 218 Md. 168, 146 A.2d 29 (1958); State v. Simmons, 63 Wash.2d 17, 385 P.2d 389 (1963); California
Evidence Code § 1238; New Jersey Evidence Rule 63(1)(c); N.Y.Code of Criminal Procedure § 393-b. Further cases are
found in 4 Wigmore § 1130. The basis is the generally unsatisfactory and inconclusive nature of courtroom identifications
as compared with those made at an earlier time under less suggestive conditions. The Supreme Court considered the
admissibility of evidence of prior identification in Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263, 87 S.Ct. 1951, 18 L.Ed.2d 1178
(1967). Exclusion of lineup identification was held to be required because the accused did not then have the assistance
of counsel. Significantly, the Court carefully refrained from placing its decision on the ground that testimony as to
the making of a prior out-of-court identification (“That's the man”) violated either the hearsay rule or the right of
confrontation because not made under oath, subject to immediate cross-examination, in the presence of the trier. Instead
the Court observed:
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“There is a split among the States concerning the admissibility of prior extra-judicial identifications, as independent
evidence of identity, both by the witness and third parties present at the prior identification. See 71 ALR2d 449. It has
been held that the prior identification is hearsay, and, when admitted through the testimony of the identifier, is merely a
prior consistent statement. The recent trend, however, is to admit the prior identification under the exception that admits
as substantive evidence a prior communication by a witness who is available for cross-examination at the trial. See 5
ALR2d Later Case Service 1225-1228. * * * ” 388 U.S. at 272, n. 3, 87 S.Ct. at 1956.

(2) Admissions. Admissions by a party-opponent are excluded from the category of hearsay on the theory that their
admissibility in evidence is the result of the adversary system rather than satisfaction of the conditions of the hearsay
rule. Strahorn, A Reconsideration of the Hearsay Rule and Admissions, 85 U.Pa.L.Rev. 484, 564 (1937); Morgan,
Basic Problems of Evidence 265 (1962); 4 Wigmore § 1048. No guarantee of trustworthiness is required in the case of
an admission. The freedom which admissions have enjoyed from technical demands of searching for an assurance of
truthworthiness in some against-interest circumstance, and from the restrictive influences of the opinion rule and the rule
requiring firsthand knowledge, when taken with the apparently prevalent satisfaction with the results, calls for generous
treatment of this avenue to admissibility.

The rule specifies five categories of statements for which the responsibility of a party is considered sufficient to justify
reception in evidence against him:

(A) A party's own statement is the classic example of an admission. If he has a representative capacity and the statement
is offered against him in that capacity, no inquiry whether he was acting in the representative capacity in making the
statement is required; the statement need only be relevant to represent affairs. To the same effect in California Evidence
Code § 1220. Compare Uniform Rule 63(7), requiring a statement to be made in a representative capacity to be admissible
against a party in a representative capacity.

(B) Under established principles an admission may be made by adopting or acquiescing in the statement of another.
While knowledge of contents would ordinarily be essential, this is not inevitably so: “X is a reliable person and knows
what he is talking about.” See McCormick § 246, p. 527, n. 15. Adoption or acquiescence may be manifested in any
appropriate manner. When silence is relied upon, the theory is that the person would, under the circumstances, protest
the statement made in his presence, if untrue. The decision in each case calls for an evaluation in terms of probable human
behavior. In civil cases, the results have generally been satisfactory. In criminal cases, however, troublesome questions
have been raised by decisions holding that failure to deny is an admission: the inference is a fairly weak one, to begin with;
silence may be motivated by advice of counsel or realization that “anything you say may be used against you”; unusual
opportunity is afforded to manufacture evidence; and encroachment upon the privilege against self-incrimination seems
inescapably to be involved. However, recent decisions of the Supreme Court relating to custodial interrogation and the
right to counsel appear to resolve these difficulties. Hence the rule contains no special provisions concerning failure to
deny in criminal cases.

(C) No authority is required for the general proposition that a statement authorized by a party to be made should have
the status of an admission by the party. However, the question arises whether only statements to third persons should be
so regarded, to the exclusion of statements by the agent to the principal. The rule is phrased broadly so as to encompass
both. While it may be argued that the agent authorized to make statements to his principal does not speak for him,
Morgan, Basic Problems of Evidence 273 (1962), communication to an outsider has not generally been thought to be
an essential characteristic of an admission. Thus a party's books or records are usable against him, without regard to
any intent to disclose to third persons. 5 Wigmore § 1557. See also McCormick § 78, pp. 159-161. In accord is New
Jersey Evidence Rule 63(8)(a). Cf. Uniform Rule 63(8)(a) and California Evidence Code § 1222 which limit status as an
admission in this regard to statements authorized by the party to be made “for” him, which is perhaps an ambiguous
limitation to statements to third persons. Falknor, Vicarious Admissions and the Uniform Rules, 14 Vand.L.Rev. 855,
860-861 (1961).
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(D) The tradition has been to test the admissibility of statements by agents, as admissions, by applying the usual test of
agency. Was the admission made by the agent acting in the scope of his employment? Since few principals employ agents
for the purpose of making damaging statements, the usual result was exclusion of the statement. Dissatisfaction with
this loss of valuable and helpful evidence has been increasing. A substantial trend favors admitting statements related to
a matter within the scope of the agency or employment. Grayson v. Williams, 256 F.2d 61 (10th Cir.1958); Koninklijke
Luchtvaart Maatschappij N.V. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines v. Tuller, 110 U.S.App.D.C. 282, 292 F.2d 775, 784 (1961);
Martin v. Savage Truck Lines, Inc., 121 F.Supp. 417 (D.D.C.1954), and numerous state court decisions collected in 4
Wigmore, 1964 Supp. pp. 66-73, with comments by the editor that the statements should have been excluded as not within
scope of agency. For the traditional view see Northern Oil Co. v. Socony Mobil Oil Co., 347 F.2d 81, 85 (2d Cir.1965) and
cases cited therein. Similar provisions are found in Uniform Rule 63(9)(a), Kansas Code of Civil Procedure § 60-460(i)
(1), and New Jersey Evidence Rule 63(9)(a).

(E) The limitation upon the admissibility of statements of co-conspirators to those made “during the course and in
furtherance of the conspiracy” is in the accepted pattern. While the broadened view of agency taken in item (iv) might
suggest wider admissibility of statements of co-conspirators, the agency theory of conspiracy is at best a fiction and
ought not to serve as a basis for admissibility beyond that already established. See Levie, Hearsay and Conspiracy,
52 Mich.L.Rev. 1159 (1954); Comment, 25 U.Chi.L.Rev. 530 (1958). The rule is consistent with the position of the
Supreme Court in denying admissibility to statements made after the objectives of the conspiracy have either failed or
been achieved. Krulewitch v. United States, 336 U.S. 440, 69 S.Ct. 716, 93 L.Ed. 790 (1949); Wong Sun v. United States,
371 U.S. 471, 490, 83 S.Ct. 407, 9 L.Ed.2d 441 (1963). For similarly limited provisions see California Evidence Code §
1223 and New Jersey Rule 63(9)(b). Cf. Uniform Rule 63(9)(b).

1974 Enactment

Note to Subdivision (d)(1). Present federal law, except in the Second Circuit, permits the use of prior inconsistent
statements of a witness for impeachment only. Rule 801(d)(1) as proposed by the Court would have permitted all such
statements to be admissible as substantive evidence, an approach followed by a small but growing number of State
jurisdictions and recently held constitutional in California v. Green, 399 U.S. 149 (1970). Although there was some
support expressed for the Court Rule, based largely on the need to counteract the effect of witness intimidation in
criminal cases, the Committee decided to adopt a compromise version of the Rule similar to the position of the Second
Circuit. The Rule as amended draws a distinction between types of prior inconsistent statements (other than statements
of identification of a person made after perceiving him which are currently admissible, see United States v. Anderson,
406 F.2d 719, 720 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 395 U.S. 967 (1969)) and allows only those made while the declarant was
subject to cross-examination at a trial or hearing or in a deposition, to be admissible for their truth. Compare United
States v. DeSisto, 329 F.2d 929 (2nd Cir.), cert. denied, 377 U.S. 979 (1964); United States v. Cunningham, 446 F.2d
194 (2nd Cir.1971) (restricting the admissibility of prior inconsistent statements as substantive evidence to those made
under oath in a formal proceeding, but not requiring that there have been an opportunity for cross-examination). The
rationale for the Committee's decision is that (1) unlike in most other situations involving unsworn or oral statements,
there can be no dispute as to whether the prior statement was made; and (2) the context of a formal proceeding, an oath,
and the opportunity for cross-examination provide firm additional assurances of the reliability of the prior statement.
House Report No. 93-650.

Note to Subdivision (d)(1)(A). Rule 801 defines what is and what is not hearsay for the purpose of admitting a prior
statement as substantive evidence. A prior statement of a witness at a trial or hearing which is inconsistent with his
testimony is, of course, always admissible for the purpose of impeaching the witness' credibility.

As submitted by the Supreme Court, subdivision (d)(1)(A) made admissible as substantive evidence the prior statement
of a witness inconsistent with his present testimony.
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The House severely limited the admissibility of prior inconsistent statements by adding a requirement that the prior
statement must have been subject to cross-examination, thus precluding even the use of grand jury statements. The
requirement that the prior statement must have been subject to cross-examination appears unnecessary since this rule
comes into play only when the witness testifies in the present trial. At that time, he is on the stand and can explain an
earlier position and be cross-examined as to both.

The requirement that the statement be under oath also appears unnecessary. Notwithstanding the absence of an oath
contemporaneous with the statement, the witness, when on the stand, qualifying or denying the prior statement, is under
oath. In any event, of all the many recognized exceptions to the hearsay rule, only one (former testimony) requires that
the out-of-court statement have been made under oath. With respect to the lack of evidence of the demeanor of the
witness at the time of the prior statement, it would be difficult to improve upon Judge Learned Hand's observation that
when the jury decides that the truth is not what the witness says now but what he said before, they are still deciding from
what they see and hear in court. [Di Carlo v. U.S., 6 F.2d 364 (2d Cir.1925) ].

The rule as submitted by the Court has positive advantages. The prior statement was made nearer in time to the events,
when memory was fresher and intervening influences had not been brought into play. A realistic method is provided for
dealing with the turncoat witness who changes his story on the stand [see Comment, California Evidence Code § 1235;
McCormick, Evidence, § 38 (2nd ed. 1972) ].

New Jersey, California, and Utah have adopted a rule similar to this one; and Nevada, New Mexico, and Wisconsin
have adopted the identical Federal rule.

For all of these reasons, we think the House amendment should be rejected and the rule as submitted by the Supreme
Court reinstated. [It would appear that some of the opposition to this Rule is based on a concern that a person could
be convicted solely upon evidence admissible under this Rule. The Rule, however, is not addressed to the question of
the sufficiency of evidence to send a case to the jury, but merely as to its admissibility. Factual circumstances could well
arise where, if this were the sole evidence, dismissal would be appropriate.]

Note to Subdivision (d)(1)(C). As submitted by the Supreme Court and as passed by the House, subdivision (d)(1)(C) of
rule 801 made admissible the prior statement identifying a person made after perceiving him. The committee decided
to delete this provision because of the concern that a person could be convicted solely upon evidence admissible under
this subdivision.

Note to Subdivision 801(d)(2)(E). The House approved the long-accepted rule that “a statement by a coconspirator of a
party during the course and in furtherance of the conspiracy” is not hearsay as it was submitted by the Supreme Court.
While the rule refers to a coconspirator, it is this committee's understanding that the rule is meant to carry forward the
universally accepted doctrine that a joint venturer is considered as a coconspirator for the purposes of this rule even
though no conspiracy has been charged. United States v. Rinaldi, 393 F.2d 97, 99 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 393 U.S. 913
(1968); United States v. Spencer, 415 F.2d 1301, 1304 (7th Cir., 1969). Senate Report No. 93-1277.

Rule 801 supplies some basic definitions for the rules of evidence that deal with hearsay. Rule 801(d)(1) defines certain
statements as not hearsay. The Senate amendments make two changes in it.

Note to Subdivision (d)(1)(A). The House bill provides that a statement is not hearsay if the declarant testifies and is
subject to cross-examination concerning the statement and if the statement is inconsistent with his testimony and was
given under oath subject to cross-examination and subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial or hearing or in a deposition.
The Senate amendment drops the requirement that the prior statement be given under oath subject to cross-examination
and subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial or hearing or in a deposition.
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The Conference adopts the Senate amendment with an amendment, so that the rule now requires that the prior
inconsistent statement be given under oath subject to the penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or other proceeding, or in
a deposition. The rule as adopted covers statements before a grand jury. Prior inconsistent statements may, of course,
be used for impeaching the credibility of a witness. When the prior inconsistent statement is one made by a defendant
in a criminal case, it is covered by Rule 801(d)(2).

Note to Subdivision (d)(1)(C). The House bill provides that a statement is not hearsay if the declarant testifies and is
subject to cross-examination concerning the statement and the statement is one of identification of a person made after
perceiving him. The Senate amendment eliminated this provision.

The Conference adopts the Senate amendment. House Report No. 93-1597.

1987 Amendment

The amendments are technical. No substantive change is intended.

1997 Amendment

Rule 801(d)(2) has been amended in order to respond to three issues raised by Bourjaily v. United States, 483 U.S.
171 (1987). First, the amendment codifies the holding in Bourjaily by stating expressly that a court shall consider the
contents of a coconspirator's statement in determining “the existence of the conspiracy and the participation therein of
the declarant and the party against whom the statement is offered.” According to Bourjaily, Rule 104(a) requires these
preliminary questions to be established by a preponderance of the evidence.

Second, the amendment resolves an issue on which the Court had reserved decision. It provides that the contents of the
declarant's statement do not alone suffice to establish a conspiracy in which the declarant and the defendant participated.
The court must consider in addition the circumstances surrounding the statement, such as the identity of the speaker,
the context in which the statement was made, or evidence corroborating the contents of the statement in making its
determination as to each preliminary question. This amendment is in accordance with existing practice. Every court of
appeals that has resolved this issue requires some evidence in addition to the contents of the statement. See, e.g., United
States v. Beckham, 968 F.2d 47, 51 (D.C.Cir.1992); United States v. Sepulveda, 15 F.3d 1161, 1181-82 (1st Cir.1993), cert.
denied, 114 S.Ct. 2714 (1994); United States v. Daly, 842 F.2d 1380, 1386 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 821 (1988);
United States v. Clark, 18 F.3d 1337, 1341-42 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 115 S.Ct. 152 (1994); United States v. Zambrana,
841 F.2d 1320, 1344-45 (7th Cir.1988); United States v. Silverman, 861 F.2d 571, 577 (9th Cir.1988); United States v.
Gordon, 844 F.2d 1397, 1402 (9th Cir.1988); United States v. Hernandez, 829 F.2d 988, 993 (10th Cir.1987), cert. denied,
485 U.S. 1013 (1988); United States v. Byrom, 910 F.2d 725, 736 (11th Cir.1990).

Third, the amendment extends the reasoning of Bourjaily to statements offered under subdivisions (C) and (D) of Rule
801(d)(2). In Bourjaily, the Court rejected treating foundational facts pursuant to the law of agency in favor of an
evidentiary approach governed by Rule 104(a). The Advisory Committee believes it appropriate to treat analogously
preliminary questions relating to the declarant's authority under subdivision (C), and the agency or employment
relationship and scope thereof under subdivision (D).

GAP Report on Rule 801. The word “shall” was substituted for the word “may” in line 19. The second sentence of the
committee note was changed accordingly.

2011 Amendments
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The language of Rule 801 has been amended as part of the general restyling of the Evidence Rules to make them more
easily understood and to make style and terminology consistent throughout the rules. These changes are intended to be
stylistic only. There is no intent to change any result in any ruling on evidence admissibility.

Statements falling under the hearsay exclusion provided by Rule 801(d)(2) are no longer referred to as “admissions” in
the title to the subdivision. The term “admissions” is confusing because not all statements covered by the exclusion are
admissions in the colloquial sense--a statement can be within the exclusion even if it “admitted” nothing and was not
against the party's interest when made. The term “admissions” also raises confusion in comparison with the Rule 804(b)
(3) exception for declarations against interest. No change in application of the exclusion is intended.

2014 Amendments

Rule 801(d)(1)(B), as originally adopted, provided for substantive use of certain prior consistent statements of a witness
subject to cross-examination. As the Advisory Committee noted, “[t]he prior statement is consistent with the testimony
given on the stand, and, if the opposite party wishes to open the door for its admission in evidence, no sound reason is
apparent why it should not be received generally.”

Though the original Rule 801(d)(1)(B) provided for substantive use of certain prior consistent statements, the scope
of that Rule was limited. The Rule covered only those consistent statements that were offered to rebut charges of
recent fabrication or improper motive or influence. The Rule did not, for example, provide for substantive admissibility
of consistent statements that are probative to explain what otherwise appears to be an inconsistency in the witness's
testimony. Nor did it cover consistent statements that would be probative to rebut a charge of faulty memory. Thus, the
Rule left many prior consistent statements potentially admissible only for the limited purpose of rehabilitating a witness's
credibility. The original Rule also led to some conflict in the cases; some courts distinguished between substantive and
rehabilitative use for prior consistent statements, while others appeared to hold that prior consistent statements must be
admissible under Rule 801(d)(1)(B) or not at all.

The amendment retains the requirement set forth in Tome v. United States, 513 U.S. 150 (1995): that under Rule 801(d)
(1)(B), a consistent statement offered to rebut a charge of recent fabrication or improper influence or motive must have
been made before the alleged fabrication or improper influence or motive arose. The intent of the amendment is to extend
substantive effect to consistent statements that rebut other attacks on a witness -- such as the charges of inconsistency
or faulty memory.

The amendment does not change the traditional and well-accepted limits on bringing prior consistent statements before
the factfinder for credibility purposes. It does not allow impermissible bolstering of a witness. As before, prior consistent
statements under the amendment may be brought before the factfinder only if they properly rehabilitate a witness whose
credibility has been attacked. As before, to be admissible for rehabilitation, a prior consistent statement must satisfy
the strictures of Rule 403. As before, the trial court has ample discretion to exclude prior consistent statements that
are cumulative accounts of an event. The amendment does not make any consistent statement admissible that was not
admissible previously -- the only difference is that prior consistent statements otherwise admissible for rehabilitation are
now admissible substantively as well.

Changes Made After Publication and Comment

The text of the proposed amendment was changed to clarify that the traditional limits on using prior consistent statements
to rebut a charge of recent fabrication or improper influence or motive are retained. The Committee Note was modified
to accord with the change in text.
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Notes of Decisions (3093)

Fed. Rules Evid. Rule 801, 28 U.S.C.A., FRE Rule 801
Including Amendments Received Through 1-1-19
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United States Code Annotated
Federal Rules of Evidence (Refs & Annos)

Article VIII. Hearsay (Refs & Annos)

Federal Rules of Evidence Rule 804, 28 U.S.C.A.

Rule 804. Exceptions to the Rule Against Hearsay--When the Declarant Is Unavailable as a Witness

Currentness

(a) Criteria for Being Unavailable. A declarant is considered to be unavailable as a witness if the declarant:

(1) is exempted from testifying about the subject matter of the declarant's statement because the court rules that a
privilege applies;

(2) refuses to testify about the subject matter despite a court order to do so;

(3) testifies to not remembering the subject matter;

(4) cannot be present or testify at the trial or hearing because of death or a then-existing infirmity, physical illness,
or mental illness; or

(5) is absent from the trial or hearing and the statement's proponent has not been able, by process or other reasonable
means, to procure:

(A) the declarant's attendance, in the case of a hearsay exception under Rule 804(b)(1) or (6); or

(B) the declarant's attendance or testimony, in the case of a hearsay exception under Rule 804(b)(2), (3), or (4).

But this subdivision (a) does not apply if the statement's proponent procured or wrongfully caused the declarant's
unavailability as a witness in order to prevent the declarant from attending or testifying.

(b) The Exceptions. The following are not excluded by the rule against hearsay if the declarant is unavailable as a witness:

(1) Former Testimony. Testimony that:

(A) was given as a witness at a trial, hearing, or lawful deposition, whether given during the current proceeding or
a different one; and
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(B) is now offered against a party who had--or, in a civil case, whose predecessor in interest had--an opportunity
and similar motive to develop it by direct, cross-, or redirect examination.

(2) Statement Under the Belief of Imminent Death. In a prosecution for homicide or in a civil case, a statement that the
declarant, while believing the declarant's death to be imminent, made about its cause or circumstances.

(3) Statement Against Interest. A statement that:

(A) a reasonable person in the declarant's position would have made only if the person believed it to be true because,
when made, it was so contrary to the declarant's proprietary or pecuniary interest or had so great a tendency to
invalidate the declarant's claim against someone else or to expose the declarant to civil or criminal liability; and

(B) is supported by corroborating circumstances that clearly indicate its trustworthiness, if it is offered in a criminal
case as one that tends to expose the declarant to criminal liability.

(4) Statement of Personal or Family History. A statement about:

(A) the declarant's own birth, adoption, legitimacy, ancestry, marriage, divorce, relationship by blood, adoption, or
marriage, or similar facts of personal or family history, even though the declarant had no way of acquiring personal
knowledge about that fact; or

(B) another person concerning any of these facts, as well as death, if the declarant was related to the person by blood,
adoption, or marriage or was so intimately associated with the person's family that the declarant's information is
likely to be accurate.

(5) [Other Exceptions.] [Transferred to Rule 807.]

(6) Statement Offered Against a Party That Wrongfully Caused the Declarant's Unavailability. A statement offered
against a party that wrongfully caused--or acquiesced in wrongfully causing--the declarant's unavailability as a witness,
and did so intending that result.

CREDIT(S)
(Pub.L. 93-595, § 1, Jan. 2, 1975, 88 Stat. 1942; Pub.L. 94-149, § 1(12), (13), Dec. 12, 1975, 89 Stat. 806; Mar. 2, 1987,

eff. Oct. 1, 1987; Pub.L. 100-690, Title VII, § 7075(b), Nov. 18, 1988, 102 Stat. 4405; Apr. 11, 1997, eff. Dec. 1, 1997;
Apr. 28, 2010, eff. Dec. 1, 2010; Apr. 26, 2011, eff. Dec. 1, 2011.)

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES
1972 Proposed Rules

As to firsthand knowledge on the part of hearsay declarants, see the introductory portion of the Advisory Committee's
Note to Rule 803.
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Note to Subdivision (a). The definition of unavailability implements the division of hearsay exceptions into two categories
by Rules 803 and 804(b).

At common law the unavailability requirement was evolved in connection with particular hearsay exceptions rather
than along general lines. For example, see the separate explications of unavailability in relation to former testimony,
declarations against interest, and statements of pedigree, separately developed in McCormick §§ 234, 257, and 297.
However, no reason is apparent for making distinctions as to what satisfies unavailability for the different exceptions.
The treatment in the rule is therefore uniform although differences in the range of process for witnesses between civil
and criminal cases will lead to a less exacting requirement under item (5). See Rule 45(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and Rule 17(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

Five instances of unavailability are specified:

(1) Substantial authority supports the position that exercise of a claim of privilege by the declarant satisfies the
requirement of unavailability (usually in connection with former testimony). Wyatt v. State, 35 Ala.App. 147, 46 So.2d
837 (1950); State v. Stewart, 85 Kan. 404, 116 P. 489 (1911); Annot., 45 A.L.R.2d 1354; Uniform Rule 62(7)(a); California
Evidence Code § 240(a)(1); Kansas Code of Civil Procedure § 60-459(g)(1). A ruling by the judge is required, which
clearly implies that an actual claim of privilege must be made.

(2) A witness is rendered unavailable if he simply refuses to testify concerning the subject matter of his statement despite
judicial pressures to do so, a position supported by similar considerations of practicality. Johnson v. People, 152 Colo.
586, 384 P.2d 454 (1963); People v. Pickett, 339 Mich. 294, 63 N.W.2d 681, 45 A.L.R.2d 1341 (1954). Contra, Pleau v.
State, 255 Wis. 362, 38 N.W.2d 496 (1949).

(3) The position that a claimed lack of memory by the witness of the subject matter of his statement constitutes
unavailability likewise finds support in the cases, though not without dissent. McCormick § 234, p. 494. If the claim is
successful, the practical effect is to put the testimony beyond reach, as in the other instances. In this instance, however,
it will be noted that the lack of memory must be established by the testimony of the witness himself, which clearly
contemplates his production and subjection to cross-examination.

(4) Death and infirmity find general recognition as grounds. McCormick §§ 234, 257, 297; Uniform Rule 62(7)(c);
California Evidence Code § 240(a)(3); Kansas Code of Civil Procedure § 60-459(g)(3); New Jersey Evidence Rule 62(6)
(c). See also the provisions on use of depositions in Rule 32(a)(3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule 15(e)
of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

(5) Absence from the hearing coupled with inability to compel attendance by process or other reasonable means also
satisfies the requirement. McCormick § 234; Uniform Rule 62(7)(d) and (e); California Evidence Code § 240(a)(4) and
(5); Kansas Code of Civil Procedure § 60-459(g)(4) and (5); New Jersey Rule 62(6)(b) and (d). See the discussion of
procuring attendance of witnesses who are nonresidents or in custody in Barber v. Page, 390 U.S. 719, 88 S.Ct. 1318,
20 L.Ed.2d 255 (1968).

If the conditions otherwise constituting unavailability result from the procurement or wrongdoing of the proponent of
the statement, the requirement is not satisfied. The rule contains no requirement that an attempt be made to take the
deposition of a declarant.

Note to Subdivision (b). Rule 803, supra, is based upon the assumption that a hearsay statement falling within one of
its exceptions possesses qualities which justify the conclusion that whether the declarant is available or unavailable is
not a relevant factor in determining admissibility. The instant rule proceeds upon a different theory: hearsay which
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admittedly is not equal in quality to testimony of the declarant on the stand may nevertheless be admitted if the declarant
is unavailable and if his statement meets a specified standard. The rule expresses preferences: testimony given on the
stand in person is preferred over hearsay, and hearsay, if of the specified quality, is preferred over complete loss of the
evidence of the declarant. The exceptions evolved at common law with respect to declarations of unavailable declarants
furnish the basis for the exceptions enumerated in the proposal. The term “unavailable” is defined in subdivision (a).

Exception (1). Former testimony does not rely upon some set of circumstances to substitute for oath and cross-
examination, since both oath and opportunity to cross-examine were present in fact. The only missing one of the ideal
conditions for the giving of testimony is the presence of trier and opponent (“demeanor evidence”). This is lacking with
all hearsay exceptions. Hence it may be argued that former testimony is the strongest hearsay and should be included
under Rule 803, supra. However, opportunity to observe demeanor is what in a large measure confers depth and meaning
upon oath and cross-examination. Thus in cases under Rule 803 demeanor lacks the significance which it possesses with
respect to testimony. In any event, the tradition, founded in experience, uniformly favors production of the witness if he
is available. The exception indicates continuation of the policy. This preference for the presence of the witness is apparent
also in rules and statutes on the use of depositions, which deal with substantially the same problem.

Under the exception, the testimony may be offered (1) against the party against whom it was previously offered or (2)
against the party by whom it was previously offered. In each instance the question resolves itself into whether fairness
allows imposing, upon the party against whom now offered, the handling of the witness of the earlier occasion. (1) If
the party against whom now offered is the one against whom the testimony was offered previously, no unfairness is
apparent in requiring him to accept his own prior conduct of cross-examination or decision not to cross-examine. Only
demeanor has been lost, and that is inherent in the situation. (2) If the party against whom now offered is the one by
whom the testimony was offered previously, a satisfactory answer becomes somewhat more difficult. One possibility is
to proceed somewhat along the line of an adoptive admission, i.e. by offering the testimony proponent in effect adopts
it. However, this theory savors of discarded concepts of witnesses' belonging to a party, of litigants' ability to pick and
choose witnesses, and of vouching for one's own witnesses. Cf. McCormick § 246, pp. 526-527; 4 Wigmore § 1075. A
more direct and acceptable approach is simply to recognize direct and redirect examination of one's own witness as the
equivalent of cross-examining an opponent's witness. Falknor, Former Testimony and the Uniform Rules: A Comment,
38 N.Y.U.L.Rev. 651, n. 1 (1963); McCormick § 231, p. 483. See also 5 Wigmore § 1389. Allowable techniques for dealing
with hostile, double-crossing, forgetful, and mentally deficient witnesses leave no substance to a claim that one could not
adequately develop his own witness at the former hearing. An even less appealing argument is presented when failure
to develop fully was the result of a deliberate choice.

The common law did not limit the admissibility of former testimony to that given in an earlier trial of the same case,
although it did require identity of issues as a means of insuring that the former handling of the witness was the equivalent
of what would now be done if the opportunity were presented. Modern decisions reduce the requirement to “substantial”
identity. McCormick § 233. Since identity of issues is significant only in that it bears on motive and interest in developing
fully the testimony of the witness, expressing the matter in the latter terms is preferable. Id. Testimony given at a
preliminary hearing was held in California v. Green, 399 U.S. 149, 90 S.Ct. 1930, 26 L.Ed.2d 489 (1970), to satisfy
confrontation requirements in this respect.

As a further assurance of fairness in thrusting upon a party the prior handling of the witness, the common law also insisted
upon identity of parties, deviating only to the extent of allowing substitution of successors in a narrowly construed
privity. Mutuality as an aspect of identity is now generally discredited, and the requirement of identity of the offering
party disappears except as it might affect motive to develop the testimony. Falknor, supra, at 652; McCormick § 232, pp.
487-488. The question remains whether strict identity, or privity, should continue as a requirement with respect to the
party against whom offered. The rule departs to the extent of allowing substitution of one with the right and opportunity
to develop the testimony with similar motive and interest. This position is supported by modern decisions. McCormick
§ 232, pp. 489-490; 5 Wigmore § 1388.
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Provisions of the same tenor will be found in Uniform Rule 63(3)(b); California Evidence Code §§ 1290-1292; Kansas
Code of Civil Procedure § 60-460(c)(2); New Jersey Evidence Rule 63(3). Unlike the rule, the latter three provide either
that former testimony is not admissible if the right of confrontation is denied or that it is not admissible if the accused
was not a party to the prior hearing. The genesis of these limitations is a caveat in Uniform Rule 63(3) Comment that use
of former testimony against an accused may violate his right of confrontation. Mattox v. United States, 156 U.S. 237, 15
S.Ct. 337, 39 L.Ed. 409 (1895), held that the right was not violated by the Government's use, on a retrial of the same case,
of testimony given at the first trial by two witnesses since deceased. The decision leaves open the questions (1) whether
direct and redirect are equivalent to cross-examination for purposes of confrontation, (2) whether testimony given in a
different proceeding is acceptable, and (3) whether the accused must himself have been a party to the earlier proceeding
or whether a similarly situated person will serve the purpose. Professor Falknor concluded that, if a dying declaration
untested by cross-examination is constitutionally admissible, former testimony tested by the cross-examination of one
similarly situated does not offend against confrontation. Falknor, supra, at 659-660. The constitutional acceptability
of dying declarations has often been conceded. Mattox v. United States, 156 U.S. 237, 243, 15 S.Ct. 337, 39 L.Ed. 409
(1895); Kirby v. United States, 174 U.S. 47, 61, 19 S.Ct. 574, 43 L.Ed. 890 (1899); Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400, 407,
85 S.Ct. 1065, 13 L.Ed.2d 923 (1965).

Exception (2). The exception is the familiar dying declaration of the common law, expanded somewhat beyond its
traditionally narrow limits. While the original religious justification for the exception may have lost its conviction for
some persons over the years, it can scarcely be doubted that powerful psychological pressures are present. See 5 Wigmore
§ 1443 and the classic statement of Chief Baron Eyre in Rex v. Woodcock, 1 Leach 500, 502, 168 Eng.Rep. 352, 353
(K.B.1789).

The common law required that the statement be that of the victim, offered in a prosecution for criminal homicide. Thus
declarations by victims in prosecutions for other crimes, e.g. a declaration by a rape victim who dies in childbirth, and all
declarations in civil cases were outside the scope of the exception. An occasional statute has removed these restrictions, as
in Colo.R.S. § 52-1-20, or has expanded the area of offenses to include abortions, 5 Wigmore § 1432, p. 224, n. 4. Kansas
by decision extended the exception to civil cases. Thurston v. Fritz, 91 Kan. 468, 138 P. 625 (1914). While the common
law exception no doubt originated as a result of the exceptional need for the evidence in homicide cases, the theory of
admissibility applies equally in civil cases and in prosecutions for crimes other than homicide. The same considerations
suggest abandonment of the limitation to circumstances attending the event in question, yet when the statement deals
with matters other than the supposed death, its influence is believed to be sufficiently attenuated to justify the limitation.
Unavailability is not limited to death. See subdivision (a) of this rule. Any problem as to declarations phrased in terms
of opinion is laid at rest by Rule 701, and continuation of a requirement of firsthand knowledge is assured by Rule 602.

Comparable provisions are found in Uniform Rule 63(5); California Evidence Code § 1242; Kansas Code of Civil
Procedure § 60-460(e); New Jersey Evidence Rule 63(5).

Exception (3). The circumstantial guaranty of reliability for declarations against interest is the assumption that persons
do not make statements which are damaging to themselves unless satisfied for good reason that they are true. Hileman
v. Northwest Engineering Co., 346 F.2d 668 (6th Cir.1965). If the statement is that of a party, offered by his opponent, it
comes in as an admission, Rule 803(d)(2) [sic; probably should be “Rule 801(d)(2)”], and there is no occasion to inquire
whether it is against interest, this not being a condition precedent to admissibility of admissions by opponents.

The common law required that the interest declared against be pecuniary or proprietary but within this limitation
demonstrated striking ingenuity in discovering an against-interest aspect. Higham v. Ridgway, 10 East 109, 103 Eng.Rep.
717 (K.B.1808); Reg. v. Overseers of Birmingham, 1 B. & S. 763, 121 Eng.Rep. 897 (Q.B.1861); McCormick, § 256, p.
551, nn. 2 and 3.
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The exception discards the common law limitation and expands to the full logical limit. One result is to remove doubt as
to the admissibility of declarations tending to establish a tort liability against the declarant or to extinguish one which
might be asserted by him, in accordance with the trend of the decisions in this country. McCormick § 254, pp. 548-549.
Another is to allow statements tending to expose declarant to hatred, ridicule, or disgrace, the motivation here being
considered to be as strong as when financial interests are at stake. McCormick § 255, p. 551. And finally, exposure to
criminal liability satisfies the against-interest requirement. The refusal of the common law to concede the adequacy of a
penal interest was no doubt indefensible in logic, see the dissent of Mr. Justice Holmes in Donnelly v. United States, 228
U.S. 243, 33 S.Ct. 449, 57 L.Ed. 820 (1913), but one senses in the decisions a distrust of evidence of confessions by third
persons offered to exculpate the accused arising from suspicions of fabrication either of the fact of the making of the
confession or in its contents, enhanced in either instance by the required unavailability of the declarant. Nevertheless, an
increasing amount of decisional law recognizes exposure to punishment for crime as a sufficient stake. People v. Spriggs,
60 Cal.2d 868, 36 Cal.Rptr. 841, 389 P.2d 377 (1964); Sutter v. Easterly, 354 Mo. 282, 189 S.W.2d 284 (1945); Band's
Refuse Removal, Inc. v. Fairlawn Borough, 62 N.J.Super. 522, 163 A.2d 465 (1960); Newberry v. Commonwealth, 191
Va. 445, 61 S.E.2d 318 (1950); Annot., 162 A.L.R. 446. The requirement of corroboration is included in the rule in order
to effect an accommodation between these competing considerations. When the statement is offered by the accused by
way of exculpation, the resulting situation is not adapted to control by rulings as to the weight of the evidence, and
hence the provision is cast in terms of a requirement preliminary to admissibility. Cf. Rule 406(a). The requirement of
corroboration should be construed in such a manner as to effectuate its purpose of circumventing fabrication.

Ordinarily the third-party confession is thought of in terms of exculpating the accused, but this is by no means always
or necessarily the case: it may include statements implicating him, and under the general theory of declarations against
interest they would be admissible as related statements. Douglas v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 415, 85 S.Ct. 1074, 13 L.Ed.2d
934 (1965), and Bruton v. United States, 389 U.S. 818, 88 S.Ct. 126, 19 L.Ed.2d 70 (1968), both involved confessions
by codefendants which implicated the accused. While the confession was not actually offered in evidence in Douglas,
the procedure followed effectively put it before the jury, which the Court ruled to be error. Whether the confession
might have been admissible as a declaration against penal interest was not considered or discussed. Bruton assumed the
inadmissibility, as against the accused, of the implicating confession of his codefendant, and centered upon the question
of the effectiveness of a limiting instruction. These decisions, however, by no means require that all statements implicating
another person be excluded from the category of declarations against interest. Whether a statement is in fact against
interest must be determined from the circumstances of each case. Thus a statement admitting guilt and implicating
another person, made while in custody, may well be motivated by a desire to curry favor with the authorities and hence
fail to qualify as against interest. See the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice White in Bruton. On the other hand, the same
words spoken under different circumstances, e.g., to an acquaintance, would have no difficulty in qualifying. The rule
does not purport to deal with questions of the right of confrontation.

The balancing of self-serving against dissenting aspects of a declaration is discussed in McCormick § 256.

For comparable provisions, see Uniform Rule 63(10); California Evidence Code § 1230; Kansas Code of Civil Procedure
§ 60-460(j); New Jersey Evidence Rule 63(10).

Exception (4). The general common law requirement that a declaration in this area must have been made ante litem motam
has been dropped, as bearing more appropriately on weight than admissibility. See 5 Wigmore § 1483. Item (i)[ (A) ]
specifically disclaims any need of firsthand knowledge respecting declarant's own personal history. In some instances
it is self-evident (marriage) and in others impossible and traditionally not required (date of birth). Item (ii)[ (B) ] deals
with declarations concerning the history of another person. As at common law, declarant is qualified if related by blood
or marriage. 5 Wigmore § 1489. In addition, and contrary to the common law, declarant qualifies by virtue of intimate
association with the family. Id., § 1487. The requirement sometimes encountered that when the subject of the statement
is the relationship between two other persons the declarant must qualify as to both is omitted. Relationship is reciprocal.
Id., § 1491.
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For comparable provisions, see Uniform Rule 63(23), (24), (25); California Evidence Code §§ 1310, 1311; Kansas Code
of Civil Procedure § 60-460(u), (v), (w); New Jersey Evidence Rules 63-23), 63(24), 63(25).

1974 Enactment

Note to Subdivision (a)(3). Rule 804(a)(3) was approved in the form submitted by the Court. However, the Committee
intends no change in existing federal law under which the court may choose to disbelieve the declarant's testimony as to
his lack of memory. See United States v. Insana, 423 F.2d 1165, 1169-1170 (2nd Cir.), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 841 (1970).

Note to Subdivision (a)(5). Rule 804(a)(5) as submitted to the Congress provided, as one type of situation in which a
declarant would be deemed “unavailable”, that he be “absent from the hearing and the proponent of his statement has
been unable to procure his attendance by process or other reasonable means.” The Committee amended the Rule to
insert after the word “attendance” the parenthetical expression “(or, in the case of a hearsay exception under subdivision
(b)(2), (3), or (4), his attendance or testimony)”. The amendment is designed primarily to require that an attempt be made
to depose a witness (as well as to seek his attendance) as a precondition to the witness being deemed unavailable. The
Committee, however, recognized the propriety of an exception to this additional requirement when it is the declarant's
former testimony that is sought to be admitted under subdivision (b)(1).

Note to Subdivision (b)(1). Rule 804(b)(1) as submitted by the Court allowed prior testimony of an unavailable witness
to be admissible if the party against whom it is offered or a person “with motive and interest similar” to his had an
opportunity to examine the witness. The Committee considered that it is generally unfair to impose upon the party
against whom the hearsay evidence is being offered responsibility for the manner in which the witness was previously
handled by another party. The sole exception to this, in the Committee's view, is when a party's predecessor in interest
in a civil action or proceeding had an opportunity and similar motive to examine the witness. The Committee amended
the Rule to reflect these policy determinations.

Note to Subdivision (b)(2). Rule 804(b)(3) as submitted by the Court (now Rule 804(b)(2) in the bill) proposed to expand
the traditional scope of the dying declaration exception (i.e. a statement of the victim in a homicide case as to the cause
or circumstances of his believed imminent death) to allow such statements in all criminal and civil cases. The Committee
did not consider dying declarations as among the most reliable forms of hearsay. Consequently, it amended the provision
to limit their admissibility in criminal cases to homicide prosecutions, where exceptional need for the evidence is present.
This is existing law. At the same time, the Committee approved the expansion to civil actions and proceedings where the
stakes do not involve possible imprisonment, although noting that this could lead to forum shopping in some instances.

Note to Subdivision (b)(3). Rule 804(b)(4) as submitted by the Court (now Rule 804(b)(3) in the bill) provided as follows:

Statement against interest.--A statement which was at the time of its making so far contrary to the declarant's pecuniary
or proprietary interest or so far tended to subject him to civil or criminal liability or to render invalid a claim by him
against another or to make him an object of hatred, ridicule, or disgrace, that a reasonable man in his position would not
have made the statement unless he believed it to be true. A statement tending to exculpate the accused is not admissible
unless corroborated.

The Committee determined to retain the traditional hearsay exception for statements against pecuniary or proprietary
interest. However, it deemed the Court's additional references to statements tending to subject a declarant to civil liability
or to render invalid a claim by him against another to be redundant as included within the scope of the reference to
statements against pecuniary or proprietary interest. See Gichner v. Antonio Triano Tile and Marble Co., 410 F.2d 238
(D.C.Cir.1968). Those additional references were accordingly deleted.
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The Court's Rule also proposed to expand the hearsay limitation from its present federal limitation to include statements
subjecting the declarant to criminal liability and statements tending to make him an object of hatred, ridicule, or disgrace.
The Committee eliminated the latter category from the subdivision as lacking sufficient guarantees of reliability. See
United States v. Dovico, 380 F.2d 325, 327 nn. 2, 4 (2nd Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 944 (1967). As for statements
against penal interest, the Committee shared the view of the Court that some such statements do possess adequate
assurances of reliability and should be admissible. It believed, however, as did the Court, that statements of this type
tending to exculpate the accused are more suspect and so should have their admissibility conditioned upon some further
provision insuring trustworthiness. The proposal in the Court Rule to add a requirement of simple corroboration
was, however, deemed ineffective to accomplish this purpose since the accused's own testimony might suffice while
not necessarily increasing the reliability of the hearsay statement. The Committee settled upon the language “unless
corroborating circumstances clearly indicate the trustworthiness of the statement” as affording a proper standard and
degree of discretion. It was contemplated that the result in such cases as Donnelly v. United States, 228 U.S. 243 (1912),
where the circumstances plainly indicated reliability, would be changed. The Committee also added to the Rule the final
sentence from the 1971 Advisory Committee draft, designed to codify the doctrine of Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S.
123 (1968). The Committee does not intend to affect the existing exception to the Bruton principle where the codefendant
takes the stand and is subject to cross-examination, but believed there was no need to make specific provision for this
situation in the Rule, since in that event the declarant would not be “unavailable”. House Report No. 93-650.

Note to Subdivision (a)(5). Subdivision (a) of rule 804 as submitted by the Supreme Court defined the conditions under
which a witness was considered to be unavailable. It was amended in the House.

The purpose of the amendment, according to the report of the House Committee on the Judiciary, is “primarily to require
that an attempt be made to depose a witness (as well as to seek his attendance) as a precondition to the witness being
unavailable.”

Under the House amendment, before a witness is declared unavailable, a party must try to depose a witness (declarant)
with respect to dying declarations, declarations against interest, and declarations of pedigree. None of these situations
would seem to warrant this needless, impractical and highly restrictive complication. A good case can be made
for eliminating the unavailability requirement entirely for declarations against interest cases. [Uniform rule 63(10);
Kan.Stat.Anno. 60-460(j); 2A N.J.Stats.Anno. 84-63(10).]

In dying declaration cases, the declarant will usually, though not necessarily, be deceased at the time of trial. Pedigree
statements which are admittedly and necessarily based largely on word of mouth are not greatly fortified by a deposition
requirement.

Depositions are expensive and time-consuming. In any event, deposition procedures are available to those who wish to
resort to them. Moreover, the deposition procedures of the Civil Rules and Criminal Rules are only imperfectly adapted
to implementing the amendment. No purpose is served unless the deposition, if taken, may be used in evidence. Under
Civil Rule (a)(3) the Criminal Rule 15(e), a deposition, though taken, may not be admissible, and under Criminal Rule
15(a) substantial obstacles exist in the way of even taking a deposition.

For these reasons, the committee deleted the House amendment.

The committee understands that the rule as to unavailability, as explained by the Advisory Committee “contains no
requirement that an attempt be made to take the deposition of a declarant.” In reflecting the committee's judgment,
the statement is accurate insofar as it goes. Where, however, the proponent of the statement, with knowledge of the
existence of the statement, fails to confront the declarant with the statement at the taking of the deposition, then the
proponent should not, in fairness, be permitted to treat the declarant as “unavailable” simply because the declarant was
not amenable to process compelling his attendance at trial. The committee does not consider it necessary to amend the
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rule to this effect because such a situation abuses, not conforms to, the rule. Fairness would preclude a person from
introducing a hearsay statement on a particular issue if the person taking the deposition was aware of the issue at the
time of the deposition but failed to depose the unavailable witness on that issue.

Note to Subdivision (b)(1). Former testimony.--Rule 804(b)(1) as submitted by the Court allowed prior testimony of an
unavailable witness to be admissible if the party against whom it is offered or a person “with motive and interest similar”
to his had an opportunity to examine the witness.

The House amended the rule to apply only to a party's predecessor in interest. Although the committee recognizes
considerable merit to the rule submitted by the Supreme Court, a position which has been advocated by many scholars
and judges, we have concluded that the difference between the two versions is not great and we accept the House
amendment.

Note to Subdivision (b)(3). The rule defines those statements which are considered to be against interest and thus of
sufficient trustworthiness to be admissible even though hearsay. With regard to the type of interest declared against, the
version submitted by the Supreme Court included inter alia, statements tending to subject a declarant to civil liability or
to invalidate a claim by him against another. The House struck these provisions as redundant. In view of the conflicting
case law construing pecuniary or proprietary interests narrowly so as to exclude, e.g., tort cases, this deletion could be
misconstrued.

Three States which have recently codified their rules of evidence have followed the Supreme Court's version of this
rule, i.e., that a statement is against interest if it tends to subject a declarant to civil liability. [Nev.Rev.Stats. § 51.345;
N.Mex.Stats. (1973 Supp.) § 20-4-804(4); West's Wis.Stats.Anno. (1973 Supp.) § 908.045(4).]

The committee believes that the reference to statements tending to subject a person to civil liability constitutes a desirable
clarification of the scope of the rule. Therefore, we have reinstated the Supreme Court language on this matter.

The Court rule also proposed to expand the hearsay limitation from its present federal limitation to include statements
subjecting the declarant to statements tending to make him an object of hatred, ridicule, or disgrace. The House
eliminated the latter category from the subdivision as lacking sufficient guarantees of reliability. Although there is
considerable support for the admissibility of such statements (all three of the State rules referred to supra, would admit
such statements), we accept the deletion by the House.

The House amended this exception to add a sentence making inadmissible a statement or confession offered against the
accused in a criminal case, made by a codefendant or other person implicating both himself and the accused. The sentence
was added to codify the constitutional principle announced in Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 (1968). Bruton held
that the admission of the extrajudicial hearsay statement of one codefendant inculpating a second codefendant violated
the confrontation clause of the sixth amendment.

The committee decided to delete this provision because the basic approach of the rules is to avoid codifying, or attempting
to codify, constitutional evidentiary principles, such as the fifth amendment's right against self-incrimination and, here,
the sixth amendment's right of confrontation. Codification of a constitutional principle is unnecessary and, where the
principle is under development, often unwise. Furthermore, the House provision does not appear to recognize the
exceptions to the Bruton rule, e.g. where the codefendant takes the stand and is subject to cross examination; where the
accused confessed, see United States v. Mancusi, 404 F.2d 296 (2d Cir.1968), cert. denied 397 U.S. 942 (1907); where the
accused was placed at the scene of the crime, see United States v. Zelker, 452 F.2d 1009 (2d Cir.1971). For these reasons,
the committee decided to delete this provision.
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Note to Subdivision (b)(5). See Note to Paragraph (24), Notes of Committee on the Judiciary, Senate Report No. 93-1277,
set out as a note under rule 803 of these rules. Senate Report No. 93-1277.

Rule 804 defines what hearsay statements are admissible in evidence if the declarant is unavailable as a witness. The
Senate amendments make four changes in the rule.

Note to Subdivision (a)(5). Subsection (a) defines the term “unavailability as a witness”. The House bill provides in
subsection (a)(5) that the party who desires to use the statement must be unable to procure the declarant's attendance
by process or other reasonable means. In the case of dying declarations, statements against interest and statements of
personal or family history, the House bill requires that the proponent must also be unable to procure the declarant's
testimony (such as by deposition or interrogatories) by process or other reasonable means. The Senate amendment
eliminates this latter provision.

The Conference adopts the provision contained in the House bill.

Note to Subdivision (b)(3). The Senate amendment to subsection (b)(3) provides that a statement is against interest and
not excluded by the hearsay rule when the declarant is unavailable as a witness, if the statement tends to subject a person
to civil or criminal liability or renders invalid a claim by him against another. The House bill did not refer specifically to
civil liability and to rendering invalid a claim against another. The Senate amendment also deletes from the House bill the
provision that subsection (b)(3) does not apply to a statement or confession, made by a codefendant or another, which
implicates the accused and the person who made the statement, when that statement or confession is offered against the
accused in a criminal case.

The Conference adopts the Senate amendment. The Conferees intend to include within the purview of this rule,
statements subjecting a person to civil liability and statements rendering claims invalid. The Conferees agree to delete
the provision regarding statements by a codefendant, thereby reflecting the general approach in the Rules of Evidence
to avoid attempting to codify constitutional evidentiary principles.

Note to Subdivision (b)(5). The Senate amendment adds a new subsection, (b)(6) [now (b)(5) ], which makes admissible
a hearsay statement not specifically covered by any of the five previous subsections, if the statement has equivalent
circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness and if the court determines that (A) the statement is offered as evidence
of a material fact; (B) the statement is more probative on the point for which it is offered than any other evidence the
proponent can procure through reasonable efforts; and (C) the general purposes of these rules and the interests of justice
will best be served by admission of the statement into evidence.

The House bill eliminated a similar, but broader, provision because of the conviction that such a provision injected too
much uncertainty into the law of evidence regarding hearsay and impaired the ability of a litigant to prepare adequately
for trial.

The Conference adopts the Senate amendment with an amendment that renumbers this subsection and provides that a
party intending to request the court to use a statement under this provision must notify any adverse party of this intention
as well as of the particulars of the statement, including the name and address of the declarant. This notice must be given
sufficiently in advance of the trial or hearing to provide any adverse party with a fair opportunity to prepare to contest
the use of the statement. House Report No. 93-1597.

1987 Amendments

The amendments are technical. No substantive change is intended.
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1997 Amendments

Subdivision (b)(5). The contents of Rule 803(24) and Rule 804(b)(5) have been combined and transferred to a new Rule
807. This was done to facilitate additions to Rules 803 and 804. No change in meaning is intended.

Subdivision (b)(6). Rule 804(b)(6) has been added to provide that a party forfeits the right to object on hearsay grounds to
the admission of a declarant's prior statement when the party's deliberate wrongdoing or acquiescence therein procured
the unavailability of the declarant as a witness. This recognizes the need for a prophylactic rule to deal with abhorrent
behavior “which strikes at the heart of the system of justice itself.” United States v. Mastrangelo, 693 F.2d 269, 273 (2d
Cir.1982), cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1204 (1984). The wrongdoing need not consist of a criminal act. The rule applies to all
parties, including the government.

Every circuit that has resolved the question has recognized the principle of forfeiture by misconduct, although the tests
for determining whether there is a forfeiture have varied. See, e.g., United States v. Aguiar, 975 F.2d 45, 47 (2d Cir.1992);
United States v. Potamitis, 739 F.2d 784, 789 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 918 (1984); Steele v. Taylor, 684 F.2d 1193,
1199 (6th Cir.1982), cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1053 (1983); United States v. Balano, 618 F.2d 624, 629 (10th Cir.1979), cert.
denied, 449 U.S. 840 (1980); United States v. Carlson, 547 F.2d 1346, 1358-59 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 914 (1977).
The foregoing cases apply a preponderance of the evidence standard. Contra United States v. Thevis, 665 F.2d 616, 631
(5th Cir.) (clear and convincing standard), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 825 (1982). The usual Rule 104(a) preponderance of the
evidence standard has been adopted in light of the behavior the new Rule 804(b)(6) seeks to discourage.

GAP Report on Rule 804(b)(5). The words “Transferred to Rule 807” were substituted for “Abrogated.”

GAP Report on Rule 804(b)(6). The title of the rule was changed to “Forfeiture by wrongdoing.” The word “who” in
line 24 was changed to “that” to indicate that the rule is potentially applicable against the government. Two sentences
were added to the first paragraph of the committee note to clarify that the wrongdoing need not be criminal in nature,
and to indicate the rule's potential applicability to the government. The word “forfeiture” was substituted for “waiver”
in the note.

2010 Amendments

Subdivision (b)(3). Rule 804(b)(3) has been amended to provide that the corroborating circumstances requirement applies
to all declarations against penal interest offered in criminal cases. A number of courts have applied the corroborating
circumstances requirement to declarations against penal interest offered by the prosecution, even though the text of the
Rule did not so provide. See, e.g., United States v. Alvarez, 584 F.2d 694, 701 (5th Cir. 1978) (“by transplanting the
language governing exculpatory statements onto the analysis for admitting inculpatory hearsay, a unitary standard is
derived which offers the most workable basis for applying Rule 804(b)(3)”); United States v. Shukri, 207 F.3d 412 (7th
Cir. 2000) (requiring corroborating circumstances for against-penal-interest statements offered by the government). A
unitary approach to declarations against penal interest assures both the prosecution and the accused that the Rule will
not be abused and that only reliable hearsay statements will be admitted under the exception.

All other changes to the structure and wording of the Rule are intended to be stylistic only. There is no intent to change
any other result in any ruling on evidence admissibility.

The amendment does not address the use of the corroborating circumstances for declarations against penal interest
offered in civil cases.

In assessing whether corroborating circumstances exist, some courts have focused on the credibility of the witness who
relates the hearsay statement in court. But the credibility of the witness who relates the statement is not a proper factor
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for the court to consider in assessing corroborating circumstances. To base admission or exclusion of a hearsay statement
on the witness's credibility would usurp the jury's role of determining the credibility of testifying witnesses.

2011 Amendments

The language of Rule 804 has been amended as part of the general restyling of the Evidence Rules to make them more
easily understood and to make style and terminology consistent throughout the rules. These changes are intended to be
stylistic only. There is no intent to change any result in any ruling on evidence admissibility.

No style changes were made to Rule 804(b)(3), because it was already restyled in conjunction with a substantive
amendment, effective December 1, 2010.

Notes of Decisions (827)

Fed. Rules Evid. Rule 804, 28 U.S.C.A., FRE Rule 804
Including Amendments Received Through 1-1-19

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Massachusetts General Laws Annotated
Part I. Administration of the Government (Ch. 1-182)

Title XVI. Public Health (Ch. 111-114)
Chapter 112. Registration of Certain Professions and Occupations (Refs & Annos)

M.G.L.A. 112 § 9A

§ 9A. Medical students; limited practice of medicine under supervision

Currentness

A student of medicine who has creditably completed not less than two years of study in a legally chartered medical school
wherever located may practice medicine, but only under the supervision of an instructor in a legally chartered medical
school, which instructor shall be a registered physician in the commonwealth and a duly appointed staff physician in the
duly licensed hospital of not less than twenty-five beds, or an associated clinic, to which the student may be assigned. The
board may, in its discretion from time to time, designate other facilities or locations in which said student may practice
medicine under the conditions described above. Said students of medicine shall not sign certificates of births or deaths,
nor prescribe or dispense narcotic drugs as defined in section one of chapter ninety-four C.

Credits
Amended by St.1963, c. 780; St.1966, c. 527; St.1972, c. 534; St.1976, c. 106.

Notes of Decisions (3)

M.G.L.A. 112 § 9A, MA ST 112 § 9A
Current through Chapter 349, except Ch. 337, of the 2018 2nd Annual Session

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Red Flag - Severe Negative Treatment

 Unconstitutional or PreemptedPreempted by Pike v. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, D.Mass., Dec. 02, 2002

 
KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative TreatmentProposed Legislation

Massachusetts General Laws Annotated
Part III. Courts, Judicial Officers and Proceedings in Civil Cases (Ch. 211-262)

Title II. Actions and Proceedings Therein (Ch. 223-236)
Chapter 231. Pleading and Practice (Refs & Annos)

M.G.L.A. 231 § 85K

§ 85K. Limitation of tort liability of certain charitable organizations;
liability of directors, officers or trustees of educational institutions

Effective: November 4, 2012
Currentness

It shall not constitute a defense to any cause of action based on tort brought against a corporation, trustees of a trust,
or members of an association that said corporation, trust, or association is or at the time the cause of action arose was
a charity; provided, that if the tort was committed in the course of any activity carried on to accomplish directly the
charitable purposes of such corporation, trust, or association, liability in any such cause of action shall not exceed the
sum of twenty thousand dollars exclusive of interest and costs; and provided further, that in the context of medical
malpractice claims against a nonprofit organization providing health care, such cause of action shall not exceed the sum
of $100,000, exclusive of interest and costs. Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the liability of charitable
corporations, the trustees of charitable trusts, and the members of charitable associations shall not be subject to the
limitations set forth in this section if the tort was committed in the course of activities primarily commercial in character
even though carried on to obtain revenue to be used for charitable purposes.

No person who serves as a director, officer or trustee of an educational institution which is, or at the time the cause of
action arose was, a charitable organization, qualified as a tax-exempt organization under 26 USC 501(c)(3) and who is
not compensated for such services, except for reimbursement of out of pocket expenses, shall be liable solely by reason
of such services as a director, officer or trustee for any act or omission resulting in damage or injury to another, if such
person was acting in good faith and within the scope of his official functions and duties, unless such damage or injury
was caused by willful or wanton misconduct. The limitations on liability provided by this section shall not apply to any
cause or action arising out of said person's operation of a motor vehicle.

Credits
Added by St.1971, c. 785, § 1. Amended by St.1987, c. 238; St.2012, c. 224, § 222, eff. Nov. 4, 2012.

Notes of Decisions (71)

M.G.L.A. 231 § 85K, MA ST 231 § 85K
Current through Chapter 349, except Ch. 337, of the 2018 2nd Annual Session

End of Document © 2019 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment

 Proposed Legislation

Massachusetts General Laws Annotated
Part III. Courts, Judicial Officers and Proceedings in Civil Cases (Ch. 211-262)

Title II. Actions and Proceedings Therein (Ch. 223-236)
Chapter 233. Witnesses and Evidence (Refs & Annos)

M.G.L.A. 233 § 79L

§ 79L. Statements or conduct expressing regret, apology, condolence by health care provider; admissibility

Effective: November 4, 2012
Currentness

(a) As used in this section, the following words shall, unless the context clearly requires otherwise, have the following
meanings:

“Facility”, a hospital, clinic, or nursing home licensed under chapter 111, a psychiatric facility licensed under chapter 19
or a home health agency; provided, however, that “facility” shall also include any corporation, professional corporation,
partnership, limited liability company, limited liability partnership, authority or other entity comprised of such facilities.

“Health care provider”, any of the following health care professionals licensed under chapter 112: a physician, podiatrist,
physical therapist, occupational therapist, dentist, dental hygienist, optometrist, nurse, nurse practitioner, physician
assistant, chiropractor, psychologist, independent clinical social worker, speech-language pathologist, audiologist,
marriage and family therapist or mental health counselor; provided, however, that “health care provider” shall also
include any corporation, professional corporation, partnership, limited liability company, limited liability partnership,
authority, or other entity comprised of such health care providers.

“Unanticipated outcome”, the outcome of a medical treatment or procedure, whether or not resulting from an intentional
act, that differs from an intended result of such medical treatment or procedure.

(b) In any claim, complaint or civil action brought by or on behalf of a patient allegedly experiencing an unanticipated
outcome of medical care, all statements, affirmations, gestures, activities or conduct expressing benevolence, regret,
apology, sympathy, commiseration, condolence, compassion, mistake, error or a general sense of concern which are made
by a health care provider, facility or an employee or agent of a health care provider or facility, to the patient, a relative
of the patient or a representative of the patient and which relate to the unanticipated outcome shall be inadmissible as
evidence in any judicial or administrative proceeding, unless the maker of the statement, or a defense expert witness, when
questioned under oath during the litigation about facts and opinions regarding any mistakes or errors that occurred,
makes a contradictory or inconsistent statement as to material facts or opinions, in which case the statements and
opinions made about the mistake or error shall be admissible for all purposes. In situations where a patient suffers
an unanticipated outcome with significant medical complication resulting from the provider's mistake, the health care
provider, facility or an employee or agent of a health care provider or facility shall fully inform the patient and, when
appropriate, the patient's family, about said unanticipated outcome.

Credits
Added by St.2012, c. 224, § 223, eff. Nov. 4, 2012.
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M.G.L.A. 233 § 79L, MA ST 233 § 79L
Current through Chapter 349, except Ch. 337, of the 2018 2nd Annual Session
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Section 409. Expressions of Sympathy in Civil Cases; Offers to Pay 
Medical and Similar Expenses 

(a) Expressions of Sympathy in Civil Cases. Statements, writings, or benevolent gestures ex-
pressing sympathy or a general sense of benevolence relating to the pain, suffering, or death of a 
person involved in an accident and made to such person or to the family of such person shall be 
inadmissible as evidence of an admission of liability in a civil action. 

(b) Payment of Medical and Similar Expenses. Evidence of furnishing, promising to pay, or 
offering to pay medical, hospital, or similar expenses resulting from an injury is not admissible to 
prove liability for the injury. 

(c) Medical Malpractice Claims. Any expression of benevolence, regret, apology, sympathy, 
commiseration, condolence, compassion, mistake, error, or a general sense of concern made by a 
health care provider, a facility, or an employee or agent of a health care provider or facility to the 
patient, a relative of the patient, or a representative of the patient, and that relates to an unantici-
pated outcome, shall be inadmissible as evidence in a medical malpractice action, unless the maker 
of the statement, or a defense expert witness, when questioned under oath during the litigation 
about facts and opinions regarding any mistakes or errors that occurred, makes a contradictory or 
inconsistent statement as to material facts or opinions, in which case the statements and opinions 
made about the mistake or error shall be admissible for all purposes. 

NOTE 

Subsection (a). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 23D. See Gallo v. Veliskakis, 357 
Mass. 602, 606 (1970); Casper v. Lavoie, 1 Mass. App. Ct. 809, 810 (1973). See also Denton v. Park Hotel, 
Inc., 343 Mass. 524, 528 (1962) (expressions of sympathy have “no probative value as an admission of 
responsibility or liability,” and “[c]ommon decency should not be penalized by treating such statements as 
admissions”). 

Subsection (b). This subsection is derived from Gallo v. Veliskakis, 357 Mass. 602, 606 (1970), and Wilson 
v. Daniels, 250 Mass. 359, 364 (1924). This subsection is based on the public policy of encouraging a 
person to act “as a decent citizen with proper humane sensibilities” without having to admit liability (citations 
omitted). Lyons v. Levine, 352 Mass. 769, 769 (1967). Statements that accompany offers of payment are not 
excluded under this section if otherwise admissible. See Gallo v. Veliskakis, 357 Mass. at 606 (defendant’s 
statements of sympathy and that he would take care of the medical bills were inadmissible because they 
“had no probative value as an admission of responsibility or liability” [citations omitted]). Cf. G. L. c. 231, 
§ 140B (evidence of advanced payments to injured person by insurer is not admissible to prove liability). 

Subsection (c). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 79L (effective November 4, 
2012). 
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Section 612. Writing or Object Used to Refresh Memory 

(a) While Testifying. 

(1) General Rule. When a testifying witness’s memory is exhausted as to a matter about 
which he or she once had knowledge, the witness’s memory may be refreshed, in the presence 
of the jury, with any writing or other object that permits the witness to further testify from his 
or her own memory. The writing or object should not be read from or shown to the jury. 

(2) Production and Use. 

(A) When a testifying witness uses a writing or object to refresh his or her memory, an 
adverse party is entitled to the production of the writing or object after it is shown to the 
witness and before cross-examination, even if it contains information subject to 
work-product protection. 

(B) A party entitled to the production of a writing or object under this section is entitled 
to examine the writing or so much of it as relates to the case on trial, may cross-examine 
about it, and may introduce it in evidence to show that it could not or did not aid the 
witness in any legitimate way. 

(b) Before Testifying. 

(1) Production. If, before testifying, a witness uses a writing or object to refresh his or her 
memory for the purpose of testifying, an adverse party has no absolute right to the production 
and inspection of the writing or object. The trial judge, however, in his or her discretion, may, 
at the request of the adverse party, order production of the writing or object at the trial, hearing, 
or deposition in which the witness is testifying if it is practicable and the interests of justice so 
require. 

(2) Admissibility. Where the adverse party at trial calls for a writing or other object from his 
or her opponent that was used to refresh the witness’s memory prior to trial, does so in front 
of the jury, and receives and examines it, the writing or other object may be offered in evi-
dence by the producing party when necessary to prevent the impression of evasion or con-
cealment, even though it would have been incompetent if it had not been called for and 
examined. 

(3) Suppressed Statement. If, before testifying in a criminal case, a witness uses a suppressed 
statement to refresh his or her memory for the purpose of testifying, the judge must conduct a 
voir dire to establish that the witness has a present recollection of the event to which he or she 
is testifying. 
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NOTE 

Subsection (a)(1). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. O’Brien, 419 Mass. 470, 478–479 
(1995) (citing with approval Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 612), and Bendett v. Bendett, 315 Mass. 59, 63 (1943). 
A witness may use a writing or other object to refresh a failing memory. Commonwealth v. O’Brien, 419 
Mass. at 478. The witness’s testimony, however, must be the product of present recollection. See Com-
monwealth v. Hoffer, 375 Mass. 369, 376 (1978). This subsection should not be confused with the doctrine 
of past recollection recorded. 

Cross-Reference: Section 803(5), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Past 
Recollection Recorded. 

Subsection (a)(2)(A). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. O’Brien, 419 Mass. 470, 478–480 
(1995). “[W]hen materials protected by the work product doctrine are used by the examiner to refresh a 
witness’s recollection on the stand, the protection afforded by the work product doctrine is waived and the 
opponent’s attorney is entitled to inspect the writing.” Id. at 478. The Supreme Judicial Court observed in 
dicta that 

“[t]he few State courts that have addressed the issue of the conflict between the rule and 
protected documents used while the witness is on the stand have reached conclusions 
similar to the Federal courts, i.e., that use of protected material to refresh a witness’s 
recollection on the stand constitutes waiver of that protection.” 

Id. at 479. 

Subsection (a)(2)(B). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from Bendett v. Bendett, 315 Mass. 59, 
62–63 (1943) (allowing adverse party to show that writing or object did not or could not have refreshed the 
memory of the witness). 

Subsection (b)(1). This subsection is derived from Leonard v. Taylor, 315 Mass. 580, 583–584 (1944), 
citing Goldman v. United States, 316 U.S. 129, 132 (1942). This rule has been the subject of considerable 
criticism. See Commonwealth v. O’Brien, 419 Mass. 470, 479 n.5 (1995) (“Presently, the more controversial 
issue, and the one on which courts are still somewhat unclear, is whether an adverse party has a right 
under [Fed. R. Evid.] 612 to inspect protected and privileged documents used by the witness to refresh her 
recollection prior to testifying.”); Commonwealth v. Marsh, 354 Mass. 713, 721–722 (1968) (“It is an artificial 
distinction to allow inspection of notes used on the stand to refresh recollection and to decline it where the 
witness inspects his notes just before being called to the stand.”). 

Subsection (b)(2). This subsection is derived from Leonard v. Taylor, 315 Mass. 580, 581–584 (1944). The 
purpose of this rule is to protect the opposing party from the impression of evasion and concealment from 
a “bold and dramatic demand” by the adverse party—not to make otherwise inadmissible evidence ad-
missible—and should therefore be used sparingly. See id. at 582–583. 

Cross-Reference: Section 106(b), Doctrine of Completeness: Curative Admissibility. 

Subsection (b)(3). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Woodbine, 461 Mass. 720, 731 
(2012), where the court stated as follows: 

“We do not decide today that it is impermissible for a witness to testify concerning an event 
after his memory has been refreshed by his review, before taking the stand, of material that 
is suppressed due to violations of a defendant’s rights under the Fifth Amendment to the 
United States Constitution and art. 12 of the Massachusetts Declaration of Rights. How-
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ever, before such a witness is permitted to testify, the judge must ensure that the Com-
monwealth has met its burden of establishing that the witness will testify not from a memory 
of the suppressed statement, which by definition is not to be placed in evidence, but from 
an independent memory of the separate event. This requires that the judge conduct a voir 
dire through which the basis for the witness’s assertion that he or she has a present rec-
ollection of the separate event may be thoroughly examined.” 
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Section 613. Prior Statements of Witnesses, Limited Admissibility 

(a) Prior Inconsistent Statements. 

(1) Examining Own Witness. A party who produces a witness may prove that the witness 
made prior statements inconsistent with his or her present testimony; but before proof of such 
inconsistent statements is given, the party must lay a foundation by asking the witness if the 
prior statements were in fact made and by giving the witness an opportunity to explain. 

(2) Examining Other Witness. Extrinsic evidence of a prior inconsistent statement by a 
witness, other than a witness covered under Subsection (a)(1), is admissible whether or not 
the witness was afforded an opportunity to explain or deny the inconsistency. 

(3) Disclosure of Extrinsic Evidence. In examining a witness, other than a witness covered 
under Subsection (a)(1), concerning a prior statement made by such witness, whether written 
or not, the statement need not be shown nor its contents disclosed to the witness at that time, 
but on request the same shall be shown or disclosed to opposing counsel. 

(4) Collateral Matter. Extrinsic evidence to impeach a witness on a collateral matter is not 
admissible as of right, but only in the exercise of sound discretion by the trial judge. 

(b) Prior Consistent Statements. 

(1) Generally Inadmissible. A prior consistent statement by a witness is generally inadmis-
sible. 

(2) Exception. If the court makes a preliminary finding that there is a claim that the witness’s 
in-court testimony is the result of recent contrivance or a bias, and the prior consistent 
statement was made before the witness had a motive to fabricate or the occurrence of the event 
indicating a bias, the evidence may be admitted for the limited purpose of rebutting the claim 
of recent contrivance or bias. 

NOTE 

Subsection (a)(1). This subsection is derived from G. L. c. 233, § 23, and Commonwealth v. Scott, 408 
Mass. 811, 824 n.14 (1990). See Sherman v. Metropolitan Transit Auth., 345 Mass. 777, 778 (1963); 
Commonwealth v. Anselmo, 33 Mass. App. Ct. 602, 609 (1992). If the witness denies making the prior state-
ment, he or she need not be given the opportunity to explain it. Commonwealth v. Scott, 408 Mass. at 824 
n.14. See Commonwealth v. Festa, 369 Mass. 419, 425–426 (1976). 

Cross-Reference: Section 607, Who May Impeach a Witness. 

Subsections (a)(2) and (3). These subsections are derived from Hubley v. Lilley, 28 Mass. App. Ct. 468, 
472, 473 n.7 (1990). See also Commonwealth v. Parent, 465 Mass. 395, 398–402 (2013). Opposing 
counsel has a right to examine the statement before conducting any further inquiry of the witness to prevent 
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selective quotation of the prior statement by the questioner and to insure that the witness has an opportunity 
to explain or elaborate on the alleged inconsistencies. Hubley v. Lilley, 28 Mass. App. Ct. at 472, 473 n.7. 
This right arises after the examination of the witness under Subsection (a)(1) or (a)(2) and does not permit 
counsel to make a demand for a document before the jury during opposing counsel’s cross-examination. 
See Section 103(d), Rulings on Evidence, Objections, and Offers of Proof: Preventing the Jury or Witnesses 
from Hearing Inadmissible Evidence. Such conduct may warrant the court admitting extrinsic evidence of 
the prior inconsistent statement. See Section 612(b)(2), Writing or Object Used to Refresh Memory: Before 
Testifying: Admissibility. 

A prior inconsistent statement offered to impeach one’s own witness, Subsection (a)(1), or an opposing 
party’s witness, Subsection (a)(2), is not admissible for its truth unless (1) there is no objection or (2) it falls 
within the exception set forth in Section 801(d)(1)(A), Definitions: Statements That Are Not Hearsay: A 
Declarant-Witness’s Prior Statement, or another hearsay exception. See Commonwealth v. Jones, 439 
Mass. 249, 261–262 (2003); Commonwealth v. Keevan, 400 Mass. 557, 562 (1987); Commonwealth v. 
Balukonis, 357 Mass. 721, 726 n.6 (1970). 

Use of Certain Prior Inconsistent Statements of Defendant in Criminal Case. Trial judges must 
proceed with caution when the Commonwealth seeks to impeach the defendant with his or her pretrial 
silence. See Doyle v. Ohio, 426 U.S. 610, 611, 617, 618 (1976) (use of defendant’s postarrest silence vio-
lates Federal due process); Commonwealth v. Connolly, 454 Mass. 808, 828 (2009) (same). In Massa-
chusetts, even use of the defendant’s prearrest silence may violate Article 12 of the Declaration of Rights. 
See Harris v. New York, 401 U.S. 222, 226 (1971); Commonwealth v. Ly, 454 Mass. 223, 228 (2009); 
Commonwealth v. Harris, 364 Mass. 236, 240–241 (1973); Commonwealth v. Sazama, 339 Mass. 154, 
157–158 (1959). See also Section 511(a)(2), Privilege Against Self-Incrimination: Privilege of Defendant in 
Criminal Proceeding: Refusal Evidence. Although a statement obtained in violation of a person’s rights 
under the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States may be used for 
impeachment purposes, see United States v. Havens, 446 U.S. 620, 627–628 (1980), Article 14 of the 
Declaration of Rights forbids the use of evidence in the case of electronic eavesdropping in or about a 
private home. Compare Commonwealth v. Fini, 403 Mass. 567, 573–574 (1988) (excluding statements), 
with Commonwealth v. Eason, 427 Mass. 595, 600–601 (1998) (admitting statements). 

Cross-Reference: Section 525(b), Comment upon or Inference from Claim of Privilege: Criminal Case; 
Section 104(d), Preliminary Questions: Cross-Examining a Defendant in a Criminal Case. 

Prior Statements That Qualify as Inconsistent. “It is not necessary that the prior statement contra-
dict in plain terms the testimony of the witness.” Commonwealth v. Simmonds, 386 Mass. 234, 242 (1982). 
“It is enough if the proffered testimony, taken as a whole, either by what it says or by what it omits to say, 
affords some indication that the fact was different from the testimony of the witness whom it is sought to 
contradict.” Commonwealth v. Hesketh, 386 Mass. 153, 161 (1982). An omission in a prior statement may 
render that statement inconsistent “when it would have been natural to include the fact in the initial state-
ment.” Commonwealth v. Ortiz, 39 Mass. App. Ct. 70, 72 (1995). See also Langan v. Pignowski, 307 Mass. 
149 (1940). It follows that a witness who denies making an earlier statement may be impeached with it, while 
a witness who is unable to remember the earlier statement, but does not deny making it, may have his or 
her recollection refreshed. See Section 612(a)(1), Writing or Object Used to Refresh Memory: While Tes-
tifying: General Rule. However, “a witness who has actually made a statement contradictory to trial testi-
mony cannot escape impeachment simply by saying she does not remember making the statement.” 
Commonwealth v. Parent, 465 Mass. 395, 401 (2013). Ordinarily, “[t]here is no inconsistency between a 
present failure of memory on the witness stand and a past existence of memory” (citation and quotation 
omitted). Commonwealth v. Martin, 417 Mass. 187, 197 (1994). However, if the trial judge makes a prelim-
inary determination (see Section 104[a], Preliminary Questions: In General) that the witness’s present fail-
ure of memory is fabricated, the witness’s prior detailed statement is admissible for impeachment purposes. 
See Commonwealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. 735, 742–743 & n.7 (2000). Cf. Note “Feigning Lack of Memory” 
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to Section 801(d)(1)(A), Definitions: Statements That Are Not Hearsay: A Declarant-Witness’s Prior 
Statement (feigning lack of memory may result in the admission of a prior statement, not simply for im-
peachment purposes, but also for its truth). A witness who gives a detailed account of an incident at trial but 
who indicated at some earlier point in time only limited or no memory of the details of the incident may be 
impeached with that earlier failure of memory. Commonwealth v. Granito, 326 Mass. 494, 500 (1950). 

If a witness previously remained “silent in circumstances in which he naturally would have been ex-
pected to deny some asserted fact . . . the jury may consider the failure to respond in assessing the veracity 
of the witness in testifying contrary to the fact that was adoptively admitted by his silence.” Commonwealth 
v. Nickerson, 386 Mass. 54, 57 (1982). In circumstances where it “would not be natural for a witness to 
provide the police before trial with exculpatory information,” this omission is admissible to impeach the 
witness at trial only after first establishing “[1] that the witness knew of the pending charges in sufficient 
detail to realize that he possessed exculpatory information, [2] that the witness had reason to make the 
information available, [and] [3] that he was familiar with the means of reporting it to the proper authori-
ties . . . .” Commonwealth v. Hart, 455 Mass. 230, 238–239 (2009). See id. at 239–240 (abolishing re-
quirement that prosecutor needs to “elicit from the witness that she was not asked by the defendant or the 
defense attorney to refrain from disclosing her exculpatory information to law enforcement authorities”). The 
Supreme Judicial Court has observed that 

“[t]here are some circumstances, though, in which it would not be natural for a witness to 
provide the police before trial with exculpatory information, such as when the witness does 
not realize she possesses exculpatory information, when she thinks that her information will 
not affect the decision to prosecute, or when she does not know how to furnish such in-
formation to law enforcement.” 

Id. at 238. The principles applicable to impeachment of a witness by failure to provide exculpatory infor-
mation apply to tangible evidence as well as oral testimony. Commonwealth v. Issa, 466 Mass. 1, 15–16 
(2013). 

An omission from an earlier statement may qualify as a prior inconsistent statement. Commonwealth 
v. Perez, 460 Mass. 683, 699 (2011) (absence of journal entry regarding visit from defendant on night of 
murder qualified as prior inconsistent statement to trial testimony that defendant visited witness in person 
on night of murder), and cases cited. 

Although there is discretion involved in determining whether to admit or exclude evidence offered for 
impeachment, when the impeaching evidence is directly related to testimony on a central issue in the case, 
there is no discretion to exclude it. See Commonwealth v. McGowan, 400 Mass. 385, 390–391 (1987). See 
also Section 611(d), Mode and Order of Examining Witnesses and Presenting Evidence: Rebuttal Evi-
dence. 

Subsection (a)(4). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Farley, 443 Mass. 740, 751 (2005), 
quoting Commonwealth v. Chase, 372 Mass. 736, 747 (1977), citing Commonwealth v. Doherty, 353 Mass. 
197, 213–214 (1967), cert. denied, 390 U.S. 982 (1968). See also Commonwealth v. Zezima, 365 Mass. 
238, 242 n.5 (1974), rev’d on other grounds, 387 Mass. 748 (1982); Leone v. Doran, 363 Mass. 1, 15–16 
(1973), modified on other grounds, 363 Mass. 886 (1973); Commonwealth v. Connolly, 308 Mass. 481, 495 
(1941). This principle is based on the practical need to keep a case from getting out of control. See 
Abramian v. President & Fellows of Harvard College, 432 Mass. 107, 120 (2000). The better practice is to 
exclude such evidence in a criminal case when it bears on a defendant’s character. Commonwealth v. 
Ferguson, 425 Mass. 349, 355–356 n.6 (1997). 

When the extrinsic evidence relates exclusively to a collateral matter, the discretion of the trial judge 
has been described as “nearly unreversible.” Commonwealth v. Roberts, 433 Mass. 45, 51 (2000), quoting 
Commonwealth v. Johnson, 41 Mass. App. Ct. 81, 89 (1996). 
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“Because bias, prejudice, and motive to lie are not considered collateral matters, they may be 
demonstrated by extrinsic proof as well as on cross-examination. There is no requirement that the op-
ponent cross-examine on the matter as a foundation prior to offering extrinsic evidence.” (Citations omitted.) 
Commonwealth v. Hall, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 208, 213 n.7 (2000), quoting P.J. Liacos, Massachusetts Evi-
dence § 6.9, at 299–300 (7th ed. 1999). 

Subsection (b). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Novo, 449 Mass. 84, 93 (2007), and 
Commonwealth v. Kindell, 44 Mass. App. Ct. 200, 202 (1998). “The reason for the rule is that the testimony 
of a witness in court should not need—and ought not—to be ‘pumped up’ by evidence that the witness said 
the same thing on some prior occasion.” Commonwealth v. Kindell, 44 Mass. App. Ct. at 202–203. “The 
trial judge has a range of discretion in determining whether a suggestion of recent contrivance exists in the 
circumstances.” Commonwealth v. Zukoski, 370 Mass. 23, 27 (1976). The judge should make preliminary 
findings on the record that a party has claimed that a witness’s in-court testimony is the result of recent 
contrivance or bias, and that the prior consistent statement was made before the witness had a motive to 
fabricate or before the occurrence of an event indicating bias. See Commonwealth v. Caruso, 476 Mass. 
275, 284 & n.5 (2017). However, “the impeachment of a witness by prior inconsistent statements or omis-
sions does not, standing alone, entitle the adverse party to introduce other prior statements made by the 
witness that are consistent with his trial testimony.” Commonwealth v. Bruce, 61 Mass. App. Ct. 474, 482 
(2004), citing Commonwealth v. Retkovitz, 222 Mass. 245, 249–250 (1915). See also Commonwealth v. 
Hatzigiannis, 88 Mass. App. Ct. 395, 399–400 (2015) (rehabilitation by prior consistent statement improper 
where theory of impeachment was mistaken perception or there was no suggestion of recent fabrication). 
Such statements “should be allowed only with caution, and where the probative value for the proper purpose 
is clear.” Commonwealth v. Lareau, 37 Mass. App. Ct. 679, 683 (1994), quoting Commonwealth v. Darden, 
5 Mass. App. Ct. 522, 528 (1977). 

Although the admission of cumulative accounts of prior consistent statements may create a danger of 
improper bolstering, multiple prior consistent statements are admissible if each statement is relevant to 
rebut various claims of recent contrivance. Commonwealth v. Lessieur, 472 Mass. 317, 325–326 (2015). 
The judge may admit a prior consistent statement on direct examination, prior to any impeachment, if it is 
obvious that a claim of recent contrivance will be made (e.g., when a party makes a statement in his or her 
opening statement that he or she will attack the credibility of the witness on cross-examination on the basis 
of recent contrivance). See Commonwealth v. Barbosa, 457 Mass. 773, 797–798 (2010) (opponent’s 
opening statement suggested recent contrivance). 

A prior consistent statement that does not meet the requirements of this subsection nonetheless may 
be admissible on other grounds. See Commonwealth v. Tennison, 440 Mass. 553, 562–564 (2003) (verbal 
completeness). The prior consistent statement may be admissible not only if made before the motive to 
fabricate arose, but also if made at a time when the motive to fabricate no longer exists. Commonwealth v. 
Aviles, 461 Mass. 60, 69–70 (2011) (prior consistent statement made after victim moved back to grand-
mother’s house admissible to rebut inference that victim had fabricated accusation of abuse to provide basis 
for moving out of defendant’s home and back to grandmother’s). 

Cross-Reference: Section 413, First Complaint of Sexual Assault; Section 611(a), Mode and Order of 
Examining Witnesses and Presenting Evidence: Control by the Court; Note to Section 801(d)(1)(B), Defi-
nitions: Statements That Are Not Hearsay: A Declarant-Witness’s Prior Statement; Section 801(d)(1)(C), 
Definitions: Statements That Are Not Hearsay: A Declarant-Witness’s Prior Statement; Section 1104, 
Witness Cooperation Agreements. 
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Section 801. Definitions 

The following definitions apply under this Article: 

(a) Statement. “Statement” means a person’s oral assertion, written assertion, or nonverbal 
conduct, if the person intended it as an assertion. 

(b) Declarant. “Declarant” means the person who made the statement. 

(c) Hearsay. “Hearsay” means a statement that 

(1) the declarant does not make while testifying at the current trial or hearing, and 

(2) a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the statement. 

(d) Statements That Are Not Hearsay. A statement that meets the following conditions is 
not hearsay: 

(1) A Declarant-Witness’s Prior Statement. The declarant testifies and is subject to 
cross-examination about a prior statement, and the statement 

(A) (i) is inconsistent with the declarant’s testimony; (ii) was made under oath be-
fore a grand jury, or at an earlier trial, a probable cause hearing, or a deposition, or 
in an affidavit made under the penalty of perjury in a G. L. c. 209A proceeding; (iii) 
was not coerced; and (iv) is more than a mere confirmation or denial of an allegation 
by the interrogator; 

(B) [for a discussion of prior consistent statements, which are not admissible sub-
stantively under Massachusetts law, see Section 613(b), Prior Statements of Wit-
nesses, Limited Admissibility: Prior Consistent Statements]; or 

(C) identifies a person as someone the declarant perceived earlier. 

(2) An Opposing Party’s Statement. The statement is offered against an opposing party 
and 

(A) was made by the party; 

(B) is one the party manifested that it adopted or believed to be true; 

(C) was made by a person whom the party authorized to make a statement on the 
subject, or who was authorized to make true statements on the party’s behalf con-
cerning the subject matter; 

(D) was made by the party’s agent or employee on a matter within the scope of that 
relationship and while it existed; or 
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(E) was made by the party’s coconspirator or joint venturer during the cooperative 
effort and in furtherance of its goal, if the existence of the conspiracy or joint ven-
ture is shown by evidence independent of the statement. 

NOTE 

Subsection (a). This subsection is taken from Commonwealth v. Baker, 20 Mass. App. Ct. 926, 928 n.3 
(1985), quoting with approval the definition of a “statement” contained in Fed. R. Evid. 801(a) and Proposed 
Mass. R. Evid. 801(a). 

To be hearsay, the statement, whether verbal or nonverbal, must be intended as an assertion. See 
Bacon v. Charlton, 61 Mass. 581, 586 (1851) (distinguishing between groans and exclamations of pain, 
which are not hearsay, and anything in the nature of narration or statement). Cf. Commonwealth v. DeJesus, 
87 Mass. App. Ct. 198, 201–202 (2015) (checkmarks on photocopies of currency made to indicate a match 
with bills in defendant’s pocket are hearsay when offered to prove the match). 

“[C]onduct can serve as a substitute for words, and to the extent it communicates a message, hearsay 
considerations apply.” Commonwealth v. Gonzalez, 443 Mass. 799, 803 (2005). “[O]ut-of-court conduct, 
which by intent or inference expresses an assertion, has been regarded as a statement and therefore 
hearsay if offered to prove the truth of the matter asserted. See Bartlett v. Emerson, [73 Mass. 174, 175–176] 
(1856) (act of pointing out boundary marker inadmissible hearsay).” Opinion of the Justices, 412 Mass. 1201, 
1209 (1992) (legislation that would permit the Commonwealth to admit evidence of a person’s refusal to 
take a breathalyzer test violates the privilege against self-incrimination because it reveals the person’s 
thought process and is thus tantamount to an assertion). 

Computer Records. For hearsay purposes, whether a computer record contains a statement de-
pends on if the record is “computer-generated,” “computer-stored,” or a hybrid of both. Commonwealth v. 
Thissell, 457 Mass. 191, 197 n.13 (2010). Computer-generated records are created solely by the electrical 
or mechanical operation of a computer. Id. See Commonwealth v. Royal, 89 Mass. App. Ct. 168, 171–172 
(2016) (examples include “automated teller machine receipts, log-in records from Internet service providers, 
and telephone records”). “Because computer-generated records, by definition, do not contain a statement 
from a person, they do not necessarily implicate hearsay concerns.” Commonwealth v. Thissell, 457 Mass. 
at 197 n.13 (reliability of generative process that created record addressed by rules of authentication). See, 
e.g., Commonwealth v. Woollam, 478 Mass. 493, 498 (2017) (cellular telephone call logs); Commonwealth 
v. Perez, 89 Mass. App. Ct. 51, 56 (2016) (automatically generated bank withdrawal records). Conversely, 
computer-stored records are electronic records generated by humans that are maintained on a computer 
system. Commonwealth v. Thissell, 457 Mass. at 197 n.13. See Commonwealth v. Royal, 89 Mass. App. 
Ct. at 171–172 (examples include “electronic mail messages, online posts, and word processing files”). 
Computer-stored records generally implicate the hearsay rule because these records contain human 
statements and assertions that have been reduced to electronic form and are merely stored on a computer 
system. Commonwealth v. Thissell, 457 Mass. at 197 n.13. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Royal, 89 Mass. 
App. Ct. at 171–172 (Registry of Motor Vehicle records requiring human action to create and retrieve the 
records). Hybrid records are comprised of both computer-stored records (containing human statements) 
and computer-generated data. Commonwealth v. Thissell, 457 Mass. at 197 n.13 (hybrid records may 
implicate both hearsay and authentication issues). 

Subsection (b). This subsection is identical to Fed. R. Evid. 801(b). While no Massachusetts case has 
defined “declarant,” the term has been commonly used in Massachusetts case law to mean a person who 
makes a statement. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. DeOliveira, 447 Mass. 56, 57–58 (2006); Commonwealth 
v. Zagranski, 408 Mass. 278, 285 (1990). See also Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 586 (2002), 
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which defines “declarant” as a person “who makes a declaration” and “declaration” as “a statement made 
or testimony given by a witness.” 

Subsection (c). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Cohen, 412 Mass. 375, 393 (1992), 
quoting McCormick, Evidence § 246, at 729 (3d ed. 1984), and Fed. R. Evid. 801(c). See Commonwealth 
v. Cordle, 404 Mass. 733, 743 (1989); Commonwealth v. Randall, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 26, 27 (2000). See also 
Commonwealth v. Silanskas, 433 Mass. 678, 693 (2001) (“Hearsay is an out-of-court statement offered to 
prove the truth of the matter asserted.”); G.E.B. v. S.R.W., 422 Mass. 158, 168 (1996), quoting Com-
monwealth v. Keizer, 377 Mass. 264, 269 n.4 (1979) (“Hearsay is an ‘extrajudicial statement offered to prove 
the truth of the matter asserted.’”); Commonwealth v. DelValle, 351 Mass. 489, 491 (1966) (“The broad rule 
on hearsay evidence interdicts the admission of a statement made out of court which is offered to prove the 
truth of what it asserted.”). If a witness at trial affirms the truth of a statement made out of court, the witness 
adopts it and it is not hearsay. Commonwealth v. Sanders, 451 Mass. 290, 302 n.8 (2008). Whether the 
witness has adopted his or her out-of-court statement is a question of fact for the jury and not a preliminary 
question for the judge. Id. at 302. 

“The theory which underlies exclusion is that with the declarant absent the trier of fact is forced to rely 
upon the declarant’s memory, truthfulness, perception, and use of language not subject to 
cross-examination.” Commonwealth v. DelValle, 351 Mass. at 491. 

Evidence Admitted for Nonhearsay Purpose. “The hearsay rule forbids only the testimonial use of 
reported statements.” Commonwealth v. Miller, 361 Mass. 644, 659 (1972). Accord Commonwealth v. Fiore, 
364 Mass. 819, 824 (1974), quoting Wigmore, Evidence § 1766 (3d ed. 1940) (out-of-court utterances are 
hearsay only when offered “for a special purpose, namely, as assertions to evidence the truth of the matter 
asserted”). Thus, when out-of-court statements are offered for a reason other than to prove the truth of the 
matter asserted or when they have independent legal significance, they are not hearsay. There are many 
nonhearsay purposes for which out-of-court statements may be offered, such as the following: 

– Proof of “Verbal Acts” or “Operative” Words. See Commonwealth v. McLaughlin, 431 Mass. 
241, 246 (2000) (“[e]vidence of the terms of that oral agreement was not offered for the truth of 
the matters asserted, but as proof of an ‘operative’ statement, i.e., existence of a conspiracy”); 
Charette v. Burke, 300 Mass. 278, 280–281 (1938) (father’s remark to a child before leaving the 
child to go into the house [“Wait where you are while I go inside to get you a cookie”] was a 
“verbal act” and not hearsay); Commonwealth v. Perez, 89 Mass. App. Ct. 51, 55–56 (2016) 
(withdrawal and deposit slips used by defendant accused of theft from customer bank accounts 
were legally operative verbal acts and not hearsay); Shimer v. Foley, Hoag & Eliot, LLP, 59 
Mass. App. Ct. 302, 310 (2003) (evidence of the terms of a contract used to establish lost profits 
is not hearsay because it is not an assertion). 

– To Show Notice or Other Effect on Hearer. See Commonwealth v. Santana, 477 Mass. 610, 
621–622 (2017) (interrogating police officer’s statement that he had information that defendant 
had been inside apartment where murder was committed admissible to “contextualize” de-
fendant’s “arguably exculpatory” statement that he had been just outside apartment, thus 
avoiding improper suggestion that defendant had gratuitously placed himself at murder scene); 
Commonwealth v. Spinucci, 472 Mass. 872, 882–883 (2015) (statements made within de-
fendant’s earshot, indicating codefendant’s possession of a knife, were not hearsay when of-
fered to show defendant’s knowledge that codefendant had a knife); Pardo v. General Hosp. 
Corp., 446 Mass. 1, 18–19 (2006) (memorandum admissible to show notice); A.W. Chesterton 
Co. v. Massachusetts Insurers Insolvency Fund, 445 Mass. 502, 515–516 (2005) (knowledge of 
insurance reserves not listed in response to question on insurance application regarding potential 
losses); Commonwealth v. Bregoli, 431 Mass. 265, 273 (2000) (other declarants’ knowledge of 
facts relating to crime to rebut Commonwealth’s claim that only killer would be aware of facts); 
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Vassallo v. Baxter Healthcare Corp., 428 Mass. 1, 17 (1998) (other complaints about product 
admissible as evidence that manufacturer was on notice of defect); Mailhiot v. Liberty Bank & 
Trust Co., 24 Mass. App. Ct. 525, 529 n.5 (1987) (instructions given to the plaintiff by bank 
examiners about how to handle a problem were not assertions and thus not hearsay). Cf. 
Commonwealth v. Daley, 55 Mass. App. Ct. 88, 94 n.9 (2002) (a passerby’s remark [“Hey, are 
you all right?”], if offered as an assertion that the victim was in distress, would be hearsay, but if 
offered to explain why the defendant fled, and thus not as an assertion, would not be hearsay), 
S.C., 439 Mass. 558 (2003). 

– To Show “the State of Police Knowledge.” Out-of-court statements to a police investigator 
may sometimes be admitted for the nonhearsay purpose of showing “the state of police 
knowledge,” because “an arresting or investigating officer should not be put in the false position 
of seeming just to have happened upon the scene; he should be allowed some explanation of his 
presence and conduct.” Commonwealth v. Cohen, 412 Mass. 375, 393 (1992). See Com-
monwealth v. Miller, 361 Mass. 644, 659 (1972) (out-of-court statements are admissible when 
offered to explain why police approached defendant to avoid misimpression that police acted 
arbitrarily in singling out defendant for investigation). However, “[t]estimony of this kind carries 
a high probability of misuse, because a witness may relate historical aspects of the case, replete 
with hearsay statements in the form of complaints and reports[,] even when not necessary to 
show state of police knowledge” (quotation omitted). Commonwealth v. Rosario, 430 Mass. 505, 
510 (1999). Such evidence, therefore, (1) is permitted only through the testimony of a police 
officer, who must testify only on the basis of his or her own knowledge; (2) is limited to the facts 
required to establish the officer’s state of knowledge; (3) is allowed only when the police action 
or state of police knowledge is relevant to an issue in the case. Commonwealth v. Sullivan, 478 
Mass. 369, 376 (2017). Cross-Reference: Section 105, Limiting Evidence That Is Not Admissible 
Against Other Parties or for Other Purposes. 

– As Circumstantial Evidence of Declarant’s State of Mind. Where the declarant asserts his 
or her own state of mind (usually by words describing the state of mind), the statement is hearsay 
and is admissible only if it falls within the hearsay exception. See Section 803(3)(B), Hearsay 
Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Then-Existing Mental, Emotional, or Physical 
Condition, and the accompanying note. However, when the statement conveys the speaker’s 
state of mind only circumstantially (usually because the words themselves do not describe the 
state of mind directly), it is not hearsay. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Romero, 464 Mass. 648, 
652 n.5 (2013) (defendant’s statement that passenger in his vehicle had shown him a gun was 
admissible to show defendant’s knowledge that gun was in car, as well as being admission of 
a party-opponent); Commonwealth v. Montanez, 439 Mass. 441, 447–448 (2003) (evidence of 
victim’s statement to her friend was properly admitted to establish victim’s state of mind [concern 
for her family’s shame and diminished economic circumstances if abuser were removed from 
her home], which helped explain her delay in reporting an episode of sexual abuse and thus was 
not hearsay). Contrast Section 803(3)(B)(ii), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Im-
material: Then-Existing Mental, Emotional, or Physical Condition. 

– As Circumstantial Evidence of the Nature of a Place or a Thing. Sometimes out-of-court 
statements that do not directly describe the nature or character of a place or an object can 
nevertheless be probative of that nature or character. In such cases, the statements are treated 
as nonhearsay. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Massod, 350 Mass. 745, 748 (1996) (statements 
over telephone not hearsay when used to show that telephone was apparatus used for registering 
bets on horse races); Commonwealth v. DePina, 75 Mass. App. Ct. 842, 850 (2009) (conver-
sation of police officer on defendant’s cellular telephone was admissible as evidence of nature 
of the cellular telephone as instrument used in cocaine distribution); Commonwealth v. Wash-
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ington, 39 Mass. App. Ct. 195, 199–201 (1995) (conversations of police officer with callers to 
defendant’s beeper not hearsay when used to show that beeper was used for drug transactions). 
See also Commonwealth v. Purdy, 459 Mass. 442, 452 (2011) (words soliciting sexual act have 
independent legal significance and are not hearsay); Commonwealth v. Mullane, 445 Mass. 702, 
711 (2006) (portion of conversation regarding negotiation for “extras” between police detective 
and “massage therapist” were not hearsay). 

Prior Statements Used to Impeach or Rehabilitate. Ordinarily, the out-of-court statements of a tes-
tifying witness are hearsay if they are offered to prove the truth of the statement. Prior inconsistent state-
ments are usually admissible only for the limited purpose of impeaching the credibility of the witness. But see 
Subsection (d)(1)(A) and the accompanying note. A witness’s prior consistent statements are not admissi-
ble substantively under Massachusetts law, but they may be admissible for certain other purposes. See for 
example Section 413, First Complaint of Sexual Assault, and Section 613(b), Prior Statements of Wit-
nesses, Limited Admissibility: Prior Consistent Statements. Cross-Reference: Section 105, Limiting Evidence 
That Is Not Admissible Against Other Parties or for Other Purposes. 

Nonverbal Conduct Excluded as Hearsay. See Commonwealth v. Todd, 394 Mass. 791, 797 (1985) 
(explaining that the destruction of her marriage license could be considered “an extrajudicial, nonverbal 
assertion of the victim’s intent which, if introduced for the truth of the matter asserted, would be, on its face, 
objectionable as hearsay”); Bartlett v. Emerson, 73 Mass. 174, 175–176 (1856) (testimony about another 
person’s act of pointing out a boundary marker was an assertion of a fact and thus inadmissible as hearsay); 
Commonwealth v. Ramirez, 55 Mass. App. Ct. 224, 227 (2002) (a business card offered to establish a 
connection between the defendant and a New York address on the card was hearsay because it was used 
as an assertion of a fact); Commonwealth v. Kirk, 39 Mass. App. Ct. 225, 229–230 (1995) (conduct of a 
police officer who served a restraining order on the defendant offered to establish the identity of that person 
as the perpetrator was hearsay because its probative value depended on the truth of an assertion made in 
the papers by the victim that the defendant was the same person named in the complaint). 

When an out-of-court statement is offered for a nonhearsay purpose, after considering the effective-
ness of a Section 105 limiting instruction it is necessary to weigh the risk of unfair prejudice that would likely 
result if the jury misused the statement. See Section 403, Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, 
Confusion, Waste of Time, or Other Reason. In criminal cases, that risk can have confrontation clause 
implications. 

Cross-Reference: Section 105, Limiting Evidence That Is Not Admissible Against Other Parties or for 
Other Purposes; Section 803(3)(B)(ii), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: 
Then-Existing Mental, Emotional, or Physical Condition. 

Subsection (d). This subsection addresses out-of-court statements that are admissible for their truth. 
Section 613, Prior Statements of Witnesses, Limited Admissibility, addresses prior statements for the lim-
ited purposes only of impeachment and rehabilitation. 

Subsection (d)(1)(A). Massachusetts generally adheres to the orthodox rule that prior inconsistent 
statements are admissible only for the limited purpose of impeaching the credibility of a witness’s testimony 
at trial and are inadmissible hearsay when offered to establish the truth of the matters asserted. See Section 
613(a)(1), Prior Statements of Witnesses, Limited Admissibility: Prior Inconsistent Statements: Examining 
Own Witness, and Section 613(a)(2), Prior Statements of Witnesses, Limited Admissibility: Prior Incon-
sistent Statements: Examining Other Witness. However, in Commonwealth v. Daye, 393 Mass. 55, 66 
(1984), the Supreme Judicial Court adopted the principles of Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(1)(A) allowing 
prior inconsistent statements made before a grand jury to be admitted substantively. The Daye rule has 
been extended to cover prior inconsistent statements made in other proceedings as well. See Common-
wealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. 735 (2000) (probable cause hearings); Commonwealth v. Newman, 69 Mass. 
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App. Ct. 495 (2007) (testimony given at an accomplice’s trial). Commonwealth v. Ragland, 72 Mass. App. 
Ct. 815, 823 n.9 (2008), made it clear in dicta that the same principles would apply to admission of prior 
inconsistent deposition evidence given under oath. See also Commonwealth v. Belmer, 78 Mass. App. Ct. 
62, 64 (2010) (prior inconsistent statement may be admissible for its full probative value where the witness 
has signed a written affidavit under penalties of perjury in support of an application for a restraining order 
pursuant to G. L. c. 209A and that witness is subject to cross-examination). 

Two general requirements for the substantive use of such statements are (1) that there is an oppor-
tunity to cross-examine the declarant and (2) that the prior testimony was in the declarant’s own words and 
was not coerced. In addition, if the prior inconsistent statement is relied on to establish an essential element 
of a crime, the Commonwealth must offer at least some additional evidence on that element in order to 
support a conclusion of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Commonwealth v. Daye, 393 Mass. at 73–75. 
However, the additional evidence need not be sufficient in itself to establish the element. Commonwealth v. 
Noble, 417 Mass. 341, 345 & n.3 (1994). The corroboration requirement thus concerns the sufficiency of the 
evidence, not its admissibility. Commonwealth v. McGhee, 472 Mass. 405, 422–423 (2015); Commonwealth 
v. Clements, 436 Mass. 190, 193 (2002). 

Feigning Lack of Memory. Prior statements included in Section 801(d)(1)(A) may be admitted 
substantively against a witness as inconsistent with a claimed lack of memory if that witness is available for 
cross-examination and subject to the requirements of this subsection, Section 801(d)(1)(A), provided the 
trial judge follows the requirements set forth in Commonwealth v. Daye, 393 Mass. 55, 73–74 (1984), and 
Commonwealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. 735, 745 & n.12 (2000). Before admitting such testimony, the judge 
must make preliminary findings of fact that (1) the witness is in fact feigning lack of memory, (2) the testi-
mony was not coerced, and (3) the testimony was in the witness’s own words and is more than a mere 
confirmation or denial of an allegation by the interrogator. Commonwealth v. DePina, 476 Mass. 614, 
620–621 (2017). See Commonwealth v. Evans, 439 Mass. 184, 190 (2003); Commonwealth v. Silvester, 89 
Mass. App. Ct. 350, 355–356 (2016). At a party’s request, the judge may conduct a voir dire to make these 
findings. Commonwealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 739. A trial judge’s findings are “entitled to substantial 
deference and are ‘conclusive as long as . . . supported by the evidence.’” Commonwealth v. DePina, 476 
Mass. at 621, quoting Commonwealth v. Maldonado, 466 Mass. 742, 756, cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 2312 
(2014), quoting Commonwealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 742 n.6. “[W]here grand jury testimony relates to 
an essential element of the offense, the Commonwealth must offer corroborative evidence, in addition to 
that testimony, in order to sustain a conviction.” Id. at 621 n.5 (corroboration requirement “goes to the suf-
ficiency of the evidence rather than to its admissibility”). A judge’s finding of witness feigning is often based 
on a careful examination of the witness’s demeanor and testimony in light of the judge’s experience. See 
Commonwealth v. Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 740; Commonwealth v. Newman, 69 Mass. App. Ct. 495, 497 
(2007). See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Figueroa, 451 Mass. 566, 573–574, 576–577 (2008) (judge concluded 
that witness was feigning when he was able to recall many specific events of the evening in question but was 
unable to recall the portion of his grand jury testimony in which he said the defendant admitted to shooting 
someone, and a transcript failed to refresh his memory); Commonwealth v. Tiexeira, 29 Mass. App. Ct. 200, 
204 (1990) (judge observed how the witness’s detailed account of the evening was conspicuously vague 
regarding the defendant’s encounter with the victim). Regardless of the judge’s conclusion at voir dire, the 
jury shall not be told of the judge’s preliminary determination that the witness is feigning. Commonwealth v. 
Sineiro, 432 Mass. at 742 n.6. 

“Where a witness testifies at trial and is cross-examined, any limitation on the effectiveness or sub-
stance of that cross-examination stemming from feigned memory loss generally does not implicate the 
confrontation clause.” Commonwealth v. DePina, 476 Mass. at 622. See also Commonwealth v. Stewart, 
454 Mass. 527, 533 (2009) (genuine total loss of memory preventing cross-examination may preclude 
admission of grand jury testimony). 

Cross-Reference: Introductory Note (a) to Article VIII, Hearsay. 
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Subsection (d)(1)(B). In Commonwealth v. Cruz, 53 Mass. App. Ct. 393, 401 & n.10 (2001), the Appeals 
Court noted that the Supreme Judicial Court has not adopted Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(1)(B) as to 
the admission of prior consistent statements as substantive evidence, rather than merely for the purpose 
of rehabilitating the credibility of a witness-declarant who has been impeached on the ground that his or her 
trial testimony is of recent contrivance. See also Commonwealth v. Thomas, 429 Mass. 146, 161–162 (1999) 
(prior consistent statement admissible to rebut suggestion of recent contrivance); Commonwealth v. Kater, 
409 Mass. 433, 448 (1991) (“prior consistent statements of a witness may be admitted where the opponent 
has raised a claim or inference of recent contrivance, undue influence, or bias”); Commonwealth v. Zukoski, 
370 Mass. 23, 26–27 (1976) (“[A] witness’s prior consistent statement is admissible where a claim is made 
that the witness’s in-court statement is of recent contrivance or is the product of particular inducements 
or bias. . . . Unless admissible on some other ground to prove the truth of the facts asserted, such a prior 
consistent statement is admissible only to show that the witness’s in-court testimony is not the product of the 
asserted inducement or bias or is not recently contrived as claimed”). 

Cross-Reference: Section 413, First Complaint of Sexual Assault. 

Subsection (d)(1)(C). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Cong Duc Le, 444 Mass. 431, 432, 
436–437 (2005), where the Supreme Judicial Court “adopt[ed] the modern interpretation of the rule” ex-
pressed in Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(1)(C), which, like its Federal counterpart, states that “[a] 
statement is not hearsay . . . if ‘[t]he declarant testifies at the trial or hearing and is subject to 
cross-examination concerning the statement, and the statement is . . . one of identification of a person 
[made] after perceiving [the person].’” It is not necessary that the declarant make an in-court identification. 
See Commonwealth v. Machorro, 72 Mass. App. Ct. 377, 379–380 (2008) (police officer allowed to testify to 
extrajudicial identification of the assailant by two victims who were present at trial and subject to cross-
examination even though one victim could not identify the assailant [although she recalled being present at 
his arrest and was certain that the person arrested was the assailant] and the other victim was not asked to 
make an identification at trial). The third party’s testimony about the identification may not be admitted until 
after the Commonwealth has questioned the eyewitness about the identification. Commonwealth v. Hern-
don, 475 Mass. 324, 335 (2016). This subsection applies to an out-of-court identification based on a wit-
ness’s familiarity with the person identified and is not limited to a photographic array, showup, or other 
identification procedure. Commonwealth v. Adams, 458 Mass. 766, 770–776 (2011). Multiple versions of an 
extrajudicial identification may be admissible for substantive purposes. Id. at 773. 

Under this subsection, whether and to what extent third-party testimony about a witness’s out-of-court 
identification may be admitted in evidence no longer turns on whether the identifying witness acknowledges 
or denies the extrajudicial identification at trial. See Commonwealth v. Cong Duc Le, 444 Mass. at 439–440. 
The third-party testimony will be admitted for substantive purposes as long as the cross-examination re-
quirement is satisfied. Id. As the court explained, it is for the jury to “determine whose version to be-
lieve—the witness who claims not to remember or disavows the prior identification (including that witness’s 
version of what transpired during the identification procedure), or the observer who testifies that the witness 
made a particular prior identification.” Id. at 440. The court concluded that 

“evidence of the prior identification will be considered along with all the other evidence that 
bears on the issue of the perpetrator’s identity. The mere fact that the prior identification is 
disputed in some manner does not make it unhelpful to the jury in evaluating the over-all 
evidence as to whether the defendant on trial was the one who committed the charged 
offense.” 

Id. See also Commonwealth v. Silvester, 89 Mass. App. Ct. 350, 357 (2016) (admission of videotape of 
witness selecting photograph of defendant from photo array did not violate defendant’s confrontation rights 
where witness was available for cross-examination). 
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Cross-Reference: Section 1112(d), Eyewitness Identification: Testimony of Third-Party Observer. 

Facts Accompanying an Identification. In Commonwealth v. Adams, 458 Mass. 766, 772 (2011), 
the Supreme Judicial Court held as follows: 

“Absent context, an act or statement of identification is meaningless. . . . [I]dentification 
evidence must be accompanied either by some form of accusation relevant to the issue 
before the court, or some form of exclusionary statement, in order to be relevant to the case. 
The extent of the statement needed to provide context will vary from case to case . . . . We 
emphasize that the rule [is] not intended to render a witness’s entire statement admissible 
but only so much as comprises relevant evidence on the issue of identification.” 

This issue should be the subject of a motion in limine. See also Commonwealth v. Walker, 460 Mass. 590, 
608–609 (2011). 

Cross-Reference: Section 1112, Eyewitness Identification. 

Subsection (d)(2). This subsection defines admissions by a party-opponent as not hearsay, consistent with 
recent Supreme Judicial Court decisions, the Federal Rules of Evidence, and the Proposed Massachusetts 
Rules of Evidence. See Commonwealth v. Mendes, 441 Mass. 459, 467 (2004); Commonwealth v. Allison, 
434 Mass. 670, 676 n.5 (2001); Commonwealth v. DiMonte, 427 Mass. 233, 243 (1998), citing Proposed 
Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(2); Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(2); Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(2). In some cases, the 
court has ruled that out-of-court statements by a party-opponent are admissible as an exception to the 
hearsay rule. See Commonwealth v. DeBrosky, 363 Mass. 718, 724 (1973); Commonwealth v. McKay, 67 
Mass. App. Ct. 396, 403 n.13 (2006). 

Subsection (d)(2)(A). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Marshall, 434 Mass. 358, 365–366 
(2001), quoting P.J. Liacos, Massachusetts Evidence § 8.8.1 (7th ed. 1999). See also Commonwealth v. 
McCowen, 458 Mass. 461, 485–486 (2010) (defendant’s out-of-court statement offered for its truth is 
hearsay and not admissible when not offered by the Commonwealth); Care & Protection of Sophie, 449 
Mass. 100, 110 n.14 (2007) (no requirement that the statement of a party-opponent be contradictory or 
against the party-opponent’s interest); Commonwealth v. Bonomi, 335 Mass. 327, 347 (1957) (“An admis-
sion in a criminal case is a statement by the accused, direct or implied, of facts pertinent to the issue, which 
although insufficient in itself to warrant a conviction tends in connection with proof of other facts to establish 
his guilt”); Hopkins v. Medeiros, 48 Mass. App. Ct. 600, 613 (2000) (“The evidence of [the defendant’s] 
admission to sufficient facts was admissible as an admission of a party opponent.”); Section 410, Pleas, 
Offers of Pleas, and Related Statements. Compare Commonwealth v. Nawn, 394 Mass. 1, 4 (1985) (The 
“longstanding rule [is] that if a defendant is charged with a crime and unequivocally denies it, that denial is 
not admissible in evidence.”), with Commonwealth v. Lavalley, 410 Mass. 641, 649 (1991) (“It is well-settled 
that false statements made by a defendant are admissible to show consciousness of guilt.”). In Lavalley, the 
Supreme Judicial Court stated that the Commonwealth could show that a defendant’s failure to include 
certain facts in his pretrial statement to the police that the defendant included in his testimony at trial was 
evidence of his consciousness of guilt and did not amount to an impermissible comment on his denial or 
failure to deny the offense. Id. at 649–650. See also Commonwealth v. Lewis, 465 Mass. 119, 127 (2013) 
(when the defendant’s statement is ambiguous but could be construed as consciousness of guilt [“I’ll beat 
this”], it is admissible, and it is left to the parties to argue what meaning it should be given). However, if an 
extrajudicial statement of the defendant is an unequivocal denial of an accusation, that statement and the 
accusation it denies are inadmissible as hearsay. Commonwealth v. Spencer, 465 Mass. 32, 46 (2013). 

While a discussion of the constitutional and common-law principles governing the admissibility of 
confessions is beyond the scope of this Guide, the law is that a statement, admission, or confession by a 
person is not admissible in a criminal proceeding if it was not made voluntarily. See, e.g., Commonwealth 
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v. Cryer, 426 Mass. 562, 571 (1998); Commonwealth v. Tavares, 385 Mass. 140, 146 (1982); Common-
wealth v. Mahnke, 368 Mass. 662, 679–691 (1975). 

Under this subsection, deposition answers by an opposing party, Mass. R. Civ. P. 32(a)(2), interrog-
atory answers by an opposing party, G. L. c. 231, § 89, and responses to requests for admission of facts, 
Mass. R. Civ. P. 36(b), are not subject to a hearsay objection. See Federico v. Ford Motor Co., 67 Mass. 
App. Ct. 454, 460–461 (2006); Beaupre v. Cliff Smith & Assocs., 50 Mass. App. Ct. 480, 484 n.8 (2000). 

The use of deposition testimony at a trial or hearing is governed by Mass. R. Civ. P. 32, which incor-
porates various principles set forth in Article VIII of this Guide. Thus, the deposition of an adverse party or 
the party’s agent may be used by the opponent for any permissible purpose. A deposition may be used for 
impeachment of any witness who testifies at trial. Rule 32(a)(3) also permits the use of deposition testimony 
in several enumerated situations where the witness is unavailable. Rule 32(a)(4) allows the trial judge to 
permit the use of deposition testimony in “exceptional circumstances.” An audiovisual deposition may be 
used in the same manner as a stenographic deposition. Mass. R. Civ. P. 30A(i). 

Rule 30A(m) of the Massachusetts Rules of Civil Procedure establishes a special procedure for re-
cording the testimony of a party’s treating physician or expert witness by audiovisual means. An audiovisual 
deposition taken under this rule is admissible without regard to the availability of the witness at trial. Mass. 
R. Civ. P. 30A(m)(5). 

Criminal Cases. The principle that the admission of a party-opponent, without more, is admissible is 
superseded by the requirements of the confrontation clause: 

“[W]here a nontestifying codefendant’s statement expressly implicates the defendant, 
leaving no doubt that it would prove to be powerfully incriminating, the confrontation clause 
of the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution has been offended, notwith-
standing any limiting instruction by the judge that the jury may consider the statement only 
against the codefendant.” 

Commonwealth v. Vallejo, 455 Mass. 72, 83 (2009) (discussing Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123 
[1968]). See also Commonwealth v. Resende, 476 Mass. 141, 150 (2017) (“Where a nontestifying code-
fendant’s statement does not inculpate a defendant directly, but does inculpate the defendant when 
combined with other evidence, a limiting instruction [that the statement may not be used as evidence against 
the defendant] may be sufficient to cure the prejudice.”); Commonwealth v. Vasquez, 462 Mass. 827, 
842–844 (2012) (statement made by nontestifying defendant to police admissible where statement did not 
expressly or “obviously” refer directly to defendant). 

Subsection (d)(2)(B). This subsection is taken verbatim from Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(B) and is consistent 
with Massachusetts law. See also Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(B). “Where a party is confronted with 
an accusatory statement which, under the circumstances, a reasonable person would challenge, and the 
party remains silent or responds equivocally, the accusation and the reply may be admissible on the theory 
that the party’s response amounts to an admission of the truth of the accusation.” Commonwealth v. 
MacKenzie, 413 Mass. 498, 506 (1992). Accord Commonwealth v. Braley, 449 Mass. 316, 320–321 (2007); 
Zucco v. Kane, 439 Mass. 503, 507–508 (2003); Commonwealth v. Silanskas, 433 Mass. 678, 694 (2001). 
This is commonly referred to as an “adoptive admission.” 

Admission by Silence. For an admission by silence to be admissible it must be apparent that the party 
has heard and understood the statement, had an opportunity to respond, and the context was one in which 
the party would have been expected to respond. Commonwealth v. Olszewski, 416 Mass. 707, 719 (1993), 
cert. denied, 513 U.S. 835 (1994). See Commonwealth v. DePina, 476 Mass. 614, 624 (2017); Leone v. 
Doran, 363 Mass. 1, 16, modified on other grounds, 363 Mass. 886 (1973). “Because silence may mean 
something other than agreement or acknowledgment of guilt (it may mean inattention or perplexity, for 
instance), evidence of adoptive admissions by silence must be received and applied with caution.” Com-
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monwealth v. Babbitt, 430 Mass. 700, 705 (2000). See generally Commonwealth v. Nickerson, 386 Mass. 
54, 61 n.6 (1982) (cautioning against use of a defendant’s prearrest silence to show consciousness of guilt 
and indicating such evidence is admissible only in “unusual circumstances”). Accordingly, adoption by si-
lence can be imputed to a defendant only for statements that “clearly would have produced a reply or denial 
on the part of an innocent person.” Commonwealth v. Brown, 394 Mass. 510, 515 (1985). 

“No admission by silence may be inferred, however, if the statement is made after the ac-
cused has been placed under arrest[, see Commonwealth v. Kenney, 53 Mass. 235, 238 
(1847); Commonwealth v. Morrison, 1 Mass. App. Ct. 632, 634 (1973); Commonwealth v. 
Cohen, 6 Mass. App. Ct. 653, 657 (1978)], after the police have read him his Miranda rights[, 
see Commonwealth v. Rembiszewski, 363 Mass. 311, 316 (1973)], or after he has been so 
significantly deprived of his freedom that he is, in effect, in police custody[, see Common-
wealth v. Corridori, 11 Mass. App. Ct. 469, 480 (1981)].” 

Commonwealth v. Stevenson, 46 Mass. App. Ct. 506, 510 (1999), quoting Commonwealth v. Ferrara, 31 
Mass. App. Ct. 648, 652 (1991). 

Admission by Conduct. “An admission may be implied from conduct as well as from words.” Com-
monwealth v. Bonomi, 335 Mass. 327, 348 (1957). For instance, 

“[a]ctions and statements that indicate consciousness of guilt on the part of the defendant 
are admissible and together with other evidence, may be sufficient to prove guilt. . . . [T]his 
theory usually has been applied to cases where a defendant runs away . . . or makes in-
tentionally false and misleading statements to police . . . or makes threats against key 
witnesses for the prosecution . . . .” 

Commonwealth v. Montecalvo, 367 Mass. 46, 52 (1975). See also Olofson v. Kilgallon, 362 Mass. 803, 806 
(1973), citing Hall v. Shain, 291 Mass. 506, 512–513 (1935). For a thorough discussion of the evidentiary 
and constitutional issues surrounding the use of a defendant’s prearrest silence or conduct to establish con-
sciousness of guilt, see Commonwealth v. Irwin, 72 Mass. App. Ct. 643, 648–656 (2008). “[A] judge should 
instruct the jury [1] that they are not to convict a defendant on the basis of evidence of [conduct] alone, and 
[2] that they may, but need not, consider such evidence as one of the factors tending to prove the guilt of the 
defendant” (citation omitted). Commonwealth v. Toney, 385 Mass. 575, 585 (1982). 

Subsection (d)(2)(C). This subsection is derived from Sacks v. Martin Equip. Co., 333 Mass. 274, 279–280 
(1955). 

This subsection covers the admissibility of statements by an agent who has been authorized by the 
principal to speak on his behalf. See Simonoko v. Stop & Shop, Inc., 376 Mass. 929, 929 (1978) (concluding 
there was no showing of the manager’s authority to speak for the defendant). Contrast Subsection (d)(2)(D), 
which deals with statements of agents. 

Subsection (d)(2)(D). This subsection is derived from Ruszcyk v. Secretary of Pub. Safety, 401 Mass. 418, 
420–423 (1988), in which the Supreme Judicial Court adopted Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(D). Under 
some circumstances, inconsistent statements by a prosecutor at successive trials may be admissible as 
admissions of a party-opponent. See Commonwealth v. Keo, 467 Mass. 25, 33 n.21 (2014). 

To determine whether a statement qualifies as a vicarious admission, the judge first must decide as a 
preliminary question of fact whether the declarant was authorized to act on the matters about which he or 
she spoke. See Herson v. New Boston Garden Corp., 40 Mass. App. Ct. 779, 791 (1996). If the judge finds 
that the declarant was so authorized, the judge must then decide whether the probative value of the state-
ment was substantially outweighed by its potential for unfair prejudice. Id. In so doing, 
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“the judge should consider the credibility of the witness; the proponent’s need for the evi-
dence, e.g., whether the declarant is available to testify; and the reliability of the evidence 
offered, including consideration of whether the statement was made on firsthand 
knowledge and of any other circumstances bearing on the credibility of the declarant. 
Ruszcyk v. Secretary of Pub. Safety, [401 Mass.] at 422–423” (footnote and quotation 
omitted). 

Thorell v. ADAP, Inc., 58 Mass. App. Ct. 334, 339–340 (2003). The out-of-court statements of the agent are 
hearsay and thus inadmissible for the purpose of proving the existence of the agency; however, the agency 
may be shown through the agent’s testimony at trial. Campbell v. Olender, 27 Mass. App. Ct. 1197, 1198 
(1989). 

Subsection (d)(2)(E). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Bongarzone, 390 Mass. 326, 
340 (1983), which relied on Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(E) and the identical Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(2)(E). 
See also Commonwealth v. Rakes, 478 Mass. 22, 38–43 (2017); Commonwealth v. Carriere, 470 Mass. 1, 
10 (2014). 

“This exception to the rule against hearsay is premised on a belief that ‘[t]he community of 
activities and interests which exists among the coventurers during the enterprise tends in 
some degree to assure that their statements about one another will be minimally reliable.’ 
Commonwealth v. White, 370 Mass. [703], 712 [(1976)].” 

Commonwealth v. Bongarzone, 390 Mass. at 340. 

“[A] statement made by a coconspirator or joint venturer may be admitted for its truth against the other 
coconspirators or joint venturers.” Commonwealth v. Mattier, 474 Mass. 261, 276–277 (2016). Before ad-
mitting such evidence, a judge “must find, by a preponderance of the evidence, the existence of a joint 
venture independent of the statement being offered.” Commonwealth v. Holley, 478 Mass. 508, 534–535 
(2017). “This determination permits the statement to be placed in front of the jury, but does not suffice for the 
jury to consider it as bearing on the defendant’s guilt.” Commonwealth v. Rakes, 478 Mass. 22, 37 (2017). 
Instead, before they consider the statement for such purpose, “the jury must make their own independent 
determination, again based on a preponderance of the evidence other than the statement itself, that a joint 
venture existed and that the statement was made in furtherance thereof” (quotation omitted). Common-
wealth v. Holley, 478 Mass. at 534. “Alternatively, the statement may be admitted provisionally, subject to a 
motion to strike should the evidence presented . . . fail to establish the existence of a joint venture.” 
Commonwealth v. Rakes, 478 Mass. at 37 n.11. A statement otherwise inadmissible under the joint venture 
exception may be admissible for nonhearsay purposes. Commonwealth v. Brown, 474 Mass. 576, 587–588 
(2016) (statement may serve as “foundation for later showing, through other admissible evidence,” that 
defendant’s statements were false). 

Statements probative of a declarant’s intent to enter into a joint venture are admissible under the joint 
venture exception even if the joint venture has not yet begun. Commonwealth v. Rakes, 478 Mass. at 39. 
Statements made after completion of a crime may be admissible if made in an effort to conceal a crime, 
even if made years after the crime. Commonwealth v. Winquist, 474 Mass. 517, 522–524 (2016). This 
exception extends to situations where “the joint venturers are acting to conceal the crime that formed the 
basis of the criminal enterprise,” Commonwealth v. Ali, 43 Mass. App. Ct. 549, 561 (1997), quoting Com-
monwealth v. Angiulo, 415 Mass. 502, 519 (1993), but it “does not apply after the criminal enterprise has 
ended, as where a joint venturer has been apprehended and imprisoned.” Commonwealth v. Colon-Cruz, 
408 Mass. 533, 543 (1990). Cf. Commonwealth v. Rakes, 478 Mass. at 41–42 (statement made by incar-
cerated coventurer approximately fifteen years after commission of the crime deemed admissible because 
it demonstrated that joint venturers “remained actively engaged in an effort to conceal their . . . crimes”). 
Thus, a confession or admission of a coconspirator or joint venturer made after the termination of the con-
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spiracy or joint venture is not admissible as a vicarious statement of another member of the conspiracy or 
joint venture. Commonwealth v. Bongarzone, 390 Mass. 326, 340 n.11 (1983), citing Commonwealth v. 
White, 370 Mass. 703, 708–712 (1976). Cf. Commonwealth v. Leach, 73 Mass. App. Ct. 758, 766 (2009) 
(although statements made by codefendants occurred after they were in custody, statements were made 
shortly after crime and for purpose of concealing crime and thus became admissible against each de-
fendant). 
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Section 803. Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant 
Immaterial 

The following are not excluded by the hearsay rule, even though the declarant is available as 
a witness: 

(1) Present Sense Impression. [Exception not recognized] 

(2) Excited Utterance (Spontaneous Utterance). A spontaneous utterance if (A) there is an 
occurrence or event sufficiently startling to render inoperative the normal reflective thought 
processes of the observer, and (B) the declarant’s statement was a spontaneous reaction to the 
occurrence or event and not the result of reflective thought. 

(3) Then-Existing Mental, Emotional, or Physical Condition. 

(A) Expressions of present physical condition such as pain and physical health. 

(B) (i) Statements of a person as to his or her present friendliness, hostility, intent, 
knowledge, or other mental condition are admissible to prove such mental condition. 

(ii) Statements, not too remote in time, which indicate an intention to engage in 
particular conduct, are admissible to prove that the conduct was, in fact, put in effect. 
Statements of memory or belief to prove the fact remembered or believed do not fall 
within this exception. 

(iii) Declarations of a testator cannot be received to prove the execution of a will, but 
may be shown to show the state of mind or feelings of the testator. 

(4) Statements for Purposes of Medical Diagnosis or Treatment. Statements made for the 
purpose of medical diagnosis or treatment describing medical history, pain, symptoms, 
condition, or cause, but not as to the identity of the person responsible or legal significance of 
such symptoms or injury. 

(5) Past Recollection Recorded. 

(A) A previously recorded statement may be admissible if (i) the witness has insufficient 
memory to testify fully and accurately, (ii) the witness had firsthand knowledge of the 
facts recorded, (iii) the witness can testify that the recorded statement was truthful when 
made, and (iv) the witness made or adopted the recorded statement when the events were 
fresh in the witness’s memory. 

(B) The recorded statement itself may be admitted in evidence, although the original of 
the statement must be produced if procurable. 

(6) Business and Hospital Records. 
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(A) Entry, Writing, or Record Made in Regular Course of Business. A business 
record shall not be inadmissible because it is hearsay or self-serving if the court finds that 
(i) the entry, writing, or record was made in good faith; (ii) it was made in the regular 
course of business; (iii) it was made before the beginning of the civil or criminal pro-
ceeding in which it is offered; and (iv) it was the regular course of such business to make 
such memorandum or record at the time of such act, transaction, occurrence, or event, or 
within a reasonable time thereafter. 

(B) Hospital Records. Records kept by hospitals pursuant to G. L. c. 111, § 70, shall be 
admissible as evidence so far as such records relate to the treatment and medical history 
of such cases, but nothing contained therein shall be admissible as evidence which has 
reference to the question of liability. Records required to be kept by hospitals under the 
law of any other United States jurisdiction may be admissible. 

(C) Medical and Hospital Services. 

(i) Definitions. 

(a) Itemized Bills, Records, and Reports. As used in this section, “itemized 
bills, records, and reports” means itemized hospital or medical bills; physician 
or dentist reports; hospital medical records relating to medical, dental, hospital 
services, prescriptions, or orthopedic appliances rendered to or prescribed for a 
person injured; or any report of any examination of said injured person including, 
but not limited to, hospital medical records. 

(b) Physician or Dentist. As used in this section, “physician or dentist” means 
a physician, dentist, or any person who is licensed to practice as such under the 
laws of the jurisdiction within which such services were rendered, as well as 
chiropodists, chiropractors, optometrists, osteopaths, physical therapists, po-
diatrists, psychologists, and other medical personnel licensed to practice under 
the laws of the jurisdiction within which such services were rendered. 

(c) Hospital. As used in this section, “hospital” means any hospital required to 
keep records under G. L. c. 111, § 70, or which is in any way licensed or regu-
lated by the laws of any other State, or by the laws and regulations of the United 
States of America, including hospitals of the Veterans Administration or similar 
type institutions, whether incorporated or not. 

(d) Health Maintenance Organization. As used in this section, “health 
maintenance organization” shall have the same meaning as defined in G. L. c. 
176G, § 1. 

(ii) Admissibility of Itemized Bills, Records, and Reports. In any civil or criminal 
proceeding, itemized bills, records, and reports of an examination of or for services 
rendered to an injured person are admissible as evidence of the fair and reasonable 
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charge for such services, the necessity of such services or treatments, the diagnosis, 
prognosis, opinion as to the proximate cause of the condition so diagnosed, or the 
opinion as to disability or incapacity, if any, proximately resulting from the condition 
so diagnosed, provided that 

(a) the party offering the evidence gives the opposing party written notice of the 
intention to offer the evidence, along with a copy of the evidence, by mailing it 
by certified mail, return receipt requested, not less than ten days before the in-
troduction of the evidence; 

(b) the party offering the evidence files an affidavit of such notice and the return 
receipt is filed with the clerk of the court after said receipt has been returned; and 

(c) the itemized bill, record, or report is subscribed and sworn to under the 
penalties of perjury by the physician, dentist, authorized agent of a hospital or 
health maintenance organization rendering such services, or by the pharmacist 
or retailer of orthopedic appliances. 

(iii) Calling the Physician or Dentist as a Witness. Nothing contained in this 
subsection limits the right of a party to call the physician or dentist, or any other 
person, as a witness to testify about the contents of the itemized bill, record, or report 
in question. 

(7) Absence of Entry in Records Kept in Accordance with Provisions of Section 803(6). 
The absence of an entry in records of regularly conducted activity, or testimony of a witness that 
he or she has examined records and not found a particular entry or entries, is admissible for 
purposes of proving the nonoccurrence of the event. 

(8) Official/Public Records and Reports. 

(A) Record of Primary Fact. A record of a primary fact, made by a public officer in the 
performance of an official duty, is competent evidence as to the existence of that fact. 

(B) Prima Facie Evidence. Certain statutes provide that the admission of facts contained 
in certain public records constitute prima facie evidence of the existence of those facts. 

(C) Record of Investigations. Record of investigations and inquiries conducted, either 
voluntarily or pursuant to requirement of law, by public officers concerning causes and 
effects involving the exercise of judgment and discretion, expressions of opinion, and 
making conclusions are not admissible in evidence as public records, unless specifically 
authorized by statute. 

(9) Public Records of Vital Statistics. A town clerk’s record of birth, marriage, or death is 
prima facie evidence of the facts recorded, but nothing contained in the record of a death that 
refers to the question of liability for causing the death is admissible in evidence. 
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(10) Absence of a Public Record. Testimony—or a certification under Section 902—that a 
diligent search failed to disclose a public record or statement is admissible in evidence if the 
testimony or certification is offered to prove that 

(A) the record or statement does not exist, or 

(B) a matter did not occur or exist, if a public office regularly kept a record or statement 
for a matter of that kind. 

(11) Records of Religious Organizations. [Exception not recognized] 

(12) Marriage, Baptismal, and Similar Certificates. [Exception not recognized] 

(13) Family Records. A statement of fact about personal or family history contained in a 
family record, such as a Bible, genealogy, chart, engraving on a ring, inscription on a portrait, 
or engraving on an urn or burial marker or a similar item is admissible in evidence. 

(14) Records or Documents Affecting an Interest in Property. A registry copy of a doc-
ument purporting to prove or establish an interest in land is admissible as proof of the content 
of the original recorded document and its execution and delivery by each person who signed 
it. However, the grantee or entity claiming present ownership interest of the property must 
account for the absence of the original document before offering the registry copy. 

(15) Statements in Documents Affecting an Interest in Property. Statements of a person’s 
married or unmarried status, kinship or lack of kinship, or of the date of the person’s birth or 
death which relate or purport to relate to the title to land and are sworn to before any officer 
authorized by law to administer oaths may be filed for record and shall be recorded in the 
registry of deeds for the county where the land or any part thereof lies. Any such statement, if 
so recorded, or a certified copy of the record thereof, insofar as the facts stated therein bear on 
the title to land, shall be admissible in evidence in support of such title in any court in the 
Commonwealth in proceedings relating to such title. 

(16) Statements in Ancient Documents. A statement in a document that is at least thirty 
years old and whose authenticity is established is admissible in evidence. 

(17) Statements of Facts of General Interest. Statements of facts of general interest to 
persons engaged in an occupation contained in a list, register, periodical, book, or other 
compilation, issued to the public, shall, in the discretion of the court, if the court finds that the 
compilation is published for the use of persons engaged in that occupation and commonly is 
used and relied upon by them, be admissible in civil cases as evidence of the truth of any fact 
so stated. 

(18) Learned Treatises. 

(A) Use in Medical Malpractice Actions. Statements of facts or opinions on a subject of 
science or art contained in a published treatise, periodical, book, or pamphlet shall, in-
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sofar as the court shall find that the said statements are relevant and that the writer of such 
statements is recognized in his or her profession or calling as an expert on the subject, be 
admissible in actions of contract or tort for malpractice, error, or mistake against physi-
cians, surgeons, dentists, optometrists, hospitals, and sanitaria, as evidence tending to 
prove said facts or as opinion evidence; provided, however, that the party intending to 
offer as evidence any such statements shall, not less than thirty days before the trial of the 
action, give the adverse party or that party’s attorney notice of such intention, stating the 
name of the writer of the statements; the title of the treatise, periodical, book, or pamphlet 
in which they are contained; the date of publication of the same; the name of the publisher 
of the same; and wherever possible or practicable the page or pages of the same on which 
the said statements appear. 

(B) Use in Cross-Examination of Experts. To the extent called to the attention of an 
expert witness upon cross-examination, statements contained in published treatises, peri-
odicals, or pamphlets on a subject of history, medicine, or other science or art, established 
as a reliable authority by the testimony or admission of the witness or by other expert 
testimony or by judicial notice. If admitted, the statements may be read into evidence, but 
may not be received as exhibits. 

(19) Reputation Concerning Personal or Family History. A reputation within a family as 
to matters of pedigree, such as birth, marriage, and relationships between and among family 
members, may be testified to by any member of the family. 

(20) Reputation Concerning Boundaries or General History. Evidence of a general or 
common reputation concerning the existence or nonexistence of a boundary or other matter of 
public or general interest concerning land or real property is admissible. 

(21) Reputation Concerning Character. A witness with knowledge may testify to a person’s 
reputation as to a trait of character, as provided in Sections 404, 405, and 608. 

(22) Judgment of a Previous Conviction. Evidence of a final judgment of conviction is 
admissible if 

(A) the judgment was entered after a trial or guilty plea, but not a nolo contendere plea; 

(B) the conviction was for a crime punishable by death or by confinement for more than 
a year; 

(C) the evidence is admitted to prove any fact essential to the judgment; and 

(D) when offered by the prosecutor in a criminal case for a purpose other than im-
peachment, the judgment was against the defendant. 

The pendency of an appeal may be shown but does not affect admissibility. 
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(23) Judgment as to Personal, Family, or General History, or Boundaries. [Exception not 
recognized] 

(24) Out-of-Court Statement of Child Describing Sexual Contact in Proceeding to Place 
Child in Foster Care. 

(A) Admissibility in General. Any out-of-court statements of a child under the age of ten 
describing any act of sexual contact performed on or with the child, or the circumstances 
under which it occurred, or identifying the perpetrator offered in an action brought under 
G. L. c. 119, §§ 23(C) and 24, shall be admissible; provided, however that 

(i) the person to whom the statement was made, or who heard the child make the 
statement, testifies; 

(ii) the judge finds that the statement is offered as evidence of a material fact and is 
more probative on the point for which it is offered than any other evidence which the 
proponent can procure through reasonable effort; 

(iii) the judge finds pursuant to Subsection (24)(B) that such statement is reliable; 
and 

(iv) the judge’s reasons for relying on the statement appear in the judge’s findings 
pursuant to Subsection (24)(C). 

(B) Reliability of Statement. A judge must assess the reliability of the out-of-court 
statement by considering the following factors: 

(i) the timing of the statement, the circumstances in which it was made, the language 
used by the child, and the child’s apparent sincerity or motive in making the state-
ment; 

(ii) the consistency over time of a child’s statement concerning abuse, expert testi-
mony about a child’s ability to remember and to relate his or her experiences, or other 
relevant personality traits; 

(iii) the child’s capacity to remember and to relate, and the child’s ability to perceive 
the necessity of telling the truth; and 

(iv) whether other admissible evidence corroborates the existence of child abuse. 

(C) Findings on the Record. The judge’s reasons for relying on the statement must ap-
pear clearly in the specific and detailed findings the judge is required to make in a care 
and protection case. 
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(D) Admissibility by Common Law or Statute. An out-of-court statement admissible 
by common law or by statute shall remain admissible notwithstanding the provisions of 
this section. 

NOTE 

Confrontation Clause. In a criminal case, a hearsay statement offered against the defendant must satisfy 
both the confrontation clause and one of the hearsay exceptions. For a discussion of the relationship between 
the confrontation clause and the hearsay exceptions stated in Section 803, refer to the Introductory Note to 
Article VIII, Hearsay. 

Subsection (1). To date, the present sense impression exception has not been adopted in Massachusetts. 
See Commonwealth v. Mandeville, 386 Mass. 393, 398 n.3 (1982). 

Subsection (2). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from Commonwealth v. Santiago, 437 Mass. 620, 
623 (2002). See also Commonwealth v. McLaughlin, 364 Mass. 211, 221–222 (1973). In determining 
whether a statement qualifies under this exception, the trial judge should consider whether the statement 
was made “under the stress of an exciting event and before the declarant has had time to contrive or fab-
ricate the remark” (citations omitted). Commonwealth v. Baldwin, 476 Mass. 1041, 1042 (2017). The judge 
should consider such factors as whether the statement was made in the same location as the precipitating 
event, the temporal proximity to the event, and the age, spontaneity, and degree of excitement of the de-
clarant. Id. “The statement itself may be taken as proof of the exciting event.” Commonwealth v. Nunes, 430 
Mass. 1, 4 (1999). See Commonwealth v. King, 436 Mass. 252, 255 (2002). The proponent of the evidence 
is not required to show that the spontaneous utterance qualifies, characterizes, or explains the underlying 
event as long as the court is satisfied that the statement was the product of a startling event and not the 
result of conscious reflection. See Commonwealth v. Santiago, 437 Mass. at 624–627. 

“[T]he nexus between the statement and the event that produced it is but one of many 
factors to consider in determining whether the declarant was, in fact, under the sway of the 
exciting event when she made the statement. . . . It illuminates the second aspect of the 
test; it is not an independent requirement, in the same respect that the lapse of time be-
tween the startling event and the declarant’s statement is not an independent requirement.” 

Commonwealth v. Santiago, 437 Mass. at 625–626. See Commonwealth v. Gomes, 475 Mass. 775, 788 
(2016) (“[t]he circumstances of being the target of a drive-by shooting and actually being shot were certainly 
enough to permit a reasonable finding” that declarant was “sufficiently startled to render inoperative his 
normal reflective thought processes”). 

“[T]here can be no definite and fixed limit of time [between the incident and the statement]. Each case 
must depend upon its own circumstances.” Commonwealth v. McLaughlin, 364 Mass. at 223, quoting Rocco 
v. Boston-Leader, Inc., 340 Mass. 195, 196–197 (1960). See Commonwealth v. Crawford, 417 Mass. 358, 
362 (1994) (statements need not be strictly contemporaneous with the exciting cause; a child’s statement 
five hours later correctly admitted). See also Commonwealth v. Grant, 418 Mass. 76, 81 (1994) (same). “But 
the length of time between the incident and statement is important; the further the statement from the event, 
the more difficult it becomes to determine whether the statement is the result of reflection, influenced by 
other factors.” Commonwealth v. DiMonte, 427 Mass. 233, 239 (1998). See Commonwealth v. Barbosa, 477 
Mass. 658, 672–673 (2017) (witness’s emotional demeanor and physical illness sufficient to demonstrate 
that statements were spontaneous reaction to murder). 
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A writing may qualify as a spontaneous utterance. See Commonwealth v. DiMonte, 427 Mass. at 
238–240. See also Commonwealth v. Mulgrave, 472 Mass. 170, 176 (2015) (text message). However, 
“[b]ecause a writing is more suspect as a spontaneous exclamation than is an oral statement, the circum-
stances of the writing would have to include indicia of reliability even more persuasive than those required for 
an oral statement before [the court] could conclude that the writing qualified as a spontaneous exclamation.” 
Commonwealth v. DiMonte, 427 Mass. at 239. The “heightened indicia of reliability” requirement does not 
impose an additional test for written statements but is meant “only to ensure that a writing, which generally 
is a product of reflection, meets the spontaneity requirement.” Commonwealth v. Mulgrave, 472 Mass. at 
177. Other than increased scrutiny on the spontaneity element, “the analysis is the same as for an oral 
statement.” Id. 

A bystander’s spontaneous utterance may be admissible. See Commonwealth v. Harbin, 435 Mass. 
654, 657–658 (2002). “Although witnesses may not testify unless evidence is introduced sufficient to 
support a finding that they have personal knowledge of the matter about which they are testifying, there is 
no requirement that the declarant have been a participant in the exciting event” (citation omitted). Id. at 657. 
But see Commonwealth v. Alcantara, 471 Mass. 550, 558–559 (2015) (recording of 911 call containing 
information outside of caller’s personal knowledge was admissible as excited utterance where information 
was acquired by caller from person who had personal knowledge and whose statement to caller also was 
excited utterance). 

A statement made in response to a question may qualify as a spontaneous utterance. See Com-
monwealth v. Simon, 456 Mass. 280, 296 (2010); Commonwealth v. Guaman, 90 Mass. App. Ct. 36, 42–43 
(2016) (nine-year-old’s call to 911 to report her uncle was driving drunk with his young son in the car, made 
because of caller’s concern that her cousin was in danger, was admissible as excited utterance even though 
some statements were made in response to dispatcher’s questions). But see Commonwealth v. McCoy, 456 
Mass. 838, 849 (2010) (statement by the victim of a sexual assault to a SANE [sexual assault nurse 
examiner] at the hospital made in the context of a question-and-answer format did not qualify as an excited 
utterance because “the requisite level of spontaneity was not present”). 

Confrontation in Criminal Cases. “When the Commonwealth in a criminal case seeks to admit the 
excited utterance of a declarant who is not a witness at trial or has completed his testimony at trial, the judge 
should conduct a careful voir dire, evidentiary if needed, before admitting the excited utterance in evidence.” 
Commonwealth v. Hurley, 455 Mass. 53, 68 n.14 (2009) (statement, if testimonial, would be barred by the 
confrontation clause). 

Subsection (3)(A). This subsection is derived from Murray v. Foster, 343 Mass. 655, 658 (1962). See 
Weeks v. Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 190 Mass. 563, 564–565 (1906) (witness permitted to testify that de-
cedent remarked that the “carriage never rode so hard before”; “[t]his may well be regarded as an expres-
sion and indication of then present pain or weakness”); Simmons v. Yurchak, 28 Mass. App. Ct. 371, 
373–375, 375 n.6 (1990) (upholding trial court’s refusal to apply Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803[3] while 
noting that “[i]t is not self-evident that Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803[3] propounds a more expansive hearsay 
exception than the common law ‘expression of pain’”). 

Subsection (3)(B). The principle contained in the following three subsections is also known as the 
“state-of-mind exception.” This exception applies only to statements that assert the declarant’s own state of 
mind directly (usually by words describing the state of mind). See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Woollam, 478 
Mass. 493, 499 (2017) (text messages were admissible under state of mind exception to hearsay rule 
because they “were offered to show proof of motive for the killing”); Pardo v. General Hosp. Corp., 446 Mass. 
1, 18–19 (2006) (memorandum and letter admissible to show nondiscriminatory state of mind at time em-
ployment actions were taken); Commonwealth v. White, 32 Mass. App. Ct. 949, 949 (1992) (in prosecution 
for sexual abuse of a child, mother’s out-of-court statement that, even if defendant didn’t do it, “I still hope 
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that all sorts of nasty things happen to him” was admissible under state-of-mind exception as an expression 
of her hostility toward defendant to prove her bias as prosecution witness). But see Commonwealth v. 
Whitman, 453 Mass. 331, 341–342 (2009) (defendant’s statement that he heard voices inadmissible, as it 
pertained to the past, not the present). For statements that convey the declarant’s state of mind circum-
stantially or that are probative of another’s state of mind, see the Note “Evidence Admitted for Nonhearsay 
Purpose” to Section 801(c), Definitions: Hearsay. 

Evidence of a person’s state of mind, whether hearsay (and offered under this exception) or non-
hearsay, is admissible only if the state of mind is relevant and if the probative value of the proffered evidence 
is not substantially outweighed by the risk of unfair prejudice to the opponent. See Section 403, Excluding 
Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, Confusion, Waste of Time, or Other Reason. Statements offered to show 
state of mind often include assertions of facts that led to that state of mind (e.g., the victim’s out-of-court 
statements describing the defendant’s threats or assaults offered as evidence of the victim’s determination 
to end the relationship with the defendant). The out-of-court statement of those facts would ordinarily be 
inadmissible hearsay, and the trier of fact’s reliance on the truth of those facts would therefore be unfairly 
prejudicial to the opponent. This danger is especially acute in criminal cases, where confrontation clause 
rights are also at stake when hearsay is admitted against a defendant. See Introductory Note to Article VIII, 
Hearsay. Before such evidence is admitted, the trial court must conduct a careful review of the probative 
value of the evidence and the risk of unfair prejudice under Section 403. See Commonwealth v. Magraw, 
426 Mass. 589 (1998) (new trial granted because of erroneous admission of murder victim’s statements to 
show her fear of defendant). In addition to carrying this enhanced risk of unfair prejudice, evidence of the 
victim’s state of mind often has limited probative value. A murder victim’s statements of fear of the de-
fendant alone are not relevant to prove motive. Commonwealth v. Qualls, 425 Mass. 163, 169 (1997). When 
a victim’s state of mind is offered to prove a defendant’s motive, it is usually not relevant unless the state of 
mind was known to the defendant, and the defendant was likely to respond to it. Id. at 167. See Com-
monwealth v. Watkins, 473 Mass. 222, 238 (2015). See also Commonwealth v. Castano, 478 Mass. 75, 
85–86 (2017) (victim’s intent to end relationship with defendant). However, 

“[a] murder victim’s state of mind becomes a material issue if the defendant opens the door 
by claiming that the death was a suicide or a result of self-defense, that the victim would 
voluntarily meet with or go someplace with the defendant, or that the defendant was on 
friendly terms with the victim.” 

Commonwealth v. Magraw, 426 Mass. at 594. 

“Where evidence of the victim’s state of mind is admitted, it may only be used to prove that 
state of mind, and not to prove the truth of what was stated or that a defendant harbored 
certain thoughts or acted in a certain way. Therefore, on the defendant’s request, the jury 
must be given an instruction on the limited use of state of mind evidence.” 

Id. at 594–595, citing Commonwealth v. Costa, 354 Mass. 757 (1968). 

Subsection (3)(B)(i). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from Commonwealth v. Caldron, 383 Mass. 
86, 91 (1981). See Commonwealth v. Mendes, 441 Mass. 459, 466 (2004); Commonwealth v. Ferreira, 381 
Mass. 306, 310–311 (1980); Commonwealth v. Wampler, 369 Mass. 121, 123 (1975). 

Subsection (3)(B)(ii). The first sentence of this subsection is taken verbatim from Commonwealth v. 
Ferreira, 381 Mass. 306, 310 (1980). Accord Commonwealth v. Trefethen, 157 Mass. 180, 183–184 (1892) 
(murder conviction reversed because trial judge improperly excluded evidence that victim, who was un-
married and pregnant at time of her death, told fortune teller the day before her drowning that she was going 
to drown herself). See Commonwealth v. Ortiz, 463 Mass. 402, 409–410 (2012) (murder victim told family 
she was going to go meet defendant after dinner); Commonwealth v. Fernandes, 427 Mass. 90, 95 (1998) 
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(“A declarant’s threat to ‘get’ or kill someone is admissible to show that the declarant had a particular state 
of mind and that he carried out his intent.”); Commonwealth v. Vermette, 43 Mass. App. Ct. 789, 801–802 
(1997) (proper to admit statement of intention to lie and confess to shooting for purpose of showing that 
declarant carried out that intent). In a prosecution for murder, a victim’s statement of intent to meet with the 
defendant, made immediately before the murder, is sometimes admissible. See Commonwealth v. Britt, 465 
Mass. 87, 90 (2013) (admission of victim’s statement that he was going to meet defendant to get his money 
not error, as statement did not necessarily mean that defendant had previously agreed to a meeting, and it 
was cumulative of other evidence of a preplanned meeting). See also Commonwealth v. Ortiz, 463 Mass. 
at 409–410 (murder victim’s statement to daughter that she was going to pick up defendant at a restaurant 
admissible, because statement expressed only victim’s “present intent to act,” not defendant’s, and there 
was other evidence that defendant was with victim at time of murder). In each of the above cases, there was 
independent evidence of the defendant’s presence at the place in question. 

The second sentence of this subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Lowe, 391 Mass. 97, 
104–105, cert. denied, 469 U.S. 840 (1984). See Commonwealth v. Pope, 397 Mass. 275, 281 (1986) 
(“exception applies only to the declarant’s present intent to act, not to past conduct”). See also Com-
monwealth v. Seabrooks, 425 Mass. 507, 512 (1997) (“[a]llowing hearsay statements generally under the 
state-of-mind exception would entirely eviscerate the hearsay rule and its important purpose of securing 
the correctness and completeness of testimony through cross-examination”). Accord Shepard v. United 
States, 290 U.S. 96, 105–106 (1933). 

Subsection (3)(B)(iii). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from Mahan v. Perkins, 274 Mass. 176, 
179–180 (1931). See id. at 180 (“[Testator’s] declarations showing her intention, plan or purpose should not 
be received to support the proponent’s contention that the will was signed by her and attested by [the 
witness].”) 

Subsection (4). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Comtois, 399 Mass. 668, 675 (1987), 
and Commonwealth v. Howard, 355 Mass. 526, 528–529 (1969). See Commonwealth v. Arana, 453 Mass. 
214, 231 (2009); Commonwealth v. DeOliveira, 447 Mass. 56, 62 (2006). If made for the purpose of re-
ceiving medical advice, the statements are admissible under this subsection even if made after the 
commencement of the action. Barber v. Merriam, 93 Mass. 322, 326 (1865). 

While the appellate cases cited in this note related to physicians, nothing in the reasoning of those 
cases exclude other health care professionals. See Bouchie v. Murray, 376 Mass. 524, 527–528 (1978). 

Cross-Reference: Section 803(6)(C), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Busi-
ness and Hospital Records: Medical and Hospital Services. 

Subsection (5)(A). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Nolan, 427 Mass. 541, 543 (1998), 
and Commonwealth v. Bookman, 386 Mass. 657, 663–664 (1982). A witness does not have to have a 
complete lack of memory; all that is required is that the witness cannot testify fully. Commonwealth v. Nolan, 
427 Mass. at 544. 

“As to the fourth element of the foundation, where the recording was made by another, it must be 
shown that the witness adopted the writing ‘when the events were fresh in [the witness’s] mind’” (emphasis 
omitted). Commonwealth v. Evans, 439 Mass. 184, 189–190 (2003), quoting Commonwealth v. Bookman, 
386 Mass. at 664. See Commonwealth v. Fryar, 414 Mass. 732, 746 (1993), cert. denied, 522 U.S. 1033 
(1997). The requirement that the recording be made when the events were fresh in the witness’s memory 
has been interpreted broadly. See Catania v. Emerson Cleaners, Inc., 362 Mass. 388, 389–390 (1972) 
(holding that statement given approximately eight months after accident admissible as a past recollection 
recorded). But see Kirby v. Morales, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 786, 791–792 (2001) (one year insufficient). 
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Subsection (5)(B). This subsection is derived from Fisher v. Swartz, 333 Mass. 265, 267–271 (1955). In 
Fisher, the court cautioned that it was not 

“laying down a hard and fast rule that in every ‘past recollection recorded’ situation the 
writing used by the witness must always be admitted in evidence, and that it is error to ex-
clude it . . . . It is conceivable that there might be situations where the probative value of the 
writing as evidence might be outweighed by the risk that its admission might create sub-
stantial danger of undue prejudice or of misleading the jury. In such a case the trial judge in 
the exercise of sound discretion might be justified in excluding the writing.” 

Id. at 270. See Commonwealth v. Bookman, 386 Mass. 657, 664 (1982) (error to admit grand jury testimony 
of the witness as past recollection recorded). The witness may read from the writing during the witness’s 
testimony, or the writing may be admitted. 

The past recollection recorded exception should not be confused with the doctrine of refreshing 
memory. See Section 612, Writing or Object Used to Refresh Memory. For a discussion of the distinction 
between the two, see Fisher v. Swartz, 333 Mass. at 267. 

Subsection (6)(A). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 78. See Beal Bank, SSB 
v. Eurich, 444 Mass. 813, 815 (2005); Commonwealth v. Trapp, 396 Mass. 202, 208 (1985). See, e.g., 
Commonwealth v. Fulgiam, 477 Mass. 20, 39–43 (2017) (“ten-print” fingerprint cards); Adoption of Paula, 
420 Mass. 716 (1995) (in care and protection proceeding, police report containing officer’s firsthand account 
of conditions in the marital home during execution of search warrant was admissible as business record); 
Johnson v. MBTA, 418 Mass. 783, 786 (1994) (results of laboratory test); Commonwealth v. Sellon, 380 
Mass. 220, 230 & n.15 (1980) (In admitting police journal entry fixing the time a telephone call was received, 
the Supreme Judicial Court noted that “[t]he operations of the instrumentalities of government constitute 
‘business’ within the meaning of the statute” [citation omitted].); Commonwealth v. Walker, 379 Mass. 297, 
302 (1979) (police record of stolen car report); Commonwealth v. Albino, 81 Mass. App. Ct. 736, 737–738 
(2012) (notification letters from Sex Offender Registry Board to police department). In a criminal proceeding 
where the judge admits a business record under this exception, the questions of fact serving as a basis for 
its admissibility must be submitted to the jury. G. L. c. 233, § 78. See Commonwealth v. Reyes, 19 Mass. 
App. Ct. 1017, 1019 (1985). Cf. G. L. c. 233, § 79J (certification, inspection, and copies of business rec-
ords). 

The trial judge may, as a condition to admissibility of business records, require the party offering the 
business record into evidence to call a witness who has personal knowledge of the facts stated in the record. 
G. L. c. 233, § 78. See Burns v. Combined Ins. Co. of Am., 6 Mass. App. Ct. 86, 92 (1978). The foundation 
for the admission of a business record need not be established through the testimony of a designated 
keeper of records, provided that the testifying witness has an adequate understanding of the business’s 
record-keeping system. Commonwealth v. Driscoll, 91 Mass. App. Ct. 474, 480 (2017). A trial judge must 
first determine if the writing itself qualifies as a business record, and then determine “whether all or only 
some of the material and information contained in the document qualifies as being within the scope of the 
statutory exception.” Wingate v. Emery Air Freight Corp., 385 Mass. 402, 408 (1982) (Liacos, J., concurring). 
A business record is admissible even when its preparer has relied on the statements of others because the 
personal knowledge of the entrant or maker affects only the weight of the record, not its admissibility. Id. at 
406. However, “unless statements on which the preparer relies fall within some other exception to the 
hearsay rule, the proponent must show that all persons in the chain of communication, from the observer to 
the preparer, reported the information as a matter of business duty or business routine.” Id. See Na-
tionsBanc Mtge. Corp. v. Eisenhauer, 49 Mass. App. Ct. 727, 733–735 (2000) (where records made by one 
business were transferred to another, latter business unable to admit the records under business record 
exception because records were made by former business). But see Commonwealth v. Albino, 81 Mass. 
App. Ct. 736, 738 (2012) (business record of one business may be admissible as business record of 
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second business where record is integrated into records of second business and relied on by that 
business), citing Beal Bank SSB v. Eurich, 444 Mass. 813, 815 (2005). 

“[T]he business records hearsay exception in [G. L. c. 233,] § 78 may not be used to expand the scope 
of the hearsay exception for hospital medical records.” Commonwealth v. Irene, 462 Mass. 600, 616 (2012). 
“The admissibility of statements in medical records is limited by the provisions in G. L. c. 233 relating to 
hospital records, including §§ 79 and 79G.” Id. 

Opinions contained in business records are not admissible unless they fall within some other exception 
to the hearsay rule. See Julian v. Randazzo, 380 Mass. 391, 392–393 (1980); Burke v. Memorial Hosp., 29 
Mass. App. Ct. 948, 949–950 (1990). Cf. Section 803(6)(C), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant 
Immaterial: Business and Hospital Records: Medical and Hospital Services (provides, under certain cir-
cumstances, for the admission of opinion contained in medical, dental, and other identified records and 
reports). Even if a document satisfies the business record exception, the trial judge retains the discretion to 
consider the reliability of the evidence offered. N.E. Physical Therapy Plus, Inc. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 466 
Mass. 358, 367 n.10 (2013). Cross-Reference: Section 803(17), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of De-
clarant Immaterial: Statements of Facts of General Interest. 

Police Reports. Police reports are generally admissible as business records under this subsection. 
Commonwealth v. Walker, 379 Mass. 297, 302 (1979); Carey v. New Yorker of Worcester, Inc., 355 Mass. 
450, 453 (1969). Thus, the reporting officers’ firsthand observations as recorded in their reports are ad-
missible. Adoption of Paula, 420 Mass. 716, 727 (1995) (responding officers’ description of open beer cans, 
drinking by underage guests, inadequate sleeping arrangements for the children, broken window, and 
weapons openly displayed). Such reports are admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule even when the 
preparer has relied on statements made by others in the regular course of the preparer’s record-keeping 
duties (such as fellow police officers) because, under G. L. c. 233, § 78, “‘personal knowledge by the 
entrant or maker’ is a matter affecting the weight (rather than the admissibility) of the record.” Wingate v. 
Emery Air Freight Corp., 385 Mass. 402, 406 (1982), quoting G. L. c. 233, § 78. However, “second-level” 
hearsay, such as statements of bystanders or witnesses, should be redacted, as these statements are not 
made admissible by G. L. c. 233, § 78. See Commonwealth v. Happnie, 3 Mass. App. Ct. 193, 199 (1975), 
overruled in part on other grounds by Commonwealth v. Szerlong, 457 Mass. 858, 869 (2010); Kelly v. 
O’Neil, 1 Mass. App. Ct. 313, 316–317 (1973). Cf. Commonwealth v. Walker, 379 Mass. at 302 (statements 
made by unidentified caller to police cadet who authored report not offered for their truth). Further, the 
admittance of police reports as business records applies only to factual observations and does not permit 
the admission of opinions contained in the report. Julian v. Randazzo, 380 Mass. 391, 393 (1980). Police 
reports may be considered as evidence at a probation revocation hearing even when the reporting officer 
does not testify and even when they contain second-level hearsay, so long as they are deemed sufficiently 
reliable. See Commonwealth v. Durling, 407 Mass. 108, 120–122 (1990) (personal observations of non-
testifying officer); Commonwealth v. Foster, 77 Mass. App. Ct. 444, 450 (2010) (witness statement con-
tained in police report). Police reports relating to prior sexual offenses are admissible in Sexually Dangerous 
Person proceedings pursuant to G. L. c. 123A, § 14(c), even when they contain hearsay statements. 
Commonwealth v. Given, 441 Mass. 741, 745–746 (2004). 

Criminal Cases. A record or report that qualifies as an exception to the hearsay rule under this 
subsection may nevertheless be inadmissible if it contains testimonial statements in violation of the con-
frontation clause. See Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S. 305, 310–311 (2009). Additionally, 
Massachusetts statutory law provides that in criminal cases tried to a jury, “all questions of fact which must 
be determined by the court as the basis for the admissibility of the evidence involved shall be submitted to the 
jury.” G. L. c. 233, § 78. As a result, in criminal cases involving business records, unless the defendant 
agrees otherwise, the judge not only must make the four preliminary determinations of fact set forth in 
Subsection (6)(A), but must instruct the jury that they too must find these facts by a preponderance of the 
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evidence before they consider the contents of the business record. See Commonwealth v. Oppenheim, 86 
Mass. App. Ct. 359, 367 (2014). 

Subsection (6)(B). This subsection is derived from G. L. c. 233, § 79. See Commonwealth v. Sheldon, 
423 Mass. 373, 376 (1996). A hospital record is admissible at trial if the trial judge finds that (1) it is the type 
of record contemplated by G. L. c. 233, § 79; (2) the information is germane to the patient’s treatment or 
medical history; and (3) the information is recorded from the personal knowledge of the entrant or from a 
compilation of the personal knowledge of those under a medical obligation to transmit such information. 
Bouchie v. Murray, 376 Mass. 524, 531 (1978). See Commonwealth v. Ackerman, 476 Mass. 1033, 1034 
(2017) (even where medical record does not expressly state that blood alcohol test was performed as part 
of medical treatment, circumstances surrounding test may permit that inference). Compare Commonwealth 
v. Sheldon, 423 Mass. at 375–377 (blood alcohol tests conducted solely to prove the defendant’s sobriety, 
in circumstances in which there was no hospital protocol for conducting such a test, do not qualify for ad-
mission under G. L. c. 233, § 79), with Commonwealth v. Dyer, 77 Mass. App. Ct. 850, 855–856 (2010) 
(blood alcohol test results ordered by physician exclusively for the medical evaluation and treatment of the 
defendant qualify for admission under G. L. c. 233, § 79). The party offering the record into evidence has the 
burden of proving the statutory requirements, Commonwealth v. Dunne, 394 Mass. 10, 16 (1985), and need 
not give advance notice of the intent to offer the record in evidence, Commonwealth v. McCready, 50 Mass. 
App. Ct. 521, 524–525 (2000). Cf. G. L. c. 233, § 79G (ten days’ advance notice required). The trial judge 
has discretion to exclude portions of an otherwise admissible medical record in accordance with Sections 
402, General Admissibility of Relevant Evidence; 403, Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, Confu-
sion, Waste of Time, or Other Reasons; and 611(a), Mode and Order of Examining Witnesses and Pre-
senting Evidence: Control by the Court. See Commonwealth v. Francis, 450 Mass. 132, 138–139 (2007). 
See also Commonwealth v. Hamel, 91 Mass. App. Ct. 349, 352 (2017) (in prosecution for sexual assault of 
child, error to admit medical records with diagnosis of “irritant dermatitis” of penis in absence of expert 
testimony that condition was caused by rubbing described by alleged victim). 

“[V]oluntary statements of third persons appearing in the record are not admissible unless they are 
offered for reasons other than to prove the truth of the matter contained therein or, if offered for their truth, 
come within another exception to the hearsay rule . . . .” Bouchie v. Murray, 376 Mass. at 531. The Supreme 
Judicial Court has noted that G. L. c. 233, § 79, 

“may be read to permit the admission of a medical history taken from a person with reason 
to know of the patient’s medical history by virtue of his or her relationship to the patient. 
Such a history may contain personal knowledge gained from observation or knowledge 
gained from an intimate relationship. We think that [G. L. c. 233, § 79] should be read to 
include such statements if made for purposes of medical diagnosis or treatment and if the 
declarant’s relationship to the patient and the circumstances in which the statements are 
made guarantees their trustworthiness.” 

Id. at 531. 

“[General Laws c. 233, § 79,] has long been construed to permit the admission of a record 
that relates directly and primarily to the treatment and medical history of the patient, ‘even 
though incidentally the facts recorded may have some bearing on the question of liabil-
ity.’ . . . In application this liberal construction has permitted the admission in evidence of 
statements in hospital records bearing on criminal culpability that seem to relate at most 
only incidentally to medical treatment” (citations omitted). 

Commonwealth v. Dube, 413 Mass. 570, 573 (1992). See Commonwealth v. DiMonte, 427 Mass. 233, 242 
(1998). 
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“[General Laws c. 233, § 79,] relies on a ‘pragmatic test of reliability’ that permits the in-
troduction of records containing even second level hearsay provided the information in the 
record is of a nature that is relied on by medical professionals in administering health 
care. . . . While creating an exception to the hearsay rule, the statute does not permit the 
admission of hospital records that are facially unreliable.” 

Commonwealth v. Johnson, 59 Mass. App. Ct. 164, 167 (2003), citing Doyle v. Dong, 412 Mass. 682, 687 
(1992). See generally Petitions of the Dep’t of Social Servs. to Dispense with Consent to Adoption, 399 Mass. 
279, 287–288 (1987) (privileged material should be redacted). 

Illustrations. Notations on Form 2 in the “Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit” made by the SANE 
(sexual assault nurse examiner) based on statements by the complainant about how he or she received his 
or her injuries are admissible because they assist the SANE in conducting the examination, even though the 
information is also collected to assist investigators. Commonwealth v. Dargon, 457 Mass. 387, 396 (2010). 
However, the printed form should not be admitted because it suggests a sexual assault occurred. Id. No-
tations on hospital intake forms stating that a patient was “assaulted” should be redacted. Commonwealth 
v. DiMonte, 427 Mass. at 241–242. In DiMonte, several references to the facts of the alleged assault, in-
cluding “Pt. struck in the face [with] fist” and “reports having a plastic container thrown [at] her which struck 
her [right] forehead,” were admissible. Id. at 241. Statements consisting of self-diagnosis should be re-
dacted. Commonwealth v. Hartman, 404 Mass. 306, 316–317 (1989). In Commonwealth v. Concepcion, 
362 Mass. 653, 654–655 (1972), hospital records where (a) under the heading “Nature of Illness” appeared 
the words “? Assaulted- ? Raped,” (b) under the heading “History and Physical Exam” appeared the words 
“History of recent rape,” and (c) under the heading “Diagnosis” appeared the notation “? Rape,” the 
doctor’s opinions were related to the treatment and medical history. Blood tests bearing on the patient’s 
degree of intoxication are admissible; entries made by observing nurses are also admissible. Common-
wealth v. McCready, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 521, 524 (2000). In Commonwealth v. Baldwin, 24 Mass. App. Ct. 200, 
202 (1987), a “[d]iagnosis” of “sexual molestation,” a term “synonymous to laymen with indecent assault and 
battery,” should have been redacted. Cf. Commonwealth v. Patton, 458 Mass. 119 (2010) (SAIN [Sexual 
Abuse Intervention Network] report may be admissible in probation violation hearings). 

Subsection (6)(C). This subsection is derived from G. L. c. 233, § 79G. The text in this subsection places 
the statutory language in more straightforward language and also incorporates the case law. The practitioner, 
however, is cautioned to check the precise statutory language. 

This statute applies to criminal cases as well as to civil cases, and its scope is much broader than that 
of G. L. c. 233, § 79. Commonwealth v. Schutte, 52 Mass. App. Ct. 796, 798–800 (2001). See generally 
Grant v. Lewis/Boyle, Inc., 408 Mass. 269, 274 (1990) (declining to adopt Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803[6] 
for the purpose of admitting physician’s reports given the “carefully crafted provisions of § 79G”). 

Scope. This subsection establishes a broad exception to the hearsay rule which overlaps to some 
degree with the hospital records exception provided in Section 803(6)(B), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability 
of Declarant Immaterial: Business and Hospital Records: Hospital Records. See McHoul, petitioner, 445 
Mass. 143, 151 (2005); Ortiz v. Stein, 31 Mass. App. Ct. 643, 645 (1991). But see Brusard v. O’Toole, 45 
Mass. App. Ct. 288, 295 (1998) (G. L. c. 233, § 79G, would not allow the admission in evidence of hospital 
policies and procedures). In some respects, however, this subsection is broader than the exception for 
hospital records found in Section 803(6)(B) because 

“reports admissible under § 79G may include the ‘opinion of such physician . . . as to 
proximate cause of the condition so diagnosed, . . .’ and ‘the opinion of such physi-
cian . . . as to disability or incapacity, if any, proximately resulting from the condition so 
diagnosed. . . .’ These are not matters usually found in a medical record but do pertain to 
issues commonly involved in personal injury claims and litigation. Thus, the concerns that 
require redaction of information not germane to the patient’s treatment in medical records 
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under § 79, see, e.g., Bouchie v. Murray, 376 Mass. 524, 531 (1978), are overridden by 
express language in § 79G.” 

Commonwealth v. Schutte, 52 Mass. App. Ct. at 799–800. Also, since the term “report” is not defined in 
G. L. c. 233, § 79G, a properly attested letter from a person’s treating physician explaining the patient’s 
medical condition and its effects based on the physician’s personal observations can be qualified as a report. 
Id. Ambulance records are admissible under Section 79G, as the certification requirements for EMTs are 
similar in nature to the licensure requirements for other medical personnel contained in the statute whose 
reports are admissible. Commonwealth v. Palacios, 90 Mass. App. Ct. 722, 726 (2016). 

The full amount of a medical or hospital bill is admissible as evidence of the reasonable value of the 
services rendered to the injured person, even where the amount actually paid by a private or public insurer 
is less than that amount. Law v. Griffith, 457 Mass. 349, 353–354 (2010), citing G. L. c. 233, § 79G. 

Cross-Reference: G. L. c. 233, § 79H (medical records of deceased physicians); Section 411, In-
surance; Section 902(k), Evidence That is Self-Authenticating: Certified Copies of Hospital and Other 
Records of Treatment and Medical History. 

Requirements for Admissibility. Reports offered under G. L. c. 233, § 79G, as opposed to 
G. L. c. 233, § 78, are admissible even if prepared in anticipation of litigation. See O’Malley v. Soske, 76 
Mass. App. Ct. 495, 498–499 (2010); Commonwealth v. Schutte, 52 Mass. App. Ct. 796, 799 n.3 (2001). 
Medical reports which deal with an injured person’s “diagnosis, prognosis, opinion as to the proximate cause 
of the condition so diagnosed, or the opinion as to disability or incapacity,” see Section 803(6)(C)(ii), must 
be by a physician, as that term is defined in the subsection, who treated or examined the injured person. See 
Ortiz v. Stein, 31 Mass. App. Ct. at 645–646. See also Gompers v. Finnell, 35 Mass. App. Ct. 91, 93 (1993) 
(“Nothing in § 79G authorizes one not a physician or dentist to offer an expert opinion that a patient’s 
physical symptoms resulted from a particular accident or incident.”). If a record contains such an opinion, 
however, it may satisfy the plaintiff’s burden of proof on the issue of causation in a medical negligence case. 
See Bailey v. Cataldo Ambulance Serv., Inc., 64 Mass. App. Ct. 228, 234–236 (2005) (explaining that there 
is no requirement that an expert opinion on causation contain the phrase “to a reasonable degree of medical 
certainty”). 

General Laws c. 233, § 79G, requires that a party who seeks to offer the report of a physician or dentist 
at trial must serve opposing counsel at least ten days in advance of trial with notice and a copy of the report 
by the physician or dentist. See Adoption of Seth, 29 Mass. App. Ct. 343, 351–352 (1990). However, the 
attestation by the physician or dentist does not have to be included with the notice so long as it is present 
when the evidence is offered at trial. See Grant v. Lewis/Boyle, Inc., 408 Mass. 269, 274 (1990); Knight v. 
Maersk Container Serv. Co., 49 Mass. App. Ct. 254, 256 (2000). 

Cross-Reference: G. L. c. 233, § 79H; Section 902(k), Evidence That is Self-Authenticating: Certified 
Copies of Hospital and Other Records of Treatment and Medical History. 

Subsection (7). This subsection is derived from McNamara v. Honeyman, 406 Mass. 43, 54 n.10 (1989), 
and Commonwealth v. Scanlan, 9 Mass. App. Ct. 173, 182 (1980). See Johnson v. Wilmington Sales, Inc., 
5 Mass. App. Ct. 858, 858 (1977). Where testimony is offered, proof of the fact that an entry does not exist 
does not require the production of the records themselves or the laying of a foundation for the introduction 
of secondary evidence. Commonwealth v. Scanlan, 9 Mass. App. Ct. at 182. See Commonwealth v. Tor-
realba, 316 Mass. 24, 30 (1944); Johnson v. Wilmington Sales, Inc., 5 Mass. App. Ct. at 858. 

Subsection (8). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Slavski, 245 Mass. 405, 415 (1923). 
See Custody of Two Minors, 19 Mass. App. Ct. 552, 559 (1985) (noting that it is “sound practice” for judge 
to give notice to parties if judge intends to use court investigator or guardian ad litem report where neither 
party offered report into evidence). Cf. G. L. c. 233, § 76 (admissibility of authenticated government records); 
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Mass. R. Civ. P. 44 (proof of official records); Mass. R. Crim. P. 40 (same). The admission of a record of 
a primary fact created for routine government administrative functions does not violate the confrontation 
clause. Commonwealth v. Shangkuan, 78 Mass. App. Ct. 827, 833–834 (2011) (officer’s return of service, 
required by court rule to be completed and filed in court, is nontestimonial because it was not “created solely 
for use in a pending criminal prosecution,” even though it might later be used for proving notice to a de-
fendant). 

Under the common law, a report or record does not become an official record for the purpose of this 
exception merely because it is filed with a governmental agency. See Commonwealth v. Williams, 63 Mass. 
App. Ct. 615, 619 (2005); Kelly v. O’Neil, 1 Mass. App. Ct. 313, 319 (1973). A hearsay statement recorded 
in an official record, if made by someone other than the public officer making the record, is not admissible 
under this exception, although it may be admissible if it falls within another hearsay exception. See Sklar v. 
Beth Israel Deaconess Med. Ctr., 59 Mass. App. Ct. 550, 556 n.8 (2003). Evaluative reports, opinions, and 
conclusions contained in a public report are not admissible at common law. Commonwealth v. Nardi, 452 
Mass. 379, 387–395 (2008) (ruling that the findings of a medical examiner concerning the nature and extent 
of the victim’s injuries and his or her ultimate opinion as to the cause of death were not statements of fact 
excluded by the hearsay rule, but instead were evaluative statements that fell outside the public record 
exception); Mattoon v. City of Pittsfield, 56 Mass. App. Ct. 124, 135 (2002). See Middlesex Supply, Inc. v. 
Martin & Sons, Inc., 354 Mass. 373, 374–375 (1968); Herson v. New Boston Garden Corp., 40 Mass. App. 
Ct. 779, 792–793 (1996). 

The following statutes provide for the admission of facts contained in public records as prima facie ev-
idence (examples of the records covered are in parentheses): G. L. c. 46, § 19 (birth, marriage, and death 
records); G. L. c. 79, § 35 (assessed valuation of real property); G. L. c. 90, § 30 (records of the Registry of 
Motor Vehicles); G. L. c. 123A, § 14(c) (public records at trial on whether person is sexually dangerous); and 
G. L. c. 185C, § 21 (report of housing inspector). But see Commonwealth v. Almonte, 465 Mass. 224, 242 
(2013) (the preferred practice is to redact means and manner of death before admitting death certificate into 
evidence). Conclusions contained in public records may be made admissible by statute. Shamlian v. Eq-
uitable Acc. Co., 226 Mass. 67, 69–70 (1917). 

Mortality Tables. In Harlow v. Chin, 405 Mass. 697, 714 (1989), the Supreme Judicial Court ad-
dressed the admissibility of mortality tables: 

“Mortality tables, though not conclusive proof of life expectancy, help furnish a basis for the 
jury’s estimation. The tables themselves are admissible regardless of the poor health or 
extra-hazardous occupation of the person whose life expectancy is being estimated. When 
the opposing side believes that the person in question, because of poor health, has a 
lower life expectancy than that reflected in the mortality tables, the usual remedy is to offer 
evidence to that effect and argue the point to the jury.” (Citations omitted.) 

Criminal Cases. A record or report that qualifies as an exception to the hearsay rule under this 
subsection may nevertheless be inadmissible if it contains testimonial statements in violation of the 
confrontation clause. See Melendez-Diaz v. Massachusetts, 557 U.S. 305, 310–311 (2009). See also In-
troductory Note to Article VIII, Hearsay. 

Subsection (9). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 46, § 19. See Commonwealth v. 
Lykus, 406 Mass. 135, 144 (1989), cert. denied, 519 U.S. 1126 (1997). See also Miles v. Edward Tabor M.D., 
Inc., 387 Mass. 783, 786 (1982). Records from foreign countries are not admissible under G. L. c. 46, § 19, 
or G. L. c. 207, § 45. Vergnani v. Guidetti, 308 Mass. 450, 457 (1941). Cf. G. L. c. 46, § 19C (“The com-
missioner of public health shall use the seal of the department of public health for the purpose of authen-
ticating copies of birth, marriage and death records in his department, and copies of such records when 
certified by him and authenticated by said seal, shall be evidence like the originals.”). General Laws c. 46, 
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§ 19, makes the town clerk certificate admissible in evidence, but not with respect to liability. See 
Wadsworth v. Boston Gas Co., 352 Mass. 86, 93 (1967). See also G. L. c. 207, § 45 (“The record of a 
marriage made and kept as provided by law by the person by whom the marriage was solemnized, or by the 
clerk or registrar, or a copy thereof duly certified, shall be prima facie evidence of such marriage.”). 

Subsection (10). This subsection, which is taken from Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803(10), reflects Mas-
sachusetts practice. See Mass. R. Civ. P. 44(b); Mass. R. Crim. P. 40(b); Blair’s Foodland, Inc. v. Shuman’s 
Foodland, Inc., 311 Mass. 172, 175–176 (1942). 

Subsection (11). No cases or statutes were located on this issue. Cf. Section 803(6)(A), Hearsay Excep-
tions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Business and Hospital Records: Entry, Writing, or Record Made 
in Regular Course of Business. 

Cross-Reference: Section 804(b)(7), Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavailable: The Exceptions: 
Religious Records. 

Subsection (12). No cases or statutes were located on this issue. Cf. Section 804(b)(7), Hearsay Ex-
ceptions; Declarant Unavailable: The Exceptions: Religious Records; Kennedy v. Doyle, 92 Mass. 161, 
168 (1865) (baptismal record admissible where maker is deceased). 

Subsection (13). This subsection, which is taken from Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803(13), reflects Mas-
sachusetts practice. See North Brookfield v. Warren, 82 Mass. 171, 174–175 (1860). Cf. Section 803(9), 
Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Public Records of Vital Statistics; Section 
804(b)(5)(A), Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavailable: The Exceptions: Statutory Exceptions in Civil 
Cases: Declarations of Decedent. 

Subsection (14). This subsection is derived from Scanlan v. Wright, 30 Mass. 523, 527 (1833), and 
Commonwealth v. Emery, 68 Mass. 80, 81–82 (1854). 

Subsection (15). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 183, § 5A. 

Subsection (16). This subsection is derived from Cunningham v. Davis, 175 Mass. 213, 219 (1900) (“It is 
a general rule that deeds appearing to be more than 30 years old, which come from the proper custody, and 
are otherwise free from just grounds of suspicion, are admissible without any proof of execution.”). See 
Whitman v. Shaw, 166 Mass. 451, 460–461 (1896) (ancient plan and field notes); Drury v. Midland R.R. 
Co., 127 Mass. 571, 581 (1879) (old plans admitted for purposes of establishing location of a creek). Cf. 
Section 901(b)(8), Authenticating or Identifying Evidence: Examples: Evidence About Ancient Docu-
ments. 

Cross-Reference: Section 403, Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, Confusion, Waste of Time, 
or Other Reason; Section 805, Hearsay within Hearsay. 

Subsection (17). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 79B. The word “‘compilation,’ as 
used in the statute, connotes simple objective facts, and not conclusions or opinions.” Mazzaro v. Paull, 372 
Mass. 645, 652 (1977). The trial judge must make “preliminary findings that the proposed exhibit is (1) 
issued to the public, (2) published for persons engaged in the applicable occupation, and (3) commonly used 
and relied on by such persons.” Id. See Fall River Sav. Bank v. Callahan, 18 Mass. App. Ct. 76, 83–84 
(1984); Torre v. Harris-Seybold Co., 9 Mass. App. Ct. 660, 672–673 (1980). The judge has the discretion to 
consider the reliability of the information as a factor in determining the admissibility of the compilation, even 
where the statutory requirements are satisfied. See N.E. Physical Therapy Plus, Inc. v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 
466 Mass. 358, 366–367 (2013) (judge did not abuse his discretion in excluding statistical summaries de-
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rived from compilation of raw data voluntarily submitted by participating insurance companies where ac-
curacy and reliability of raw data had not been established). 

See generally G. L. c. 106, § 2-724 (“Whenever the prevailing price or value of any goods regularly 
bought and sold in any established commodity market is in issue, reports in official publications or trade 
journals or in newspapers or periodicals of general circulation published as the reports of such market shall 
be admissible in evidence. The circumstances of the preparation of such a report may be shown to affect its 
weight but not its admissibility.”). 

Subsection (18)(A). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 79C. See Common-
wealth v. Johnson, 59 Mass. App. Ct. 164, 170 (2003) (“pill book” purchased from pharmacy purporting to 
describe effects of prescription drugs not admissible as learned treatise); Simmons v. Yurchak, 28 Mass. 
App. Ct. 371, 375–377 (1990) (instructional videotape not admissible as learned treatise). Statements from 
a treatise satisfying the requirements of G. L. c. 233, § 79C, may also be used in medical malpractice 
tribunals. See G. L. c. 231, § 60B. 

“When determining the admissibility of a published treatise under G. L. c. 233, § 79C, we interpret the 
‘writer of such statements’ to mean the treatise author, not the author of each individual item incorporated 
into the treatise text.” Brusard v. O’Toole, 429 Mass. 597, 606 (1999). “[T]he ‘writer’ of a statement contained 
in an authored treatise is the author of the treatise, and the ‘writer’ of a statement contained in a periodical 
or similarly edited publication is the author of the specific article in which the statement is contained.” Id. The 
biographical data about the author in the front of the treatise may not be used to establish the expertise of 
the author, see Reddington v. Clayman, 334 Mass. 244, 247 (1956), but an opponent witness who admits 
that the author of the treatise is a recognized expert in the field is sufficient, see Thomas v. Ellis, 329 Mass. 
93, 98, 100 (1952). “The statutory notice of the intent to introduce a treatise required by G. L. c. 233, § 79C, 
requires that ‘the date of publication’ of the treatise be specified. The edition of a treatise, if applicable, 
should be specified, and parties should be permitted to introduce statements from only that edition.” Brusard 
v. O’Toole, 429 Mass. at 606 n.13. 

Subsection (18)(B). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Sneed, 413 Mass. 387, 396 (1992), 
in which the Supreme Judicial Court adopted Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803(18). Treatises are not available 
to bolster direct examination. Brusard v. O’Toole, 429 Mass. 597, 601 n.5 (1999). But see Commonwealth 
v. Sneed, 413 Mass. at 396 n.8 (“We can imagine a situation in which, in fairness, portions of a learned 
treatise not called to the attention of a witness during cross-examination should be admitted on request of the 
expert’s proponent in order to explain, limit, or contradict a statement ruled admissible under [Section] 
803[(18)].”). This subsection “contemplates that an authored treatise, and not the statements contained 
therein, must be established as a reliable authority.” Brusard v. O’Toole, 429 Mass. at 602–603. The con-
tents of the specific article, Web page, or other material must be shown to have been authored or prepared 
by a person established to be a “reliable authority” pursuant to one of the means spelled out in Sec-
tion 803(18)(B). Kace v. Liang, 472 Mass. 630, 644 (2015). 

“[The] opponent of the expert witness [must] bring to the witness’s attention a specific 
statement in a treatise that has been established, to the judge’s satisfaction, as a reliable 
authority. The witness should be given a fair opportunity to assess the statement in context 
and to comment on it, either during cross-examination or on redirect examination. The 
judge, of course, will have to determine the relevance and materiality of the statement and 
should consider carefully any claimed unfairness or confusion that admission of the 
statement may create.” 

Commonwealth v. Sneed, 413 Mass. at 396. This is a preliminary question of fact for the judge. See Sec-
tion 104(a), Preliminary Questions: In General. 
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Subsection (19). This subsection is derived from Butrick v. Tilton, 155 Mass. 461, 466 (1892). See Ca-
dorette v. United States, 988 F.2d 215, 220–222 (1st Cir. 1993). But see Haddock v. Boston & Maine R.R., 
85 Mass. 298, 301 (1862). 

Subsection (20). This subsection is derived from Enfield v. Woods, 212 Mass. 547, 551–552 (1912) (ad-
mitting reputation evidence regarding existence or nonexistence of public ownership of land). See 
G. L. c. 139, § 9 (“For the purpose of proving the existence of the nuisance the general reputation of the 
place shall be admissible as evidence.”); Commonwealth v. United Food Corp., 374 Mass. 765, 767 n.2 
(1978) (G. L. c. 139, § 9, is a statutory exception to hearsay rule). 

Subsection (21). This exception deals only with the hearsay aspect of evidence of reputation. For additional 
restrictions on the use of such evidence, see Sections 404, Character Evidence; Crimes or Other Act; 405, 
Methods of Proving Character; and 608, A Witness’s Character for Truthfulness or Untruthfulness. 

Subsection (22). This subsection is derived from Flood v. Southland Corp., 416 Mass. 62, 70 (1993), in 
which the Supreme Judicial Court adopted Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 803(22). See Commonwealth v. Powell, 
40 Mass. App. Ct. 430, 435–436 (1996) (error where trial court instructed jury it could consider prior guilty 
plea of alleged joint venturer to charge of armed robbery as circumstantial evidence of presence of gun in 
subsequent trial of other joint venturer on same charge). “[A] plea of guilty is admissible in evidence as an 
admission in subsequent civil litigation, but is not conclusive.” Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Niziolek, 395 Mass. 
737, 747 (1985). Cf. Section 609, Impeachment by Evidence of Conviction of Crime; Section 410, Pleas, 
Offers of Pleas, and Related Statements; Mass. R. Crim. P. 12(f). 

Subsection (23). No cases or statutes were located on this issue. 

Subsection (24)(A). Subsections (24)(A) through (A)(ii) are taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 83(a). 
Subsections (24)(A)(iii) and (iv) are derived from Care & Protection of Rebecca, 419 Mass. 67, 78, 80 (1994). 
There is no requirement that the child be unavailable. Id. at 76–77. When a care and protection proceeding 
is joined with a petition to dispense with consent to adoption, admissibility of a child’s out-of-court statements 
should comply with the stricter requirements of G. L. c. 233, § 82, not § 83. Adoption of Tina, 45 Mass. App. 
Ct. 727, 733 (1998). 

Subsection (24)(B). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from Care & Protection of Rebecca, 419 
Mass. 67, 79–80 (1994). The judge may question the child through a voir dire. Id. The reliability of state-
ments contained in an investigator’s report can be assessed by cross-examining the investigator. Care & 
Protection of Leo, 38 Mass. App. Ct. 237, 241–242 (1995). 

Subsection (24)(C). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from Care & Protection of Rebecca, 419 
Mass. 67, 80 (1994). 

Subsection (24)(D). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 83(b). 
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Section 804. Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavailable 

(a) Criteria for Being Unavailable. A declarant is considered to be unavailable as a witness if the 
declarant 

(1) is exempted from testifying about the subject matter of the declarant’s statement because 
the court rules that a privilege applies; 

(2) refuses to testify [this criterion not recognized]; 

(3) testifies to not remembering the subject matter [this criterion not recognized]; 

(4) cannot be present or testify at the trial or hearing because of death or a then-existing infir-
mity, physical illness, or mental illness; or 

(5) is absent from the trial or hearing and the statement’s proponent has not been able to pro-
cure the declarant’s attendance by process or other reasonable means. 

But this Subdivision (a) does not apply if the statement’s proponent procured or wrongfully 
caused the declarant’s unavailability as a witness in order to prevent the declarant from attending 
or testifying. 

(b) The Exceptions. The following are not excluded by the rule against hearsay if the declarant is 
unavailable as a witness: 

(1) Prior Recorded Testimony. Testimony that 

(A) was given as a witness at a trial, hearing, or lawful deposition, whether given during 
the current proceeding or a different one, and 

(B) is now offered against a party who had—or, in a civil case, whose predecessor in 
interest had—an opportunity and similar motive to develop it by direct, cross-, or redirect 
examination. 

(2) Statement Made Under the Belief of Imminent Death. In a prosecution for homicide, a 
statement that a declarant, who believed that the declarant’s death was imminent and who died 
shortly after making the statement, made about the cause or circumstances of the declarant’s 
own impending death or that of a co-victim. 

(3) Statement Against Interest. A statement that a reasonable person in the declarant’s po-
sition would have made only if the person believed it to be true because, when made, it was so 
contrary to the declarant’s proprietary or pecuniary interest or had so great a tendency to 
invalidate the declarant’s claim against someone else, or to expose the declarant to civil or 
criminal liability. In a criminal case, the exception does not apply to a statement that tends to 
expose the declarant to criminal liability and is offered to exculpate the defendant, or is of-
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fered by the Commonwealth to inculpate the defendant, unless corroborating circumstances 
clearly indicate the trustworthiness of the statement. 

(4) Statement of Personal History. 

(A) A statement concerning the declarant’s own birth, adoption, legitimacy, ancestry, 
marriage, divorce, or relationship by blood, even though the declarant had no way of ac-
quiring personal knowledge of the matter stated. 

(B) A statement regarding those matters concerning another person to whom the declarant 
is related [exception not recognized]. 

(5) Statutory Exceptions in Civil Cases. 

(A) Declarations of Decedent. In any action or other civil judicial proceeding, a dec-
laration of a deceased person shall not be inadmissible in evidence as hearsay or as private 
conversation between husband and wife, as the case may be, if the court finds that it was 
made in good faith and upon the personal knowledge of the declarant. 

(B) Deceased Party’s Answers to Interrogatories. If a party to an action who has filed 
answers to interrogatories under any applicable statute or any rule of the Massachusetts 
Rules of Civil Procedure dies, so much of such answers as the court finds have been 
made upon the personal knowledge of the deceased shall not be inadmissible as hearsay 
or self-serving if offered in evidence in said action by a representative of the deceased 
party. 

(C) Declarations of Decedent in Actions Against an Estate. If a cause of action brought 
against an executor or administrator is supported by oral testimony of a promise or 
statement made by the testator or intestate of the defendant, evidence of statements, 
written or oral, made by the decedent, memoranda and entries written by the decedent, 
and evidence of the decedent’s acts and habits of dealing, tending to disprove or to show 
the improbability of the making of such promise or statement, shall be admissible. 

(D) Reports of Deceased Physicians in Tort Actions. In an action of tort for personal 
injuries or death, or for consequential damages arising from such personal injuries, the 
medical report of a deceased physician who attended or examined the plaintiff, including 
expressions of medical opinion, shall, at the discretion of the trial judge, be admissible in 
evidence, but nothing therein contained which has reference to the question of liability 
shall be so admissible. Any opposing party shall have the right to introduce evidence 
tending to limit, modify, contradict, or rebut such medical report. The word “physician” 
as used in this section shall not include any person who was not licensed to practice 
medicine under the laws of the jurisdiction within which such medical attention was 
given or such examination was made. 
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(E) Medical Reports of Disabled or Deceased Physicians as Evidence in Workers’ 
Compensation Proceedings. In proceedings before the industrial accident board, the 
medical report of an incapacitated, disabled, or deceased physician who attended or ex-
amined the employee, including expressions of medical opinion, shall, at the discretion of 
the member, be admissible as evidence if the member finds that such medical report was 
made as the result of such physician’s attendance or examination of the employee. 

(6) Statement Offered Against a Party That Wrongfully Caused the Declarant’s Una-
vailability. A statement offered against a party if the court finds (A) that the witness is un-
available; (B) that the party was involved in, or responsible for, procuring the unavailability 
of the witness; and (C) that the party acted with the intent to procure the witness’s unavaila-
bility. 

(7) Religious Records. Statements of fact made by a deceased person authorized by the rules 
or practices of a religious organization to perform a religious act, contained in a certificate 
that the maker performed such act, and purporting to be issued at the time of the act or within 
a reasonable time thereafter. 

(8) Admissibility in Criminal Proceedings of a Child’s Out-of-Court Statement De-
scribing Sexual Contact. General Laws c. 233, § 81, was adopted prior to the United States 
Supreme Court’s decisions in Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004), and Davis v. 
Washington, 547 U.S. 813 (2006), as well as the Supreme Judicial Court’s decisions in 
Commonwealth v. Gonsalves, 445 Mass. 1 (2005), cert. denied, 548 U.S. 926 (2006), and 
Commonwealth v. Amirault, 424 Mass. 618 (1997). These decisions call into question the 
constitutionality of this subsection. 

(A) Admissibility in General. An out-of-court statement of a child under the age of ten 
describing an act of sexual contact performed on or with the child, the circumstances 
under which it occurred, or which identifies the perpetrator shall be admissible as sub-
stantive evidence in any criminal proceeding; provided, however, that 

(i) the statement is offered as evidence of a material fact and is more probative on the 
point for which it is offered than any other evidence which the proponent can procure 
through reasonable efforts, 

(ii) the person to whom the statement was made or who heard the child make the 
statement testifies, 

(iii) the judge finds pursuant to Subsection (b)(8)(B) that the child is unavailable as 
a witness, 

(iv) the judge finds pursuant to Subsection (b)(8)(C) that the statement is reliable, 
and 

(v) the statement is corroborated pursuant to Subsection (b)(8)(D). 
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(B) Unavailability of Child. The proponent of such statement shall demonstrate a dili-
gent and good-faith effort to produce the child and shall bear the burden of showing 
unavailability. A finding of unavailability shall be supported by specific findings on the 
record, describing facts with particularity, demonstrating that 

(i) the child is unable to be present or to testify because of death or physical or mental 
illness or infirmity; 

(ii) by a ruling of the court, the child is exempt on the ground of privilege from 
testifying concerning the subject matter of such statement; 

(iii) the child testifies to a lack of memory of the subject matter of such statement; 

(iv) the child is absent from the hearing and the proponent of such statement has been 
unable to procure the attendance of the child by process or by other reasonable means; 

(v) the court finds, based upon expert testimony from a treating psychiatrist, psy-
chologist, or clinician, that testifying would be likely to cause severe psychological 
or emotional trauma to the child; or 

(vi) the child is not competent to testify. 

(C) Reliability of Statement. If a finding of unavailability is made, the out-of-court 
statement shall be admitted if the judge further finds, 

(i) after holding a separate hearing, that such statement was made under oath, that it 
was accurately recorded and preserved, and that there was sufficient opportunity to 
cross-examine, or 

(ii) after holding a separate hearing and, where practicable and where not inconsistent 
with the best interests of the child, meeting with the child, that such statement was 
made under circumstances inherently demonstrating a special guarantee of relia-
bility. 

For the purposes of finding circumstances demonstrating reliability pursuant to this 
subsection, a judge may consider whether the relator documented the child witness’s 
statement and shall consider the following factors: 

(a) the clarity of the statement, meaning the child’s capacity to observe, re-
member, and give expression to that which such child has seen, heard, or expe-
rienced; provided, however, that a finding under this clause shall be supported 
by expert testimony from a treating psychiatrist, psychologist, or clinician; 

(b) the time, content, and circumstances of the statement; and 

(c) the child’s sincerity and ability to appreciate the consequences of such 
statement. 
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(D) Corroborating Evidence. The out-of-court statement must be corroborated by other 
independently admitted evidence. 

(E) Admissibility by Common Law or Statute. An out-of-court statement admissible 
by common law or by statute shall remain admissible notwithstanding the provisions of 
this section. 

(9) Out-of-Court Statement of Child Describing Sexual Contact in Civil Proceeding, 
Including Termination of Parental Rights. 

(A) Admissibility in General. The out-of-court statements of a child under the age of ten 
describing any act of sexual contact performed on or with the child, the circumstances 
under which it occurred, or which identifies the perpetrator shall be admissible as sub-
stantive evidence in any civil proceeding, except proceedings brought under G. L. c. 119, 
§§ 23(C) and 24; provided, however, that 

(i) such statement is offered as evidence of a material fact and is more probative on 
the point for which it is offered than any other evidence which the proponent can 
procure through reasonable efforts, 

(ii) the person to whom such statement was made or who heard the child make such 
statement testifies, 

(iii) the judge finds pursuant to Subsection (b)(9)(B) that the child is unavailable as 
a witness, 

(iv) the judge finds pursuant to Subsection (b)(9)(C) that such statement is reliable, 
and 

(v) such statement is corroborated pursuant to Subsection (b)(9)(D). 

(B) Unavailability of Child. The proponent of such statement shall demonstrate a dili-
gent and good-faith effort to produce the child and shall bear the burden of showing 
unavailability. A finding of unavailability shall be supported by specific findings on the 
record, describing facts with particularity, demonstrating that 

(i) the child is unable to be present or to testify because of death or existing physical 
or mental illness or infirmity; 

(ii) by a ruling of the court, the child is exempt on the ground of privilege from 
testifying concerning the subject matter of such statement; 

(iii) the child testifies to a lack of memory of the subject matter of such statement; 

(iv) the child is absent from the hearing and the proponent of such statement has been 
unable to procure the attendance of the child by process or by other reasonable means; 
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(v) the court finds, based upon expert testimony from a treating psychiatrist, psy-
chologist, or clinician, that testifying would be likely to cause severe psychological 
or emotional trauma to the child; or 

(vi) the child is not competent to testify. 

(C) Reliability of Statement. If a finding of unavailability is made, the out-of-court 
statement shall be admitted if the judge further finds, 

(i) after holding a separate hearing, that such statement was made under oath, that it 
was accurately recorded and preserved, and that there was sufficient opportunity to 
cross-examine, or 

(ii) after holding a separate hearing and, where practicable and where not inconsistent 
with the best interests of the child, meeting with the child, that such statement was 
made under circumstances inherently demonstrating a special guarantee of reliabil-
ity. 

For the purposes of finding circumstances demonstrating reliability pursuant to this 
subsection, a judge may consider whether the relator documented the child witness’s 
statement and shall consider the following factors: 

(a) the clarity of the statement, meaning the child’s capacity to observe, re-
member, and give expression to that which such child has seen, heard, or expe-
rienced; provided, however, that a finding under this clause shall be supported 
by expert testimony from a treating psychiatrist, psychologist, or clinician; 

(b) the time, content, and circumstances of the statement; 

(c) the existence of corroborative evidence of the substance of the statement 
regarding the abuse, including either the act, the circumstances, or the identity of 
the perpetrator; and 

(d) the child’s sincerity and ability to appreciate the consequences of the 
statement. 

(D) Corroborating Evidence. The out-of-court statement must be corroborated by other 
independently admitted evidence. 

(E) Admissibility by Common Law or Statute. An out-of-court statement admissible 
by common law or by statute shall remain admissible notwithstanding the provisions of 
this section. 
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NOTE 

Confrontation Clause. In a criminal case, a hearsay statement offered against the defendant must satisfy 
both the confrontation clause and one of the hearsay exceptions. For a discussion of the relationship be-
tween the confrontation clause and the hearsay exceptions stated in Section 804, refer to the Introductory 
Note to Article VIII, Hearsay. 

Introduction. Section 804 defines hearsay exceptions that are conditioned upon a showing that the de-
clarant is unavailable. Section 804(a) defines the requirement of unavailability that applies to all the hearsay 
exceptions in Section 804(b). The second paragraph of Section 804(a) is consistent with the doctrine of 
forfeiture by wrongdoing adopted by the Supreme Judicial Court in Commonwealth v. Edwards, 444 Mass. 
526, 540 (2005). 

The exceptions that apply when the declarant of the out-of-court statement is unavailable address only 
the evidentiary rule against hearsay, except in the context of forfeiture by wrongdoing. See Section 804(b)(6), 
Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavailable: The Exceptions: Statement Offered Against a Party That 
Wrongfully Caused the Declarant’s Unavailability. In criminal cases, the admissibility at trial of an 
out-of-court statement against the defendant also requires consideration of the constitutional right to con-
frontation under the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article 12 of the Massachusetts 
Declaration of Rights. For a discussion of the relationship between the confrontation clause and the hearsay 
exceptions stated in Section 804, refer to the Introductory Note to Article VIII, Hearsay. 

A defendant invoking the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination only makes himself or 
herself unavailable to another party, but the defendant is not unavailable as to himself or herself. See 
Commonwealth v. Labelle, 67 Mass. App. Ct. 698, 701 (2006). It should not be presumed that an absent 
witness may invoke his or her privilege against self-incrimination. See Commonwealth v. Lopera, 42 Mass. 
App. Ct. 133, 137 n.3 (1997). But where the declarant is a codefendant and joint venturer in the crimes 
charged against the defendant, and the declarant’s out-of-court statements directly implicate the declarant in 
the criminal enterprise, the unavailability requirement is satisfied because the defendant undoubtedly would 
invoke the Fifth Amendment privilege. See Commonwealth v. Charles, 428 Mass. 672, 677–679 (1999). 

Subsection (a)(1). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Canon, 373 Mass. 494, 499–500 
(1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 933 (1978) (valid invocation of privilege against self-incrimination rendered 
witness unavailable). Unavailability is not defined simply in terms of lack of physical presence, but stems 
from the inability of opposing counsel to cross-examine the witness. Commonwealth v. DiPietro, 373 Mass. 
369, 382 (1977). Accord Commonwealth v. Negron, 441 Mass. 685, 688–691 (2004) (valid claim of spousal 
privilege by defendant’s wife rendered her unavailable). However, a claim of privilege will not be presumed 
simply because a witness might have a basis for asserting it if the witness had appeared and been called to 
testify. See Commonwealth v. Charros, 443 Mass. 752, 767–768 (2005). 

Subsection (a)(2). The Supreme Judicial Court has not yet adopted Proposed Mass. R. Evid. 804(a)(2), 
which, like the Federal rule, provides that a witness who persists in refusing to testify concerning the subject 
matter of his or her statement may be deemed to be unavailable. See Commonwealth v. Fisher, 433 Mass. 
340, 355–356 (2001) (explaining that absent the assertion of a privilege against self-incrimination, a wit-
ness’s refusal to testify does not render the witness unavailable for purposes of the hearsay exception for 
prior recorded testimony). 

Subsection (a)(3). Massachusetts law does not recognize lack of memory of the subject matter of the 
testimony as a basis for finding that the witness is unavailable. Commonwealth v. Bray, 19 Mass. App. Ct. 
751, 758 (1985). Cf. A.T. Stearns Lumber Co. v. Howlett, 239 Mass. 59, 61 (1921) (declining to extend 
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doctrine of past recollection recorded to permit introduction of prior recorded testimony that witness had 
no present memory of but recalled was the truth). 

Subsection (a)(4). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Bohannon, 385 Mass. 733, 742 
(1982) (“death or other legally sufficient reason”), and cases cited. See Commonwealth v. Mustone, 353 
Mass. 490, 491–492 (1968) (death of witness). In Ibanez v. Winston, 222 Mass. 129, 130 (1915), the Su-
preme Judicial Court observed that although the death or insanity of a witness would supply the basis for a 
finding of unavailability, the mere fact that a witness had returned to Spain, without more, did not demon-
strate that he was unavailable. However, in Commonwealth v. Hunt, 38 Mass. App. Ct. 291, 295 (1995), the 
Appeals Court noted that 

“[w]hen a witness is outside of the borders of the United States and declines to honor a 
request to appear as a witness, the unavailability of that witness has been conceded be-
cause a State of the United States has no authority to compel a resident of a foreign country 
to attend a trial here.” 

In Commonwealth v. Housewright, 470 Mass. 665, 671–674 (2015), the Supreme Judicial Court pro-
vided a framework to analyze whether a witness is “unavailable because of illness or infirmity” in criminal 
cases where the Commonwealth is the proponent of the evidence. The Commonwealth must show that 
there is “an unacceptable risk that the witness’s health would be significantly jeopardized if the witness were 
required to testify in court” by providing “reliable, up-to-date information sufficient to permit the judge to 
make an independent finding.” Id. at 671. In assessing the probability that the witness’s appearance will 
cause an adverse health consequence, the court should consider “the severity of the adverse health con-
sequence, such as whether it would be life-threatening, the importance of the testimony in the context of the 
case, and the extent to which the live trial testimony would likely differ from the prior recorded testimony,” id. 
at 672, and whether a continuance of the trial or a deposition of the witness is appropriate, considering both 
the witness’s health and interest of justice. Id. at 672–673. The Commonwealth must make a good-faith 
effort to produce the witness at trial and must promptly inform the court and the defendant of the claimed 
unavailability. See Commonwealth v. Dorisca, 88 Mass. App. Ct. 776, 779–783 (2015) (trial judge erred in 
basing determination of witness’s unavailability on prosecutor’s statement that witness had recently gone 
into labor, without making inquiry into Housewright factors). 

Subsection (a)(5). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Charles, 428 Mass. 672, 678 (1999) 
(“We accept as a basis of unavailability the principles expressed in Rule 804[a][5] of the Federal Rules of 
Evidence [1985]”). In Commonwealth v. Sena, 441 Mass. 822, 832 (2004), the Supreme Judicial Court 
noted that 

“[b]efore allowing the Commonwealth to introduce prior recorded testimony, the judge 
must be satisfied that the Commonwealth has made a good faith effort to locate and pro-
duce the witness at trial. Whether the Commonwealth carries its burden on the question 
of sufficient diligence in attempting to obtain the attendance of the desired witness depends 
upon what is a reasonable effort in light of the peculiar facts of the case.” (Citations and 
quotation omitted.) 

See Commonwealth v. Roberio, 440 Mass. 245, 248 (2003) (where prosecutor established unavailability 
before trial of witness who is then located out of State during trial, court is not required to suspend trial to 
obtain presence of witness); Commonwealth v. Charles, 428 Mass. at 678 (evidence that declarant is a 
fugitive satisfies unavailability requirement); Commonwealth v. Pittman, 60 Mass. App. Ct. 161, 169–170 
(2003) (witness who ignored defense counsel’s subpoena and instead attended an out-of-State funeral 
was unavailable). Contrast Ruml v. Ruml, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 500, 508–509 (2000) (self-imposed exile from 
Massachusetts does not satisfy unavailability requirement); Commonwealth v. Hunt, 38 Mass. App. Ct. 291, 
295–296 (1995) (fact that prospective witness is a foreign national outside United States does not excuse 
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proponent of statement from making diligent effort to locate and secure attendance of witness). “When 
former testimony is sought to be offered against the accused, the degree of ‘good faith’ and due diligence is 
greater than that required in other situations.” Commonwealth v. Bohannon, 385 Mass. 733, 745 (1982). 

Subsection (b)(1). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Meech, 380 Mass. 490, 494 (1980), 
and Commonwealth v. DiPietro, 373 Mass. 369, 380–385 (1977). See Mass. R. Civ. P. 32 and Mass. R. 
Crim. P. 35 (use of depositions in proceedings). 

“The prior recorded testimony exception to the hearsay rule applies ‘where the prior tes-
timony was given by a person, now unavailable, in a proceeding addressed to substantially 
the same issues as in the current proceeding, with reasonable opportunity and similar 
motivation on the prior occasion for cross-examination of the declarant by the party against 
whom the testimony is now being offered.’” 

Commonwealth v. Fisher, 433 Mass. 340, 355 (2001), quoting Commonwealth v. Trigones, 397 Mass. 633, 
638 (1986). The party against whom the testimony is being offered need not actually cross-examine the 
declarant; only an adequate opportunity to cross-examine the declarant is required. Commonwealth v. 
Canon, 373 Mass. 494, 499–501 (1977), cert. denied, 435 U.S. 933 (1978). See Commonwealth v. Hurley, 
455 Mass. 53, 62–63 (2009) (“A defendant is not entitled under the confrontation clause to a cross-
examination that is ‘effective in whatever way, and to whatever extent the defense might wish.’ Rather, what 
is essential is that the ‘trier of fact [have] a satisfactory basis for evaluating the truth of the prior statement.’” 
[Citations omitted.]). 

The Supreme Judicial Court has applied this hearsay exception when the prior recorded testimony was 
given at a probable cause hearing, see Commonwealth v. Mustone, 353 Mass. 490, 492–494 (1968), and 
at a pretrial dangerousness hearing under G. L. c. 276, § 58A. See Commonwealth v. Hurley, 455 Mass. at 
63 & n.9 (noting that there is “no general rule that a witness’s prior testimony at a pretrial detention hearing 
is always admissible at trial if that witness becomes unavailable.”). See also id. at 66–67 (when an excited 
utterance is admitted at a pretrial hearing as an exception to the hearsay rule in circumstances in which the 
defendant is not given an opportunity to cross-examine the declarant about the facts described in the 
excited utterance, the admission of the evidence violates the confrontation clause). Cf. Commonwealth v. 
Arrington, 455 Mass. 437, 442–445 (2009) (upholding order that excluded from trial the alleged victim’s 
testimony at a pretrial dangerousness hearing under G. L. c. 276, § 58, on grounds that due to her medical 
condition [late stage cancer], defense counsel was deprived of reasonable opportunity for cross-
examination). 

In Commonwealth v. Clemente, 452 Mass. 295, 313–315 (2008), the Supreme Judicial Court held that 
this hearsay exception is not generally applicable to prior recorded testimony before the grand jury because 
the testimony of such witnesses is usually far more limited than at trial and is often presented without an 
effort to corroborate or discredit it. “If, however, the party seeking the admission of the grand jury testimony 
can establish that the Commonwealth had an opportunity and similar motive to develop fully a (now un-
available) witness’s testimony at the grand jury, that earlier testimony would be admissible.” Id. at 315. 

The declarant’s prior testimony must be able to be “substantially reproduced in all material particulars.” 
Commonwealth v. Martinez, 384 Mass. 377, 381 (1981). See G. L. c. 233, § 80 (official transcripts); Com-
monwealth v. DiPietro, 373 Mass. 369, 392–394 (1977) (unofficial transcripts); Commonwealth v. Vaden, 
373 Mass. 397, 400 (1977) (tape recordings, whether official or unofficial); Commonwealth v. Janovich, 55 
Mass. App. Ct. 42, 45 (2002) (witness present at prior proceeding). 

Subsection (b)(2). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Polian, 288 Mass. 494, 497 (1934), 
and Commonwealth v. Vona, 250 Mass. 509, 511 (1925). See Commonwealth v. Gonzalez, 469 Mass. 410, 
419–420 (2014). This common-law exception is not subject to the defendant’s right to confrontation. See 
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Commonwealth v. Nesbitt, 452 Mass. 236, 251 (2008) (“Thus, in the unique instance of dying declarations, 
we ask only whether the statement is admissible as a common-law dying declaration, and not whether the 
statement is testimonial.”). The “dying declaration” allows testimony as to the victim’s statements con-
cerning the circumstances of the killing and the identity of the perpetrator. Commonwealth v. Polian, 288 
Mass. at 500. It may be in the form of oral testimony, gestures, or a writing made by the victim. See 
Commonwealth v. Casey, 65 Mass. 417, 422 (1853) (victim who was mortally wounded and unable to speak, 
but conscious, confirmed identity of perpetrator by squeezing the hand of her treating physician who asked 
her if it was “Mr. Casey, who worked for her husband”). The Supreme Judicial Court has left open the 
question whether a defendant’s right to confrontation is applicable to the current, expanded concept of the 
dying declaration exception. See Commonwealth v. Nesbitt, 452 Mass. at 252 n.17, citing G. L. c. 233, § 64 
(addressing admissibility of dying declarations of a female whose death results from an unlawful abortion in 
violation of G. L. c. 272, § 19), and Commonwealth v. Key, 381 Mass. 19, 26 (1980) (expanding the 
common-law exception by admitting a dying declaration to prove the homicides of other common victims). 

The declarant’s belief of impending death may be inferred from the surrounding circumstances, in-
cluding the character of the injury sustained. See Commonwealth v. Moses, 436 Mass. 598, 602 (2002) 
(“Jenkins had been shot four times shortly before making the statement. Two bullets had pierced his chest, 
one of which had lodged in his spine. When police and emergency personnel arrived, he was ‘very 
frightened,’ grimacing in pain, bleeding, and asking for oxygen. He asked a treating emergency medical 
technician if he were going to die. She told him that ‘it didn’t look too good’ for him. In the circumstances, it 
was not error for the judge to find that Jenkins believed at the time he made the statements that death was 
imminent.”); Commonwealth v. Niemic, 427 Mass. 718, 724 (1998) (“The evidence showed that, when the 
officer found the victim, he had been stabbed in the heart and was bleeding profusely. There was also 
testimony that, at the hospital, he was ‘breathing heavily’ and ‘appeared to be having a hard time’ and that 
the officer questioning him ‘had to work to get his attention to focus.’ It was permissible to infer from this that 
the victim was aware that he was dying.”). 

Before admitting the dying declaration, the trial judge must first determine by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the requisite elements of a dying declaration are satisfied. Commonwealth v. Green, 420 
Mass. 771, 781–782 (1995). If the statement is admitted, the judge must then instruct the jury that they must 
also find by a preponderance of the evidence that the same elements are satisfied before they may consider 
the substance of the statement. Id. 

The broader statutory exception for declarations of a deceased person set forth in G. L. c. 233, § 65, 
applies only in civil cases. Commonwealth v. Dunker, 363 Mass. 792, 794 n.1 (1973). 

Subsection (b)(3). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Carr, 373 Mass. 617, 622–624 
(1977), and Commonwealth v. Charles, 428 Mass. 672, 679 (1999). See also Williamson v. United States, 
512 U.S. 594 (1994). This subsection is applicable only to “statements made by witnesses, not parties to the 
litigation or their privies or representatives.” Commonwealth v. McLaughlin, 433 Mass. 558, 565 (2001), 
quoting P.J. Liacos, Massachusetts Evidence § 8.10 (7th ed. 1999). This exception against penal interest 
is applicable in civil and criminal cases. See Zinck v. Gateway Country Store, Inc., 72 Mass. App. Ct. 571, 
575 (2008). The admission by a party-opponent need not be a statement against the declarant’s penal or 
proprietary interest. See Section 801(d)(2), Definitions: Statements That Are Not Hearsay: An Opposing 
Party’s Statement. 

A declarant’s narrative may include self-inculpatory and self-exculpatory elements. 

“[A]pplication of the evidentiary rule concerning declarations against penal interest to a full 
narrative requires breaking out which parts, if any, of the declaration are actually against the 
speaker’s penal interest. Further, application of the hearsay exception requires deter-
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mination whether the declaration has an evidentiary connection and linkage to the matters 
at hand in the trial.” 

Commonwealth v. Marrero, 60 Mass. App. Ct. 225, 229 (2003). When the self-inculpatory aspect of the 
narrative is very limited, the trial judge has discretion either to exclude it entirely or “to allow it in with some 
limited ‘necessary surrounding context’ to prevent its significance from being distorted” by opposing counsel. 
Commonwealth v. Dejarnette, 75 Mass. App. Ct. 88, 99 (2009). 

The judge’s role in determining the admissibility of a statement against interest is to determine “whether, 
in light of the other evidence already adduced or to be adduced, there is some reasonable likelihood that the 
statement could be true.” Commonwealth v. Drew, 397 Mass. 65, 76 (1986). This means that in accordance 
with Section 104(b), Preliminary Questions: Relevance That Depends on a Fact, the question whether to 
believe the declarant’s statement is ultimately for the jury. Id. 

A statement may qualify for admission as a declaration against penal interest even though it supplies 
circumstantial, and not direct, evidence of the declarant’s guilt. See Commonwealth v. Charles, 428 Mass. 
672, 679 (1999). In Commonwealth v. Charles, the Supreme Judicial Court also indicated that even though 
the exception does not explicitly require corroboration when the statement is introduced against the de-
fendant, it would follow the majority rule and require it in such cases. Id. at 679 n.2. See, e.g., Common-
wealth v. Pope, 397 Mass. 275, 280 (1986) (reversing defendant’s conviction based on erroneous admis-
sion of extrajudicial statement of a deceased witness; “[w]e do not believe that concern for penal 
consequence would inspire a suicide victim to truthfulness”). 

In criminal cases, “[i]n applying the corroboration requirement, judges are obliged to . . . consider as 
relevant factors the degree of disinterestedness of the witnesses giving corroborating testimony as well as 
the plausibility of that testimony in the light of the rest of the proof.” Commonwealth v. Carr, 373 Mass. at 624. 
The Supreme Judicial Court has explained that 

“behind the corroboration requirement of [Fed. R. Evid.] 804(b)(3) lurks a suspicion that 
a reasonable man might sometimes admit to a crime he did not commit. A classic example 
is an inmate, serving time for multiple offenses, who has nothing to lose by a further con-
viction, but who can help out a friend by admitting to the friend’s crime.” 

Commonwealth v. Drew, 397 Mass. at 74 n.8. The Supreme Judicial Court has stated that 

“[o]ther factors the judge may consider are: the timing of the declaration and the relationship 
between the declarant and the witness, the reliability and character of the declarant, 
whether the statement was made spontaneously, whether other people heard the 
out-of-court statement, whether there is any apparent motive for the declarant to misrep-
resent the matter, and whether and in what circumstances the statement was repeated” 
(citation omitted). 

Id. at 76. However, 

“[i]n determining whether the declarant’s statement has been sufficiently corroborated to 
merit its admission in evidence, the judge should not be stringent. A requirement that the 
defendant corroborate the declarant’s entire statement, for example, may run afoul of the 
defendant’s due process rights . . . . If the issue of sufficiency of the defendant’s corrobo-
ration is close, the judge should favor admitting the statement. In most such instances, the 
good sense of the jury will correct any prejudicial impact.” (Citation omitted.) 

Id. at 75 n.10. See Commonwealth v. Nutbrown, 81 Mass. App. Ct. 773, 779–780 (2012) (in deciding 
whether statement is “trustworthy,” trial judge must look only to credibility of declarant, leaving it to jury to 
determine credibility of witness who testifies to declaration). There is no requirement that when the statement 
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is offered by the defendant, the exculpatory portion must also inculpate the declarant. See Commonwealth 
v. Keizer, 377 Mass. 264, 270 (1979). 

Subsection (b)(4)(A). This subsection is derived from Haddock v. Boston & Maine R.R., 85 Mass. 298, 
300–301 (1862), and Butrick v. Tilton, 155 Mass. 461, 466 (1892). In Haddock v. Boston & Maine R.R., 85 
Mass. at 298–299, the court allowed a witness to testify that she came into ownership of the property through 
her mother and grandmother even though the only basis for her knowledge was what the person she alleged 
to be her mother said to her. In Butrick v. Tilton, 155 Mass. at 466, also a dispute over title to real property, 
the court permitted the alleged owner’s granddaughter to testify as to how her grandfather came into 
ownership of the real estate, and that a cousin who owned the property before her grandfather died without 
children, based exclusively on what other family members told her and without any personal knowledge. See 
also Section 803(13), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Family Records; Section 
803(19), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Reputation Concerning Personal or 
Family History. 

Subsection (b)(4)(B). Massachusetts has not yet had occasion to consider Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(4)(B), 
which extends the principle of Section 804(b)(4)(A) to others to whom the declarant is related by “blood, 
adoption or marriage,” or to whom the declarant is so “intimately associated with . . . as to be likely to have 
accurate information concerning the matter declared.” 

Subsection (b)(5)(A). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 65. This hearsay exception 
applies in “all civil cases.” Harrison v. Loyal Protective Life Ins. Co., 379 Mass. 212, 219 (1979). It does not 
apply in criminal proceedings. Commonwealth v. Cyr, 425 Mass. 89, 94 n.9 (1997). Nor is it available to a 
party attempting to perpetuate the testimony of a person who is expected to die shortly. Anselmo v. Reback, 
400 Mass. 865, 868–869 (1987). See G. L. c. 233, §§ 46, 47; Mass. R. Civ. P. 27(a) (requirements to 
perpetuate testimony). The proponent of the evidence has the burden of establishing the foundational re-
quirements of good faith and personal knowledge for the admissibility of the evidence. Kelley v. Jordan Marsh 
Co., 278 Mass. 101, 106 (1932). Whether the proponent has met this burden, including proof that the 
statement was actually made, is a preliminary question of fact for the trial judge under Section 104(a), 
Preliminary Questions: In General. See Slotofski v. Boston Elevated Ry. Co., 215 Mass. 318, 321 (1913). 

The only ground of unavailability is the death of the declarant. G. L. c. 233, § 65. In the absence of a 
finding of good faith, the statement is not admissible. See Barbosa v. Hopper Feeds, Inc., 404 Mass. 610, 
620 (1989) (excluding declaration because it was made after the injury suffered by the plaintiff and at the 
time when the now-deceased person had an incentive to fabricate). “In general [the declarations] must be 
derived from the exercise of the declarant’s own senses as distinguished from opinions based upon data 
observed by him or furnished by others.” Little v. Massachusetts N.E. St. Ry. Co., 223 Mass. 501, 504 (1916). 
“The declarations of the deceased may be in writing and need not be reproduced in the exact words used 
by the declarant” (citations omitted). Bellamy v. Bellamy, 342 Mass. 534, 536 (1961). See id. (oral state-
ments also admissible). 

Subsection (b)(5)(B). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 65A. See Thornton v. First 
Nat’l Stores, Inc., 340 Mass. 222, 225 (1960). See also Mass. R. Civ. P. 33 (interrogatories to parties). 

Subsection (b)(5)(C). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 66. In Rothwell v. First 
Nat’l Bank, 286 Mass. 417, 421 (1934), the Supreme Judicial Court explained the difference between Sec-
tion 65 and Section 66 of G. L. c. 233. “[Section 66] is narrower than the other, in that it relates to the dec-
larations or conduct of one person in one sort of case. But it requires no preliminary finding of good faith or 
other conditions. These two statutes operate concurrently and independently.” Id. See Greene v. Boston 
Safe Deposit & Trust Co., 255 Mass. 519, 524 (1926). 
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Subsection (b)(5)(D). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 79H. 

Subsection (b)(5)(E). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 152, § 20B. The statutory excep-
tion, however, might not overcome the further objection that it contains hearsay-within-hearsay in the form 
of statements to the employee’s physician about how an injury occurred. See Fiander’s Case, 293 Mass. 
157, 164 (1936). 

Subsection (b)(6). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Edwards, 444 Mass. 526, 540 (2005). 
See Giles v. California, 554 U.S. 353, 373 (2008) (holding that the Sixth Amendment right to confrontation 
is not forfeited by wrongdoing unless the defendant acted with the intent to render the witness unavailable); 
Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36, 62 (2004) (“[T]he rule of forfeiture by wrongdoing [which we accept] 
extinguishes confrontation claims on essentially equitable grounds.”). The Massachusetts common-law 
doctrine expressed in this subsection is fully consistent with the Federal doctrine set forth in Fed. R. Evid. 
804(b)(6): 

“By requiring that the defendant actively assist the witness in becoming unavailable with the 
intent to make her unavailable, our doctrine of forfeiture by wrongdoing is at least as de-
manding as Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(6), which permits a finding of forfeiture where the de-
fendant ‘acquiesced’ in conduct that was intended to, and did, make the witness unavail-
able to testify.” 

Commonwealth v. Szerlong, 457 Mass. 858, 862–863 (2010). 

“A defendant’s involvement in procuring a witness’s unavailability need not consist of a criminal act, and 
may include a defendant’s collusion with a witness to ensure that the witness will not be heard at trial.” 
Commonwealth v. Edwards, 444 Mass. at 540. In Edwards, the Supreme Judicial Court elaborated on the 
scope of this exception. 

“A finding that a defendant somehow influenced a witness’s decision not to testify is not 
required to trigger the application of the forfeiture by wrongdoing doctrine where there is 
collusion in implementing that decision or planning for its implementation. Certainly, a de-
fendant must have contributed to the witness’s unavailability in some significant manner. 
However, the causal link necessary between a defendant’s actions and a witness’s una-
vailability may be established where (1) a defendant puts forward to a witness the idea to 
avoid testifying, either by threats, coercion, persuasion, or pressure; (2) a defendant 
physically prevents a witness from testifying; or (3) a defendant actively facilitates the 
carrying out of the witness’s independent intent not to testify. Therefore, in collusion cases 
(the third category above) a defendant’s joint effort with a witness to secure the latter’s un-
availability, regardless of whether the witness already decided ‘on his own’ not to testify, 
may be sufficient to support a finding of forfeiture by wrongdoing.” (Footnote omitted.) 

Id. at 540–541. “[W]here the defendant has had a meaningful impact on the witness’s unavailability, the 
defendant may have forfeited confrontation and hearsay objections to the witness’s out-of-court statements, 
even where the witness modified the initial strategy to procure the witness’s silence.” Id. at 541. See also 
Commonwealth v. Szerlong, 457 Mass. at 865–866 (evidence that defendant married alleged victim of his 
assault with the intent to enable her to exercise her spousal privilege at trial supported application of the 
doctrine of forfeiture by wrongdoing and thus the use of his wife’s hearsay statements made before the 
marriage, even though it may not have been defendant’s sole or primary purpose). 

The proponent of the statement must prove that the opposing party procured the witness’s unavaila-
bility by a preponderance of the evidence. Commonwealth v. Edwards, 444 Mass. at 542. “[P]rior to a de-
termination of forfeiture, the parties should be given an opportunity to present evidence, including live tes-
timony [and the unavailable witness’s out-of-court statements], at an evidentiary hearing outside the jury’s 
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presence.” Id. at 545. The trial judge should make the findings required by Commonwealth v. Edwards either 
orally on the record or in writing. Commonwealth v. Szerlong, 457 Mass. at 864 n.9. 

Subsection (b)(7). This subsection is derived from Kennedy v. Doyle, 92 Mass. 161, 168 (1865) (where the 
court admitted a baptismal record showing child’s date of birth as evidence of the person’s age when a 
contract had been made, in circumstances in which the entry was in the hand of the parish priest who had 
been the custodian of the book; Supreme Judicial Court observed that “[a]n entry made in the performance 
of a religious duty is certainly of no less value than one made by a clerk, messenger or notary, an attorney 
or solicitor or a physician, in the course of his secular occupation.”). Contrast Derinza’s Case, 229 Mass. 435, 
443 (1918) (copies of what purported to be a marriage certificate from a town in Italy not admitted in evi-
dence; Supreme Judicial Court observed that there was no “evidence respecting their character, the cir-
cumstances under which the records were kept, or the source from which the certificates came. No one 
testified that they were copies of an official original. There was no authentication of them as genuine by a 
consular officer of the United States. There was absolutely nothing beyond the bare production of the copies 
of the certificates. In the absence of a statute making such certificates admissible by themselves, or 
something to show that they were entitled to a degree of credence, they were not competent.”). See Sec-
tion 803(6), Hearsay Exceptions; Availability of Declarant Immaterial: Business and Hospital Records. 

Subsection (b)(8)(A). Subsections (b)(8)(A) through (b)(8)(A)(iv) are taken nearly verbatim from 
G. L. c. 233, § 81(a), and Subsection (b)(8)(A)(v) is derived from Commonwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. 54, 
64–66 (1994). See generally Opinion of the Justices, 406 Mass. 1201 (1989) (concluding that bill on related 
topic would, if enacted, offend the Massachusetts Constitution). The prosecution must give prior notice to 
the criminal defendant that it will seek to admit hearsay statements under this statute. Commonwealth v. 
Colin C., 419 Mass. at 64. It must also show a compelling and necessary need to use this procedure by more 
than a preponderance of evidence. Id. at 64–65. 

Subsection (b)(8)(B). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 81(b). See Section 804(a), 
Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavailable: Criteria for Being Unavailable. A judge’s reasons for finding a 
child incompetent to testify should not be the same reasons for doubting the reliability of the child’s out-
of-court statements. Commonwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. 54, 65 (1994). 

Subsection (b)(8)(C). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 81(c). The separate 
hearing regarding the reliability of the out-of-court statement must be on the record, and the judge’s deter-
mination of reliability must be supported by specific findings on the record. Commonwealth v. Colin C., 419 
Mass. 54, 65 (1994). See Commonwealth v. Joubert, 38 Mass. App. Ct. 943, 945 (1995). The statement 
must be substantially reliable to be admissible. Commonwealth v. Joubert, 38 Mass. App. Ct. at 945. See 
Commonwealth v. Almeida, 433 Mass. 717, 719–720 (2001) (statements of sleeping child were not ad-
missible because they lacked indicia of reliability). The defendant and his or her counsel should be given the 
opportunity to attend the hearing if it would not cause the child witness severe emotional trauma. Com-
monwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. at 65. 

Subsection (b)(8)(D). This subsection is derived from Commonwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. 54, 66 
(1994). 

Subsection (b)(8)(E). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 81(d). 

Subsection (b)(9)(A). Subsections (b)(9)(A)(i) through (iv) are taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, 
§ 82, and Subsection (b)(9)(A)(v) is derived from Adoption of Quentin, 424 Mass. 882, 893 (1997). See 
Commonwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. 54, 64–66 (1994) (establishing additional procedural requirements 
for admitting hearsay statements of child under G. L. c. 233, § 81). The Department of Children and Fam-
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ilies must give prior notice to the parents that it will seek to admit hearsay statements under this statute. 
Adoption of Quentin, 424 Mass. at 893. It must also show a compelling and necessary need to use this 
procedure by more than a preponderance of evidence. Id. See also Adoption of Arnold, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 
743, 752 (2001); Adoption of Tina, 45 Mass. App. Ct. 727, 733–734 (1998) (recognizing additional proce-
dural requirements). When a care and protection proceeding is joined with a petition to dispense with 
consent to adoption, admissibility of a child’s hearsay statements should comply with the stricter require-
ments of G. L. c. 233, § 82, not § 83. Adoption of Tina, 45 Mass. App. Ct. at 733 n.10. The phrase “child 
under the age of ten” refers to the age of the child at the time the statement was made, not the child’s age 
at the time of the proceeding. Adoption of Daisy, 460 Mass. 72, 78 (2011). 

Subsection (b)(9)(B). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 82(b). See Adoption of 
Sean, 36 Mass. App. Ct. 261, 266 (1994). See also Section 804(a), Hearsay Exceptions; Declarant Unavail-
able: Criteria for Being Unavailable. 

Subsection (b)(9)(C). This subsection is taken nearly verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 82(c). Note that it ap-
pears that the Legislature inadvertently omitted from G. L. c. 233, § 82, the following: “finds: (1) after 
holding a separate hearing, that such . . . .” We have inserted that language in the subsection above. See 
Adoption of Quentin, 424 Mass. 882, 890 n.5 (1997) (noting omission). A judge must make sufficient find-
ings of reliability to admit the statements. See Adoption of Tina, 45 Mass. App. Ct. 727, 733 (1998); Edward 
E. v. Department of Social Servs., 42 Mass. App. Ct. 478, 484–486 (1997). The separate hearing regarding 
the reliability of the out-of-court statement must be on the record, and the judge’s determination of reliability 
must be supported by specific findings on the record. Adoption of Quentin, 424 Mass. at 893. See Com-
monwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. 54, 65 (1994). See also Adoption of Olivette, 79 Mass. App. Ct. 141, 
149–150 (2011). 

Subsection (b)(9)(D). This subsection is derived from Adoption of Quentin, 424 Mass. 882, 893 (1997). 
See Commonwealth v. Colin C., 419 Mass. 54, 66 (1994). See also Adoption of Arnold, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 
743, 753 (2001) (examples of corroborating evidence). 

Subsection (b)(9)(E). This subsection is taken verbatim from G. L. c. 233, § 82(d). 
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MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

Robert M. Dow, Jr., United States District Judge

*1  Plaintiff brings this action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §
1983 and Illinois state law for alleged violations of his
civil rights stemming from his 1982 criminal conviction.
This matter is before the Court on Defendants' motion
for summary judgment [104]. For the reasons explained
below, the Court grants in part and denies in part
Defendants' motion [104]. The Court enters summary
judgment in favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff
on Plaintiff’s Monell claim against the City of Chicago
for violation of his right to Due Process (Count I) and
on Plaintiff’s claims for Failure to Intervene (Count II),
Malicious Prosecution (Count IV), Intentional Infliction
of Emotional Distress (Count V), Civil Conspiracy (Count
VI), and Respondeat Superior (Count VII). Defendants'
motion for summary judgment is denied as to Plaintiff’s

Section 1983 claim against Defendant Duffin for violation
of Plaintiff’s right to Due Process (Count I), Plaintiff’s
Section 1983 claim for Conspiracy (Count III), and
Plaintiff’s claim for Indemnification (Count VIII). This
case is set for status hearing on July 26, 2017 at 9:30 a.m.

I. Background
The Court takes the relevant facts primarily from the
parties' Local Rule 56.1 statements and exhibits thereto,
[106], [107], [108], [122], [124], [125], [126], [142], and
[148]. In addition, the Court held an oral argument on
the summary judgment issues and accepted supplemental
briefing [157], [158] on various issues arising out of the
briefs and discussed further during the oral argument.
The following facts are undisputed except where otherwise
noted. The parties' evidentiary objections are discussed
and ruled upon where relevant throughout this section of
the opinion.

A. The Events of December 29, 1981
This case begins with events that occurred more than
thirty years ago, on December 29, 1981. At that time,
Plaintiff Patrick Hampton (“Plaintiff”) was 18 years
old and living in Chicago at 4429 South Federal in
the Robert Taylor Homes. Defendants Michael Duffin

(“Duffin”) and Thomas Ptak (“Ptak”) 1  were employed
by Defendant the City of Chicago (“City”) as Detectives in
the Chicago Police Department (“CPD”). They were both
assigned to Area 3 violent crimes.

1 Ptak is now deceased. Plaintiff has not named Ptak’s
estate as a defendant.

On December 29, 1981, Plaintiff attended the “Holiday
Jam” concert at the Chicago International Amphitheater
(“Amphitheater”). Denise M. (“Denise”), her then-
boyfriend Hugo N. (“Hugo”), his younger sister Martha
N. (“Martha”), and her boyfriend Scott S. (“Scott”) also
attended the concert. They were seated in the fifth row
close to the stage. During the concert, a large numbers
of concertgoers—around 40 or 50 total, and all or mostly
African-American men—moved down the aisle toward
the stage. Some of these individuals were chanting or
shouting gang slogans and making motions with their
hands in support of the “Black Gangster Disciples” gang.
While trying to leave the venue, Denise, Hugo, and
Martha were attacked by members of this group and
struck with fists, chairs, and other objects.
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*2  Denise’s clothes were ripped off by the attackers. Men
pushed their penises into her face while she was being
beaten and held down on the floor. All of her jewelry
was ripped from her body and stolen. Hugo was also
stripped of his clothing and jewelry, kicked in his back,
and punched in his face and all over his body. He was
hit with chairs while he attempted to shield Denise from
the violence. Martha’s hair was pulled and her clothing
was partially removed. She described her attackers as
hitting her and trying to get her to the ground while
tearing off her pants and underwear. Her necklace was
stolen and she was knocked unconscious, before regaining

consciousness, getting up, and running away. 2  Following
the attack, Denise, Hugo, and Martha were taken to
Mercy Hospital.

2 The parties disagree about whether Martha was
knocked unconscious for only a moment or for a
longer period of time.

The record includes a medical report that was prepared
concerning Martha. See [124-10]. The “history” section
reports that Martha stated “she was in ampi. and attacked
by unknown [men] and past out [sic] for about 5 minutes,
she is not sure if there was sexual assault.” [124-10] at 3.

B. The Police Investigation
Detectives Duffin and Ptak were assigned to investigate
the Amphitheater attacks. Duffin and Ptak went to Mercy
Hospital and attempted to interview Denise. They were
unable to conduct the interview because Denise was too
emotionally upset. They were able to interview Hugo,
who had been released from the hospital but was there
visiting Denise. According to the police report, Hugo
told Duffin and Ptak that he and his girlfriend were
jumped by approximately twenty black males who were
yelling “Disciples” and “get her.” [122-1] at 5. Hugo also
told the detectives that the black males who jumped him
and his girlfriend tore their clothes off their bodies and
took their jewelry and money. Hugo further stated that
approximately ten of the men had their penises out and
were attempting to insert them into his girlfriend’s mouth
and vagina. In an attempt to prevent the men from doing
this, Hugo laid himself on top of Denise to shield her body;
however, numerous men were still able to put their hands
inside Denise’s vagina.

On December 31, 1981, Keith Powell (“Powell”), who
at the time was fourteen years old, contacted Officer
Praski (“Praski”) of the Fifth District with information
regarding the incident at the Amphitheater. Praski
reported that Powell stated that he was at the concert
at the Amphitheater on December 29, 1981 and that the
individual responsible for the attack of the girl was Ricky
Knight (“Knight”). Knight was a local gang leader in
the Black Disciples. Knight was the only individual who
Powell identified to Praski.

Praski contacted Duffin and Ptak with the information
that Powell had provided. Duffin and Ptak interviewed
Powell at the Fifth District. They took him to the
Gang Crimes office to review gang photographs. Duffin
took notes during the interview with Powell. Duffin
subsequently wrote a report regarding his interview with
Powell, and destroyed his notes. The report that the
detectives prepared following their interview with Powell
states:

“Keith Powell stated in essence but not verbatim
the following. He attended the rock concert at the
international amphitheater the night of the incident.
Further that their [sic] were numerous people in
attendance that he knew from his old neighborhood at
44th & Federal. He stated that the people that he knew
there were members of the third world black gangster
disciple street gang. As the concert was in progress he
observed the people he knew from this gang attack a
white girl and boy who were watching the concert. He
saw them tear the clothes off this couple and observed
the couple break loose a short time thereafter and run
away. After leaving the concert [sic] he rode the 43rd
Street bus east with the people he knew while on the
bus he heard them bragging about sticking their penis’s
[sic] in the girls mouth and putting their hands in her
vagina. He also hear [sic] them say that they robbed
the couple of their jewelry money and clothing. He then
gave r/d’s the names and addresses of these offenders.
He stated that the offenders were Pat Hampton of 4429
S. Federal, Ezra Garner and his brother Ron Garner
of 4429 S. Federal, Ricky knight [sic] of 4410 S. State,
Ron Mallory of 4429 S. Federal, Bird of 4500 S. State
apt. 909 and Sandel Pool. He went on to relate that
the leader of this gang was Rickt [sic] Knight. R/d's
brought Keith Powell into A/1 Gang Suppression unit
and showed him photos from the various gang books.
He identified the Photo of Ricky Knight as the leader
of the gang and one of the offenders.”
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*3  [125] at 8 (emphasis added).

Following the interview with Powell, Martha and the
other victims signed complaints against Plaintiff and
swore to the facts alleged in the complaints. Duffin also
signed the complaints in the capacity of “Clerk,” stating
that the complaints were “subscribed to and sworn to
before” him. [137] at 20-21. Duffin, Ptak, and other police
officers arrested Plaintiff, Ezra Garner (“Ezra”), Robbie

Garner (“Robbie” 3 ), and Bobby Brooks (“Brooks”) at
the Robert Taylor Homes. Following those arrests, other
suspects, including Knight, Ronald Mallory (“Mallory”),
“Bird,” and Sandel Pool (“Pool”) were still wanted by the
CPD.

3 Robbie is also erroneously referred to as “Ronnie” is
several documents in the record.

Ptak and Duffin spoke with Plaintiff following his arrest.
The detectives included the following statement about that
conversation in their report:

He [Plaintiff] later stated that he
was at the Amphitheater during the
assault and robberies of the victims.
He went onto relate that [he] was
sitting in the back of the Concert
area when he saw a large group
fighting near the stage and then later
heard that some people were talking
about a girl getting raped. [Plaintiff]
went onto relate that he got on an
Eastbound CTA bus to go home
and while on the bus he overheard
a subject by the nickname “Spoon”
whose real name is Ronald Mallory
state that he had kicked the white
broad in her shit. He was asked
what Spoon had meant when he said
shit and he replied her vagina, he
also added that Spoon was talking
with Bud, Ezra Garner and Ronnie
Garner. He related that Bud is also
known as Budline and that he lives
at 4429 So. Federal, Apt #1405.
Hampton further stated that Spoon
kept on bragging about what he did
to the white broad and her boyfriend

while he was apparently attempting
to rape the girl.

[125] at 9-10.

Plaintiff denies the accuracy of several aspects of the
report. Specifically, Plaintiff denies that he told the
detectives that he was “sitting in the back of the Concert
area when he saw a large group fighting near the stage and
then later heard that some people were talking about a girl
getting raped.” [125] at 10. Plaintiff also denies that he told
the detectives that he overheard Mallory talking with Ezra
or Ronnie, but admits the accuracy of the remainder of
the paragraph quoted above. [125] at 10.

On December 31, 1981 at approximately 9:10 p.m., Hugo
and Martha viewed a line-up at Area 3 Violent Crimes.
The line-up consisted of four suspects (Plaintiff, Brooks,
Ronnie, and Ezra) and four “fillers.” Hugo viewed the
line-up and made no identifications. Martha then viewed
the line-up and identified Plaintiff, Brooks, and Garner
as the offenders who pulled her clothing off, Brooks
as the person who stole her necklace, and Garner as
the man who put his hand in her vagina. Martha also
identified Donnell Howard as one of her attackers, but he
was subsequently released from custody without charge.
The detectives prepared a report stating that, following
her viewing of the line-up, Martha stated the following
“in essence but not verbatim”: “[A]fter her boyfriend
[Scott] was hit over the head with a crowbar and left the
amphitheater she returned to where the[ir] seats were to
tell her brother [Hugo] and his girlfriend [Denise] that
they should leave. Upon returning to their seats she was
attacked by approximately 20 m/b’s who tore her clothes
off and beat her and attempted to rape her she managed to
break loose and ran to a security guard.... After receiving
no help from [the first security guard she spoke with] she
managed to run to another security guard who escorted
her to the first aid station.” [122-1] at 7-8.

*4  Plaintiff objects to the Court considering this
report on the basis that “[t]here is no statement
in the supplementary reports of what Martha told
the Detectives, other than the purported line-up
identifications.” [125-1] at 11. However, the statement
quoted above does appear in the report that Defendants
filed in the record, see [122-1] at 7-8, and addresses more
than just Martha’s identification of Plaintiff at the line-up.
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Plaintiff also objects to the use of contents of the report
as hearsay on the basis that the detectives' reports are
inaccurate and therefore not subject to the Rule 803(6)
hearsay exception for business records. See Fed. R. Evid.
803(6). Plaintiff argues that he has demonstrated pursuant
to Rule 803(6)(E) that the “method or circumstances
of preparation” of the report “indicate a lack of
trustworthiness.” Fed. R. Evid. 803(6)(E). The Court
concludes that it would be premature to exclude the
supplemental report from the record on the basis on Rule
803(6)(E) at the summary judgment stage. First, Plaintiff
has not met his burden to show that “the evidence is
inadmissible on all potential grounds” under the Federal
Rules of Evidence. Euroholdings Capital & Inv. Corp. v.
Harris Trust & Sav. Bank, 602 F. Supp. 2d 928, 934 (N.D.
Ill. 2009). Second, while Plaintiff has raised legitimate
questions concerning the trustworthiness of the report’s
description of the interview with Powell—including by
pointing to Powell’s recent deposition testimony denying
that he identified Plaintiff as an assailant—Plaintiff has
not raised any specific concerns about the accuracy
of the report’s description of the detectives' interview
with Martha. Although the report does not specifically
mention that Martha lost consciousness for some time
during the attack, it is not inconsistent with Martha’s
medical report or subsequent testimony and therefore
does not indicate that the report is untrustworthy.
Third, Plaintiff has not demonstrated that Martha would
be unavailable to testify at trial. Cf. United States v.
Anderson, 450 F.3d 294, 302 (7th Cir. 2006) (police
officer’s testimony about statements made to him during
his investigation by three of the informants who testified at
the trial was not hearsay where statements were consistent
with informants' testimony, all three informants were
subjected to cross-examination, and their credibility was
attacked).

On January 1, 1982, just after she was discharged from the
hospital, Denise met with Ptak alone and viewed a stack of
approximately ten to twenty photographs. After reviewing
the photographs, Denise identified Plaintiff and Knight
as two of her assailants. Subsequently, Denise viewed a
line-up at Area 3 Headquarters and identified Plaintiff and
Knight as two of her assailants. It is disputed whether
Denise identified Plaintiff based on her own observation
of Plaintiff during the attack or instead based on Ptak’s
use of suggestive techniques during the photo array, in
particular re-inserting Plaintiff’s photo multiple times into
the stack of photos (as discussed below).

Felony Review Assistant States Attorneys (“ASAs”)
Kershner and Hyman reviewed the evidence and approved
charging Plaintiff, Ezra, Robbie, and Brooks each with
three counts of robbery, one count of deviate sexual
assault, and one count of attempted rape. They also
approved warrants for the arrest of Knight and Mallory.
Plaintiff disputes these facts to the extent that they are
based on Duffin’s and Ptak’s supplemental report and
claims that they are hearsay. The Court is not persuaded
by this argument because Plaintiff has not identified any
out-of-court statements in the supplemental report that
Defendants are using to prove the truth of the matter
asserted, i.e., that the prosecutors decided to charge
Plaintiff and his co-defendants with certain crimes.

On January 3, 1982, the Chicago Sun Times reported in an
article that a women from Cicero had reported to CPD on
January 2 that she had been assaulted at the Amphitheater
on December 29, 1981, as well, and that she identified
as her assailant one of the four men who had already
been arrested. The woman from Cicero is not referenced
in any police reports relating to the attacks on Denise,
Martha, and Hugo. The Sun Times also reported that
other witnesses told Duffin and Ptak that they would have
intervened in the attack but were too scared.

Within the next few days additional persons were arrested,
line-ups were held, and felony review ASAs approved
charges against Mallory, Kevin Tyler (“Tyler”), Michael
Neal (“Neal”), and Kenneth Ford (“Ford”). On January
8, 1982, Knight was also arrested.

Following the arrests, Duffin and Ptak learned the names
of the four security guards who were working around the
main stage area of the Amphitheater during the incident.
One of the guards was William Henrichs (“Henrichs”),
who was also a Cook County Sheriff’s deputy. Henrichs
did not come forward as a witness until Detectives Duffin
and Ptak contacted him. They interviewed Henrichs
around January 8, 1982 and prepared a supplemental
report reflecting the following:

Williams Henrichs stated in essence
but not verbatim the following:
When the doors first opened I
was standing by the Halstead street
south entrance. I was searching
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people coming through the doors.
At one point about fifty to one
hundred people broke through and
gained entrance by crashing the
gate and not paying to get in.
As the band came onto the stage
I was transferred to a stationary
assignment approximately ten feet
south of the stage. Somewhere
around mid-night a female latino
[sic] came up to me she was crying
hysterically stating that members
of the audience tried to rape her.
I observed that her shirt and her
pants had been torn and her pants
zipper was torn. I recognized her
as a girl I had admitted through
the gate. I told her to come with
me to first aid she told me no
they still have my brother and his
girlfriend. I left her with the back
stage security officer I don't know
his name. I then proceeded north
across the front of the stage and
got Larry and three other security
people to help me. We entered the
disturbance and observed thirty to
forty m/b’s creating a disturbance.
We pushed our way through and
pulled numerous people off a pile.
We then observed several m/b’s
holding down and beating a m/L
and also a f/L being pinned to the
floor with one m/b pulling at her
breasts as if to be attempting to
pull them off and another m/b on
his knees jamming an object in and
out of the girls vagina. The girl was
curled up in a ball. Both latinos
[sic] were nude. Larry pulled them
back stage away from the crowd.
We were unable to apprehend any of
the m/b’s as we were outnumbered
six to one and further we were
mainly concerned about getting the
victims to safty [sic]. After arriving
at the first aid station I observed
that the girl had numerous bruises
and contusions on her face, back,

neck and legs and that the boy had
a black eye and a cut on his cheek
and bruises on his back. The girl
was bleeding profusely. The nurse
called for an ambulance and the
police. Also some of the security
called the police and the fire dept.
A few days after the incident I
was watching television and I saw
the first four people who were
arrested on television in custody. I
recognized all of them as being in
attendance at the concert the night
of the incident. Further I recognized
one of them as the person I saw
jamming something into the girls
vagina.

*5  [125] at 13 (quoting [107-19] at 3). The supplemental
report also states that Henrichs was shown “numerous
photos” and “identified the photo of [Plaintiff] as the
person he observed jamming a foreign object into the
girls vagina.” [107-19] at 3. It further states that Henrichs
identified Brooks, Ezra, and Ronnie “as people he saw
enter through the gate he was watching,” but that he did
not recall Plaintiff passing through his gate. Id.

Plaintiff objects to Defendants' use of this supplemental
report on the basis that it is “inherently unreliable and
therefore is hearsay” under Federal Rule of Evidence
803(6)(E). [125] at 14. As evidence, he points to Hugo’s
2013 deposition testimony, which is discussed in more
detail below. When Hugo was asked whether “any security
guards [came] to [his] aid while [he was] being punched
and kicked,” he testified: “No. After ... the crowd had—
the only way I could describe it is like they had backed
off to see what they had done to us. Only then is when
I actually remember seeing a man in a yellow coat that
was security.” [124-11] at 3-4. When asked, “[d]id you
ever see any security ripping people away from you or
the scene,” he responded: “No. Nobody came to help
us, nobody.” Id. at 4. The Court concludes that it will
not exclude the supplemental report from the record on
the basis on Rule 803(6)(E). The fact that Hugo did not
(more than thirty years after the fact) recall seeing security
guards pulling people off of him does not demonstrate that
the supplemental report is inherently unreliable. Further,
Hugo and Denise both testified at the time of the trial in
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1982 that security guards pulled people off of them. [122-4]
at 77, 103-04.

On January 24, 1982, Duffin and Ptak interviewed
Garnett Dubose (“Dubose”), who was also in attendance
at the Amphitheater on the evening of the incident.
Dubose was under arrest on an unrelated charge at the
time of the interview. The report that the detectives
prepared stated that Dubose “stated in essence but not
verbatim” that he was at the concert with Francine Harris
(“Francine”) and “observed between twenty to thirty m/
b’s attack a young white couple who were seated in
front of him.” [122-10] at 3. The report states further
that Dubose and Francine were seated “about nine rows
back from the incident” and that “Francine probably
got a good look at the offenders as she was watching
the incident through a pair of binoculars.” Id. According
to the report, the detectives showed Dubose “numerous
photos and he identified the photos of [Plaintiff] and
Ricky Knight as two of the m/b’s who were attacking
the young white couple” and stated that “he saw these
two going in and out of the pile that was on top
of the aforementioned couple.” Id. At the subsequent
suppression hearing, Dubose testified that he was shown
a pile of photographs and picked out two photos and told
the detectives, “These are the two people I'm sure I saw at
the Amphitheater.” [123-13] at 30.

Plaintiff objects to the portion of the police report
concerning Dubose as hearsay under Rule 803(6)(E).
The Court is not persuaded because Plaintiff does not
cite to any evidence in the record showing a lack of
trustworthiness with the part of the report that recounts
Dubose’s testimony. The Court will not discount the
entire report as hearsay simply because Plaintiff questions
the accuracy of other parts of the report, such as its
description of Powell’s statement to police.

C. Pre-Trial Proceedings
*6  On January 4, 1982, Duffin testified before the grand

jury on charges against Plaintiff and seven other suspects.
He testified that his investigation revealed that Plaintiff
was a gang member; that Plaintiff and the other suspects
approached the three victims as a group and attacked
them; that they stole from the victims; that members of
the group sexually assaulted Denise and Martha; that
members of the group including Plaintiff were overheard
admitting their participation in the attack; and that “a

witness or all of the victims” identified each participant.
[137] at 27.

The Grand Jury returned an indictment against Plaintiff
for: 1) attempted rape, deviate sexual assault, three counts
of aggravated battery, robbery, conspiracy to commit
rape, and conspiracy to commit deviate sexual assault
of Denise; 2) aggravated battery and robbery of Hugo;
and 3) attempted rape, aggravated battery, robbery, and
conspiracy to commit rape of Martha. Judge Strayhorn
was the presiding judge.

Plaintiff retained Jack Rodgon (“Rodgon”) as his defense
attorney. Shortly after Hampton was indicted, Rodgon
issued a subpoena duces tecum to CPD’s keeper of records
requesting “any and all police reports.” [125] at 15. On
April 22, 1982, while discovery was ongoing, Rodgon
issued a subpoena duces tecum to the Commander of
Area 3, Stibich, and to Lt. Joseph Curtin at Area 3
Violent Crimes requesting “any and all reports, records,
memorandums, statements and any other documents you
may have involving the investigation.... including but not
limited to any and all street files that may have been
prepared by officers in area 3.” [125] at 16. On April
23, 1982, Judge Strayhorn entered an order instructing
the Cook County State’s Attorney and Superintendent of
CPD to preserve all handwritten notes, memoranda, tape
recordings, and other records prepared in connection with
the case by arresting officers and investigative personnel,
commonly known as a “street file.” [125] at 16.

On May 7, 1982, the deadline for returning the subpoenas,
ASA O'Connor represented to the Court that he “had
a conversation with the detective that worked on this
case” and “[t]here is no street file.” [125] at 16. He further
clarified that, “to our knowledge, there is no street file,
now or ever,” and that “[t]o our knowledge, ... we are
giving [the defense] what we have.” Id. Stibich and Curtin
failed to appear at the scheduled hearing concerning the
subpoenas. Four days later, on May 11, 1982, Rodgon
filed petitions for rule to show cause against Stibich and
Curtin for their failure to appear. The same day, Judge
Strayhorn issued orders requiring Stibich and Curtin to
appear on May 26, 1982 “to show cause why they should
not be held in contempt of court.” Id. at 17. The record
does not reflect how the order to show cause was resolved.

During pre-trial proceedings, Plaintiff’s attorney Rodgon
made an oral motion to quash Plaintiff’s arrest and
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the subsequent identifications by the state’s witnesses.
Rodgon followed this up on June 11, 1982, by filing
a motion to suppress testimony concerning the line-up
Plaintiff participated in and the in-court identification of
Plaintiff by the state’s witnesses. See [107-33]. He offered
the following points in support of his motion to suppress:
1) prior to being placed in the line-up, Plaintiff was
handcuffed and was presented to certain identification
witnesses of the state, and police officials indicated to
the identification witnesses that he was the perpetrator
of the crime; 2) Plaintiff believed that the identification
was induced by the activities of the police at the police
headquarters; and 3) “the witness, prior to any corporal
identification of [Plaintiff], observed photographs in a
manner that was unnecessarily suggestive.” [125] at 17-18
(quoting [107-33] at 3).

*7  While these motions were pending, six of Plaintiff’s
eight co-defendants pled guilty and received sentences of
six months with credit for time served. [125] at 18. On
July 30, 1982, Plaintiff’s oral motion to quash Plaintiff’s
identification was heard. Plaintiff’s counsel and Knight’s
counsel questioned Ptak. Ptak testified that Duffin had
taken notes during his initial interview with Powell, that
the notes were reduced to a written report, and that the
notes were then destroyed. According to Ptak, he watched
Duffin rip up the notes and throw them in the waste
basket. Id. at 19. The Court denied Plaintiff’s motion to
quash.

On September 1, 1982, Judge Strayhorn heard argument
on Plaintiff’s written motion to suppress. Hugo, Denise,
Martha, Powell, and Ptak also testified at the suppression
hearing. Upon questioning by Knight’s attorney, Gary
Brownfield (“Brownfield”), Hugo testified that he went
to the police station on December 31, 1981 and viewed a
line-up, and that no police officer said anything to him
prior to viewing the line-up. [136-1] at 105, 111. He further
testified that after the line-up, he looked through a stack
of about twenty color photographs and recognized one
person from the photos. Id. at 106-108. Officers Duffin
and Ptak handed him the photographs and told him to
look at them, but did not tell him what he was looking
for, who the photographs were of, or whether there was a
suspect among the photos. Id. at 109. Hugo picked out one
photo from the stack (Knight’s) and handed it the officers.
Id. at 110. Hugo testified that he viewed a second line-
up at the police station on January 8, 1982, and identified
the same person who he had identified in the photographs

he viewed on December 31. Id. at 112, 116. According
to Hugo, the officers did not tell him anything when he
viewed the line-up. Id. at 116. Hugo further testified that
he never identified Plaintiff in a line-up and that no one
ever identified Plaintiff to him. Id. at 117.

At the suppression hearing, Rodgon and Brownfield also
cross-examined Denise at length about the photographs
that she viewed and the identifications that she made.
Denise testified that she and Ptak did not have
any conversation before she viewed the photo array.
Brownfield examined Denise first. Specifically, Denise
testified:

Q: And do you remember how many photographs they
showed you?

A: It was about ten to twenty.

....

Q: Do you remember who showed you these
photographs?

A: Detective Ptak.

Q: And where was this?

A: It was close to the lobby in a little square room near
the lobby.

Q: And what date was this on again?

A: January 1st.

Q: And about what time was that?

A: It was in the morning?

Q: Prior to Officer Ptak showing you these pictures,
what, if anything, did he say to you?

A: Nothing, he just said to look at the pictures and see
if I recognized anybody.

Q: Did he tell you that any of the offenders were in the
photographs?

A: No.

[125] at 20; see also [136] at 8; [136-1] at 6-53. Denise
further testified that when she looked at the photos, they
were not spread out on a table, but “they were by hand,
I was looking at them one at a time.” [136-1] at 12. She
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then made in-court identifications of Plaintiff as one of
the two people she recognized in the photographs. Id.
at 13. Rodgon then questioned Denise. He asked her,
“while you were looking at the pictures, was there any
other conversation between yourself or Officer Ptak,”
and she responded, “No.” [136-1] at 23-24. At the close
of the testimony, the motion to suppress was denied on
the basis that Plaintiff had not presented any evidence
indicating that any illegal police activity lead to the witness
identifications.

*8  On October 7, 1982, Rodgon issued a subpoena
duces tecum to Officer Barberio and Officer Garmon of
the CPD requesting any and all police records, reports,
memoranda, and street files related to Plaintiff and
involving the December 29, 1981 incident.

D. Plaintiff’s Criminal Trial and Direct Appeal
On October 12, 1982, Plaintiff’s trial began. His case was
tried simultaneously with the cases against Knight and
Mallory, with three separate juries. Powell was called as
a witness by the prosecution. He testified that, at the end
of the concert, he saw a group of men coming down the
aisle toward the stage making gang signs and chanting
gang slogans. He identified Plaintiff, Knight, and Mallory
as members of the group. [137] at 18. However, he did
not testify that he saw Plaintiff do anything. Powell also
testified that Plaintiff was in the group that got on the
bus with Knight following the concert and that the group
were heard “bragging about what they did to that girl” and
talking about taking jewelry. [137] at 18. However, Powell
did not testify about who specifically said what.

Henrichs testified at trial that he saw Plaintiff enter the
concert gate and searched him. Henrichs stated that just
after midnight, a woman with torn clothes approached
him and told him that others were being attacked. He
testified that he approached the stage with other guards
and saw a large crowd of black men in a circle. Henrichs
further testified that he saw Plaintiff thrusting his arm
toward a woman’s vaginal area and that on January 6,
1982, he identified Plaintiff and three other participants
in a photo array. According to Henrichs, another security
guard pulled Plaintiff off of Denise.

Hugo testified at trial that when he, Martha, and Denise
saw the men move toward the front of the stage, they
attempted to leave but had their path blocked and then
were attacked. Hugo further testified that he was hit,

kicked, and punched and had his wallet, keys, and jewelry
stolen. Hugo identified Knight in court as one of his
and Denise’s attackers and testified that he had identified
Knight from a photo array and a line-up. Hugo testified
that a “black guy in a yellow coat” (a security guard) came
and pulled him out of the crowd and that “another guy in
a yellow coat was taking Denise out.” [122-4] at 103-04.

Martha testified at trial that she ducked when she saw
Knight about to hit her with a chair and that a number
of men then starting hitting and kicking her. She testified
that there were as many as thirty or thirty-five men around
her, grabbing at her clothes and jewelry. Martha further
testified that Plaintiff was the man who tore her pants and
“tried to put his hand in her vagina.” [125] at 24. She also
testified that she managed to get away, heard someone yell
“get her,” and saw Knight behind her. Id. at 24.

Denise testified at trial that she was beaten, sexually
brutalized, and robbed of her clothing and jewelry. She
testified specifically that Knight put his penis in her mouth
and that Plaintiff attempted to put a cold, hard object in
her vagina. [122-4] at 76. She further testified that a man
in a yellow coat eventually pulled the men off of her and
they scattered. Id. at 77. She also confirmed her earlier
identifications of Plaintiff from the photo array and in
the first line-up she viewed at the police station. Rodgon
cross-examined Denise regarding her identification of
Plaintiff.

*9  At the conclusion of trial, the jury was provided with
instructions. One of the instructions informed the jury on
a theory of accountability: “A person is legally responsible
for the conduct of another person when, either before or
during the commission of an offense, and with the intent
to promote or facilitate the commission of that offense, he
knowingly solicits, aids, abets, agrees to aid, or attempts
to aid the other person in the planning or commission of
the offense.” [125] at 25.

The jury found Plaintiff guilty of (1) attempted rape,
deviate sexual assault, robbery, and aggravated battery of
Denise; (2) robbery and aggravated battery of Hugo; and
(3) robbery and aggravated battery of Martha. Plaintiff
was found not guilty of attempted rape of Martha.
See [106] at 18. On November 18, 1982, Plaintiff was
sentenced to concurrent sentences of 60 years for deviate
sexual assault, 15 years for attempted rape, 7 years for
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three counts of robbery, and 5 years for three counts of
aggravated battery.

Plaintiff immediately filed a motion for new trial. The
motion was denied. Plaintiff then filed an appeal to the
Illinois Appellate Court, First District, which affirmed his
conviction. See People v. Knight, 139 Ill. App. 3d 188 (Ill.
App. 1985).

E. Challenges in the 1980s to the City’s Use of “Street
Files”

The City’s use of “street files” became the subject of
litigation in the 1980s in at least two federal cases in
this district, Palmer (No. 82-cv-2349) and Evans (No.
04-cv-3570). In 1983, Judge Shadur issued a preliminary
injunction requiring police to preserve street files. See
Palmer v. City of Chicago, 755 F.2d 560 (7th Cir. 1985)
(concluding that class of plaintiffs who had been convicted
of felonies in Cook County Circuit Court had alleged
sufficient harm to establish standing for their requested
preliminary injunctive relief to preserve their “street files,”
and holding that injunction would issue to preserve the
“street files” now in existence for persons convicted of
felonies and to allow those persons an opportunity to view
content of files, upon the filing of a properly drafted,
specific subpoena); Evans v. City of Chicago, 2006 WL
463041, at *14 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 6, 2006) (recognizing that
“[t]here is ... little question that maintaining non-disclosed
‘street files’ was the custom of the City [in 1976] and until
Judge Shadur issued a preliminary injunction in ... Palmer
v. City of Chicago, 562 F. Supp. 1067 (N.D. Ill. 1983)”).

In 1981, Stibich was the commander of Area 3, in which
Duffin and Ptak worked. Stibich testified in the Palmer
litigation that in investigations of violent crimes in Area
3, there was an “office file” and, in some cases (but not all
cases), a “working file.” He testified that there would not
necessarily be a working file for rape, aggravated assault,
or robbery cases. According to Stibich, prior to entry of
the temporary restraining order in Palmer, the practice in
Area 3 was to destroy the street file or return it to the
detectives once a closing report was written in a case. It
was the Sergeant’s job to go through the working file to
determine whether or not the memos and reports were put
in supplemental reports.

Sergeant Owens was deposed in this case about the City’s
use of street files prior to the Palmer litigation. He testified
that at the end of an investigation, the street file would be

assembled and given to a secretary, who would pull out
any duplicates and put anything that was pertinent into
the regular file, if it was not already there. The secretary
would go to a sergeant or lieutenant with any questions
about whether or not something should be included in the
regular file.

*10  The Superintendent is responsible for the
management and control of the CPD. Chicago Police
Superintendent Richard Brzeczek testified in the Evans
litigation that he did not know if detectives purposefully
withheld information in the street files as a matter
of routine, but he knew of “situations where, just
based on human nature, there would be detectives who
would not turn over all information or exculpatory
information.” [137] at 34. He also acknowledged that
some detectives did not memorialize all of their notes in
official department reports. On April 19, 1982, Brzeczek
issued Department Order 82-2, which provided: “Effective
immediately, as a result of a [TRO] issued by federal
district court judge Thomas R. McMillen, the contents of
all police department investigative files known as office,
unit, or working files and sometimes referred to as ‘street
or running’ files will be kept intact. No documents,
materials, or notes shall be removed from these files.” [137]
at 37. On September 19, 1982, the Palmer plaintiffs filed a
motion to amend the temporary restraining order because
they claimed that detectives were violating its letter and
spirit by maintaining investigative writings and files as
their own personal property to avoid the mandate of the
TRO.

According to Duffin’s deposition testimony in this case, in
1981 Area 3 used “progress files” for investigations that
were followed from shift to shift. The progress files would
include notes and reports. The purpose of the progress file
was to inform other detectives working on a case what
had been done and to give instructions on what needed
to be done. Anyone working on the file was supposed to
document what he or she did on that day on the case.

F. Plaintiff’s Post-Conviction Proceedings
In 1990, Plaintiff filed a pro se petition for post-conviction
relief alleging that his constitutional rights were violated
because: (1) he was arrested without probable cause; (2)
he was subjected to a suggestive show-up and line-up
identification; and (3) he was denied effective assistance
of appellate counsel due to appellate counsel’s failure to
raise the first two issues. His petition was dismissed. The
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dismissal was affirmed by the Illinois Appellate Court,
First District. See People v. Hampton, 296 Ill. App. 3d 1065
(Ill. App. 1998).

In 1999, Plaintiff petitioned the federal district court
for a writ of habeas corpus, arguing that he received
constitutionally ineffective assistance of counsel at trial
and that his sentence violated Apprendi v. New Jersey,
530 U.S. 466 (2000). Judge Kennelly granted the writ on
the basis of ineffective assistance of trial counsel due to
counsel’s failure to investigate and interview exculpatory
witnesses. See Hampton v. Leibach, 290 F. Supp. 2d 905,
922-23 (N.D. Ill. 2001). The Seventh Circuit affirmed and
remanded to the Cook County Circuit Court for a new
trial. See Hampton v. Leibach, 347 F.3d 219 (7th Cir.
2003).

The state initially indicated an intent to re-try Plaintiff
on all counts. ASAs Maria McCarthy (“McCarthy”) and
Dan Groth (“Groth”) were in charge of the case. As they
were preparing to re-try Plaintiff, McCarthy and Groth
met with Martha, Denise, Henrichs, and Hugo. Martha
could not remember the events at the Amphitheater
back in 1981. Hugo had not identified Plaintiff at that
time. Henrichs' story remained the same but McCarthy
questioned the strength of his testimony because he saw
Plaintiff’s face for only four or five seconds on the
night of the attack and saw him for several minutes
during the subsequent news coverage. McCarthy also felt
that there were some inconsistencies between the police
report prepared from Henrich’s interview and Henrich’s
trial testimony. According to a report that McCarthy
prepared, Denise was no longer sure that Plaintiff had
physically done anything to her. Also according to the
report, Denise told McCarthy that when she was shown
the photo array, Ptak kept taking Plaintiff’s photo out and
putting it back in the pile, asking questions to the effect
of, “does this look like the guy?” and “do you recognize
him”? [124] at 3. According to the report, McCarthy asked
Denise if she felt pressured to make the identification of
Plaintiff, and Denise said yes, because she was young at
the time and trusted the detectives. Further, according to
the report, Denise told ASA McCarthy that her line-up
identification of Plaintiff was based on the photograph
and not on her own observation and that all of her
subsequent identifications of Plaintiff were based on the

photograph. 4

4 Defendants object on hearsay grounds to the
introduction McCarthy’s report to the extent that
it reflects Denise’s statements to McCarthy. The
Court addresses Defendants' objections below in its
discussion of the deposition testimony that Denise
provided in this lawsuit.

*11  Ultimately, McCarthy and Groth decided not to re-
try Plaintiff, concluding that the state could not meet its
burden of proof at trial. A nolle prosequi dismissal order
was entered on October 5, 2011.

G. This Lawsuit
On July 18, 2012, Plaintiff filed his complaint in the
instant lawsuit against the City, Duffin, and Ptak. Plaintiff
alleges that the City and the individual Defendants
violated his due process rights, in violation of 42 U.S.C.
§ 1983, by deliberately withholding exculpatory evidence
and fabricating false reports, false statements, and other
evidence (Count I). Specifically, Plaintiff alleges that
Duffin and Ptak authored and signed police reports
falsely claiming that Powell had identified Plaintiff as
one of the assailants and as a member of the Third
World Black Gangster Disciples. [1] ¶ 25. Plaintiff also
alleges that Duffin and Ptak manipulated and pressured
Denise to identify Plaintiff as one of her attackers, by
drawing her attention to Plaintiff’s photograph, and
falsely reported that Denise recognized Plaintiff based
on his facial features and clothing. [1] at ¶¶ 28, 31.
Plaintiff alleges that this misconduct was a result of
the City’s deliberate indifference to its policies and
widespread practices, including 1) use of “street files”;
2) use of manipulated or fabricated evidence; and 3)
the CPD’s “code of silence.” Plaintiff also alleges claims
against the individual Defendants for failure to intervene
(Count II), Section 1983 conspiracy (Count III), and
state law claims for malicious prosecution (Count IV),
intentional infliction of emotional distress (Count V),
and civil conspiracy (VI). Finally, Plaintiff alleges claims
against the City for respondeat superior (Count VII) and
indemnification (Count VIII).

A number of depositions were taken in this litigation. The
following deposition testimony is identified by the parties
as relevant to resolving Defendants' motion for summary
judgment.

Plaintiff—Plaintiff testified that he snuck into the theater
and did not enter through the gates. During the concert,
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he saw a number of fights break out and, toward the
end, saw a commotion near the front by the stage that
looked like a big fight. Then the lights were turned on,
security officers went into the crowd where there was
a disturbance, and the concert ended. Plaintiff and his
friends left the Amphitheater and took the bus home. As
they were leaving, Plaintiff overheard someone say that
two women and a man had been raped. On the bus ride
home, he heard Mallory brag that he “kicked the lady
in her stuff.” He heard others bragging, too, but did not
recognize their voices.

Denise—Denise was asked about her viewing of photos
with Ptak, during which she made her first identification
of Plaintiff. She was asked, “during that photo array ...
d[id] Detective Ptak do anything to you during that
process that leads you to believe today that you were
wrong when you picked out [Plaintiff]?” [142] at 19, p.
56:13-17. Denise responded, “Not the way I think now,
no,” but that she “[p]robably” had waivered in that belief
when she spoke to ASA McCarthy. Id., pp. 56:17-57:7.

Denise was also asked about the truthfulness and accuracy
of testimony she provided at Plaintiff’s suppression
hearing. At the suppression hearing, Denise answered
“No” to the question, “Prior to viewing any of the lineups,
did any of the members of the [CPD] or the office of
the State’s Attorney cause you to pick anyone out by
any suggestions, comments, critiques?”; at the deposition
she said this testimony was “true because that’s what I
believed back then to be true[, a]nd I still do.” [142] at
17, pp. 48:19-49:5. At the suppression hearing, Denise
testified that she identified Plaintiff from his photo “by
[his] face” and because she “noticed [he] was wearing
the same coat[ ]”; at the deposition, she stated that this
testimony was “what I believed back then [a]nd now.” Id.
at 18, p. 52:12-23.

*12  Denise was further questioned about her
conversation with ASA McCarthy and the contents of
ASA McCarthy’s report. When asked whether she was
“truthful” when she “talked to Maria McCarthy in 2011,”
she answered “Yes, if—yes.” [142] at 20, p. 60:10-12.
Denise explained that when she told McCarthy that she
felt “pressured during th[e] process of looking through ...
photographs” with Ptak, she “didn't feel pressured like
he was telling me to pick somebody out,” but “just felt
pressured like I didn't want to be in that situation” and
did not mean to convey to McCarthy “that Detective Ptak

pressured [her] to make an identification of [Plaintiff].” Id.
at 19, pp. 55:14-56:3. Denise was asked if she “t[old] Maria
McCarthy that [Plaintiff’s] photograph was reinserted
into the group of photographs several times” when
she viewed them with Ptak. Id. at 20, p.60:18-20. She
responded, “You know, I believe I saw that was down
there [in the memo], but I do not recall telling her that.
My memory right now does not recall telling her that.”
Id., p. 60:21-24. When asked, “[a]nd do you have any
recollection right now one way or another of whether you
viewed [Plaintiff’s] photograph more than one time when
you looked at that group of pictures,” she responded,
“No, I don't have a recollection of that.” Id., p. 61:1-5.
Likewise, she testified that she “d[id]n't remember” if
Plaintiff’s photo was reinserted into the group of photos
more than once by Ptak. Id., p. 61:18-23. When asked if
she told McCarthy that “Ptak said something like ‘How
about this guy?’ ” or “ ‘Do you recognize this one’?”
when she got to Plaintiff’s photo in the array, Denise
responded, “If I did say that to her, than that should be
true that I said that at that time, yes”; but Denise further
stated that she did not “remember that now.” Id. at 20-21,
pp. 61:24-62:11. Finally, when asked whether she told
McCarthy that she “w[as] not sure if [Plaintiff] actually
did anything physically” to her, Denise said “[i]f it’s down
there [in the memo], then I said it,” and “that would be my
memory today.” Id. at 21, p. 64:3-10.

Defendants object to Plaintiff’s use of McCarthy’s report
or testimony to avoid summary judgment. Defendants
argue that the report and testimony concerning what
Denise said are hearsay and not admissible under any
exceptions to the hearsay rule. Plaintiffs respond that
McCarthy’s report is admissible as substantive evidence
on at least three grounds.

First, Plaintiff argues that the statements attributed to her
by ASA McCarthy are not hearsay as defined in Federal
Rule of Evidence 801(c) because Denise acknowledged
under oath at her deposition that the statements were true.
If Denise denies at trial that her statements to McCarthy
were true, Plaintiff argues, then the deposition testimony
admitting the truthfulness of those statement is admissible
as a prior inconsistent statement under Rule 801(d)(1)
(A). Plaintiff further argues that “[i]f Denise denies any
recollection, her deposition testimony that the contents of
McCarthy’s report are true would be admissible as former
testimony under Rule 804(b)(1).” [142] at 4. Defendants
deny that Plaintiff affirmed the accuracy of McCarthy’s
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report in her deposition; instead, they assert that Denise
merely testified that she had told McCarthy the truth when
the two spoke (during which time Denise was not under
oath).

Both parties' are somewhat inaccurate in their
characterization of Denise’s deposition testimony. Denise
testified that she was truthful when she spoke to
McCarthy, but she did not affirm the accuracy of
McCarthy’s entire report. She also did not subscribe
to or adopt McCarthy’s statements about what Denise
allegedly told her about Ptak reinserting Plaintiff’s picture
into the photo array or speaking to her during the photo
array; instead, she testified that she could not remember
what she told McCarthy or what actually happened during
the photo array over thirty years earlier. But Denise did
affirm certain discrete portions of McCarthy’s report. In
particular, in response to the question, “did you tell her, ...
you were not sure if he [Plaintiff] actually did anything
physically,” Denise testified, “If it’s down there [in the
report], then I said it. And that would be my memory
today.” [142] at 21, p. 64:3-10. This small part of the
report qualifies as a prior statement of Denise, and is
not hearsay under Rule 801(c), because she testified that
it is true. See United States v. Schoenborn, 4 F.3d 1424,
1427 (7th Cir. 1993) (“A third party’s characterization
of a witness’s statement does not constitute a prior
statement of that witness unless the witness has subscribed
to that characterization.” (quotation marks and citation
omitted)). Certainly, this part of the report calls into
question the basis for Denise’s identification of Plaintiff
as one of her assailants. But it does not attribute Denise’s
uncertainty to anything that Ptak (or Duffin) did, such as
reinserting Plaintiff’s photo into the array.

Contrary to Plaintiff’s argument, the part of McCarthy’s
report that claims that Denise admitted that Ptak
reinserted Plaintiff’s photo into the array and that this
influenced her identification would not be admissible at
trial as a prior inconsistent statement under Rule 801(d)
(1)(A), because Denise did not testify at her deposition
that part of McCarthy’s report was true, and because
Denise’s statement to McCarthy was not “given under
penalty of perjury at a trial, hearing, or other proceeding
or in a deposition.” Fed. R. Evid. 801(d)(1)(A). And if
Denise testifies at trial that she did not remember telling
McCarthy that Ptak reinserted Plaintiff’s photo into the
array, the contents of McCarthy’s report on this topic
would not be admissible as former testimony under Rule

804(b)(1), because Denise’s conversation with McCarthy
was not “given as a witness at a trial, hearing, or lawful
deposition.” Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(1)(A).

*13  Plaintiff’s second argument in favor of admitting
McCarthy’s report is that Denise’s statements were
declarations against her interest and therefore excepted
from the hearsay rule under Federal Rule of Evidence
804(b)(3). Plaintiff argues that Denise’s statement to
McCarthy about Ptak’s use of suggestive techniques and
their influence on her exposed Denise to potential perjury
charges. Defendants respond that this concern is baseless,
because Denise’s deposition testimony does not reflect
any concern that she gave perjured testimony in 1982 and
ASA McCarthy has never testified or implied that she has
contemplated perjury charges against Denise.

In cases where the declarant is unavailable, Rule 804(b)
(3) excepts from the hearsay rule “[a] statement that: (A) a
reasonable person in the declarant’s position would have
made only if the person believed it to be true because, when
made, it was so contrary to the declarant’s proprietary or
pecuniary interest or had so great a tendency to invalidate
the declarant’s claim against someone else or to expose
the declarant to civil or criminal liability; and (B) is
supported by corroborating circumstances that clearly
indicate its trustworthiness, if it is offered in a criminal
case as one that tends to expose the declarant to criminal
liability.” Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(3). “In assessing whether
to admit evidence under Rule 804(b)(3), courts look to
three factors: (1) whether the declarant is ‘unavailable’
to testify at trial; (2) whether the statement at issue was
against the declarant’s penal or pecuniary interest; and (3)
whether corroborating circumstances exist that bolster the
statement’s trustworthiness.” United States v. Hawkins,
2013 WL 11322824, at *2 (N.D. Ill. Nov. 6, 2013), aff'd,
803 F.3d 900 (7th Cir. 2015). Plaintiff, as the proponent
of the evidence, has the burden of showing that all three
factors have been satisfied. See United States v. Jackson,
540 F.3d 578, 588 (7th Cir. 2008).

In this case, the first factor is satisfied. A declarant is
“unavailable” for purposes of this rule if she “testifies
to not remembering the subject matter.” Fed. R. Evid.
804(a)(3). Denise testified at her deposition that she did
not remember telling McCarthy that Ptak used suggestive
techniques during the photo array or what actually
occurred at the photo array.
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The second factor presents a closer call. The key question
is whether Denise’s alleged statements to McCarthy had a
great tendency to expose her to civil or criminal liability,
such that a reasonable person in her position would have
made the statements only if they believed them to be true.
Denise would be immune from civil liability for alleged
perjured testimony provided during Plaintiff’s criminal
trial or in a deposition. See Manning v. Miller, 355 F.3d
1028, 1034 (7th Cir. 2004); Mayes v. City of Hammond,
442 F. Supp. 2d 587 (N.D. Ind. 2006) (a witness who
commits perjury is granted absolute immunity from
civil liability for trial and deposition testimony). But
Denise hypothetically could have been exposed to criminal
perjury charges after giving her statement to McCarthy.
Under Illinois law, perjury committed with a person
“under oath or affirmation ... makes a false statement,
material to the issue or point in question, knowing the
statement is false.” 720 ILCS 5/32-2(a). While Denise’s
statement to McCarthy was not made under oath, her
testimony at Plaintiff’s criminal trial and suppression
hearings was. At the trial and suppression hearing, Denise
positively identified Plaintiff as one of her assailants. (She
also testified at the suppression hearing that Ptak did
not say anything to her during the photo array.) This
testimony was clearly material to a key issue in question at
the trial: who assaulted Denise? According to McCarthy’s
report, Denise told McCarthy that she was not sure
that Plaintiff did anything to her physically, and also
explained how she nonetheless came to identify Plaintiff as
one of her assailants—through Ptak’s repeated insertion
of Plaintiff’s photo into the array and questions during
her viewing. Denise already admitted at her deposition
that McCarthy’s report was true to the extent that it
said Denise was not sure Plaintiff did anything to her
physically; this admission calls into question how Denise
was then able to identify Plaintiff in a photo array. If
Denise in fact told McCarthy that Ptak repeatedly inserted
Plaintiff’s photo into the array and talked to her during
the array, and that this influenced her identification, those
statements suggest that Denise’s identification testimony
at trial was knowingly false and made to ensure that

Plaintiff was convicted. 5

5 To be sure, the likelihood that any prosecutor would
seriously contemplate perjury charges against Denise
given the facts of this case appears extremely remote.
There is no dispute that Denise was the victim
of a vicious attack in 1981. Any changes in her
recollection of that traumatic event three decades

later might be attributable to a number of factors
—i.e., confusion, mistake, lapse of memory, passage
of time, even PTSD—and the notion of bringing
criminal charges on account of such discrepancies
seems far-fetched. There is no suggestion in the record
that the prosecutors assigned to retry Plaintiff in this
case ever contemplated any such charges.

*14  The final question is whether there are corroborating
circumstances that bolster the trustworthiness of Denise’s
alleged statements to McCarthy. The Seventh Circuit has
identified three non-exclusive “factors for district courts
to consider when determining whether corroborating
circumstances exist for Rule 804(b)(3) purposes: (1) the
relationship between the declarant and the exculpated
party; (2) whether the statement was voluntary and
given after Miranda warnings; and (3) whether there is
any evidence the statement was made to curry favor
with authorities.” United States v. Jackson, 540 F.3d
578, 589 (7th Cir. 2008). In this case, Plaintiff was
convicted of brutally assaulting Denise. According to her
deposition testimony, Denise continues to believe that
Plaintiff was one of her attackers and was upset when
she learned that Plaintiff was granted post-conviction
relief. She had no apparent incentive for helping Plaintiff
avoid re-prosecution by calling into question her earlier
identification testimony. Denise provided her statement
to McCarthy voluntarily, and there is no evidence that
Denise made her statement to curry favor with the State.
Neither party suggests, for instance, that McCarthy was
trying to get Denise to undermine the strength of the
State’s case to avoid having to re-try the case. Instead,
the State initially elected to re-try Plaintiff on all charges,
and dropped the charges only after interviewing witnesses
and determining that they did not have a strong enough
case. Another piece of corroborating evidence is Hugo’s
deposition testimony (discussed in more detail below)
concerning his conversation with Denise shortly after
she was released from the hospital. Hugo’s testimony
that Denise told him that Ptak kept reinserting certain
photos into the photo array and that she thought all of
the subjects looked alike, [137] at 7, is consistent with
McCarthy’s report. Hugo, like Denise, had no apparent
incentive to help Plaintiff avoid re-prosecution.

For these reasons, the Court concludes that Plaintiff has
met his burden of showing that Denise’s statements to
McCarthy may be admissible at trial under Rule 804(b)(3),
and therefore Defendants cannot show that McCarthy’s
report and her testimony concerning the same would
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be inadmissible for any purpose during the trial. The
Court will consider McCarthy’s report for purposes of
summary judgment. This decision is without prejudice to
the reconsideration of the issue prior to trial based on any
motions in limine that the parties may file.

Plaintiff advances one more hearsay exception in support
of admitting McCarthy’s statement—Rule 807’s residual
hearsay clause. “The purpose of Rule 807 is to make
sure that reliable, material hearsay evidence is admitted,
regardless of whether it fits neatly into one of the
exceptions enumerated in the Rules of Evidence.” United
States v. Moore, 824 F.3d 620, 624 (7th Cir. 2016). Under
Rule 807, a “hearsay statement is not excluded by the rule
against hearsay even if the statement is not specifically
covered by a hearsay exception in Rule 803 or 804” if:

(1) the statement has equivalent circumstantial
guarantees of trustworthiness;

(2) it is offered as evidence of a material fact;

(3) it is more probative on the point for which it is
offered than any other evidence that the proponent can
obtain through reasonable efforts; and

(4) admitting it will best serve the purposes of these rules
and the interests of justice.

Fed. R. Evid. 807(a). A statement is admissible under the
residual hearsay rule “only if, before the trial or hearing,
the proponent gives an adverse party reasonable notice
of the intent to offer the statement and its particulars, ...
so that the party has a fair opportunity to meet it.” Fed.
R. Evid. 807(b). The person who provided the statement
must be unavailable in order for the residual hearsay
exception to apply. Moore, 824 F.3d at 623. In general, the
Seventh Circuit has “warned against the liberal admission
of evidence under Rule 807,” lest this exception become “
‘the exception that swallows the hearsay rule.’ ” Id. at 624
(quoting Akrabawi v. Carnes Co., 152 F.3d 688, 697 (7th
Cir. 1998)).

Defendants argue that Rule 807 does not apply to the
statements ascribed to Denise in McCarthy’s report,
because those statements lack sufficient guarantees of
trustworthiness. (Defendants do not contest that the other
requirements of Rule 807 are met.) Defendants assert that
Plaintiff cannot overcome the presumption that hearsay
statements are unreliable because Denise’s statements
were made in relation to a traumatic events that occurred

over thirty years ago; they were not corroborated by
her under oath at her deposition or in the criminal
proceeding; they were not recorded; and Denise testified
at her deposition that she felt pressured by McCarthy and
frightened when she heard of Plaintiff’s release. See [147]
at 15.

The Seventh Circuit has identified a number of
nonexclusive, nonexhaustive factors for the district courts
to consider when evaluating the trustworthiness of a
hearsay statement under Rule 807. See Moore, 824
F.3d at 623. These factors include “(1) the probable
motivation of the declarant in making the statement; (2)
the circumstances under which it was made; and (3) the
knowledge and qualifications of the declarant.” United
States v. Hall, 165 F.3d 1095, 1110 (7th Cir. 1999) (quoting
Cook v. Hoppin, 783 F.2d 684, 690–91 (7th Cir. 1986)
(internal quotation marks omitted)). They also include
“the character of the witness for truthfulness and honesty,
and the availability of evidence on the issue; whether the
testimony was given voluntarily, under oath, subject to
cross-examination and a penalty for perjury; the witness'
relationship with both the defendant and the government
and his motivation to testify ...; the extent to which
the witness' testimony reflects his personal knowledge;
whether the witness ever recanted his testimony; the
existence of corroborating evidence; and, the reasons for
the witness' unavailability.” Moore, 824 F.3d at 622–23.

*15  In this case, Denise would be “unavailable” to the
extent that she denies (as she did at her deposition) having
any memory of whether Ptak used suggestive techniques
during the photo array or what she told McCarthy about
that topic. Briefly considering the Rule 807 factors that
Defendants do not dispute, evidence of Ptak’s alleged
use of suggestive techniques with Denise is evidence of
a material fact and goes to the accuracy of Denise’s
identification of Plaintiff as her attacker. The report is
more probative than any other evidence that Plaintiff
could obtain through reasonable efforts, because it is the
only evidence specifically addressing whether Ptak re-
inserted photos into the array that he showed Denise. The
transcripts from the criminal trial and suppression hearing
do not address this exact issue, and Denise denied at her
more recent deposition having any knowledge of the issue.
It may also serve the interests of justice to admit the report
and to provide the jury with the full scope of relevant
evidence on the issues that bear on Plaintiff’s due process
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claims, which stem from his alleged wrongful conviction
and decades-long incarceration.

The Court now turns to circumstantial trustworthiness of
the McCarthy report under Rule 807. Denise’s probable
motivation does not appear to have been to help
Plaintiff avoid re-prosecution. It seems more likely that
her motivation was to truthfully answer McCarthy’s
questions. Defendants assert that Denise felt pressured
by McCarthy at her deposition and frightened when she
heard of Plaintiff’s release from prison. But Defendants
do not explain how this would motivate Denise to say
that Ptak used suggestive techniques, if that was not really
Denise’s memory. Looking to other factors identified by
the Seventh Circuit, Denise is the most knowledgeable
person about what happened at the photo array with Ptak
over thirty years ago (Ptak is now deceased), although
the age of that incident may call into question the
accuracy of Denise’s memory. Denise gave her statement
to McCarthy voluntarily, but was not under oath. At
her subsequent deposition, she did not recant what she
allegedly told McCarthy, but instead denied having any
current memory of the discussion with McCarthy or
the underlying photo identification procedure. Hugo’s
deposition testimony that Denise told him in 1982 that
all the photos looked the same and that Ptak kept
reinserting Plaintiff’s photo into the array is consistent
with and corroborates McCarthy’s report (though Hugo’s
deposition testimony is subject to its own hearsay
problems, which are discussed below). Considering
the record as a whole, the Court concludes that it
contains circumstantial guarantees of the trustworthiness
of McCarthy’s statement documenting what Denise told
her about Ptak’s use of suggestive techniques and their
effect on her identifications. Therefore, the Court will
not exclude these parts of McCarthy’s report from its
summary judgment analysis. Again, the Court’s decision
is without prejudice to its ability to reconsider the issue
prior to trial when the parties brief motions in limine.

Hugo—Hugo testified that Denise told him shortly after
she was released from the hospital that she was not sure
about her witness identifications and that “they [the men
in the photos] all look alike.” [137] at 7. Defendants
object on hearsay grounds to Plaintiff’s use of Hugo’s
testimony concerning his conversations with Denise. In
response, Plaintiff argues that Denise’s January 1982
statements to Hugo will be admissible at trial as a prior
consistent statement. Specifically, Plaintiff argues that

Denise will first testify consistent with her deposition
that the statements in McCarthy’s memo regarding Ptak’s
actions during the photo array and their influence on her
were true. Second, Defendants will cross-examine Denise
with her criminal court testimony that Ptak was silent
during the photo array and did not influence her decision.
Third, Plaintiff will then bring in Denise’s statements
to Hugo either 1) to rehabilitate her credibility under
Rule 801(d)(1)(B)(ii), or 2) to rebut an express or implied
charge of recent fabrication or improper influence or
motive under Rule 801. Plaintiff’s argument fails at the
outset because at her deposition, Denise did not affirm
the accuracy of McCarthy’s memo to the extent that it
recorded that Denise said Ptak used suggestive techniques
during the photo array.

*16  Plaintiff also argues that Hugo’s testimony
concerning what Denise told him is admissible under
Rule 804(b)(3) as a statement against interest and Rule
807, the residual hearsay clause. But Defendants have
not demonstrated that Denise is unavailable for purposes
of Hugo’s statement. Denise was not questioned about
Hugo’s statement at her deposition and there is no
evidence that she cannot remember what she told Hugo.
Also, as to Rule 804(b)(3), it is unclear how Denise’s
statement to Hugo, which was made immediately after
she was released from the hospital following the attack,
could have possibly been against her interest in the sense
of exposing her to potential civil or criminal liability.

Turning back to Hugo’s deposition, Hugo testified that
he viewed a photo array before seeing the line-up.
According to Hugo, while he was viewing the photo
arrays, Duffin and Ptak kept reinserting certain photos
into the pile and referring back to them. Hugo further
testified that during the line-up, the detectives kept coming
back to certain numbers and asking questions like, “are
you sure it wasn't three”? [137] at 8. Defendants object
to Plaintiff’s use of this testimony based on Bank of
Illinois v. Allied Signal Safety Restraint Systems, 75 F.3d
1162, 1169 (7th Cir. 1996), and Adelman-Tremblay v.
Jewel Companies, Inc., 859 F.2d 517 (7th Cir. 1988). In
Bank of Illinois, the Seventh Circuit held that a party
cannot avoid summary judgment by creating a “sham”
issue of fact by using later testimony from the party
that directly contradicts the party’s unambiguous prior
statement made under oath. In Adelman-Tremblay, the
Seventh Circuit extended the “sham” affidavit rule beyond
parties to “the testimony and affidavit of the plaintiff’s
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sole expert witness,” reasoning that “[t]he purpose of
summary judgment motions—to weed out unfounded
claims, specious denials, and sham defenses—is served
by a rule that prevents a party from creating issues of
credibility by allowing one of its witnesses to contradict
his own prior testimony.” 859 F.2d at 521.

Defendants argue that Hugo’s testimony that he viewed
the photo array before viewing the line-up is contradicted
by his earlier testimony that he viewed the line-up before
being shown photos, and thus barred by the “sham
affidavit” rule. [136-1] at 105-108, 11. Defendants also
argue that Hugo’s testimony that Duffin and Ptak kept
reinserting certain photos into the pile and referring
back to them is contradicted by his earlier testimony
that Duffin and Ptak simply handed him the stack of
photos, he looked through them, and he handed one to
the detectives. [136-1] at 109-110. They further argue that
Hugo’s testimony that the detectives asked him questions
during the line-up is contradicted by his earlier testimony
that the officers did not tell him anything when he viewed
the line-up. [136-1] at 116.

Defendants also object to the admission of Hugo’s
deposition testimony that he told Duffin and Ptak during
his interview that toward the end of the beating, a woman
was kicking him in the back, but that he “lost focus of
that ... when they started showing as all of the pictures of
all of these guys, and [he] just focused on the guys.” [137]
at 14. Defendants argue that this testimony is directly
contradicted by the following testimony Hugo provided in
the criminal proceeding: “Q: Could you tell us how many
people were around you? A: There were a whole bunch
of people. Q: Male or female? A: All males.” [122-6] at
99-100. Hugo also testified that the person kicking him in
the back was a “guy with a white coat,” not a woman.
[122-6] at 103.

The Court declines to apply the “sham affidavit” rule
to bar Plaintiff’s use of Hugo’s deposition testimony
in his response to the motion for summary judgment.
Although the sham affidavit rule has been applied to
parties and their own non-party witnesses, Hugo is not
“one of [Plaintiff’s] witnesses.” Adelman-Tremblay, 859
F.2d at 521. Defendants have not identified, nor is
the Court aware of, any cases in which the Seventh
Circuit has applied the sham affidavit rule to disinterested
witnesses, or to witnesses who are (or at least at one
time were) aligned with the party who is seeking to take

advantage of the rule. The Court agrees with the court’s
observation in Newsome v. James, 2000 WL 528475, at
*2 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 26, 2000), that the concerns underlying
the rule—“that parties or witnesses aligned with them
can defeat summary judgment on meritless claims by
recanting prior sworn statements—is absent in the case
of disinterested witnesses.” Instead, “[v]ariations in the
testimony of disinterested witnesses ... raise questions
about credibility” that are properly “answered by a jury,
not by the Court.” Id. (citing Bank of Illinois, 75 F.3d at
1170). In this case, Defendants do not argue that Hugo
has any interest in Plaintiff prevailing in this suit, such
that he might have had a motive to lie in his deposition to
help Plaintiff defeat summary judgment. To the contrary,
Hugo was himself a victim of the Amphitheater attacks
and at the criminal trial he testified as a witness for the
Government.

*17  The Court also finds persuasive Judge Kennelly’s
reasoning in Rodriguez v. Woodall, 2004 WL 2583883
(N.D. Ill. Nov. 12, 2004), that it would be inappropriate
to apply the sham affidavit rule to a Brady claim
to “preclude the Court, on summary judgment, or a
jury, at trial, from considering a prosecution witness’s
testimony that he was coerced or convinced by the police
to lie.” Id. at *4. Application of the rule in such a
case could risk “immuniz[ing] from liability, or even
scrutiny, dishonest law enforcement officers who coerce
or otherwise fabricate evidence to frame an accused.” Id.
Given this risk, it is not surprising that Defendants have
not cited, and the Court has not found, any cases in which
the sham affidavit rule has been applied to bar a witness
who testified in a criminal trial from later recanting his
testimony. By contrast, Plaintiff cites to a number of
cases in which Brady claims have been supported by
statements from witnesses recanting their prior testimony.
See [157] at 1-2; see also, e.g., Whitlock v. Brueggemann,
682 F.3d 567, 575-76 (7th Cir. 2012) (recognizing that,
once admitted, statements of witnesses recanting their
prior testimony that falsely implicated plaintiff in murder
would preclude summary judgment for police defendants
on plaintiff’s Brady claim); Taylor v. City of Chicago,
80 F. Supp. 3d 817, 821–22 (N.D. Ill. 2015) (denying
motion to dismiss due process and Brady claims brought
by plaintiff who was wrongfully convicted of murder and
related crimes, where complaint alleged, among other
things, that the defendant police officers framed plaintiff
for the murder by coercing a witness to provide false
incriminating testimony through threats and promises of
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leniency on unrelated charges and that the witness “later
recant[ed] this statement”). For these reasons, the Court
will consider Hugo’s deposition testimony (except the
portion in which he recounts what Denise allegedly told
him after viewing the lineup) in ruling on Defendants'
motion for summary judgment.

Martha—Martha testified that she never provided
detectives with a facial, physical, or clothing description
of her attackers. [137] at 13.

Powell—Powell testified that he never told police that
Plaintiff was involved in the attacks at the Amphitheater.
According to Powell, he “associated Patrick Hampton
as somebody who I know who was at the concert who
may or may not know Ricky Knight,” [124-12] at 9, but
that “all [he] said [to detectives] was Ricky Knight doing
something,” id. at 10. He testified: “From the people I
described were the only people I knew from my building.
If you notice, everybody I knew was from my building.
They took that and turned it around to be Ricky Knight’s
associates. How they did that, I don't know. But these were
only supposed to be people that I identified whose names
that I knew.” Id. at 11.

Defendants argue that Court should apply the sham
affidavit rule to bar Plaintiff from using Powell’s
testimony to defeat summary judgment. See id. at 18.
Although Powell’s deposition testimony does contradict
his testimony at the criminal trial that Plaintiff was one
of the men who Powell saw going down the aisle at the
Amphitheater with Ricky Knight making gang signs and
chanting gang slogans, the Court declines to apply the
“sham affidavit” rule to Powell’s deposition testimony.
Powell, like Hugo, is a disinterested witness with no
apparent incentive to lie to help Plaintiff defeat summary
judgment. Indeed, Powell made clear at his deposition that
he did not want to be involved in this lawsuit and wanted
to “move on with [his] life.” [157] at 4.

Powell further testified that he told the detectives the
names of friends that he was with at the concert: Clinton
Williams, Farod Poole, Lentin McGee, Freddie Fizer, and
Kevin Powell (his older brother). These names are not
contained in any CPD reports and Poole and Fizer were
never questioned about the events at the Amphitheater.

Duffin—Duffin testified that as a matter of practice
detectives would not want to show photos of the persons

in custody to the victims or witness before the line-ups
because it would influence their identification and “taint
the lineup.” [137] at 9-10. Duffin also testified that there
can be “existential circumstances” that would permit the
use of photo of a person in custody before a line up, such as
when a victim is in the hospital and unable to view the line-
up. [137] at 10. He further testified he understood in 1981
his duty to include exculpatory evidence in case reports.

Currently before the Court is Defendants' motion for
summary judgment.

II. Summary Judgment Standard
Summary judgment is proper where “the movant shows
that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact
and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of
law.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). “A party asserting that a
fact cannot be or is genuinely disputed must support the
assertion by ... citing to particular parts of materials in
the record” or “showing that the materials cited do not
establish the absence or presence of a genuine dispute, or
that an adverse party cannot produce admissible evidence
to support the fact.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c)(1). A genuine
issue of material fact exists if “the evidence is such that a
reasonable jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving
party.” Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,
248 (1986). The party seeking summary judgment has the
burden of establishing the lack of any genuine issue of
material fact. See Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317,
323 (1986). The Court “must construe all facts and draw
all reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the
nonmoving party.” Majors v. Gen. Elec. Co., 714 F.3d 527,
532-33 (7th Cir. 2013) (citation omitted).

*18  To avoid summary judgment, the nonmoving party
must go beyond the pleadings and “set forth specific facts
showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.” Liberty
Lobby, 477 U.S. at 250. Summary judgment is proper if
the nonmoving party “fails to make a showing sufficient
to establish the existence of an element essential to that
party’s case, and on which that party will bear the burden
of proof at trial.” Ellis v. CCA of Tennessee LLC, 650
F.3d 640, 646 (7th Cir. 2011) (quoting Celotex, 477 U.S. at
322). The non-moving party “must do more than simply
show that there is some metaphysical doubt as to the
material facts.” Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., Ltd. v. Zenith
Radio Corp., 475 U.S. 574, 586 (1986). In other words, the
“mere existence of a scintilla of evidence in support of the
[non-movant’s] position will be insufficient; there must be
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evidence on which the jury could reasonably find for the
[non-movant].” Anderson, 477 U.S. at 252.

III. Analysis

A. Claims Against Duffin

1. Due Process

a. Withholding of Exculpatory Evidence

To demonstrate a potential Brady violation based on
the alleged withholding of potential exculpatory or
impeachment evidence, “a defendant must point to
specific evidence that was (1) favorable to the defense;
(2) suppressed by the government; and (3) ‘material to
an issue at trial.’ ” United States v. Lawson, 810 F.3d
1032, 1042 (7th Cir. 2016) (quoting United States v.
Shields, 789 F.3d 733, 746 (7th Cir. 2015)). Under the
first prong, “[e]vidence is favorable to the defense when
it is either exculpatory or could be used for purposes
of impeachment.” Lawson, 810 F.3d at 1042 (quoting
Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 433 (1995)). Under
the second prong, “[e]vidence is suppressed when ‘the
prosecution fail[s] to disclose the evidence in time for
the defendant to make use of it’ and ‘the evidence was
not otherwise available to the defendant through the
exercise of reasonable diligence.’ ” Lawson, 810 F.3d at
1043 (quoting Shields, 789 F.3d at 746–47). “Although
the Government has an affirmative duty to learn of and
to disclose any favorable evidence, the defendant bears
the burden of establishing a Brady violation by offering
more than mere speculation or unsupported assertions
that the Government suppressed evidence.” Shields, 789
F.3d at 747 (citing United States v. Jumah, 599 F.3d
799, 808–09 (7th Cir. 2010)). Under the third prong,
for evidence to be considered material, “there must be
‘a reasonable probability that the suppressed evidence
would have produced a different verdict.’ ” United States
v. Morales, 746 F.3d 310, 314 (7th Cir. 2014) (quoting
Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-82 (1999)).

Plaintiff argues that Duffin violated his right to due
process by withholding the following exculpatory or
impeachment evidence from Plaintiff during the criminal
trial: 1) notes from the detectives' interview with Powell;
2) notes from the detectives' initial interview with Martha;
3) Hugo’s alleged statement to Duffin and Ptak that a

female perpetrator kicked him in the back; 4) statements
of the woman from Cicero and of witnesses who were
too scared to intervene in the Amphitheater attacks, as
reported in the Sun Times; 5) the “street file” for the
investigation, as a whole; and 6) the unduly suggestive
techniques that Duffin and Ptak used unsuccessfully
with Hugo and that Ptak used successfully with Denise
to obtain an identification of Plaintiff. The Court will
consider each item of evidence in turn, and also will
consider the cumulative effect of the alleged withholding
of that evidence to determine whether Plaintiff’s due
process claim survives summary judgment. See Kyles, 514
U.S. at 421 (“the state’s obligation under Brady ... to
disclose evidence favorable to the defense, turns on the
cumulative effect of all such evidence suppressed by the
government”).

i. Notes from Powell’s interview

*19  There is evidence that the notes from Powell’s
interview with Duffin and Ptak were suppressed, namely
Ptak’s admission at the suppression hearing in the criminal
trial that he watched Duffin tear the notes in half and
throw them away. There is also evidence that these notes
may have contained information that was favorable to
the defense. Powell testified at his deposition in this case
that he told Duffin and Ptak only that he saw Plaintiff at
the concert and that Plaintiff may have known Knight,
but not that Plaintiff was one of Knight’s associates or a
participant in the attacks.

However, to the extent that the official report
documenting Powell’s statement to police was inaccurate
—in particular the statement that Powell identified
Plaintiff as an “offender” who was part of the group
of “people [Powell] knew” who he saw participate
in the Amphitheater attack—this was disclosed and
fully explored during trial through Rodgon’s “exercise
of reasonable diligence.” Lawson, 810 F.3d at 1043;
cf.Holland v. City of Chicago, 643 F.3d 248, 256 (7th
Cir. 2011) (“A defendant in a criminal case that actually
goes to trial has the ‘responsibility to probe the witnesses
and investigate their versions of the relevant events.’
” (quoting Carvajal v. Dominguez, 542 F.3d 561, 567 (7th
Cir. 2008))). Specifically, the transcript from the criminal
trial shows that Rodgon elicited testimony from Powell
acknowledging that he did not see Plaintiff participate in
the physical attack of the victims or hear Plaintiff make
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any admissions regarding the attack on the bus ride home.
See [136] at 10-11. Judge Strayhorn nonetheless allowed
the testimony to go in against Plaintiff on the theory of
accountability because “[t]his is a group that [Powell] has
identified the three Defendants as being a part of.” [136]
at 11. Plaintiff does not challenge the correctness of this
ruling or the use of the jury instruction on accountability,
which provides that “[a] person is legally responsible for
the conduct of another person when, either before or
during the commission of an offense, and with the intent
to promote or facilitate the commission of that offense, he
knowingly solicits, aids, abets, agrees to aid, or attempts
to aid the other person in the planning or commission of
the offense.” [125] at 25. The fact that the detectives' notes
from their interview with Plaintiff were destroyed was also
exposed at trial during the cross-examination of Duffin.

Indeed, Plaintiff acknowledges that “Defendants' tactics
and misconduct with regard to Powell’s identification
were exposed, to a certain extent, during the trial” and
therefore “standing alone, the fabricated Powell report
would not likely constitute an actionable due process
claim.” [127-1] at 27. Plaintiff argues, nonetheless, that
this case is exceptional because Powell’s identification
gave the detectives justification to put Plaintiff in the
photo array and line-ups, which witnesses used to
implicate him. But Plaintiff has offered no evidence
that the detectives' alleged “fabrications” were necessary
for the detectives to investigate Plaintiff. In his more
recent deposition, Powell acknowledged that he told the
detectives that he saw Plaintiff at the event and he may
be an associate of Knight, who Powell saw attacking the
victims. This alone would lead the detectives to investigate
Plaintiff further.

ii. Notes from the initial interview with Martha

Plaintiff has not presented any evidence that there were
notes taken during the detectives' initial interview with
Martha or that such notes might contain exculpatory
or impeachment evidence that was not already included
in the evidence that the Government turned over to
Plaintiff’s criminal attorney. The evidence suggests the
opposite. At Plaintiff’s criminal trial and in her deposition,
Martha denied giving the detectives any physical
description of her attackers, other than that they were
black males, before she viewed Plaintiff’s line-up. Plaintiff
cannot avoid summary judgment on his due process

claim based on “mere speculation [and] unsupported
assertions” that exculpatory or impeachment evidence
was suppressed. Shields, 789 F.3d at 747; see also
Jumah, 599 F.3d at 811 (“unsupported assertions that the
Government has suppressed evidence are insufficient to
make out a Brady or Giglio violation”).

iii. Hugo’s alleged statement
regarding a female perpetrator

*20  Plaintiff argues based on Hugo’s 2013 deposition
testimony that Duffin failed to disclose Hugo’s
alleged statement to Duffin and Ptak that a female
perpetrator repeatedly kicked him in the back during
the Amphitheater attack. The Court concludes that the
impeachment value of Hugo’s alleged statement is too
speculative to support a Brady violation. Plaintiff argues
that he could have used this evidence to impeach Denise’s
testimony concerning the identification of her attackers.
But Hugo testified only that the female perpetrator was
kicking him in the back during the attack, not that she
was kicking or otherwise attacking Denise. Further, the
undisputed evidence is that Denise was on the ground
being attacked and sexually assaulted by several men while
this was occurring. It is not plausible to expect her to have
observed the gender of one of Hugo’s assailants in the
midst of her own violent attack.

iv. Statements of the woman from Cicero and
witnesses who were too scared to intervene

Plaintiff argues, based on information published in
the Chicago Sun Times shortly after the Amphitheater
attacks, that Duffin must have obtained and was required
to disclose statements from a woman in Cicero who filed
a complaint about being robbed at the Amphitheater and
from individuals who reportedly were witnesses to the
attack but too scared to intervene. Plaintiff argues that
“[t]he statements by these witnesses, any identifications
that they made—or, more importantly for [Plaintiff],
did not make—were Brady evidence that should have
been turned over.” [127-1] at 41. However, there is no
testimony or evidence supporting Plaintiff’s speculation
that a statement by the woman from Cicero was given in
the investigation or put in a street file, or that statements
were even taken from other concertgoers mentioned in the
articles.
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Moreover, beyond arguing that those witnesses may not
have identified Plaintiff, Plaintiff does not explain how
this would demonstrate that he was not involved in the
attack. There were hundreds, if not thousands, of people
at the Amphitheater that night and dozens involved in
the melee near the front of the stage. The Seventh Circuit
has made clear that “a Brady violation does not arise due
to nothing more than a possibility that the undisclosed
item might have helped the defense,” and that is all that
Plaintiff has shown here. United States v. Hamilton, 107
F.3d 499, 510 (7th Cir. 1997); see also Holland, 643 F.3d
at 256 (“The mere possibility that an item of evidence
may have helped a defendant during his trial on criminal
charges does not establish materiality.”).

In addition, the existence of these other potential witnesses
was public knowledge due to the Sun Times reports,
and Plaintiff’s counsel could through the exercise of
reasonable diligence have sought discovery about these
witnesses or impeached the detectives' investigation at trial
on the basis that they did not explore potential leads with
these witnesses. Lawson, 810 F.3d at 1043. While Plaintiff
argues that Rodgon was diligent by asking for the “street
files” for the case, they fail to offer any evidence that, once
Rodgon was informed that there was no street file, he took
any further steps to try to identify such witnesses, such as
serving specific discovery on the government or making an
independent investigation. Indeed, the district court and
Seventh Circuit both found in Plaintiff’s habeas case that
Rodgon provided ineffective assistance of counsel based
on his failure to investigate and interview exculpatory
witnesses. See Hampton 290 F. Supp. 2d 905, 922-23, aff'd,
347 F.3d 219.

v. The “street file” generally

Plaintiff argues that “the ‘street file,’ as a whole, contained
exculpatory and impeachment evidence,” including:
“eyewitnesses who were or ‘would have been’ interviewed;
alibi witnesses who would have been interviewed;
named suspects in the attacks who would [have] been
investigated; and leads that Detective Duffin testified
would have been followed.” [127-1] at 42. Plaintiff posits
that if he had been provided access to the street file, it
would have either: (1) “depict[ed] the kind of ‘slovenly’
investigation that is ample grounds for impeachment

is a criminal case,” or (2) revealed that “pertinent”
information was destroyed by the detectives. [127-1].

*21  Neither theory is persuasive. Plaintiff’s counsel had
an opportunity to explore the first theory during trial
by cross-examining Duffin and Ptak about why their
official reports contained no mention of interviewing
alibi witnesses or following particular leads. As to the
second theory, Plaintiff does not explain how any of
these allegedly “undisclosed item[s] might have helped
the defense,” and therefore cannot survive summary
judgment on his Brady claim. Hamilton, 107 F.3d at 510.

vi. Evidence of suggestive witness identification procedures

Plaintiff argues that Duffin violated his due process
rights by withholding evidence concerning his and
Ptak’s alleged use of unduly suggestive identification
techniques with Denise and Hugo. Plaintiff points to
ASA McCarthy’s memoranda detailing her interview with
Denise as evidence that Ptak used suggestive techniques
to obtain Denise’s initial identification of Plaintiff. In
her deposition, ASA McCarthy testified that Denise told
her that Ptak “ke[pt] taking [Plaintiff’s] photo out and
putting it back in and asking words to the effect of do
you recognize him? Does this look like him? That type of
thing.” [124-12] at 26. McCarthy also testified that Denise
said “Yes” when asked if “she felt pressured to identify”
Plaintiff. Id. at 26. “McCarthy further testified that
Denise told her that her identification of Plaintiff in the
subsequent line-up was based on her identification from
the photo array, rather than from her own observation.”
Id.

Plaintiff also relies on Hugo’s deposition testimony. Hugo
testified that he viewed a photo array with Duffin and Ptak
before seeing the line-up of suspects. See [124-11] at 16.
According to Hugo, when he viewed the photos, Duffin
and Ptak kept reinserting certain photos into the pile and
referring back to them. Also according to Hugo, during
the line-up the detectives kept coming back to certain
numbers and asking questions like, “are you sure it wasn't
three”? [137] at 8.

Assuming that Denise told McCarthy what the report
claims she said, that evidence clearly would have been
favorable to the defense in the criminal trial, satisfying
the first Brady prong. The case against Plaintiff was
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solely based on identifications, not physical evidence,
and as a victim, Denise’s identification was likely given
great weight by the jury. Hugo’s testimony about Ptak
and Duffin’s alleged use of suggestive techniques with
him is of less direct relevance and importance to the
defense, because Hugo ultimately did not identify Plaintiff
as one of his or Denise’s attackers. However, evidence
of the use of suggestive techniques with Hugo might
have been “used for purposes of impeachment” more
generally to call into question the detectives' techniques
for making photo identifications. Lawson, 810 F.3d at
1042. Such evidence may also have been used by defense
counsel to probe more deeply into Denise’s identification
of Plaintiff and potentially obtain useful admissions.
Therefore the Court concludes that, if disclosed, the
“cumulative effect” of evidence that the detectives used the
same suggestive technique with Denise and Hugo would
have been favorable to the defense. Kyles, 514 U.S. at 421.

Under the second Brady prong, there is no question
that evidence of the Detectives' alleged use of suggestive
techniques was suppressed in the criminal prosecution.
The Government did not disclose in any notes, documents,
or testimony that Ptak or Duffin used suggestive
techniques with Denise or Hugo in order to obtain
an identification of Plaintiff. Further, the Government
has not demonstrated that the Detectives' alleged use
of suggestive techniques with Denise or Hugo was
available to Plaintiff through the exercise of reasonable
diligence or exposed during trial. Lawson, 810 F.3d at
1043. Although Plaintiff’s criminal attorney moved to
suppress the identifications and he and the other criminal
defendants' attorneys questioned how the victims arrived
at their identifications, if the victims were not fully truthful
in their testimony, the Court cannot say that this evidence
was reasonably available.

*22  There is some evidence in the record suggesting
that Denise and Hugo may not have been fully truthful
and forthcoming in their testimony during the criminal
prosecution. Denise’s testimony at the suppression
hearing might have led a listener to believe that Ptak
simply handed her photos to look through, which she did
until she identified Plaintiff and another suspect, without
the listener comprehending that Ptak re-inserted the same
photos back into the stack (which McCarthy reported
Denise as saying). In response to questioning from one
of Plaintiff’s co-defendant’s attorneys, Brownfield, Denise
testified that Ptak “said to look at the pictures and see if I

recognized anybody,” [136-1] at 10, and that she looked at
the photos “by hand,” “one at a time” (rather than looking
at all of the photos spread out on the table), id. at 12.
Similarly, Hugo testified at the suppression hearing that
Duffin and Ptak handed him “[a] stack” of about twenty
photographs to look through, that he went through them,
and that he picked out Knight’s photo and handed it
to the officers. Id. at 108-110. Hugo only testified at his
later deposition that Duffin and Ptak kept reinserting
Plaintiff’s photo into the stack and directing him to it.
In addition, Denise testified at the suppression hearing
(contrary to what she allegedly told McCarthy) that Ptak
did not say anything to her during her viewing of the photo
array.

The transcript of the suppression hearing also suggests
that Judge Strayhorn limited Rodgon’s attempts to
further explore with Denise how the photo array was
conducted. For instance, Judge Strayhorn sustained the
government’s objection to Rodgon’s question, “How
many pictures did you go through before you picked out
the first person?” [136-1] at 23. More generally, Judge
Strayhorn told Rodgon, “I'm not going to let you repeat
the same thing Mr. Brownfield went over. She [Denise]
said when Brownfield asked her the question, ‘He gave me
the pictures and asked me to look through them and see if
I could identify anyone in them.’ ” Id. at 22.

Under these circumstances, the Court is unable to
conclude that Rodgon could have, through the exercise
of reasonable diligence, exposed Duffin or Ptak’s alleged
use of suggestive witness identification techniques with
Denise or Hugo. Lawson, 810 F.3d at 1043. The Seventh
Circuit “regard[s] as untenable a broad rule that any
information possessed by a defense witness must be
considered available to the defense for Brady purposes.”
Boss v. Pierce, 263 F.3d 734, 740 (7th Cir. 2001).
According to the court, “it is simply not true that
a reasonably diligent defense counsel will always be
able to extract all the favorable evidence a defense
witness possesses.” Id. For instance, “a defense witness
may be uncooperative or reluctant,” or “the defense
witness may have forgotten or inadvertently omitted
some important piece of evidence previously related to
the prosecution or law enforcement.” Id. These concerns
have even more weight in a case, like this one, involving
information possessed by a prosecution witness. The Court
finds instructive the following observations from Judge
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Kennelly in Jimenez v. City of Chicago, 830 F. Supp. 2d
432, 444–45 (N.D. Ill. 2011):

Defendants' argument seems to
assume the existence of a
Perry Mason-like world in which
prosecution witnesses readily give
up impeaching information when
interviewed or questioned by
defense counsel. Real life does
not work that way, or at least
the governing legal rule cannot
realistically be premised on the
assumption that it always works
that way. Witnesses coerced or
persuaded to testify in a particular
way often tend to identify with,
and to ally themselves with, their
persuaders. A legal rule that
assumes that such a witness will
readily describe the circumstances of
the coercion or persuasion simply
because the other side’s lawyer asks
the witness the right question would
defy common sense.

Defendants contend that this case is more like Patrick
v. City of Chicago, 103 F. Supp. 3d 907, 915 (N.D. Ill.
2015), in which the court dismissed a Brady claim in part
based on a finding that the plaintiff could with reasonable
diligence have obtained exculpatory testimony from his
former co-defendants, since he knew that he and his co-
defendants were innocent and the plaintiff “d[id] not allege
that his co-defendants ... were impossible for his defense
counsel to interview or would have lied had Plaintiff
questioned them.” But this case is not like Patrick,
because the evidence that was allegedly withheld was in
the minds of the prosecution witnesses, not Plaintiff’s
former co-defendants, and there is some evidence that the
prosecution witnesses provided misleading information
about the detectives' use of suggestive identification
techniques with them. Therefore, drawing all “reasonable
inferences in [Plaintiff’s] favor as required on summary
judgment, a reasonable jury could find that [Rodgon]
could not have obtained the circumstances of [Denise
and Hugo’s witness identifications] through reasonable
diligence.” Jimenez, 830 F. Supp. 2d at 445.

*23  The Court now turns to the third Brady prong.
Viewing the evidence and drawing all inferences in favor of
Plaintiff, a reasonable jury could conclude that the failure
to disclose Ptak’s and Duffin’s alleged use of suggestive
techniques was material. The key identifications of
Plaintiff were made by Denise, Martha, and Henrichs.
Plaintiff has raised a number of concerns about the
accuracy of Martha’s and Henrichs' identifications. When
Martha viewed the line-up, she identified Plaintiff as one
of the men who pulled her clothing off; only later at trial
did she identify Plaintiff as the man who tried to put his
hand in her vagina. Martha also blacked out for some time
during the attack and told medical personnel following
the attack that she did not know if she had been sexually
assaulted. Martha also did not provide any testimony
concerning what Plaintiff did to Denise or Hugo. Henrichs
came forward as a witness only after police identified
and contacted him, even though he was a security guard
and Cook County Sheriff’s Deputy. By the time Henrichs
came forward, he had already seen Plaintiff and three
of the other suspects on television and knew that they
had been arrested and were in custody. One inference
that could be drawn from these facts is that Henrichs
crafted his testimony to fit with the narrative already
being developed that Plaintiff was involved in the attacks.
Given the arguable weakness of these identifications, a
reasonable jury might find that the criminal jury would
have acquitted Plaintiff if it had known about Ptak’s use
of suggestive identification techniques to obtain Denise’s
identification and Ptak’s and Duffin’s unsuccessful use of
the same techniques with Hugo. Morales, 746 F.3d at 314.

b. Use of Allegedly Unduly
Suggestive Identification Techniques

“The Constitution does not require that police lineups,
photo arrays, and witness interviews meet a particular
standard of quality.” Alexander v. City of S. Bend, 433
F.3d 550, 555 (7th Cir. 2006) (citing Hensley v. Carey, 818
F.2d 646, 648, 650 (7th Cir. 1987)). “It does, however,
guarantee the right to a fair trial[,] and that right is violated
if unduly suggestive identification techniques are allowed
to taint the trial.” Id. Under Seventh Circuit precedent,
“a ‘witness’s identification violates a defendant’s right
to due process when the identification procedure is
so impermissibly suggestive as to give rise to a very
substantial likelihood of irreparable misidentification.’ ”
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Lee v. Foster, 750 F.3d 687, 691 (quoting United States v.
Recendiz, 557 F.3d 511, 524 (7th Cir. 2009)).

The Court engages in a “two-pronged analysis” to
determine whether an identification procedure reaches
“this substantial threshold.” Lee, 750 F.3d at 691. First,
the Court determines whether the identification procedure
was “suggestive and unnecessary.” Id. (citing United
States v. Sandersi, 708 F.3d 976, 983 (7th Cir. 2013)).
According to the Seventh Circuit, “scientific sources
should generally accompany an argument that a particular
procedure was unnecessarily suggestive.” United States
v. Sanders, 708 F.3d 976, 985 (7th Cir. 2013). “Lawyers'
assertions that the effects of a photo spread are ‘clear’
or ‘obvious’ are no substitute for evidence.” United
States v. Acox, 595 F.3d 729, 730 (7th Cir. 2010).
Second, the Court determines “under the totality of the
circumstances whether the procedure was nonetheless
reliable.” Lee, 750 F.3d at 691. “Both suggestiveness and
reliability are evaluated by reference to the totality of the
circumstances.” Alexander, 433 F.3d at 555.

Ultimately, to prevail on his Section 1983 due process
claim, Plaintiff must show that the use of unduly
suggestive identification techniques “made his trial
unfair.” Alexander, 433 F.3d at 555. An illustrative list
of the questions the Court may consider in making
this determination include: “What identification evidence
was actually admitted at trial? What did the victims,
eyewitnesses, and police officers say? Were they cross-
examined? Were the circumstances surrounding the
identification and the police procedures put before the
jury? What exhibits were admitted on this issue? Was any
objection or motion to suppress the identification evidence
made? What other evidence tended to link the defendant
to the crime?” Id.

Construing all facts and making all inferences in
Plaintiff’s favor, the Court concludes that there are
disputed questions of material fact concerning whether
the identification procedures that Ptak used with Denise
were suggestive and unnecessary, and whether they
were nonetheless reliable. Lee, 750 F.3d at 691. ASA
McCarthy’s report concerning her conversation with
Denise supports Plaintiff’s theory that Ptak’s use of
suggestive techniques caused Denise to identify Plaintiff
when she otherwise would have been unable to do
so. According to McCarthy, Denise admitted that Ptak
suggested to her who to identify in the photo array by

“taking [Plaintiff’s] photo out and putting it back in and
asking words to the effect of do you recognize him?
Does this look like the guy?” [124-12] at 26. According
to McCarthy, Denise admitted that her subsequent
identification of Plaintiff in the line-up was “based on her
identification from the photo array,” rather than “on her
own observations.” Id. Further, according to McCarthy,
Denise told her that she was “not sure” at the time she
viewed the photo array “whether [Plaintiff] had actually
done anything to her physically.” Id. at 27.

*24  Further, the Court concludes that there are disputed
questions of fact concerning whether Ptak’s use of
suggestive techniques with Denise made Plaintiff’s trial
unfair, Alexander, 433 F.3d at 555, for the same reasons
that the Court discussed above in concluding that the
nondisclosure of Ptak’s use of suggestive techniques
with Denise may have been material to the outcome of
Plaintiff’s trial.

As to Ptak’s and Duffin’s alleged use of suggestive
identification techniques with Hugo, there is no evidence
that this made Plaintiff’s trial unfair because Hugo did
not identify Plaintiff as one of the perpetrators of the
Amphitheater attacks.

Ptak is not a defendant in this case, and Duffin did not
participate in Ptak’s interview with Denise and therefore
cannot be held directly liable for Ptak’s alleged due process
violation. The Court therefore must consider whether
Duffin can be held liable for Ptak’s alleged violation of
Plaintiff’s due process rights based on a theory of failure
to intervene or conspiracy, to which the Court now turns.

c. Duffin’s Liability for Ptak’s Alleged
Violations of Plaintiff’s Constitutional Rights

i. Failure to Intervene

In order to impose liability under Section 1983, “a plaintiff
must establish a defendant’s personal responsibility for
any claimed deprivation of a constitutional right”;
however, “a defendant’s direct participation in the
deprivation is not required.” Miller v. Smith, 220 F.3d
491, 495 (7th Cir. 2000). “[I]n some circumstances, a
state actor’s failure to intervene in a violation of an
another’s constitutional rights can serve as a basis for §
1983 liability.” Hobbs v. Cappelluti, 899 F. Supp. 2d 738,
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754 (N.D. Ill. 2012). In order to impose liability on a
police officer for failure to intervene, the plaintiff must
demonstrate that (1) a “ ‘constitutional violation has been
committed by a law enforcement official,’ ” and (2) the
defendant “ ‘had a realistic opportunity to intervene to
prevent the harm from occurring.’ ” Id. (quoting Yang v.
Hardin, 37 F.3d 282, 285 (7th Cir. 1994)).

In this case, the Court concludes that Duffin cannot
be held liable for Ptak’s use of suggestive identification
techniques with Denise because Plaintiff has come
forward with no competent evidence that Duffin had
knowledge of Ptak’s actions or a reasonable opportunity
to intervene. Plaintiff’s primary argument for inferring
knowledge on Duffin’s part is that Duffin and Ptak used
the same suggestive techniques with Hugo the day before
Ptak used them with Denise. Plaintiff cites to Morfin v.
City of E. Chicago, 349 F.3d 989, 1001 (7th Cir. 2003),
for the proposition that Duffin should be held responsible
for turning a “blind eye” to Ptak’s actions. Morfin, unlike
this case, involved a supervisor’s responsibility for the
actions of his subordinate officers. Duffin was not Ptak’s
supervisor. Moreover, in Morfin, the court recognized that
in order to hold the police chief liable for constitutional
violations of his officers, the plaintiff would have to show
that the chief “had knowledge of facts that would cause
him to believe” that his officers were going to act in an
unconstitutional manner but “failed to use his authority
to stop the violation.” 349 F.3d at 1001 (emphasis added).
As in Morfin, the Court does not believe that “the
record, even when read in the light most favorable to
[Plaintiff], can support a conclusion” that Duffin knew
that Ptak was using improperly suggestive identification
techniques in violation of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights
or that Duffin had any opportunity to intervene during
Ptak’s interaction with Denise. Therefore, Defendants are
entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiff’s claim for
failure to intervene.

ii. Section 1983 Conspiracy

*25  “Under Section 1983, a conspiracy is ‘a combination
of two or more persons acting in concert to commit an
unlawful act, or to commit a lawful act by unlawful means,
the principal element of which is an agreement between the
parties to inflict a wrong against or injury upon another,
and an overt act that results in damage.’ ” Moore v.
Morales, 445 F. Supp. 2d 1000, 1012 (N.D. Ill. 2006)

(quoting Scherer v. Balkema, 840 F.2d 437, 441 (7th Cir.
1988)). To establish a prima facie case of conspiracy, a
plaintiff must show (1) “ ‘an express or implied agreement
among defendants to deprive a plaintiff of his or her
constitutional rights,’ ” and (2) “the ‘actual deprivation of
those rights in the form of overt acts in furtherance of the
agreement.’ ” Id. (quoting Scherer, 840 F.2d at 442).

An agreement may be demonstrated by “establishing that
the defendant officers ‘underst[ood] the general objectives
of the scheme, accept[ed] them, and agree[d], either
explicitly or implicitly, to do [their] part to further them.’
” Spalding v. City of Chicago, 186 F. Supp. 3d 884, 913
(N.D. Ill. 2016) (quoting McCann v. Mangialardi, 337
F.3d 782, 789–90 (7th Cir. 2003)). A conspirator “need not
have agreed on the details of the conspiratorial scheme,”
Jones v. City of Chicago, 856 F.2d 985, 992 (7th Cir. 1988),
and can be held liable for conspiracy “ ‘even though he was
incapable of committing the substantive offense’ himself,”
Ocasio v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 1423, 1430 (quoting
Salinas v. United States, 522 U.S. 52, 64 (1997)). Further,
“[b]ecause conspiracies are often carried out clandestinely
and direct evidence is rarely available, plaintiffs can use
circumstantial evidence to establish a conspiracy, but such
evidence cannot be speculative.” Beaman v. Freesmeyer,
776 F.3d 500, 511 (7th Cir. 2015).

In this case, Plaintiff points to the following evidence
of an agreement between Duffin and Ptak to violate
Plaintiff’s right to due process by influencing victim
identifications: (1) “Duffin worked with Ptak to use the
very same suggestive techniques with Hugo as Ptak did
with Denise in an investigation where they were jointly
responsible,” [127-1] at 35; (2) Duffin ripped up the
notes from the Powell interview; (3) Duffin and Ptak
wrote a false police report implicating Plaintiff as an
offender and gang member; and (4) Duffin and Ptak were
lead detectives responsible for the investigation of the
Amphitheater attacks.

Taken as a whole, these facts are sufficient to allow
Plaintiff’s Section 1983 conspiracy claim against Duffin
to survive summary judgment. Taking Plaintiff’s version
of the facts as true, Duffin and Ptak worked together
using coercive techniques to attempt (without success) to
get Hugo to identify Plaintiff as one of the perpetrators
of the Amphitheater attacks. They did so only one
day before Ptak allegedly used the same techniques
(this time successfully) to persuade Denise to identify
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Plaintiff as one of her attackers. Duffin and Ptak also
allegedly (falsely) stated in their official report that
Powell told them that he saw Plaintiff (and the rest
of the group that Powell identified) participate in the
Amphitheater attacks and heard Plaintiff (and the rest
of the group that Powell identified) brag about the
attacks on the bus ride home that night. Cf. Jones,
856 F.2d at 993 (evidence was sufficient to enable
jury to infer that supervisory police officer approved
of unlawful concealment of exculpatory evidence by
subordinates to obtain conviction of defendant on charges
of murder and rape, where supervisor signed a deceitful
report for use by the prosecution);Rainey v. City of
Chicago, 2013 WL 941968, at *10 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 11,
2013) (at summary judgment, plaintiff provided sufficient
evidence of agreement among officers to conspire to
cover up their use of excessive force against plaintiff by
preparing police reports and misdemeanor complaints
that contained allegedly “misleading, incomplete, and
inaccurate information” to conceal the identities of
officers). Duffin and Ptak then tore up their notes from
their interview with Powell, which prevented Plaintiff’s
defense counsel from seeing any exculpatory evidence
they might contain. Although the Court already found
that the withholding of the Powell interview notes was
not, by itself, sufficient to rise to the level of a due
process violation, these acts may nonetheless serve as
circumstantial evidence that Duffin and Ptak had an
agreement to make sure that Plaintiff was identified as a
suspect, regardless of the true facts developed during the
investigation.

2. State Law Civil Conspiracy

*26  Plaintiff’s complaint also includes a claim against
Duffin for civil conspiracy under Illinois law. Defendants
argue that, pursuant to the Illinois Tort Immunity Act,
Duffin cannot be held liable for any state law claims for
an injury caused by the act or omission of another person,
such as Ptak’s use of unduly suggestive identification
techniques with Denise or concealment of the use of those
techniques. See [111] at 11 (citing 756 ILCS 10/2-204).
Plaintiff does not respond to this argument or Defendant’s
other arguments for summary judgment on Plaintiff’s
state law civil conspiracy claim. Therefore, the Court
concludes that Plaintiff has forfeited his claim for civil
conspiracy and Defendants are entitled to summary
judgment on this claim. See, e.g., Salas v. Wisconsin Dept.

of Corrections, 493 F.3d 913, 924 (7th Cir. 2007) (“a party
forfeits any argument it fails to raise in a brief opposing
summary judgment” (citing Witte v. Wis. Dep't of Corrs.,
434 F.3d 1031, 1038 (7th Cir. 2006))); Boogaard v. Natl.
Hockey League, 126 F. Supp. 3d 1010, 1026-27 (N.D.
Ill. 2015) (personal representative of estate of former
professional hockey player forfeited any argument that
hybrid contract/duty-of-fair-representation claims were
timely under applicable statute of limitations by failing to
make such argument in either response brief or surreply
brief).

3. Malicious Prosecution

“In order to establish a claim of malicious prosecution,
a plaintiff must demonstrate: (1) the commencement
or continuance of an original criminal or civil judicial
proceeding by the defendant; (2) the termination of the
proceeding in favor of the plaintiff; (3) the absence of
probable cause; (4) malice; and (5) damages.” Szczesniak
v. CJC Auto Parts, Inc., 21 N.E.3d 486, 490 (Ill. App.
2015).

Defendants argue that they are entitled to summary
judgment on Plaintiff’s claim for malicious prosecution
because “Duffin had an objectively reasonable belief that
Plaintiff robbed and sexually assaulted the victims as well
as attempted to rape Denise.” [111] at 20. Since they had
probable cause to charge Plaintiff, Defendants argue, no
malice can be inferred, either.

There must be probable cause for each criminal charge
brought against a defendant. See Holmes v. Village of
Hoffman Est., 511 F.3d 673 (7th Cir. 2007) (probable
cause to believe an individual committed one crime, and
even his conviction of that crime, does not foreclose a
malicious prosecution claim for additionally prosecuting
the individual on a separate charge). As the Seventh
Circuit has explained, “[i]n this respect, a malicious
prosecution claim is treated differently from one for false
arrest: whereas probable cause to believe that a person
has committed any crime will preclude a false arrest
claim, even if the person was arrested on additional or
different charges for which there was no probable cause, ...
probable cause as to one charge will nor bar a malicious
prosecution claim based on a second, distinct charge as
to which probable cause was lacking.” Id. at 682 (citing
Devenpeck v. Alford, 543 U.S. 146, 153 (2004)). “Probable
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cause is a state of facts that would lead a person of
ordinary care and prudence to believe or to entertain an
honest and sound suspicion that the accused committed
the offense charged.” Fabiano v. City of Palos Hills,
784 N.E.2d 258, 266 (Ill. App. 2002). It is important to
recognize that “there is a difference between evidence of
the kind that negates proof beyond a reasonable doubt
and that which is so significant as to undo the existence
of probable cause.” Purvis v. Oest, 614 F.3d 713, 723 (7th
Cir. 2010). “[T]he evidence required to establish probable
cause is considerably less than that required to sustain
a criminal conviction.” Id. (citing Braun v. Baldwin, 346
F.3d 761, 766 (7th Cir. 2003)). Thus, there may have
been probable cause to charge a defendant even when the
defendant is acquitted. See id. (officer had probable cause
to arrest plaintiff, even though plaintiff was acquitted
following a bench trial). The existence of probable cause
is “a complete defense to a malicious prosecution claim.”
Logan v. Caterpillar, Inc., 246 F.3d 912, 926 (7th Cir.
2001).

*27  The Court concludes that Defendants had probable
cause to charge Defendant with all of the charges that
went to trial: attempted rape, deviate sexual assault,
robbery, and aggravated battery of Denise; robbery and
aggravated battery of Hugo; and attempted rape, robbery,
and aggravated battery of Martha.

In evaluating whether there was probable cause of the
charges brought against Plaintiff, it is necessary to keep
in mind that the Government relied, and Judge Strayhorn
allowed the case against Plaintiff to proceed, on a group
theory of accountability. The jury was instructed that “[a]
person is legally responsible for the conduct of another
person when, either before or during the commission of
an offense, and with the intent to promote or facilitate the
commission of that offense, he knowingly solicits, aids,
abets, agrees to aid, or attempts to aid the other person
in the planning or commission of the offense.” [125] at 25.
Plaintiff does not challenge this theory of accountability
or Judge Strayhorn’s use of this instruction. Thus, in order
to charge Plaintiff, the Government did not need evidence
that Plaintiff himself engaged in all of the crimes for which
he was charged, so long as it had evidence that Plaintiff
intended to promote or facilitate the commission of those
crimes by other persons. Defendants have come forward
with evidence—beyond the allegedly tainted identification
of Plaintiff by Denise—that Plaintiff directly participated
in the commission of at least some of the crimes for which

he was charged, including the eyewitness identifications of
Martha and Henrichs. “The complaint of a single witness
or putative victim alone generally is sufficient to establish
probable cause to arrest unless the complaint would lead
a reasonable officer to be suspicious, in which case the
officer has a further duty to investigate.” Beauchamp v.
City of Noblesville, Ind., 320 F.3d 733, 743 (7th Cir. 2003).

When Martha viewed a line-up on December 31, 1981,
she identified Plaintiff as one of the offenders who pulled
off her clothing. Plaintiff asserts that the officers should
not have relied on Martha’s identification because it was
tainted by the use of unduly suggestive identification
techniques with the other victims. However, this is
pure speculation, and therefore insufficient to show
that the detectives should not have believed Martha.
Martha viewed the line-up without viewing any photos,
and (unlike Denise) there is no evidence that Martha’s
identification of Plaintiff was tainted in any way. Plaintiff
also argues that the detectives should not have relied on
Martha’s identification because she admitted to blacking
out for a time in the middle of the attack. Plaintiff does
not explain, however, why it would have been impossible
for Martha to see some of her attackers before she
blacked out, at least to an extent sufficient to provide
the Government with an “honest and sound suspicion”
that Plaintiff was one of the men involved in the attack.
Fabiano, 784 N.E.2d at 266.

In addition, when Henrichs viewed the photo array, he
identified Plaintiff as the person he saw violating Denise
with a foreign object. Plaintiff argues that Henrich’s
statement does not support a finding of probable
cause because “ASA McCarthy did not consider his
testimony to be reliable evidence on which to base a
prosecution.” [127-1] at 49. But this argument improperly
conflates the standards for obtaining a conviction (beyond
a reasonable doubt) with the much lower standard for
charging a defendant (probable cause). The Court is also
not convinced that “the totality of the circumstances calls
the identification by ... Henrichs into serious question”
to such an extent that his identification could not form
the basis for probable cause. [127-1] at 49. Plaintiff has
come forward with no evidence that Henrich’s statement
was tainted by misconduct of the police. While Henrichs
saw Plaintiff’s photo on television before he identified
Plaintiff in the photo array, there is no evidence that
the television report contained the same level of detail
that Henrichs provided in his alleged eye witness account.
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More specifically, Plaintiff has come forward with no
evidence that Henrich could have known, except through
personal observation, that one of the attackers put a
foreign object into Denise’s vagina. Therefore, the Court
concludes that Henrichs' statement, in conjunction with
Martha’s consistent statement, were sufficient to provide
Defendants with probable cause to bring all the charges

against Plaintiff. 6

6 It is unnecessary for the Court to reach the last
issue raised by the parties—whether the entry of
an order of nolle prosequi is considered to be the
termination of the criminal proceeding in Plaintiff’s
favor. “The Court nonetheless notes that, under
Illinois law, [f]or a nolle prosequi dismissal to
satisfy the favorable termination element, ‘[t]he
circumstances surrounding the abandonment of the
criminal proceedings must compel an inference that
there existed a lack of reasonable grounds to pursue the
criminal prosecution.’ ” Starks v. City of Waukegan,
946 F. Supp. 2d 780, 794 (N.D. Ill. 2013) (quoting
Swick v. Liautaud, 662 N.E.2d 1238, 1243 (Ill. 1996))
(emphasis added); see also Logan v. Caterpillar, Inc.,
246 F.3d 912, 925 (7th Cir. 2001). In this case, ASA
McCarthy ultimately decided not to re-try Plaintiff
based on her conclusion that the state would be
unable to meet its burden of proof at trial, which
would at least tend to suggest that the nolle prosequi
dismissal in this case should qualify as a termination
of the criminal proceeding in Plaintiff’s favor.

4. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress

*28  Defendants argue that Duffin is entitled to summary
judgment on Plaintiff’s claim for intentional infliction of
emotional distress because Plaintiff failed to bring the
claim within one year of his alleged injury, as required
by 745 ILCS 10/8-101. Plaintiff offers no response to this
argument, and therefore forfeits his claim for intentional
infliction of emotional distress. See Salas, 493 F.3d at 924;
Boogaard, 126 F. Supp. 3d at 1026-27.

5. Qualified Immunity

“ ‘Qualified immunity protects officers performing
discretionary functions from civil liability so long as their
conduct does not violate clearly established statutory or
constitutional rights that a reasonable person would know
about.’ ” Burritt v. Ditlefsen, 807 F.3d 239, 249 (7th

Cir. 2015) (quoting Mustafa v. City of Chicago, 442 F.3d
544, 548 (7th Cir. 2006)). “It protects ‘all but the plainly
incompetent or those who knowingly violate the law.’ ”
Id. (quoting Malley v. Briggs, 475 U.S. 335, 341 (1986)).
Once a defendant raises qualified immunity as a defense,
“the plaintiff has the burden of establishing that his or
her rights were violated and that the law concerning the
proffered right ‘was clearly established at the time the
challenged conduct occurred.’ ” Id. (quoting Mustafa, 442
F.3d at 548). The Court must then determine “whether
a reasonably competent official would know that the
conduct was unlawful in the situation he confronted.”
Mustafa, 442 F.3d at 548.

“ ‘In determining qualified immunity at the summary
judgment stage, the court asks two questions: (1) whether
the facts, taken in the light most favorable to the plaintiff,
make out a violation of a constitutional right, and (2)
whether that constitutional right was clearly established at
the time of the alleged violation.’ ” Kristofek v. Village of
Orland Hills, 832 F.3d 785, 798 (7th Cir. 2016) (quoting
Hobgood v. Ill. Gaming Bd., 731 F.3d 635, 648 (7th Cir.
2013)). In conducting the second step of this analysis,
the Court’s “first task is to consider controlling Supreme
Court and Seventh Circuit precedent.” Werner v. Wall,
836 F.3d 751, 762 (7th Cir. 2016). Courts typically conduct
this analysis “by focusing on the ‘specific context in the
case,’ rather than on a ‘broad general proposition.’ ”
Kristofek, 832 F.3d at 798 (quoting McGreal v. Ostrov,
368 F.3d 657, 683 (7th Cir. 2004)). Nonetheless, “general
statements of the law are not inherently incapable of
giving fair and clear warning, and in [certain] instances
a general constitutional rule already identified in the
decisional law may apply with obvious clarity to the
specific conduct in question.” Hope v. Pelzer, 536 U.S.
730, 741 (2002); see also Figgs v. Dawson, 829 F.3d 895,
906 (7th Cir. 2016) (“While, to be clearly established,
a right must be specific to the relevant factual context
of a cited case and not generalized with respect to
the Amendment that is the basis of the claim, the
very action in question need not have previously been
held unlawful for a public official to have reasonable
notice of the illegality of some action.” (internal citations
and quotation marks omitted)). In addition, “[w]hen
allegations revolve around whether police officers failed to
disclose Brady evidence, the qualified immunity question
focuses on whether it was clearly established that the
information that [the plaintiff] contends the Defendants
failed to disclose had to be turned over as exculpatory or
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impeaching.” Grayson v. City of Aurora, 157 F. Supp. 3d
725, 743 (N.D. Ill. 2016) (citing Carvajal, 542 F.3d at 569).

*29  As explained above, the Court has already
determined that the facts, taken in the light most favorable
to Plaintiff, make out a due process violation against
Duffin based on his alleged conspiracy with Ptak to
use suggestive techniques to obtain Denise’s witness
identification and the withholding of the use of suggestive
techniques with Denise and Hugo from Plaintiff’s criminal
defense counsel. The next question is whether these alleged
constitutional violations were clearly established at the
time they occurred, in late 1981 and early 1982.

To determine whether qualified immunity applies to a
conspiracy claim, the Court must determine “whether
those who allegedly performed the acts in furtherance
of the conspiracy are themselves shielded from liability
for those acts.” Atkins v. Hasan, 2015 WL 3862724, at
*5 (N.D. Ill. June 22, 2015). In Newsome v. McCabe,
256 F.3d 747 (7th Cir. 2001), abrogated on other grounds
byManuel v. City of Joliet, Ill., 137 S. Ct. 911 (U.S. 2017)—
which Plaintiff cites but Defendants fail to address—
the Seventh Circuit held that it was “clearly established
in 1979 and 1980 that police could not withhold from
prosecutors exculpatory information about ... the conduct
of a lineup.” Id. at 752; see alsoNewsome v. McCabe, 319
F.3d 301, 302 (7th Cir. 2003) (“Two years ago we held
that officers McCabe and McNally are not entitled to
qualified immunity if, as Newsome alleges, they not only
induced witnesses to accuse him falsely but also concealed
their improper activities.”); Ott v. City of Milwaukee, 48 F.
Supp. 3d 1197, 1207 (E.D. Wis. 2014) (“Newsome held it
was clearly established in 1979 and 1980 ‘that police could
not withhold from prosecutors exculpatory information
about ... the conduct of a lineup.’ ” (quoting Newsome, 256
F.3d at 752)). Further, the Supreme Court recognized long
before 1981 that “the conduct of identification procedures
may be ‘so unnecessarily suggestive and conducive to
irreparable mistaken identification’ as to be a denial of
due process of law.” Foster v. California, 394 U.S. 440, 442
(1969).

While Newsome and Foster involved a suspect line-up,
rather than a photo array containing the suspect’s photos,
the Court concludes that Newsome was sufficiently on
point to put a police officer on reasonable notice that it
would violate due process to signal to a witness during

the viewing of a photo array the identity of the suspected
offender.

In addition, the Seventh Circuit also recognized before
1981 that “a conspiracy may be used as the legal
mechanism through which to impose liability on each and
all the defendants without regard to the person doing
the particular act.” Hostrop v. Bd. of Jr. College Dist.
No. 515, Cook and Will Ctys. and State of Ill., 523 F.2d
569, 576 (7th Cir. 1975). Defendants argue, nonetheless,
that Duffin is entitled to qualified immunity because
he was “entitled to rely upon information furnished to
him by other officers”—specifically, information provided
by Ptak regarding Denise’s identification of Plaintiff—
pursuant to the theory of “collective knowledge.” [136] at
33. The cases cited by Defendants, however, require an
officer’s reliance on information obtained from another
officer to be “objectively reasonable” and “in good faith.”
See Wilbon v. Plovanich, 67 F. Supp. 3d 927, 940 (N.D. Ill.
2014) (“In a civil case for an arrest without probable cause,
the collective knowledge doctrine means a defendant is
entitled to qualified immunity if he relied in objective
good faith on another officer as to the justification
for the arrest.” (internal citation and quotation marks
omitted)); Bibart v. Stachowiak, 888 F. Supp. 864, 867
(N.D. Ill. 1995) (arresting officers who reasonably relied
upon information obtained from another law enforcement
official regarding outstanding arrest warrant are entitled
to qualified immunity from suit if it subsequently appears
that information that arresting officers received was
erroneous); Hardiman v. Ford, 41 F.3d 1510, 1994 WL
585409, at *2 (7th Cir. Oct. 25, 1994) (explaining that “[s]o
long as the officer’s reliance on the ‘collective knowledge’
is objectively reasonable, he will be accorded qualified
immunity” from suit arising from arrest without probable
cause). Construing the facts in the light most favorable
to Plaintiff, Ptak and Duffin may have engaged in a
conspiracy to identify Plaintiff as a suspect regardless of
what the evidence actually showed, in which case it was
not objectively reasonable, or in good faith, for Duffin
to rely on any statements that Ptak made concerning
Denise’s identification of Plaintiff in the photo array and
line-up. Therefore, the Court concludes that Duffin is not
entitled to the protections of qualified immunity.

B. Claims Against The City
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1. Monell

*30  Pursuant to Monell v. Dept. of Soc. Services of City
of New York, 436 U.S. 658 (1978), “[a] local governing
body may be liable for monetary damages under § 1983
if the unconstitutional act complained of is caused by: (1)
an official policy adopted and promulgated by its officers;
(2) a governmental practice or custom that, although not
officially authorized, is widespread and well settled; or (3)
an official with final policy-making authority.” Thomas v.
Cook County Sheriff’s Dept., 604 F.3d 293, 303 (7th Cir.
2010). Under this standard, “[t]he governmental body’s
policies must be the moving force behind the constitutional
violation before we can impose liability.” Id. at 306. In
addition, “[i]f the plaintiff fails to prove a violation of
his constitutional rights in his claim against the individual
defendants, there will be no viable Monell claim based on
the same allegations.” Swanigan v. City of Chicago, 775
F.3d 953, 962 (7th Cir. 2015).

Plaintiff’s Monell claim is based on the City’s alleged
widespread practice of withholding exculpatory materials
contained in “street files” in felony criminal investigations
during the time period involved in Plaintiff’s criminal
prosecution, 1981 to 1982. Plaintiff argues that the City
should incur Monell liability based on Duffin and Ptak’s
alleged failure to disclose that they used improperly
suggestive identification techniques when showing the
photo array to Denise. However, Plaintiff has offered no
evidence that the City’s practice of withholding street files
was the driving force behind that alleged constitutional
violation.

As an initial matter, Plaintiff has not offered any evidence,
beyond speculation, that a street file existed for Plaintiff’s
criminal case. More to the point, Plaintiff does not argue
or offer any evidence that suggestive techniques used
in a photo array would be the type of “evidence” that
one would expect to be included in the street file, if
one did exist. Indeed, Plaintiff states in his supplemental
brief, [157] at 21, that he is “not proceed[ing] on a
Monell theory for a widespread practice of suggestive
witness identification techniques and has not submitted
that evidence here.” Instead, Plaintiff points to four
other types of evidence that, he argues, would have
been in the street file: (1) a witness statement from the
woman from Cicero; (2) notes from Powell’s interview; (3)
Hugo’s description of a female offender; and (4) Martha’s

initial witness statement. The closest Plaintiff comes to
asserting a link between the withholding of information
concerning the use of suggestive techniques and his injury
is his argument that “[t]he evidence supports a finding
that, since [CPD] authorized and condoned detectives to
withhold exculpatory witness statements, the Detectives
also felt unfettered to also withhold the information
of how they obtained the false identifications.” [127-1]
at 65 (emphasis added). This is insufficient to establish
causation under this Circuit’s case law, which Plaintiff
fails to discuss. There must be “a direct causal connection
between the policy or practice and [the plaintiff’s] injury.”
Rice ex rel. Rice v. Correctional Med. Services, 675 F.3d
650, 675 (7th Cir. 2012). And while the Seventh Circuit has
not “adopt[ed] any bright-line rules defining a ‘widespread
custom or practice,’ ” the plaintiff “must demonstrate that
there is a policy at issue rather than a random event.”
Thomas, 604 F.3d at 303; see alsoWilliams v. Heavener,
217 F.3d 529, 532 (7th Cir. 2000) (“Ordinarily, one
incident is not sufficient to establish a custom that can give
rise to Monell liability.”). Without any evidence that the
City has a widespread practice of failing to disclose its use
of unduly suggestive techniques with witnesses, Plaintiff
cannot show that Defendants' alleged withholding of
suggestive techniques in this case was anything more than
a “random event.” Id. Therefore, Plaintiff cannot establish
a causal link between his injuries and the city’s policies or
practices and the City is entitled to summary judgment on
Plaintiff’s Monell claim.

2. Respondeat Superior

*31  Defendants' motion for summary judgment does
not address Plaintiff’s respondeat superior claim. Plaintiff
argues only that, “[u]nder respondeat superior, the City
may also [li]able for [Ptak’s] actions, within the scope of his
employment, in the malicious prosecution claim.” [127-1]
at 24, n.2. Since Defendants are entitled to summary
judgment on the malicious prosecution claim for the
reasons explained above, the Court concludes that the
City is also entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiff’s
claim for respondeat superior.

3. Indemnification

None of the parties address Plaintiff’s indemnification
claim in their summary judgment briefs. In his complaint,
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Plaintiff states that “Illinois law provides that public
entities are directed to pay any tort judgment for
compensatory damages for which employees are liable
within the scope of their employment activities.” [1] at
18. Since the Court is allowing Plaintiff to proceed on
his Section 1983 due process claim—a constitutional tort
—against Duffin, the Court concludes that the City is
not entitled to summary judgment on Plaintiff’s claim
for indemnification. See generally 745 ILCS 10/9-102;
Grayson, 157 F. Supp. 3d at 748 (Section 1983 judgment
qualifies as “tort judgment” within meaning of Illinois'
indemnification statute so long as employee was acting
within scope of his employment).

IV. Conclusion
For the reasons explained above, the Court grants in
part and denies in part Defendants' motion for summary
judgment [104]. The Court enters summary judgment in

favor of Defendants and against Plaintiff on Plaintiff’s
Monell claim against the City of Chicago for violation of
his right to Due Process (Count I) and on Plaintiff’s claims
for Failure to Intervene (Count II), Malicious Prosecution
(Count IV), Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress
(Count V), Civil Conspiracy (Count VI), and Respondeat
Superior (Count VII). Defendants' motion for summary
judgment is denied as to Plaintiff’s Section 1983 claim
against Defendant Duffin for violation of Plaintiff’s right
to Due Process (Count I), Plaintiff’s Section 1983 claim
for Conspiracy (Count III), and Plaintiff’s claim for
Indemnification (Count VIII). This case is set for status
hearing on July 26, 2017 at 9:30 a.m.

All Citations

Not Reported in Fed. Supp., 2017 WL 2985743, 103 Fed.
R. Evid. Serv. 1177
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